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Quotations
“The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking. It cannot be changed without changing
our thinking.” – Albert Einstein
“Life is a comedy to those who think, a tragedy to those who feel.” – Jean Racine
“If you make people think they’re thinking, they’ll love you; but if you really make them think, they’ll
hate you.” – Harlan Ellison
“Thinking is the hardest work there is, which is probably the reason so few engage in it.” – Henry
Ford
“All truly great thoughts are conceived while walking.” – Friedrich Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols
“The conventional view serves to protect us from the painful job of thinking.” – John Kenneth
Galbraith
“He who thinks little errs much…” – Leonardo da Vinci
“Cogito ergo sum. (I think, therefore I am.)” – René Descartes
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The Illuminati
THIS IS ONE OF A SERIES OF BOOKS detailing the cosmology, philosophy, politics and religion
of the ancient and controversial secret society known as the Illuminati, of which the Greek polymath
Pythagoras was the first official Grand Master. The society exists to this day.

The Mind Sphere
What is the strangest idea in history? It’s that the mind-bogglingly vast, “solid” universe we appear to
inhabit erupted all of a sudden, billions of years ago, out of nothing at all. If you think that’s really
what happened then you’re not thinking at all. Scientists claim that the evidence for their materialist
“Big Bang” is overwhelming. In this book, we will show that their “evidence” is laughable. There
was a Big Bang, but it was mathematical, not materialistic. Bizarrely, given that mathematics is at the
heart of science, scientists don’t understand mathematics at all. Existence is 100% mathematical and
mathematics is quintessentially mental – it’s what mind is made of. This universe is mental, not
physical. The material world is a specific, well-defined mathematical “illusion”.
The closest analogy to the true nature of the universe is that of an objective dream. In your
subjective dreams, you can build apparently solid worlds, which vanish each night. With an objective
dream – shared by all the minds in the universe – the apparently solid world created by the dream
does not vanish each night. It seems to be there permanently, and we soon conclude that it is anything
but a dream because it behaves very differently from our normal dreams. Yet this is the whole point
of the difference between ephemeral, private subjective dreams and a persistent, collective objective
dream.
What are the only two things of which you can be absolutely sure? One is yourself (the Ego), and
the other is everything that’s not-yourself (the Non-Ego; the “Other”). Your Ego consists of mental
activity: thinking, desiring, feeling, willing, sensing, intuiting. Do you have any sufficient reason to
suppose that the Non-Ego is any different? Why would you conclude that there are not one but two
other things: a) other minds (like your own) and then b) an extremely mysterious thing called
“matter”, which is said to be composed of hard, solid, brute, inert, lifeless, mindless, senseless atoms
– of which you yourself are said to be made, and which even allegedly give rise to your life and mind
(despite the fact that they possess neither life nor mind). Moreover, you encounter this non-mental
“matter” only via ideas, impressions and sensations in your mind! You are expected to believe in the
existence of matter even though you never have any contact with it except mentally.
So, why bother with this strange thing called matter at all? It generates more problems than
answers. If atoms are lifeless and mindless, through what magic do they produce life and mind? How
do minds interact with atoms? How do we use our minds to will the atoms of our arm to move? If we
are nothing but atoms obeying inescapable, inevitable, deterministic, materialist laws then how are
we capable of free will? If we are not in fact free then how did the preposterous delusion arise (via
mindless, deterministic atoms) that we are free, and what conceivable scientific function could such
an absurd, false idea serve?
The brilliant German philosopher Leibniz proposed that there was no such thing as matter. He
envisaged a world composed solely of minds: infinite minds. Matter, space and time were, for
Leibniz, all mental constructs of this infinite ensemble of minds.
*****
People who have lost their sight can see again in their dreams. Each night, they can create a vivid,
realistic, new “material” world, but it exists only in their dream, in their mind. All of us are world
builders in our dreams. Yet if we can literally dream up a material world that has no solid reality,
why do we imagine that the “actual” world we encounter is any different?

Our dreams prove that minds are capable of creating the illusion of matter without a single trace of
bona fide matter. Why should the obvious conclusion be avoided? The “real” world is a dream world
– a construct of mental activity – with one quintessential quality that makes it radically different from
our normal dreams: it is a collective dreamscape, not singular. All the minds in the universe
contribute to this dream. It’s a public, not a private dream. We can “wake up” from our private
dreams, but we can’t wake up from the public dream because we are not in control of it, and nor is
anyone else. We can, however, die, and then we do leave the dream. However, reincarnation (or
shall we call it “periodic re-insertion into the collective dream”) throws us back in. Reincarnation is
nothing more than “waking up”, but in a brand new body. Not even death affords an escape from the
dream! To quote The Eagles’ famous song Hotel California, “You can check out any time you like,
but you can never leave.”
There is only one exit from the dream: gnosis (enlightenment). When you finally grasp that your
existence has been one long dream, both public and private (waking and sleeping, across many
different bodies and lifetimes), you transcend the dream. You become a Dream Master, a God. Like
Neo in The Matrix, you can then do whatever you like in the public dream: you have “super powers”
– in fact, divine powers. You can choose to stay within the dream, but, to Gods, the normal dream
rapidly loses its attraction.
The Gods can do something else. They can construct a higher dream, reserved for the highest
minds. The Gods can build heaven, and from heaven they can look in whenever they like on the lower
dream: our world. People imagine that they go to such a heaven when they die. They don’t . They are
reincarnated back into the normal world and they will never get out until they have understood the
true nature of reality. One might say that there are only two public dream domains – heaven and hell –
and we, sadly, are all in hell!
Souls are not involved in a test of good versus evil, overseen by a supreme arbiter of morality,
whether it be a morally perfect “God” or some cosmic moral force called “karma” that ensures that
good deeds are rewarded and bad deeds punished. There is no such God and no such karma. Just
about the greatest lie of existence is that it’s inherently connected with morality. Morality per se has
nothing to do with anything. There is no such thing as morality if understood as an infallible, absolute
set of criteria of good and evil. Morality is always about opinions, beliefs, customs, biases and selfinterest. The definitive and unanswerable critique of morality is provided by Friedrich Nietzsche in
his book The Genealogy of Morals.
Nietzsche called himself the “first immoralist” in order to demonstrate that he was the first to see
through the lie of morality. He showed that morality is always a weapon wielded by one group
against another out of pure self-interest, hence has nothing at all to do with what morality is supposed
to be (i.e., entirely beyond self-interest).
The true test of existence is that of intelligence versus stupidity; knowledge versus ignorance.
Heaven is full of the smartest people in the universe, not the nicest or most faithful or obedient or
sanctimonious or best at kneeling and grovelling or the best at putting on a show of meekness,
mildness and rectitude. Life is a cosmic IQ test and the only people who get “saved” are the geniuses!
Geniuses are the true Elect. The people who get into heaven are those smart enough to build it!
Simone de Beauvoir rightly said, “One is not born a genius, one becomes a genius.” So, your fate is
in your own hands.
The ultimate allegory is the tale of Adam and Eve. Here we are provided with the two supreme
choices: knowledge or “morality”. Morality, in this context, signifies absolute obedience to God; it
has nothing to do with good and evil unless you deem that absolute obedience to God is good and any

disobedience is evil. Hitler and Stalin promoted the same “morality” but with their names replacing
God’s – and no one sees them as anything other than psychotic tyrants and dictators. Why should it be
any different for “God”, the same God who exterminated the whole of humanity (because they were
“disobedient”), bar Noah and his family?
In Genesis 3:3, God says to Adam and Eve, “You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree that is in the
midst of the garden, neither shall you touch it, lest you die.” Note that an order is given, but no reason
for the order, and the punishment of death is announced for transgressing the order. In Kafka’s The
Trial, Josef K is arrested without any reason, then subjected to a trial where no charges are ever
made, found guilty nevertheless and brutally executed. We can imagine that Kafka was writing about
the God of Adam and Eve.
In Genesis 3:4-5, the Serpent (one of the great heroes of Gnosticism) says to Eve (a great Gnostic
heroine),”You won’t die! God knows that your eyes will be opened as soon as you eat it, and you
will be like God, knowing both good and evil.”
So, here we see that the choice is between slavish obedience to God or striving to become God,
and sharing the same knowledge. This is nothing other than Hegel’s master-slave dialect in action.
You can choose to be the slave of your master (God), or you can choose to become equal to God and
thus abolish both masters and slaves.
Our world is one that has preferred slavery to God over becoming God. The ancient Gnostics –
the seekers of ultimate knowledge – were those who sided with the Serpent and Eve and saw the
attainment of knowledge as the highest good. To attain the highest knowledge was equivalent to
transmuting yourself into God.
This choice has never gone away. Are you someone who seeks to define yourself as God’s slave,
willing to obey him at all times, even if he orders you to murder your child (as he ordered his first
prophet Abraham)? That, astoundingly, is what most people regard as “morality”: doing God’s
bidding at all times even if it involves murder. Of course, it’s not morality at all, it’s blind, mindless
obedience. By exactly the same criterion, all Nazis who obeyed Hitler to the letter were the most
“moral” Nazis. Were the Muslim maniacs of 9/11 mass murderers or faithful martyrs of Allah? What
kind of “morality” promotes 9/11 as something that furnishes an instant passport to the highest level of
Paradise, to the seats next to God himself? How can anyone imagine that 9/11 has any connection
with morality, goodness or virtue? It’s the opposite. That, of course, is the whole problem with
morality. It’s whatever anyone, including mass murderers, wants it to be.
Those who want to worship God and obey him at all times are natural-born slaves. Those who
want all the knowledge of the universe are natural-born Gods-in-the-making.
You can never become God by obeying God. You can become God only by discovering
everything he knows. God promises death and hell to those who seek to know what he knows.
Gnosticism promises divinity to those (the “mathematikoi”) who learn everything.
The “obeyers” are permanent slaves; the “knowers” are those on their way to heaven. Our world
has been a horrific battlefield between the obeyers (Abrahamists and karmists) and the knowers
(Gnostics and scientists). Which are you?
In the absence of God’s physical presence on our planet, the powers-that-be have installed
themselves as his Earthly representatives. (The Pope calls himself the “vicar of Christ”, kings say
they rule by divine right, and the super rich say they are the elect and the saved, specially favoured
and rewarded by God.)
The message is always the same. In order to obey God, you must obey his agents on earth. In other
words, they become the Gods, who are then worshipped as if they were the real thing. Look at the

slavish devotion towards popes, kings, celebrities, the “nobility”, CEOs, the super rich. It’s easy to
see why the elite love “God” so much and so eagerly promote religion. It allows them to enjoy
Godlike powers, to be worshipped by the credulous masses and to be absolute masters over legions
of slaves, wielding total control over them. Religion is the supreme tool of mass control.
Imagine a world in which religion had promoted not obedience but knowledge, in which Adam
and Eve would have been held in contempt if they did not eat of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge.
Imagine if religion said that all stupid, obedient slaves went to hell and only autonomous people of
knowledge went to heaven. Our world would be unrecognisable. There would be no controlling
elite, and no slaves and no masters in our world.
Slavish obedience is the greatest sin and crime of all, the biggest insult to divinity. Knowledge is
its antidote. Only smart people have the imago dei (“image of God”) imprinted on them. Only they
can become Gods and gain entry to paradise. The pearly gates are forever locked to those who failed
to understand the true meaning of the tale of Adam and Eve. You must eat the forbidden fruit – or
remain a slave forever, someone who robotically obeys your controllers because you are incapable
of anything better, because you refuse to take responsibility and control of your own life.
*****
There is one subject above all that reveals the truth of reality, and it’s almost as if the cosmos is
enjoying a private joke because this is the most hated, feared and unpopular subject of them all:
mathematics. Where else would you hide the ultimate secret – the answer to life, the universe and
everything – except in the last place anyone would look? Mathematics is the answer to everything, yet
is hidden in plain sight. No one has made the slightest attempt to conceal the truth of existence, but it
might as well be buried in a bottomless pit that none can ever reach.
To know the answer to existence, you have to know where to look and you will look there only if
you want to. The average person will never look to mathematics because they have no desire to
contemplate mathematics at all, and thus they condemn themselves to endless trips on the Wheel of
Suffering.
What was the Philosopher’s Stone ? It was said to be a miraculous substance that turns base
metals into gold and confers rejuvenation and immortality. It was the Great Work of the Alchemists to
discover it. Yet, in truth, it is nothing other than complete understanding and mental control of
existence through ontological mathematics.
We live in a universe of mathematical information conveyed by precise, analytic mathematical
waves (sines and cosines). Such waves are the basis of “Fourier mathematics”, and Fourier
mathematics is the basis of both quantum mechanics and holography.
Here is the remarkable truth of existence. The whole of reality unfolds within a single point called
the Singularity. Yet this Singularity (with a capital “S”) is itself composed of infinite singularities
(with a small “s”). All of these singularities are minds, and nothing else exists. In particular, there is
no such thing as matter (except as an idea created mathematically by minds, just as holograms are
created by illuminating wave interference patterns, thus generating the illusion of solid things from
nothing but intangible waves).
These minds are all fundamental, indestructible mathematical units which have compulsory
existence and have been present forever. In religious terms, these mathematical units (“monads”)
have a far more resonant name. They are immortal souls.
Souls are 100% mathematical, defined 100% by mathematics and interact with other souls 100%
mathematically. There is nothing other than mathematics. Precisely thanks to that fact, each of us can

gain 100% knowledge of the universe and know everything, i.e. we can all become GODS.
Each soul exists in two different ways: 1) privately (in relation to itself, to its own inner space, its
own “dream world”), but also 2) publicly as one node of the whole monadic collection. It’s this latter
context that constitutes the real, external, objective world that we mistake as a material world
independent of minds. In fact, it’s a collective construct of all those minds. Just as a single mind can
generate an internal dream world, so can the whole mind collective, but now that dream is regarded
as external to each individual mind, and, moreover, it obeys firm, rigid, objective mathematical rules
and laws – precisely those studied by science as the alleged basis of the “material” world.
The collective dream world is rather like The Matrix, and we are all plugged into it. It wasn’t an
artificial intelligence that created it, but our own minds.
So, how does the film The Matrix match up to true reality? In the movie, there is both a real world
(a post-Apocalyptic wasteland) and a simulated world that resembles a previous peaceful period of
human history. People have real bodies but these are all in life-support incubators plugged in to the
simulated reality. Their simulated bodies match their actual bodies.
Each real person is permanently asleep, but experiences two different sleeping modes: “waking
sleep” (when they are directly part of the Matrix simulation and doing things within it) and “sleeping
sleep” (when they go to sleep within the Matrix and are no longer interacting with it). When people
“wake” from sleeping sleep, they enter the waking sleep of “normal” Matrix life, but no one
completely wakes up (to true reality) unless they are explicitly unplugged from the Matrix. Death in
the Matrix causes death in real life. (In other words, the simulation can kill you.)
Outside the movies (!), reality comprises a world of minds. Each mind is plugged into a
“material” world (collectively generated by all of the minds), where it’s attached to a specific
material body. When its body is awake, the mind is linked to the “objective reality” of the material
world. When its body is asleep, the mind retreats to its own subjective hinterland where it creates its
own dream worlds, over which it has complete control.
In this system, the mind is never asleep; only the body sleeps. The status of the body – sleeping or
waking – determines what experiences the mind has (subjective or objective). A sleeping body in
effect frees the mind from objective, body-focused reality.
Your dreams, remarkably, are the proof that your mind can exist and function without a body, and
hence that the death of your body is irrelevant to your mind, except that it deprives your mind of a link
to the objective world of other minds. Only via reincarnation is a new bodily connection established.
Death is thus simply super sleep. Normally when you go to sleep, you wake up in your familiar body,
but, following death, you wake up in a brand new body (that of a newborn baby!), with all of your
previous consciousness memories erased. As the ancient Greeks liked to say to explain why people
couldn’t remember their past lives, you have drunk of the deep waters of forgetfulness of the
underworld river known as Lethe. Death resets your consciousness of the objective world, but does
not reset your mind itself, which has full knowledge of all past lives. Death and sleep are basically
the same process, but with death effecting a much more radical transition upon “waking”.
The study of sleep and dreams should be one of the key activities of the human race since all of the
mysteries of life and death are contained in sleeping and dreaming. Yet this subject is barely studied
at all. That’s mostly thanks to the scientific materialists, who have an inverted understanding of
reality, putting matter above mind.
Your body isn’t a physical “thing”. It’s a mental construct, a kind of avatar that operates on your
behalf in the objective world. The key to understanding the material world lies in quantum mechanics.
Quantum particles are simply “thoughts” that emerge from individual minds into the collective mental

arena, where they become “objective” rather than “subjective”, and thus seem like solid, persistent
things (i.e. material objects). They are external rather than internal thoughts. Individual quantum
particles display the extremely bizarre behaviour well known in the quantum world because they are
so closely related to mental rather than physical things. Only collections of trillions upon trillions of
quantum particles take on the solid character of the familiar material objects of our world. If we
subjected any physical body to a powerful enough microscope it would, at the highest resolutions,
dissolve into oblivion because its particles would vanish into the non-physical minds from which
they originally came.
Your “normal” thoughts are internal and subjective (unextended; dimensionless), but what happens
when your thoughts become external and objective (extended and dimensional)? Then they are
converted into quantum entities, shared between all of the minds of the universe, and multitudes of
interacting quantum particles produce the illusion of a solid, material world. Matter is, however, just
a different kind of mental expression: objective rather than subjective, external rather than internal,
extended rather than unextended, dimensional rather than dimensionless.
“Matter” is produced by the thinking of an infinite collection of minds, while normal thoughts are
produced by individual minds. So, everything boils down to minds operating on their own and minds
operating collectively. Nothing else is going on. Reality is all about minds and thinking, and that’s it.
There’s no mysterious matter, independent of minds and thinking.
To grasp Illuminism, the religion of the Illuminati, you have to abolish all thoughts of matter as an
independent entity. Minds create matter; matter does not create minds. All matter is actually alive
insofar as it all belongs to living minds. This position is known as hylozoism – living matter. We
could equally refer to panpsychism, meaning that mind is everywhere and in everything.
What, then, is the difference between a living body and a lump of rock? The stuff of both the body
and the rock is the same: atoms, which are generated by the Mind Collective. Atoms derive from the
energy content of minds, but are not minds themselves (rather, they are psychoid: relating to mind;
resulting from mind). “Living” things are those things that are directly and efficiently controlled by
individual minds. Life is a continuum and things are more alive to the extent that they allow the
expression of individual wills. A lump of rock does not express any meaningful will at all, so it can
be concluded that either it has no active, individual controlling mind (it is under the passive control
of the Mind Collective, hence obeys the deterministic laws of mathematics) or any individual mind
linked to it cannot achieve any significant degree of expression, so any such mind is both passive and
totally unconscious. A plant is a living thing, but barely expresses more will than a rock. However,
any individual mind linked to it is slightly more active and slightly less unconscious than that of a
rock. Animals are higher again on the scale and individual controlling minds of animals are active
and “pre-conscious”. Then come human beings. Human beings have controlling minds that are active
and conscious (meaning that they are self-aware and can exercise authentic free will – such minds are
what we properly call “souls”: they are active souls as opposed to passive souls).
On Earth, DNA is the crucial factor that allows minds to exert meaningful control over bodies and
thus generate the phenomenon of life. Everything is in fact alive since mathematical minds are the
only things that actually exist, but only a few of these minds can express their life meaningfully, via
bodies they control in the material world. DNA is the “living code”: the way of organising atoms in
such a way as to allow individual minds to take direct control of bodies made of DNA and express
themselves through those bodies. DNA is a mathematical information code and contains enormously
more information, order and organisation than a lump of rock. It wasn’t Darwinian evolution by
natural selection that created DNA, but continual attempts by individual minds – over hundreds of

millions of years – to create atomic and molecular information systems over which they could exert
direct mathematical control. This mental process would, from a materialist perspective, seem
Darwinian and random, but actually reflects unseen and unobservable operations of individual minds,
and collaborative collections of minds.
All minds are on a scale of passivity versus activity and unconsciousness versus consciousness.
The higher your mind is on the scale, the more active and conscious you are, and the more you control
your own destiny. Gods have the highest minds on the scale: they are completely active and
conscious. They have fully incorporated all unconscious elements.
*****
Matter, it must be emphasized, does not belong to individual minds and is not defined by individual
minds. It belongs to infinite minds and is defined in that context. Since each mind is trivial compared
with the whole collection of minds, no ordinary mind can hope to influence the material world, except
in the limited arena of its own physical actions, carried out by its body. The material world is
therefore a world of rules and laws that no ordinary mind can ever defy. These rules and laws were
there before we were born and will be there after we die. These rules and laws endure forever,
although, periodically, the universe itself dies and reincarnates. The death of the universe is the same
as the death of an individual, but on a cosmic scale; the cosmic mind then requires a new body and it
generates it via a cosmic mental event known as the Big Bang! Mathematically, the Big Bang is an
antisymmetry event involving infinite minds. We have described this in detail elsewhere in The God
Series.
The most notorious problem of quantum mechanics is the so-called “measurement problem”. This
says that things “collapse” into a definite state only when a measurement or observation takes place,
which therefore seems to create a requirement for conscious observers (but no conscious observers
were present during the Big Bang, so how did anything “collapse” into a real state back then?). In
Illuminism, this is solved easily. The universe consists of nothing but minds (which are
overwhelmingly unconscious or barely conscious), and minds do nothing but measure and observe the
universe, albeit unconsciously, so the universal wavefunction is always collapsing (then instantly
reforming). There is no such phenomenon as “Schrödinger’s cat” where a cat trapped in a potentially
lethal box –the box has a 50-50 chance of releasing poison gas – is simultaneously alive and dead
until someone opens the box to find out, thereby “collapsing” the cat into the state of alive or dead.
The sheer absurdity of this notion ought to have destroyed the conventional interpretation of quantum
mechanics (the establishment position known as the Copenhagen Interpretation), but, no, this junk
continues to be taught as if it were somehow relevant to reality rather than just a bizarre artifact of a
manifestly false hypothesis.
*****
Despite all evidence and reason to the contrary, scientists tell us that we live in a solid, material
universe, that “mind” is entirely derived from matter, i.e. there would be no mind at all without
matter, and that we have no free will (because we are parts of inexorable causal chains). Mind,
scientifically, is regarded as an epiphenomenon: a secondary phenomenon accompanying and
resulting from a primary phenomenon. Thus “thinking” is merely an epiphenomenon of neural
processes of the brain and has no causal influence whatsoever. Mental activity is a by-product of the
biochemical activity of the material brain and nothing besides. Therefore, free will is an illusion and
we, and all animals and plants, are biological machines. It’s possible, in this view, that inorganic

crystals exhibit as much, and as meaningful, mental activity as human beings!
It’s extraordinary that science’s many successes have blinded people to the fact that many of its
central doctrines are arrant nonsense. The universe bears no resemblance to science’s portrayal of it.
What could be more ridiculous than the assertion that we have no free will, yet that’s exactly what
science claims.
According to science, we live in a purposeless universe. Since matter is inherently devoid of
purpose and humans are made exclusively of matter then human beings are purposeless automatons.
We’re biological robots. When our body dies, our mind automatically dies with it, so death is the
definite end. Thanks to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, the whole universe will eventually
suffer “heat death” and become a frozen cemetery, cosmic in scale, where nothing of note ever
happens. Like a child’s wind-up toy, the universe will run down and never restart (since there’s no
one to wind it up again).
Any human being who believes that he has free will and can genuinely choose what he’s going to
do next ipso facto rejects the scientific view of existence. It’s extraordinary that religious critics of
science choose to attack a central bastion of science such as evolution when they should in fact be
pounding away at science’s denial of free will: a truly bizarre and absurd stance. How could
mindless, lifeless atoms create mind and life, and moreover how could purposeless, causal atoms
create beings who have purposes and are certain they are free (i.e. certain that their behaviour is not
caused by mere atomic interactions).
The central tenets of science are incompatible with the reality we as human beings actually
experience, yet science receives almost no intellectual criticism from the world’s “intelligentsia”,
who are all cowed by its success.
Science’s Achilles ’ heel is the fact that it cannot explain human freedom, nor does it have any
hope of explaining it since freedom (action outside of materialistic causal chains) does not exist
within the scientific paradigm.
What is the rational alternative to the scientific view? Naturally, it’s the reverse. Rather than
matter being primary, mind is primary. The Big Bang was a mental, not physical event. It was an
explosion of mental activity. Matter is a mental epiphenomenon. It is entirely derived from mind.
There’s no such thing as “solid” matter. It’s mind existing in a certain way. “Matter” is caused by
“collective” rather than individual thinking, i.e. when the type of thinking we do privately, inside our
own minds, is conducted publicly, inside all minds, it manifests itself as material things obeying
scientific laws. To put it another way, each of us is a free, thinking individual (an uncaused cause; an
immortal, indestructible, mathematical “soul”) inhabiting a collective mental, mathematical arena
where no individual mind has any control.
The individual mental arena is what we normally associate with thinking; the material domain is
what happens to thinking when it is done collectively rather than individually.
When we dream, we build our own worlds and do whatever we like in them; time, space and
causality obey no set rules. It’s the Wild West. Anything goes.
When we awaken, we enter a collective mental arena of set, objective rules, where time, space
and causality cannot be wished away.
All that has actually happened is that we have a left a private mental domain where we are fully in
control to a public mental domain where we are not in control and where we have to obey the
deterministic rules of the collective mind. Going to sleep opens the door to our private mind where,
more or less, we are cut off from other minds, and awaking opens the door to the public mind where
we exist in a vast, objective arena that we share with all other minds (this is the so-called material

world). Sleeping/waking corresponds to a straightforward switch between private and public mental
experience. What could be simpler?
When we die, we temporarily leave the public mental arena and are stuck in our private dream
world, until we acquire a new body through reincarnation and can then once again take part in the
collective mental arena. Where’s the mystery? There isn’t one.
The material world is nothing but a mental construct – a Matrix – into which we are all plugged.
When we go to sleep (or die), we unplug ourselves and when we wake (or are reborn) we are
plugged back in. There’s nothing else going on.
There’s no “Architect” or “God” controlling the Matrix. It’s operated by all of its participants, all
of whom obey well-defined mathematical rules and laws. Souls, and the Matrix they construct (the
scientific world), are entirely mathematical.
Why does freedom exist? Precisely because we are all individual souls (uncreated, uncaused
causes), who are not controlled by anyone else, and, mentally, we enjoy our own private space, of
which we are the complete master. However, we are also part of the shared, public space where we
are not the master and in that space we are subject to its rules (of space, time and causality). Even
there, however, we are free as far as our personal behaviour goes. We can’t break the shared
scientific rules and laws of the Matrix, but we can do whatever we want within those rules and laws.
Those rules and laws set the framework in which we behave; they do not determine our behaviour, as
scientists claim.
Mathematics, unlike science, allows for a free universe and also for a framework of rules and
laws. Science rejects a free universe and says that rules and laws determine everything, including our
own behaviour. It’s time to get rid of science and replace it with ontological mathematics.
Mathematics, but not science, is compatible with freedom. The reason for that is that mathematics
is consistent with mind, while science is all about matter and relegates mind to a material
epiphenomenon.
It’s time to jettison the scientific materialist view of “reality”. The world is not a dead lump of
rock that generates bizarre epiphenomenal minds subject to the bizarre fantasy that they are alive, free
and full of purpose. Rather, reality is a living mental organism made up of infinite individual minds,
which collaborate to establish a collective mental arena known as the material world.
*****
The ancients spoke of Creation as a vast crystal sphere, made of spheres within spheres, like Russian
dolls, with the sphere of Earth at its centre, the focus of Creation.
Instead of contemplating the “Sphere of Reality” as a materialist entity, we should consider it in
mental terms. A word often used in this context is “Noosphere”, denoting the Sphere of Thought. It
derives from the ancient Greek nous (“mind”) and sphaira (“sphere”) and is related to terms such as
“atmosphere” and “biosphere”.
The word “Noosphere” was first coined in Paris in the 1920s by French scientist and Jesuit priest
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, French philosopher Edouard Le Roy and Russian geochemist Vladimir I.
Vernadsky. According to Teilhard de Chardin, all three jointly developed the broad concept, he
introduced the specific word and Le Roy was first to commit it to print.
Teilhard de Chardin envisaged a planetary evolutionary scheme beginning with the geosphere (the
densest parts of Earth; the inside of Earth). To this was added a lithosphere (Earth’s rocky crust),
followed by the hydrosphere (the oceans). Then came the biosphere (the living sphere of plants and
animals) and the atmosphere which sustained it, with the heliosphere (the sun sphere) at the end of the

line.
Teilhard de Chardin’s controversial proposal was that “mind”, especially that of human beings
(the anthroposophere), was forming a new sphere to add to all the others – a noosphere, the sphere
of the mind: a kind of thinking atmosphere enveloping the world with reason and consciousness.
For Teilhard de Chardin, it was a thinking layer “above” the biosphere: a new layer, an active
mental layer spreading over and above the world of minerals, plants, and animals. The biosphere
therefore had brute matter (the lithosphere) below it and pure mind above it. Here we see a gradation
of the inorganic to the mindless organic to the minded organic, always getting further and further
away from gross, lifeless, mindless matter.
Teilhard de Chardin wrote, “Unless we give up all attempts to restore man to his place in the
general history of Earth as a whole without damaging him or disorganising it, we must place him
above it, without, however, uprooting him from it. And this amounts to imagining, in one way or
another, above the animal biosphere a human sphere, the sphere of reflexivity [reflexive: directed
back on itself; reflected back], of conscious invention, of the conscious unity of souls (the noosphere
if you will) and to conceiving, at the origin of this new entity, a phenomenon of special transformation
affecting pre-existent life: hominisation... Nothing can be compared with the coming of reflexive
consciousness except the appearance of consciousness itself.”
In other words, “reflexive consciousness” amounts to an evolving human collective consciousness
(the conscious analogue of Jung’s collective unconscious). It implies an ever greater degree of
conscious cooperation between people for the common good, and, ultimately, collective telepathy –
whereby we become something akin to a single entity, “a unity of souls”. The film The Village of the
Damned (based on John Wyndham’s The Midwich Cuckoos) is about alien children who can think as
one. They provide a glimpse of what a noosphere future might bring.
The noosphere, for Teilhard de Chardin, is associated with an evolutionary process that ultimately
causes it to detach itself from the biosphere.
In similar vein, Le Roy wrote, “Through human action, the noosphere disengages itself, little by
little, from the biosphere and becomes more and more independent, and all this with rapid
acceleration and an amplification of effects which continue to grow.”
Le Roy and Teilhard de Chardin both conceived of the noosphere in highly religious terms and
saw it as the means to reconcile religion with science and evolutionary theory. (The only acceptable
religions are evolutionary, not Creationist.)
In the Soviet Union, the concept of the noosphere was used secularly, in both a scientific and
political sense, which fitted well with the Marxist doctrine of dialectical materialism. This doctrine
is hylozoistic, i.e. it sees matter as being alive in some sense (animated matter), and it introduces the
notion of the dialectical evolution of material nature. Mind is always tied to matter (dialectical
materialism is a strictly materialist doctrine), but matter can become more and more “mental”, so to
speak, and the more that matter expresses mind, the higher quality it possesses. Dialectical
materialism is about optimising the quality of matter through optimisation of its mental aspect.
Communists, naturally, are the highest expression of dialectical materialism (they are the most
rational, moral and decent), while the capitalists and the Abrahamists represent degraded, low quality
matter, infected with greed, selfishness, superstition and irrationality. The Communist State is the
perfect State – paradise on Earth – where the quality of matter has reached its highest manifestation.
Vernadsky, the Russian, therefore saw the noosphere as always being tied to the biosphere but
continually improving the biosphere’s mental expression and quality (as part of the processes of
dialectical materialism). He said, “Now we are witnessing an extraordinary display of the living

matter in the biosphere genetically related to the appearance of Homo sapiens hundreds of thousands
of years ago, with the creation, owing to that, of a new geological force, scientific thought, which has
greatly increased the influence of the living matter, the biosphere’s evolution. Being embraced by the
living matter, the biosphere seems to increase its geological force to an infinite degree; it seems to
also become transformed by the scientific thought of Homo sapiens and to pass to its new state –
noosphere.”
In Vernadsky’s theory, the noosphere is the third phase of Earth’s development, following the
geosphere (inanimate matter) and the biosphere (biological life). The biosphere transforms the
geosphere and the noosphere – dominated by human reason – transforms the biosphere. The
noosphere is thus virtually a perfect description of the culmination of dialectical materialism, and of
the Communist State. The world literally becomes a more rational and civilized place, transformed
by science and the human mind.
Le Roy, on the other hand, envisaged a kind of earthly separation, so that humanity would become
radically distinct from the natural world (i.e. the noosphere and biosphere would part company, so to
speak) and perhaps humanity would be the enemy of the biosphere. Arguably, this is what has
happened, especially in the context of global warming.
As for Teilhard de Chardin, he had a much more cosmic conception of the noosphere and
promoted the possibility of a decoupling of the noosphere from the biosphere and even from Earth
itself. That is, just as the soul detaches from the body (at death), so the noosphere might be able to
detach itself from its body (Earth) and become an independent, free-floating entity, journeying through
the cosmos.
All such thinking led Aldous Huxley to anticipate a kind of New Age Revolution: “Thus since the
advent of man, a new habitat has been opened up to evolving life, a habitat of thought: for this I shall
use Teilhard de Chardin’s term, the noosphere, until someone suggests something better. This
covering of the earth’s sphericity with a thinking envelope, whose components are interacting with a
steadily rising intensity, is now generating a powerful psycho-social pressure favouring a solution of
least effort, by way of integration in a unitary organisation of ideas and beliefs. But this will not
happen automatically: it can only be achieved by a large-scale co-operative exercise of human reason
and imagination.”
The Noosphere is the “atmosphere” of thought and consciousness that has been developing over
our Earth since the dawn of humanity. The internet is a physical manifestation of it: a worldwide
linked network; a global information exchange between people, bringing them ever closer together.
Social networking on the internet is the next stage.
But what comes next? Does mind detach itself from bodies? Can the collective consciousness of
humanity leave Earth and soar off, as Teilhard de Chardin thought, into the heavens on the most
astonishing of all cosmic journeys? Is the noosphere a Soul Sphere, composed of the souls of all
good, enlightened, moral, rational human beings, and leaving behind the souls of all the greedy,
selfish, hateful monsters and psychopaths who have hitherto ruled and oppressed our world? Imagine
the Soul Sphere merging, finally, with the “God Sphere” and establishing a Society of the Divine. Is
that not the ultimate destiny of higher humanity?
New Agers made the error of promoting an emotion (love) as the answer to the world’s problems.
That worked out well, didn’t it?! What is needed is a method: dialectical reason. A world of reason
would in fact be a much more loving place than a world of love without reason – because it is love
without reason that underlies fanatical religions (that hate all other religions and go to war against
them), love without reason that supports nationalism (that causes of hatred of other nations and leads

to war), love without reason that supports the privileged family (that looks out for itself at all times
and has no concern for others). Love without reason is the root of all evil.
The Noosphere will not be powered by love, hope, faith, prayers or superstition. Ontological
mathematics, dialectics and hyperreason will be its engine.
*****
This book is the story of the highest human thought, and how it is leaving behind materialism and the
sensory domain and finally comprehending the supreme truth of existence – that we inhabit an
immortal, indestructible mental Singularity outside space and time, and that the illusion of
materialism is generated mathematically via holography.
The universe is a self-generating, intelligent, living hologram, comprised of infinite Leibnizian
monads – souls. Souls are not the weirdest and most unfathomable things in reality; they are in fact the
very building blocks of reality, without which nothing else is possible. Souls are the basis of
ontology. They have compulsory existence. The most certain fact of all is that you have an immortal
soul. You can never die mentally, but you will endure countless bodily deaths. Your consciousness,
tied to your body, dies, but each consciousness is absorbed into your Higher Self as a “past life”.
Geosphere
In Aristotelian physics, the geosphere was composed of four spheres, corresponding to the four
terrestrial elements: Earth, Water, Air and Fire. Earth, naturally, was the sphere of the element Earth.
This sphere was penetrated by the Sphere of Water (producing the oceans covering the Earth). Above
these two spheres was the Sphere of Air (the atmosphere), and above it was the Fire Sphere. Above
these four spheres were the heavens, made of the quintessence – aether.
Already, we can see the idea – which is at the core of Teilhard de Chardin’s evolutionary thinking
– of an increase in spherical quality as we move from base Earth to divine Aether, as we move up the
various spheres, eventually reaching the Empyrean itself (God’s sphere).
Teilhard de Chardin’s noosphere , while firmly belonging to this way of thinking, is far more
dynamic than Aristotle’s spheres, and, crucially, is immaterial. It rises through the solid spheres until
it arrives at the Empyrean – where it unites with God! Our minds and God’s become one.
Gaia
James Lovelock’s Gaia Hypothesis presents Earth as a kind of living organism, capable of apparently
intelligent self-regulation. We might envisage Gaia theory as suggesting that the whole planet is
infused with the noosphere, and humans are just more attuned to it than anything else on Earth.
Marxism
Marxism can be viewed as a kind of political and economic noosphere: the force of a progressive
and universal social evolution and revolution sweeping the globe and ridding the world of ancient
injustices and tyrants, obliterating wealth disparities, abolishing privilege, making everyone equal in
status and dignity.
Of course, Christianity was supposed to fulfil such a role but ended up becoming the main fortress
of the privileged elite. It’s highly significant that no rich person has ever endorsed Marxism (because
Marxism specifically and unambiguously denounces the rich), while countless rich people are
Christians, meaning that they see no contradiction whatsoever between having a luxurious, rich,
princely life of power and privilege on Earth and getting into heaven. Yet wasn’t Christianity
supposed to provide a reward of paradise to those who had endured Earthly misery at the hands of

the rich and powerful? There is something utterly diabolical at the heart of Christianity that has
allowed it to be hijacked by the very people it explicitly condemned in the pages of the Gospel.
Evolution
Darwinian evolution by natural selection appears to support, up to a point, the development of the
noosphere. But why are there far more stupid humans than smart ones?
Lamarckian adaptive evolution is much better suited to the concept of the noosphere since it
provides a means for mind to directly change DNA (to cause valuable mutations that will impact the
next generation, which are then acted upon by Darwinian natural selection).
Henri Bergson’s concept of élan vital is very similar to the noosphere (mind penetrating and
improving matter) and, indeed, Teilhard de Chardin was heavily influenced by Bergson’s
evolutionary philosophy.
In Creative Evolution, Bergson proposed that evolution is “creative” and radically unpredictable.
Darwinian natural selection, he said, fails to capture what is truly taking place. At the heart of
evolution is this incredible living force of élan vital.
Evolution, for Bergson, has no ultimate purpose and no appointed end. It goes wherever élan vital
takes it, and no one can say in advance where that is. However, since the process is all about
creativity, glorious possibilities will surely be actualized.
*****
Teilhard de Chardin’s evolutionary version of Christianity is vastly superior to conventional
Christianity. If it were clever, Catholicism would embrace Teilhard de Chardin’s ideas and be reborn
as something in tune with evolution and the modern world.
However, the problem of all ancient, decrepit, dogmatic religions is that they cannot afford to
admit a single error or flaw. Therefore, no matter what, they have to go on supporting discredited,
disproven, absurd belief systems. That’s why they have no future and will definitely die. Any religion
that isn’t evolutionary and dialectical, able to move with the times and embrace new knowledge, is
doomed.
What Teilhard de Chardin accomplished was to link mind and spirituality to the biophysical
nature of living systems, to introduce a “psycho-biological” dimension (of the type that Jung would
later call “psychoid”). His ideas resemble the evolution of Hegel’s rational Geist towards its
Absolute state of complete self awareness and knowledge.
Any viable system of thought must be evolutionary and must point to an “end of history”, a grand
culmination of a Cosmic Age.
The universe must acquire the ability to pass the “cosmic mirror test”: it must become aware of its
own existence and, like a developing baby, reach a point where it can recognise itself in a mirror.
This is the great task of the evolving noosphere. It carries within itself cosmic consciousness.
Quantum Bodies
Quantum particles are “as if” matter, i.e. they act as if they are material things even though they
originate as waves from inside monads (minds), hence are fundamentally mental entities.
Consider the wavefunction of a quantum particle. It takes into account the whole universe, i.e. it is
everywhere at once. This is exactly what you would expect of dimensionless, non-local mind, not
dimensional, local matter. The wavefunction then “collapses” at a specific point thanks to a specific
event (a measurement or observation). Any solid, enduring particle never collapses anywhere at all.
So, plainly, quantum particles are not particles; they are not matter. Given that all atoms are made

from elementary quantum particles, atoms are no more material than their constituents. There is
simply no such thing as matter. It’s a wholly illusory phenomenon. We ourselves are composed of
atoms, so we are not made of matter either. In truth, our bodies comprise “mental particles”,
originating from within individual monads and stabilised by the whole monadic ensemble. Our bodies
are objective “dream bodies”: mental constructs; avatars. They are not physical bodies at all, any
more than quantum particles are physical. Our bodies are, in truth, ingenious holograms. So is the
whole “physical” world.
Quantum “particles” are analytic energy waves that are able to leave their home in single monads
and be shared between all monads: the infinite monads of the whole of existence. These quantum
particles are therefore indeed everywhere at once, meaning that they are associated with all possible
monadic coordinates in the universe.
However, they are surrounded by infinite other quantum particles exactly the same as themselves,
each of which has come from its own resident monad. The interaction of all these monads produces
the continual collapse of the collective wavefunction, causing every part of spacetime to be filled,
point by point, instant by instant.
As integral to the working of the universe as the process of wavefunction collapse is that of
wavefunction reformation. All that ever happens is that the cosmic wavefunction continually
collapses and instantly reforms, collapses again, reforms again, and so on ad infinitum. Each
collapse and reformation cycle takes an infinitesimal amount of time and corresponds to the progress
of “now” – the ever-changing present instant. So, the universe changes by infinitesimal gradations –
exactly as observed. However, within these gradations, catastrophic events can be steadily building
up. An avalanche might be just one tipping point away from being triggered. At some instant or other,
the trigger will be pulled, and the avalanche will be launched.
The universe therefore consists of a largely static background, changing imperceptibly with each
passing instant, but also seeded with tipping points in which enormous, revolutionary changes can
take place in a flash.
The same is true socially and politically. You can never be sure how near to, or far from, a
seismic change you are. At this very instant, all across our world and the universe, all sorts of tipping
points in all manner of contexts are being reached or are about to be reached. A supernova might be
about to light up the night.
The Pre-Socratic Usage of “Nous”
The word “nous” first appeared in Homer’s Iliad when Agamemnon said to Achilles: “Do not thus,
mighty though you are, godlike Achilles, seek to deceive me with your nous; for you will not get by
me nor persuade me.” In this context, nous means “cunning”, “guile”, “wiliness”, “scheming”. It was
the defining trait of Odysseus, renowned as the most intelligent of the Greeks at Troy.
This use of “nous” reveals a distinctive feature of mental things – they need not correspond to the
apparent things of the world. For example, someone can say one thing while he has something
completely different, and perhaps the opposite, on his mind. That is, people can lie and deceive.
The existence of deceit shows that “facts” are not necessarily facts, but more like interpretations
(a theme taken up with gusto by Nietzsche, a great scholar of the ancient world). Already, with this
first use of nous, we see a division growing between the appearance of reality and reality itself, or
between the sensory world and the mental world. The two do not automatically and necessarily
coincide.
Nous, in ancient Greece, was one of several words associated with thought, thinking, perceiving

and intelligence.
As nous firmed into an intellectual concept amongst pre-Socratic philosophers, it was used to
define pure reasoning and knowledge as opposed to emotional thinking and sense perception. These
distinctions were the first glimpses of the long war between rationalism and empiricism that
dominates the intellectual world to this day.
When Heraclitus said, “Much learning does not teach nous”, he was indicating that there was, on
the one hand, perfect mental activity and reason (associated with God) and, on the other hand, flawed
thinking and reason that characterised most people. No matter how much these people studied and
learned, they would still be fallible human beings. In the present day, scientific materialism is full of
learning, but exhibits precious little nous.
(A second interpretation of what Heraclitus meant lies in the distinction between “street smarts”
and academic learning. An academic genius might be eaten alive on the mean streets, while someone
with street nous, and no academic skills, can flourish and dominate.)
Heraclitus’s use of “nous” was rather swallowed up by another, related word: Logos (reason). He
wrote, “We should let ourselves be guided by what is common to all. Yet, although the Logos is
common to all, most men live as if each of them had a private intelligence of his own.”
So, “learning” is associated with “private intelligence” but has no necessary connection with
universal Logos (or Nous). We might say that what Heraclitus was proposing was a divine mind
(Nous) that operated through divine reason (Logos). The more that Heraclitus depersonalized “God”,
the more he used Logos as a kind of rational cosmic law. The Logos is behind everything but few
people can apprehend it. Logos is the hidden unity of things: “Listening not to me but to the Logos, it
is wise to acknowledge that all things are one.”
People on the whole have no real understanding of reality; only the divine nature (the World Mind;
Nous) possesses it. Humanity is not inherently rational, but is nevertheless encompassed by it since
Logos is everywhere.
Logos came to be regarded as a non-human, cosmic intelligence that organizes all the disparate
elements of the world into a coherent, rational whole (thus warding off the chaos that would result if
there were no laws operating throughout existence). The Stoics associated Logos with the rational
Aristotelian God, the source of all rationality in the cosmos.
Parmenides, Heraclitus’s great philosophical opponent (Heraclitus said everything was in flux
while Parmenides said flux was an illusion), made a similar point about different levels of truth, but
in respect of “appearance” and “reality”, i.e. the world of the senses versus the “true” world”.
For Parmenides, the senses were deceptive, unreliable and uncertain. Things were always
changing; nothing was sure and solid. Only mind (nous), free of sensory input, revealed the truth of
things. This made Parmenides one of the founders of rationalism. He had established a clear
distinction between phenomena (things as they appear to the senses) and noumena (“things in
themselves”; things as they are to the mind and reason). The words noumenon and noumena derive, of
course, from nous. In these terms, noumena are available purely to intellectual apprehension, hence
completely beyond the senses. (Kant was later to make noumena formally unknowable, i.e. they
couldn’t be accessed by either the senses or reason.)
To Parmenides, intellect revealed truth and the senses revealed only illusion. This line of thinking
was taken up by Plato when he defined absolute knowledge according to immutable, eternal, perfect
Forms. Human knowledge grew in reliability the more it reflected these Forms, but only philosophers
came close to accessing the infallible truths of existence. For Plato, the sensory world was real
enough (rather than illusory as it was for Parmenides), but it was an imperfect copy of the truth, a

simulacrum, an unreliable version of reality.
Just as Plato’s Forms were transcendent, so the concept of nous grew increasingly transcendent. It
became associated with a higher mind, a divine mind, and the organising principle of the whole
cosmos. In modern terms, nous might be seen as the collection and operation of all scientific laws.
Nous, for the pre-Socratic philosophers, indicated cosmic knowledge, reason and ordering power,
and was closely linked with Logos. For Plato, nous was the rational part of the individual soul. For
Aristotle, the rational soul consisted of active and passive reason, the latter being mortal and the
former immortal and indeed divine (it belonged to the matterless Form of God; pure reason).
The Difference between Logos and Nous
Logos, especially as championed by Heraclitus, was the original concept designating the controlling
principle of the universe. Pythagoras had also pointed to Logos and Harmony, both expressed
mathematically. Empedocles referred to love and strife (attraction and repulsion, as we would now
say). Taoism refers to Yin and Yang.
Anaxagoras replaced Logos with Nous. Whereas Logos was frequently associated with
materialism (and for this reason was later brought back into use by the materialist Stoics), Nous came
to be primarily conceived as an immaterial power and thus became foundational to the mind/matter
dichotomy which still dominates philosophy.
Logos, in the present day, is akin to the body of scientific laws that controls the material universe.
Nous, in the present day, is rejected by scientific materialism. Nous reached its highest point with the
German school of idealism. Hegel’s cosmic Geist (Mind/Spirit) is essentially Nous.
Stoicism
The Stoics preferred Heraclitus’s Logos to Anaxagoras’s Nous as the source of cosmic order. Human
reason, in their view, is connected to the cosmic Reason, as in Aristotle’s philosophy. The Stoics
were materialists who rejected any notion of an immaterial, immortal individual soul.
Anaxagoras
Anaxagoras was the first person to say that Nous (mind) was the ordering principle of reality.
However, given that he was, in effect, simply relabeling the Logos of Heraclitus, it was more an
evolutionary than revolutionary idea. Moreover, Socrates, Plato and Aristotle all complained that
Anaxagoras did very little with the concept, and, in truth, they were the ones who developed the
concept of nous that became so important in philosophy.
For Anaxagoras, nous in fact remained a materialistic concept. It was a rarefied substance that
entered into living things, thus distinguishing them from dead matter. (The later Atomists had a similar
idea of “soul atoms” – special living atoms that entered into living things but were absent from
inanimate things.)
Logos, for Heraclitus, controlled everything, living and dead. To the extent that Anaxagoras
introduced any revolutionary new idea, it was that he drew a clear distinction between the animate
and inanimate (thus he was no scientific materialist hard pressed to distinguish between life and death
since everything, in science, is mere machinery obeying causal laws).
Anaxagoras’s Nous (mind) controls all life, but only has indirect control over the non-living. Nous
is defined as infinite and self-ruling. It does not mix with anything or enter into compounds. Here we
see the seeds of nous being turned into something immaterial and equated with life itself. For
Anaxagoras, Nous was a single substance, but it simply needed to be broken up into countless
separate instances to become equivalent to the concept of the immortal soul of the individual (and this

was what Socrates and Plato did).
Much of ancient Greek thinking is taken up with the notion of Logos/Nous and whether it a)
controls everything or only living things and b) is one substance or many autonomous substances. The
Greeks toed and froed between the various possibilities, reaching no definitive conclusions, and the
questions have persisted to the present day.
For Anaxagoras, Nous was the source of all motion (so without it the universe would be
completely static), and caused a vast cosmic rotation that forced dense, heavy things towards the
centre and light things towards the circumference (and here we see the seed of Aristotle’s cosmology
with the dense Earth at its centre, surrounded by spheres of progressively lighter elements; in fact a
huge amount of Aristotle’s conception of reality is owed to Anaxagoras, just as Plato was indebted to
Pythagoras). Nous had the effect of arranging all the things of the cosmos in their proper order and
exerting continuing control over them.
Since Anaxagoras believed that Nous was uniform in composition, he was committed to saying
that it was just the same in animals as in humans. He attributed the difference in their apparent
intelligence to humans hands! (Presumably, he meant that we’re much better at manifesting our
intelligence than animals because our hands are dextrous enough to produce tools, and with tools we
can transform the world around us in a way that animals can’t. Sadly, he failed to observe that there
are enormous differences in intelligence between humans, regardless of their hands!)
For Plato and Aristotle, nous is essentially reason. For Plato, only humans and higher beings have
nous. Therefore, nous isn’t the essence of all life. However, it is the essence of immortality, and is
entirely immaterial (mental). Nous is none other than the true soul. That is, the soul is wholly
concerned with rationality – all irrational things are mortal, material and doomed. No one can have
eternal life except through reason. To put it another way, only if you can use your reason to gain
absolute knowledge and understanding of reality can you reside in heaven. Otherwise, your ignorance
is fatal and you are plunged back into the material world, mortality and death.
Descartes held a somewhat similar position many hundreds of years later. In Descartes’
philosophy, only the conscious, rational soul is, strictly speaking, alive and immortal. In our world,
according to Descartes, only human beings possess souls. Therefore, animals are automatons. That is,
they are only ingenious versions of clockwork mechanisms, and killing one would be more or less the
same as dismantling a car. Plainly, Descartes did not believe that humans were descended from
animals or even belonged to the animal world at all. Nor did he believe that any animal could
experience pain or indeed experience any mental activity at all. (“Zombies” come close to what
Descartes had in mind – soulless, unfeeling corpses that are nevertheless breathing and animated.)
In Descartes’ system, animals cannot be defined as being alive since they have no souls and
belong exclusively to the material world of extension (this is something of a contradiction given that
“animal” means a living, breathing, animated thing, and anima is derived from the Latin for
spirit/soul). The implication, for Descartes and Plato, if we are trying to rationally salvage their
views, is that there are two souls – one immaterial (unextended) and one material (extended). An
animal has a material soul, which dies with the animal. A human has an immaterial soul, which
survives bodily death. Life itself is dualistic. It can be mortal or immortal. Mortal life is material and
immortal life is immaterial. This implies a hylozoistic approach to matter (matter is inherently alive,
but continually transforming itself through birth, death and rebirth), yet life also resides outside
matter in a purely immaterial domain (where it is immortal and immutable).
Clearly, both Descartes and Plato failed to find an entirely coherent position. The reason was that
neither ever reached a proper understanding of matter, and nor did anyone else outside the highest

ranks of the Illuminati.
In Aristotle’s system, reason belongs to God (matterless Form) and the active reason within human
beings is a divine spark. We die but this spark does not, because it was never truly part of us in the
first place; it always belonged to the immortal God of Reason. Aristotle’s system is also hylozoistic
and is no more coherent than Plato’s position. It suggests that the highest expression of mind (reason)
is immiscible with matter, but all other expressions of mind can mix with matter and, as they do so,
they lose their immortality. They generate mortal rather than immortal life. The lowest level of matter
(formless matter) is completely dead.
For Plato, Aristotle and Descartes, how mind and matter interact is hugely problematic given that
the two substances are so different and indeed incompatible. In Illuminism, matter is of course simply
a particular mathematical expression of mind. Mind and matter belong to a monistic rather than
dualistic system.
In ancient Gnosticism, matter was the lowest and most degraded form of existence and acted as a
prison and torture chamber for any souls that were foolish enough to be lured into it. Abraxas was the
God of Reason, and all those who achieved gnosis joined Abraxas as part of the Community of Gods,
the Society of Divine, all living together in rational harmony.
For all the great thinkers of history, the Noosphere is strictly rational, and so offers no hope or
consolation to the irrational, superstitious, ignorant and faithful, i.e. the Abrahamists. They will never
be saved. They have rejected the only true Messiah – hyperrationalism.
Anaxagoras and Substance
“After much study, [Anaxagoras] reached the conclusion that there must be more than four elements.
Indeed, he became convinced that there were untold millions of elements or substances. Each of these
was in untold millions of tiny pieces. Flesh was a result of millions of flesh elements coming together
in one place. Bone was the result of millions of bone elements combining. So with everything in the
universe. Numbers of elements come together and the thing is formed. No element can be changed into
another. Therefore there is in reality no change. But as these elements combine, separate, and
recombine, we have change. These elements combine and separate, not because of anything in them,
but because of the rotation of the heavenly bodies. ... All of this thinking paved the way for another
important group of early Greek thinkers, the Atomists. ... [Anaxagoras] made a clear statement of the
theory that all movement is caused by mind or “nous” which is distinct from the substance that moves.
This mind is, for Anaxagoras, a free source of all movement. ... Here Anaxagoras expressed fairly
clearly what many philosophers before him had been striving to express, a vague dualism between
matter and something else which causes matter to move and become. But, for him, mind is not an
individual thing to be found in each subject. Rather, it is a world mind which is free from the
individual objects of the universe but which serves as the moving principle in them. The world mind
rules all things and does not get itself mixed up or mingled with things. It started the world, and is, in
some way, in the world and the immediate cause of the world.
“Anaxagoras was anxious, as were most of the thinkers of his day, to explain the universe in
purely mechanical terms. But he found instances in which this explanation did not seem to be
adequate. Then he turned to the theory of the world mind. As Aristotle points out in commenting on
this point: ‘Anaxagoras used mind as a device by which to construct the universe, and when he is at a
loss for an explanation of why anything necessarily is, then he drags it in; but in other cases he assigns
any other cause rather than mind, for what comes into being.’ In other words, Anaxagoras was
struggling to get away from the idea that matter is not a self-contained principle, but he was still held

by the beliefs of the past.” – S. E. Frost, Jr, Basic Teachings of the Great Philosophers
With Anaxagoras, we see a classic example of intellectual fear. He was in effect creating a paradigm
shift – moving away from strict materialism to mind/matter dualism of the Cartesian kind. However,
he was unwilling to make a clean break with the prevailing materialistic mode of thinking, so
produced an awkward hybrid position, which, as Aristotle observed, he deployed in an arbitrary
fashion. In many ways, it was Aristotle himself who clarified Anaxagoras’s philosophy, and,
following Plato and the Pythagoreans, made Nous an immaterial substance (matterless Form) and
equated it with pure Reason.
“Anaxagoras held that everything is infinitely divisible, and that even the smallest portion of matter
contains some of each element. Things appear to be that of which they contain most. Thus, for
example, everything contains some fire, but we only call it fire if that element preponderates.” –
Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy
Anaxagoras adopted a position that prefigures Descartes. Material substances are infinitely divisible,
but cannot reach the limit of zero itself (i.e. they are always “extended”). Nous, being different from
all the other material substances, is, logically, an unextended substance (hence immaterial). However,
Anaxagoras baulked at making Nous immaterial and chose to regard it as the most rarefied and pure
of all material substances. It was left to others to put it out of its misery and make it formally
immaterial.
Anaxagoras wrote, “All other things partake in a portion of everything, while nous is infinite and
self-ruled, and is mixed with nothing, but is alone, itself by itself. For if it were not by itself, but were
mixed with anything else, it would partake in all things if it were mixed with any; for in everything
there is a portion of everything, as has been said by me in what goes before, and the things mixed with
it would hinder it, so that it would have power over nothing in the same way that it has now being
alone by itself. For it is the thinnest of all things and the purest, and it has all knowledge about
everything and the greatest strength; and nous has power over all things, both greater and smaller, that
have soul [psyche].”
Here we see the notion that nous (mind) is distinct from psyche (soul), and that mind controls soul.
With Plato and Aristotle, nous became the higher, immortal soul, and the non-nous soul was the
lower, mortal soul.
Much of ancient Greek philosophy had close parallels with ancient Indian Philosophy, especially
regarding a unitary “cosmic mind” or life force. However, neither of these philosophies had anything
in common with Judaism, which was more reminiscent of a monotheistic version of the worldview
depicted in Homer’s Iliad and the Odyssey.
If the Greeks and Indians were moving towards a “Logos” view of reality, the Hebrews were sunk
in Mythos, and so it has remained. Abrahamism is intellectually offensive in every way. It is a
collection of silly, ludicrous stories that clearly have nothing to do with reality. It’s staggering that in
the 21st century, half of the population of the world still choose to believe in the equivalent of fairy
tales and magic. What conceivable relevance do tales of wandering Jews and their mad deity have to
do with anything important and ontological?
The Glory of Athens
“In his Cratylus, Plato gives the etymology of Athena’s name, the goddess of wisdom, from Atheonóa
from god’s (theos) mind (nous). In his Phaedo, Plato’s teacher Socrates is made to say just before

dying that his discovery of Anaxagoras’ concept of a cosmic nous as the cause of the order of things
was an important turning point for him. But he also expressed disagreement with Anaxagoras’
understanding of the implications of his own doctrine, because of Anaxagoras’ materialist
understanding of causation. Socrates said that Anaxagoras would ‘give voice and air and hearing and
countless other things of the sort as causes for our talking with each other, and should fail to mention
the real causes, which are, that the Athenians decided that it was best to condemn me’. On the other
hand Socrates seems to suggest that he also failed to develop a fully satisfactory teleological and
dualistic understanding of a mind of nature, whose aims represent the good things which all parts of
nature aim at.” – Wikipedia
So, Athens – dedicated to the Goddess Athena, who sprang from the head of Zeus – is none other than
the city that reflects the products of God’s mind. Athena, Goddess of Wisdom is more or less
equivalent to Sophia, the Gnostic Goddess of Wisdom. What an irony that the City of Wisdom should
have put to death Socrates, one of the world’s greatest intellectuals. What a crime against itself!
If Athens was the City of Culture, Wisdom and Thinking, Sparta was the City of Force (military
power). Sparta defeated Athens in their great war, which rather sums up our world. Having said that,
Sparta had many virtues and Athens many defects.

Intellect versus Senses
Clearly, if mind is not a material substance with dimensions and observable properties then our
senses will never be able to detect it, or provides any clues at all about its truths. Therefore, if reality
is ultimately mental, empiricism is absolutely useless in telling us anything about it.
If our senses can’t tell us anything about ultimate reality then what else can? Feelings are not
equipped for the task since they tell us only about whether we feel positive or negative towards
something, whether it causes us pleasure or pain. Only intuition and reason (thinking) allow us to
contact the hidden mental reality. That implies something profound. Our reason and intuition are made
of exactly the same “stuff” as ultimate reality. Our senses, on the other hand, are attuned to material
reality, which belongs to a different category from ultimate reality.
Both Parmenides and Plato insisted that sense perception can never lead to true knowledge, only
to opinion. If this is true then scientific materialism is simply a sophisticated opinion, one that’s good
at explaining sensory (phenomenal) observations but useless at explaining true, noumenal reality.
If daimons (like that of Socrates) and gods apprehend true reality through their minds and not their
senses then we become more godlike the more we do likewise. The more we remain trapped by our
senses, like animals, the further we are from the truth.
Our senses reflect an ever-changing world of perceptions, beliefs and opinions. Only nous brings
us into contact with enduring truth, beyond the domain of appearances. When this approach is taken to
its extreme, you arrive at Plato’s domain of perfect Forms, which reason alone can access. Therefore,
absolute truth, knowledge and understanding are entirely rational and nothing at all to do with
sensory observations (which makes a mockery of experimental science’s grand pretensions).
Aristotle, unlike Plato, was happy with observation of the phenomenal world and, to that extent,
he’s the first great champion of empiricism and the approach that would eventually turn into
experimental science.
Illuminism is on Plato’s side and asserts that all truths are rationalist and approachable only via
reason, not through experiments and observations, which in fact say nothing at all about true reality.
Science is all about phenomena; Illuminism is all about noumena.
Thinking intuitive types will always be drawn to rationalism, and thinking sensing types to
empiricism. Feeling sensing types will always be stuck with Mythos. Those are the facts of life.
The Aristotelian Soul
The soul (psyche), for Aristotle, has two parts: one irrational and one rational, and each of these is in
turn split into two parts. The irrational soul has a “vegetative” part (concerning reproduction,
nutrition and growth, and is common to all life, including plants), and a perceptive part (common to
all animals, but not possessed by plants). The perceptive part concerns the five senses, the power of
self-initiated movement and all desires and feelings.
The rational part has a lower part that engages in reasoning (logistikos) and a higher part
concerned with “knowing” (epistemonikos) by contemplating general principles (archai). Most
human beings are of course able to do basic reasoning, and even animals can master primitive
reasoning. However, no animal has any philosophical capacity. They don’t “know”; they don’t
formulate general principles. No animal would ever wonder, as Thales did, if everything we see
around us is actually just a manifestation of a single substance and that all apparent diversity hides a

secret unity of all things. Let’s face it, 99% of humanity do not think like Thales either – hence are
much closer to animals than to philosophers.
Many ignorant, unphilosophical people champion the cause of “common sense”. This is all about
accepting things as they seem to be, and never probing deeper (into the domain of “uncommon”
sense). Scientific materialism repudiates metaphysics and any notion of rational unobservables or an
unobservable mental substratum of existence. Apes could conceivably be scientists, but they would
never be philosophers. Philosophy is the subject for Higher Humans, for those who would join with
the Gods.
*****
For Aristotle, the higher rational soul was nous and the lower rational soul was logos. So, although
the two were linked, nous was certainly the senior partner. Nous defines the terrain in which reason
operates and supplies reason with the concepts that it will employ.
Logos is passive with regard to nous, and completely dependent on it. Logos is “passive intellect”
and nous “active intellect”. Logos processes things in what we might say is akin to a programmed
machine; it has no understanding of what it is doing (just as computers can do very complex things but
without any comprehension of those operations). The active intellect converts potential knowledge
into actual knowledge.
If a computer had an active intellect, it would understand what it was doing rather than just doing
it mechanically; instead, it operates forever at the level of potential knowledge rather than actual
knowledge. This is the same level as animals.
For Aristotle, the higher intellect in humans actually belongs to God, i.e. we each have a divine
spark. That’s the part of our soul that’s immortal, and all other parts, including the passive intellect,
are mortal. Aristotle said, “For the actuality of thought (nous) is life, and God is that actuality; and the
essential actuality of God is life most good and eternal.” Every part of the human soul comes from its
mortal parents, except the nous which comes from immortal God. That is, the nous comes into the
body from outside, and does not perish when the body perishes, since it was never part of it in the
first place. Each individual nous belongs to the cosmic Nous – the Mind of God.
The existence of a cosmic nous implies, of course, a cosmos with purposes – a living, teleological
universe, not a dead, purposeless scientific machine.
Intelligence versus Reason
Aristotle thought that truths were available to nous that could not be proved by reason, hence nous
must be higher than reason. Nous, in this context, seems rather akin to intuition, and the debate is
reminiscent of that concerning Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorems where truths exist that are not
provable within particular formal systems.
When we use the word “reason”, we tacitly include intuition. We use the Jungian division of
“thinking intuition” versus “thinking sensing” to highlight the difference between reason allied to
intuition and reason allied to sensing. However, if we’re not making a specific point then we are
likely to be using reason in the context of “thinking intuition”, which we define as the highest
expression of mental activity.
Plato’s Divided Line
“Plato, in his dialogue The Republic Book 6 (509D–513E), has Socrates explain through the literary
device of a divided line his fundamental metaphysical ideas as four separate but logically connected

models of the world. The four models are arranged into a first pair for the visible world, and a
second pair for the purely intelligible world. The models are described in succession as
corresponding to increasing levels of reality from common illusion, to belief, to reasoning, and then
to philosophical understanding.” – Wikipedia
In Plato’s system, there are two worlds: sensible and intelligible. The former is seen by the eye, and
the latter by the “mind’s eye”. There are therefore two classes of things: those that can be seen but not
thought, and those that can be thought but not seen. This corresponds to the division of body and mind
and relates directly to the conflict between empiricism (concerned with the sensible world) and
rationalism (concerned with the intelligible world). It also speaks to the distinction between the
phenomenal world of things as they appear to us, and the noumenal world of things as they are in
themselves.
Kant said we could never know anything for sure of the noumenal world; Plato said we could –
the noumenal world is an intelligible world accessible to reason because it is itself strictly rational.
The sun illuminates our sensible world; the Platonic Form of the Good (the supreme Form)
illuminates the intelligible world. Those who think the sun is the only source of “light” are like
prisoners in a cave seeing shadows on the wall and mistaking them for “reality”. The Form of the
Good provides intellectual light.
Schopenhauer said, “This world that appears to the senses has no true being, but only a ceaseless
becoming; it is, and it also is not; and its comprehension is not so much a knowledge as an illusion.
This is what [Plato] expresses in a myth at the beginning of the seventh book of the Republic, the most
important passage in all his works. He says that men, firmly chained in a dark cave, see neither the
genuine original light nor actual things, but only the inadequate light of the fire in the cave, and the
shadows of actual things passing by the fire behind their backs. Yet they imagine that the shadows are
the reality, and that determining the succession of these shadows is true wisdom.”
*****
Plato draws a line and then divides it into two, unequal parts: the shorter part corresponds to the
visible, sensible world and the longer to the invisible, intelligible world (because there’s so much
that we don’t know, and the world of the mind is so much bigger than that of the senses). The division
of Plato’s Line between Sensible and Intelligible corresponds to materialism versus idealism,
empiricism versus rationalism, and phenomenalism versus noumenalism.
Plato then subdivides each of the Intelligible and Sensible subsections into two. The Intelligible
line is split between nous (or noêsis or epistêmê: knowledge, understanding, intellectual grasp) on
one hand and dianoia (thought, reasoning) on the other, corresponding to Aristotle’s active rational
mind (nous) and passive rational mind (logos). The Sensible line is split into pistis (confidence,
belief, conviction) on the one hand and eikasia (conjecture, imagination) on the other.
Therefore, the Sensible line is all about Mythos – and is where the Abrahamists are stuck, cut off
from true, intellectual reality. The scientists are also stuck, because they take the sensible domain for
reality, and ignore true reality beyond the senses and available only to intellect.
The sensible world is a domain of shadows, images, beliefs, fantasies, stories, faith, conjectures,
copies, simulacra, opinions , and misapprehensions. It has nothing to do with knowledge and
certainty.
*****
Imagine the divided line as a ladder or a stairway to heaven. Where are you on that staircase?

Abrahamists are on the first, lowest level of conjecture, fantasy and faith (Mythos). Scientists are on
the level above that: confidence and belief that the sensible world is the only world. Most
philosophers and thinkers are stuck at the first level of the intelligible realm. The Illuminati, however,
are on the highest level and nearing the top of the staircase, where the Form of the Good itself is
coming into view.
*****
A Christian vicar talked about why Jesus Christ chose to preach by way of parables. He focused on
their power and vividness. Of course, the real reason was that Jesus Christ was either incapable of
delivering his message by way of mathematics, science, philosophy and theology, or because he knew
that the dumb masses can only understand Mythos and are easily manipulated by Mythos.
Isn’t it a key question why all holy texts are completely devoid of any authentic intellectual
content? What does that say about both their creators and their audience? What’s for sure is that “holy
texts” aren’t directed at the smart but only at the credulous. What can you conclude from that? Why is
religion for dummies? Why is “God” the deity of the stupid?
Plato’s Metaphor of the Sun
Many ancient peoples worshipped the sun. After all, it was the manifest source of light, heat and
nurture. Without it, all life on Earth would perish.
Plato’s Form of the Good plays a similar role but on a cosmic scale. It is beyond being. It’s the
ultimate source of everything and bathes everything in its divine light. It is life itself. The Christians
named it “God”.
Education allows the philosopher to move through the various sections of the “divided line” until
he reaches the Form of the Good and becomes God.
*****
The Visible (Sensible) world consists of images and sensible particulars. The Invisible (Intelligible)
world consists of mathematical and metaphysical forms.
The Sensible world is about imagination and sense perceptions (and is based on Opinion). The
Intelligible world is about reason and understanding (and concerns Knowledge).
The people of the Sensible world never see beyond the sun, and think the stars and galaxies are all
there is. The people of the Intelligible world see all the way to the true source of things: the Form of
the Good.
Intellectual Excellence
For Aristotle, the good life had intellectual excellence as its foundation. If the virtues of character
allow us to recognize good and bad in the moral sphere, the virtues of mind allow us to recognize
right and wrong – truth from falsehood – in the knowledge sphere. A person of low character can
never know what morality is and never be acquainted with knowledge and truth.

The Rational Soul
As we have seen, for Aristotle the rational soul has two parts:
1) the calculating part (to logistikon); practical thinking.
2) the metaphysical part (to epistêmonikon); theoretical thinking.
The calculating part deals with changing things (and therefore provides a kind of provisional,
transient, ephemeral, contingent, unreliable knowledge); the metaphysical part deals with unchanging
things (and is therefore about certainty, and infallible, absolute, necessary knowledge; it’s
quintessentially mathematical).
In The Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle described the five intellectual virtues associated with the
two parts of the rational soul:
1) phronesis (prudence; practical wisdom; to be able to deliberate rightly about what is good and
advantageous; wise action; a suitable quality for those who manage households or states; knowledge
about how to achieve the highest aims; rational thinking; calculation; the ability to reflect upon and
determine good ends consistent with the aim of living well overall; political ability).
2 ) sophia (contemplative wisdom; a combination of nous and episteme; reasoning concerning
universal truths; higher and more serious than phronesis, but also facilitated by phronesis).
3) nous (rational intuition and understanding; thinking intuition in Jungian terms; note the emphasis on
intuition).
4) episteme (expertise in “science”, though “metaphysics” is a better word since Aristotle was not
talking about modern experimental science and the scientific method; knowledge of general truths;
justified reasons and knowledge as opposed to doxa (common belief or opinion); universal
knowledge that is true by necessity; the objects of episteme are immutable and eternal; the result of
logical reasoning through syllogism; concerned with the production of knowledge which is universal
and invariable; concerned with the necessary and eternal a priori truths of the cosmos; mathematics;
logically deduced knowledge).
5) techne (skilled knowledge of art; technical know-how; craft; craftsmanship; technical know-how
about how to get morally neutral things done; its intent is making or doing as opposed to disinterested
understanding; a concrete activity with concrete results; concerned with the mechanical or practical
arts; practical rather than theoretical; working with the hands rather than the mind).
*****
Nous is the highest part of the soul. It’s akin to intuition and provides a direct link to the mind of God
(and might even be considered part of God’s mind). Below nous are sophia and episteme (with
sophia being a blend of nous and episteme).
Depending on how Aristotle is interpreted, there are three ways of arranging the five virtues
amongst the two parts of the rational soul:

1) Nous, sophia and episteme belong to the higher rational soul, and phronesis and techne to the
lower rational soul.
2) Nous belongs to the higher rational soul and the rest to the lower rational soul.
3) Sophia and episteme belong to the higher rational soul, and phronesis and techne to the lower
rational soul. Nous doesn’t belong to the soul at all, or, rather, it belongs to God’s soul.
*****
For Plato, the philosopher-king’s craft of ruling a city-state was based on knowledge of the eternal
Forms. Anyone without that knowledge was unfit to rule. In our world, there are no philosopherkings. Fools are in charge everywhere.
Virtue = Knowledge = Happiness
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle all argued that only people of knowledge can be moral (virtuous) and
only moral people can be happy (so only people of knowledge can be happy). Therefore, stupid
people are amoral or immoral, unvirtuous and unhappy.
This was an equation that Nietzsche railed against, and is one of the reasons why he conspicuously
identified with the wild God Dionysus even though his philosophy is actually far more Apollonian;
only an Apollonian would call for Will to Power to be “sublimated” – a Dionysian would impose no
conditions and would actively celebrate cruelty and chaos.
Illuminism largely agrees with the Socratic position (smart people are much more virtuous and
valuable than stupid people and much better members of society), but recognizes the necessity of
paying due reverence to Dionysus (through Sin for Salvation).
Empiricism and Materialism
According to the empiricist materialist school of thinking, our senses gather data from our
environment and then our minds operate on this data, processing it, categorising it, turning it into
general concepts, forming rational links between different concepts, and so on. The followers of the
Epicurean school of philosophy used the term prolepsis to describe how the mind forms general
concepts from sense perceptions.
This view, which treats the mind as a blank slate that gets populated by sense perceptions, denies
that any data exists that is not accessible to the senses. If “rational unobservables” exist then
empiricism and materialism are ipso facto refuted since they are incapable of detecting anything of
that nature.
Two primary questions arise. What sufficient reason do the advocates of this school have for
concluding that everything that can exist must, at least in principle, be available to sensory detection
and cannot exist otherwise? They have NO sufficient reason.
Secondly, the ontological status of mathematics becomes critical. According to the logic of the
empiricists, mathematics must be a construction of the human mind since we don’t “sense”
mathematics, we don’t observe equations, numbers, functions, and so on. These are all
interpretations, ways of organizing sensory data. Of course, they seem astoundingly good at the job –
too good to be true, in fact. How can a construction of the human mind be so perfect for describing
reality ... unless reality is itself constructed that way? But if the sensory world is actually a
mathematical world then mathematics can no longer be considered a human construct but a
fundamental feature of nature, which the mind, as part of nature, then reflects. The mind doesn’t

construct mathematics. Rather, the mind is constructed from mathematics.
In that case, what of the rational unobservables associated with mathematics? Aren’t they as real
as the things we do observe? Why can’t they be a fundamental part of reality, but not available to our
senses, which in any case evolved by the haphazard processes of evolution by natural selection, and
not by any rational process devoted to “truth”? Nietzsche rightly pointed out that humans have no
“organ of truth”, nothing that allows us to infallibly look at the world and see and know the truth
without any ambiguity.
If mathematics is invented by the human mind then it’s the mind’s most astonishing miracle. How
could our minds have constructed something so spectacularly complex that we still don’t understand
it, and at which, indeed, most people are useless consciously (but superb at unconsciously, as shown
by the act of catching a speeding ball since this involves incredible eye-hand coordination mediated
by complex, instinctive mathematical calculations). It’s one thing for minds to create the absurd
stories of Abrahamism (Mythos), it’s quite another for them to create mathematics out of thin air (and
via the crudest process imaginable: evolution by natural selection). Moreover, if our minds did create
it, they certainly didn’t also create the external world (at least according to the doctrines of
empiricism and materialism), so how can the uncanny ability of mathematics to describe natural
phenomena be explained if there is no necessary connection between the two? It must be the most
improbable result ever encountered. The odds against it are supernaturally large, and indeed
impossible.
If Charles Darwin had found a ten-million-year-old stainless steel digital watch amongst his fossil
samples, what would that have meant for his theory of evolution? Finding mathematics (if it’s a human
construct with no external reality) embedded in every part of nature is infinitely more improbable,
and neither Charles Darwin nor any other scientist has ever explained it. How did mathematics get
into nature if mathematics is a construct of the human mind? Is Kant therefore right that our minds
create reality? But if Kant, a transcendental idealist, is right then empiricism and materialism are
false, so Kant offers no escape to the advocates of this school. It’s a somewhat basic challenge to the
empiricists and materialists to account for the mathematical nature of the world around us, and none
has ever accepted it. Scientific materialism, whose entire success if based on mathematics, makes no
attempt to explain that fact.
The leading empiricist philosopher David Hume famously pointed out that causality is not a
sensory observable entity (it is not something perceived); it is something we infer after the fact. When
a white cue ball strikes a red ball and the red ball moves away, we conclude that the cue ball was the
cause of the red ball’s motion, but if the second ball were actually made of lead and painted red, it
might not move at all (if the white ball is an ordinary cue ball), so what we would conclude then? All
we see are a white and red ball, as before, but now their behaviour is entirely different. We don’t
observe what’s different. We have to carry out investigations, create hypotheses (about the nature of
lead, for example), and draw conclusions, i.e. we mentally construct an explanation of causality. It’s
an intellectual, not sensory process.
That being the case, we can have no certainty that what happened yesterday (the sun rising, for
example, or air being breathable) will happen tomorrow. We simply assume it will, but we can have
no rational basis for that belief. We cannot know that the future resembles the past because what does
not yet exist (the future) cannot be perceived. So, what does our knowledge of reality actually consist
of? In fact, we are beset everywhere by assumptions and illusions. If the empiricists are right then we
have almost no real knowledge at all, as Hume understood all too well.
It was precisely in order to address this catastrophe that Kant produced his monumental

philosophy. And Kant’s revolutionary answer was that our minds perceive precisely the reality that
they are pre-configured to perceive. In other words, reality conforms to the way our minds are
constructed, and not our minds to the way reality is constructed. We never see reality as it is in itself.
Only by accepting his philosophy, Kant said, could we account for our a priori knowledge of objects
and the world. Although we don’t perceive causality, causality is built into our minds, which is why,
therefore, everything happens causally as far as we are concerned. It’s as if we are wearing
irremovable “causality glasses” that can’t fail to transform everything we observe into causal acts.
No empiricist or materialist has ever addressed these issues. Empiricism and materialist have
morphed into science, and science, being anti-philosophical, has no interest in answering such
questions. Science isn’t interested in the truth at all, only in matching hypotheses to experimental data.
That’s the full extent of its ambition. Science produces an empiricist materialist model of reality. It
does not explain reality.
If the mind didn’t create mathematics then the only other possibility is that mathematics created the
mind. This is the position of Illuminism. Reality is 100% mathematical and minds are simply monads,
the basic ontological units of mathematics that come with the full laws of ontological mathematics
encoded within them. As for causality, it comes built into mathematical operations, e.g. the operation
of adding 1 + 1 causes a result of two. All equations express causal relations. Mathematics is all
about causality.
Leibniz versus Empiricism
The Latin motto of empiricism is “nihil in intellectu nisi prius fuerit in sensu” (nothing in the intellect
without first being in the senses). Leibniz amended this to “nihil in intellectu nisi prius fuerit in sensu,
nisi intellectus ipsi” (nothing in the intellect without first being in the senses, except the intellect
itself).
This, of course, is typical Leibnizian genius. The intellect is based on mathematics, all the sensory
data entering it is mathematical, and all the processing of it is mathematical. Mathematics is all there
is.

Neoplatonism
In Neoplatonism, the source of existence was called the Monad, “the One”, or sometimes the Platonic
Form of “the Good”. (Today, it would be known as the Singularity, the origin of the Big Bang.)
From the Monad emanated the Nous (variously translated as “Intellect”, “Intelligence”, “Mind”,
“Spirit” or “Reason”).
If the Monad is “God in himself”, so to speak, then the Nous is the image of God, or “God in the
world”. In Christian terms, the Monad is God the Father and the Nous is God the Son (more famously
called the Logos, the Word – with Jesus Christ as “the Word made flesh”).
The contents of the Nous are equated to Plato’s perfect Forms, so the thinking of the divine
Intellect constitutes the highest possible mental activity. The Nous thinks infallibly, all at once, and
has perfect knowledge and knows absolute truth.
The Psyche (Soul) is an emanation of the Nous and, in turn, creates its own emanation – Nature,
the material world, which is the living, but inferior, image of the Platonic Forms of the Nous. (To this
extent, the Psyche is equivalent to Plato’s Demiurge, the maker of the world.)
Souls trapped in Nature mistake the material world for reality, whereas the highest reality that can
be experienced is the Nous. The Nous is true reality. The Nous is the gnosis level. A mind that has
attained gnosis has been promoted to divinity and can now think like a God, directly experiencing the
perfect Platonic Forms.
*****
In Neoplatonism, it can be considered that the Nous is inside the One, the Psyche inside the Nous, and
Nature inside the Psyche. They are all different levels of mental activity. There is in fact no material
world. It’s all an illusion.
In modern Illuminism, the whole of existence is permanently contained within the Singularity.
The Hologram
“HOW IS A HOLOGRAM MADE? A hologram is the result of wave interference between two laser beams,
which contain light of a single frequency. One laser beam is shone directly on to a plate covered by a
light-sensitive emulsion, like a photographic plate, while another is shone on to an object and then on
to the plate. One beam thus has further to travel than the other. Where they meet, the difference in
distance means their wavefronts are out of phase with each other. They ‘interfere’ to create patterns
like those when two stones are dropped into a pond. These interference patterns are recorded by the
plate, and recreated when a light is shone on to the plate afterwards. We perceive those recreated
patterns as a picture of the object that created the interference.” – The Independent: Science Made
Simple
The hologram provides the best analogy for how an apparently 3D-world such as we observe can be
generated from a single point (the Singularity) and yet always be contained within that Singularity.
A hologram is an illusion based on a 2D photographic plate. All of the information is contained in
the plate, yet a whole new dimension can spring from it when we illuminate it with a laser. That third
dimension is an illusion contained within the flat plate. There’s nothing “solid” there (in the 3D
image), but there’s nothing to prevent a mind within a holographic universe interpreting the 3D image

as real and solid, and that’s exactly what the sensory left hemisphere of the human brain
accomplishes.
The universe is nothing like a conventional hologram: it doesn’t use lasers, reference beams,
photographic plates or anything else. It does, however, operate according to exactly the same
mathematical principles.
The Singularity contains infinite monads and from these monads come perfect waves (more
precise than anything a laser can produce). These waves all interfere with each other, and, when these
interference patterns are projected onto a 6D-Cartesian-Gaussian cosmic grid (which is itself an
extended mathematical projection of a Singularity, operating according to the projection mathematics
exhibited by the Riemann Sphere), the world we observe appears. It’s all a stunning mathematical
trick!
*****
The Noosphere can be considered as a self-generating, evolving, living, mental hologram.
Fundamentally, it is wholly composed of minds, and the “material world”, such as it is, is simply a
mathematical way for minds to relate to each other.
Technically speaking, the illusion of a physical world is produced by a Cartesian spacetime
coordinate grid (a domain of “extension”), combined with inverse Fourier transforms that perform the
task of representing frequency functions, outside space and time, in terms of spacetime functions
inside space and time.
The task of the Noosphere is to reach total self-awareness, which corresponds to the Hegelian
Absolute, the Omega Point of existence.
The Logosphere?
Given the way in which nous, logos and psyche often blend into each other, the Noosphere (Sphere of
Mind/Spirit) could equally be described as the Logosphere (Sphere of Reason) or Psychosphere
(Sphere of the Soul). However, as in Neoplatonism, there will be times when it is necessary to draw
careful distinctions.

The Soul Hierarchy
The body is always seen as inferior to the “soul”. However, in ancient times, the soul was typically
seen as inferior to the nous.
The interaction of body and soul generates emotions and desire, and the experience of pleasure
and pain. However, soul and nous (mind) interact to generate reason, wisdom, knowledge and
understanding. In some sense, therefore, there is a lower soul (the unconscious?) associated with the
body and a higher soul (consciousness?) associated with reason.
In many views, the lower soul definitely dies with the body, and in some views even the higher
soul is mortal. In such views, only nous (mind; reason) is immortal. For Plato and Aristotle, it was
certainly only the rational nous that escaped death. For Plato, the nous was the highest part of the soul;
in Aristotle’s philosophy, nous was not really part of the soul at all, but rather a fragment, or spark, of
divine reason: straight from the Soul of God.
*****
For the ancient Greek philosophers of the immortal soul, “salvation” was only for intellectuals. They
alone could gain admittance to heaven. Irrational, stupid human beings were indistinguishable from
beasts and were doomed and damned.
Now consider Abrahamism. The Abrahamists don’t mention intelligence at all in connection with
the soul. For an Abrahamist, obedience to the laws of God is all that counts. An obedient person is
“good” and a disobedient person is “evil”, hence damned. In fact, intelligence and reason came to be
regarded by the Abrahamists as a primary cause of disobedience, culminating with Luther denouncing
reason as “the Devil’s whore”. Faith, the bedrock of Abrahamism, is the opposite of reason.
In these diametrically opposed attitudes, we see the whole history of the world revealed. This has
been a world devoted to obedience, control and irrationality. Intelligence has been universally
despised, except amongst intellectuals themselves. Why has meritocracy – rule by humanity’s
smartest and most talented people – never been tried on Earth? Precisely because it places supreme
value on intelligence and disregards obedience and faith, the two central pillars of the world. The
vast majority of people can easily do obedience and faith; hardly any of them can do intelligence.
Intelligence is one of the ultimate taboos, with most intellectuals being shunted off to universities
where they are irrelevant and marginalised. Academic life is a fringe activity in our world. In a
meritocracy, it would be the central engine.
Abrahamism is about dumb stories and appeals to dumb “souls”. No intellectual demands are
placed on the faithful. Muslims are expected to memorize the Koran. None is required to write an
intellectual deconstruction of it – and you would be sentenced to hell if you did!
The world would be radically transformed if intelligence were proclaimed as the only route to
heaven. However, a human race overwhelmingly comprised of stupid people will always reject
intelligence, hence humanity will never become intelligent and divine. It’s good old Catch-22 again.
Intelligent people promote the rational soul and stupid people promote the faithful, obedient soul.
The faithful outnumber the rational by at least nine to one, hence why our world is so stupid and so
full of controlling hierarchies and credulous, slavelike people who play along.
*****

Nietzsche, discussing the evolution of morality, observed that in the ancient world the word “good”
was associated with everything noble, heroic and rare while the word “bad” was associated with
everything base, cowardly and common. Thus, the ruling elites were seen as good, and the masses
they ruled over as “bad”. The moral code of the ancient world was that it was a disgrace to act like a
common person, a member of the bestial mob.
The Jews and Christians, Nietzsche said, inverted this morality so that everything to do with the
mob became “good” while everything to do with the rulers was transformed into “evil”. The common
people would be rewarded in heaven for enduring persecution by the elites, and the elites would get
their come-uppance in hell.
This all changed, of course, when the Christian leaders became the elite, and then they acted just
like the old elites, just as Jewish priests and kings before them had been very elitist as soon as they
got the chance.
To this day, the elites are regarded as “first class” (and are greatly admired and envied), while the
masses are regarded as factory fodder and scum (even amongst themselves).
Many Protestants actually promote wealth as a sign of God’s favour, implying that all poor people
are evil and destined for hell.
So, there has been a historical war between the intelligent and the stupid (largely won by the
stupid through sheer force of numbers and the refusal of the intelligent to take direct action against the
stupid), and between the elite’s notion of “good” and bad” versus the mob’s notion of “good” and
“evil” (and this war has been largely won by the elites since we live in a rich man’s world with
barely a complaint)
We have the worst of all possible worlds – a stupid world ruled by self-serving elites who
believe they are God’s elect.
No wonder the Gnostics concluded that the Devil was in charge of this planet!
*****
“It was so exciting. I actually got applauded for being smart.” – Lisa Simpson
Dream on, Lisa.
The Most Important Religious Question
Should you look for God inside or outside yourself? If you look outside, you are ipso facto alienated
from God and you have created a vast, unbridgeable gulf between you and him. You are continually
preoccupied with what you must do to satisfy this terrible alien power that can inflict eternal pain
and suffering on you. You are utterly terrified of disobeying this being, terrified of what getting it
“wrong” will mean for you. In effect, you destroy your life – unless you are a naturally submissive,
slave-like individual who loves being on his knees, being told what to do, and is not someone who
enjoys, or is capable of, rational thinking and autonomy.
All Jews, Christians and Muslims are disgusting, servile automata, obsessed with rules and
commandments. Every day is surrendered to their peculiar religious rituals (the Muslims pray five
time a day every day for their whole lives and the Jews obey a staggering 620 religious prohibitions).
Even when they are getting dressed, these people are obsessing over what “God” wants of them (thus
reducing God to the chief of the fashion police!). They have to hide their hair, or grow a beard, or
have dangly bits hanging down at the sides – because apparently their God is so obsessed with
appearance that he will send them to hell if they forget any of his endless rules and defy any of his

peculiar hair regulations.
What kind of person wants to go through life being in a state of terror of disobeying their God?
What kind of person chooses to worship a monster who threatens him? Well, only masochists and
slaves, of course.
What religious attitude you choose reflects your mental health. Ill people are drawn to Torture
Gods. Healthy people embrace religions where they themselves can become God.
A healthy person is someone able to say of any God who is not humanity’s friend, ally, and indeed
servant: GOD BE DAMNED!
Well, can you say that? Or are you are on your knees, flagellating yourself to appease your
Terrorist God?
Jews, Christians and Muslims ought not to be regarded as human at all. They should be viewed as
talking beasts: dogs that walk on two legs.
“Four legs good, two legs bad.” George Orwell, Animal Farm
Inverse Religion
Imagine a religion where humanity doesn’t serve God, but God serves us. Wouldn’t it be healthier if
we created statues of human beings with Gods on their knees to them? Why not? If it’s good enough
for God, it’s good enough for us.
Why, ultimately, are people on their knees and bellies to God? Because they are terrified of him.
If God didn’t threaten humanity with horrific punishments, how many people would go on trying to
appease him? There would no longer be any need.
The Abrahamic God is defined by the extent of the torture he is willing to inflict on us (infinite and
eternal). What kind of person worships such a Torture God, a Monster God, a Terrorist God? In any
sane person’s book, this being is not God but the Devil, the supreme entity that must be resisted and
overcome. A God who issues even one threat against the human race is, by that very fact, proved to
be the opposite of God. God would never threaten anyone. It’s inconceivable.
It’s time for SUPER HUMANITY – the new human race – that places itself in the realm of the
divine and does not bow to anyone.
Nietzsche’s vision of the Superman is wondrous and ought to form the core of the human attitude
towards God. Nietzsche was of course an atheist and the only afterlife in which he believed was one
produced by his quasi-scientific “eternal recurrence”. However, his ideas can equally well be
embraced by Gnostics, Hermeticists and Neoplatonists who advocate the doctrine of humans
alchemically transmuting themselves into immortal, indestructible Gods.
The Neoplatonic Big Bang
Neoplatonism spoke of a permanent overflowing and emanation of the “One”, the source of all things.
The scientific Big Bang Singularity is an overflowing and emanation, hence is exactly the same as the
“One”.
The Big Bang Singularity comprised infinite monadic singularities (souls). All of these were
involved in Creation. They were all gods in their own way, using themselves to create the material
world.
Function and Form
It is said that men are interested in function and women in form (appearance). However, when it
comes to women, aren’t men more interested in form than function? And when it comes to men, aren’t

women more interested in function than form? How very contrary human beings are!
Absurdity
People are funny. A Muslim posted a message to us, saying, “U guys r trippin.” Well, we’re not the
ones who think an illiterate guy with a beard went into a cave, encountered the Angel Gabriel then
had the infallible Word of God dictated to him. What kind of stuff do you have to smoke to believe
THAT? It’s extremely disturbing that some of the most far-fetched ideas of all time – virgin births,
God ordering his first prophet to murder his son, people rising from the grave in their old bodies,
God as a burning bush, God as a voice at the top of a mountain, God as someone who communicates
with humanity via illiterates, God who hates mathematics, science, philosophy and theology, God
who exterminates humanity bar eight people, God who sentences the whole of humanity to hell and
then has to send his son to die on a cross in order to “save” us (why didn’t he just change his mind
and not send people to hell simply because Adam and Eve ate an apple from a tree that he placed
right in front of them?), and so on – have been so normalised that they are treated as if they are
acceptable ideas rather than the insane garbage and drivel they actually are.
Isn’t it remarkable that insane propositions can, through endless repetition, eventually be regarded
as uncontroversial, completely sane, and indeed the most cherished tenets of world religions?
Evil
There is no such thing as “evil” in the sense of some spooky, metaphysical force. Nor, in fact, is there
such a thing as “good”. Good and evil simply label the extreme ends of the behavioural relations
between people. Most people are quite neutral towards each other, neither helping nor hindering
them. A “good” person is someone who goes out of his way to help another despite having no
obligations towards that person, and without any expectation of getting anything in return. (Clearly,
this type of person is exceptionally rare.) An “evil” person is someone who actively strives to do
harm to others in order to advance his own interests or gratify his own tastes. Most of the leading
citizens of the world got to the top by trampling over others, and through their willingness to keep the
heel of their jackboot on the neck of anyone below them in the hierarchy.
So, what actually exists are people helping others (“good”) or harming others (“evil”). Those that
help each other are moral, cooperative, fair, just, sympathetic, altruistic and exhibit positive empathy.
Those who harm others are immoral, uncooperative, selfish, unjust, unfair, unsympathetic, callous,
cruel, indifferent towards others and exhibit negative empathy. (Many psychologists say that “evil”
reflects a lack of empathy. This turns it into a kind of medical condition; a pathology.)
In short, good and evil are about behaviour towards others, and the terms “altruistic” or “selfish”
would be preferable.
Most people are selfish, and the rich elite at the top are the most selfish of all. The rich’s favourite
thinker – Ayn Rand – openly celebrated and advocated selfishness. The elite would never allow the
word “evil” to be replaced by “selfish” because that would put them in the dock. Typically, they have
applied the label “evil” to anyone who dared to oppose them.
Nothing New
“The soul is an immortal thing, and is transformed into other living things – whatever comes into
existence is born again in the revolutions of a certain cycle – nothing being absolutely new.” –
Pythagoras
Nothing comes from nothing. There are no absolutely new things. All things have always existed.

They keep transforming – forever.
The universe proceeds by way of cyclical Ages. Reincarnation is cyclical life: birth, life, death,
rebirth ... The universe itself continually reincarnates. As above, so below.
The Singularity
At the core of existence is a living, striving, mental Singularity, outside space and time: a Super
Mind. This Singularity is collective, and is made of infinite individual singularities. Each monad is a
singularity. A singularity is a mind, an eternal soul. The collective Singularity, containing all souls, is
the “noumenal” universe. It’s the universe beyond. It’s completely unobservable since it’s all about
mind and thought. No one has ever seen a thought or ever could see a thought.
The phenomenal universe – the “material world” – is entirely derived from the noumenal universe
and cannot exist without it. Science is 100% wrong that matter can exist without mind. The precise
opposite is true: mind can exist without matter. In fact, matter is simply a manifestation of objective
mathematical relations between minds.
To see that mind is primary is very simple. If you simply rewind the expanding universe back to
its origin, you arrive at a dimensionless point – the Singularity – which is outside space and time, and
wholly immaterial. It’s beyond belief that scientists refuse to accept that the Big Bang was inherently
a mental event – that matter originated from mind – since no other coherent conclusion is possible. Of
course, science’s great hope is to somehow navigate away from the Singularity and create something
different, something material, as the origin of existence. They are like Abrahamists seeking the
Abrahamic God and refusing to see all the evidence that proves that he isn’t there (as the all-powerful
being they imagine him to he) and that their beliefs are entirely false.

Reincarnation
It’s essential to understand that reincarnation is not about the rebirth of “I”, of the consciousness with
which you are so familiar and that shapes your daily life. The Jungian Ego dies when your body dies.
What undergoes reincarnation is your Jungian Self. The Ego is your mortal Self and changes every
time you reincarnate. Your Self is your Higher Self, your eternal Self.
In Abrahamism, with its doctrine of resurrection, your Jungian Ego goes on forever and you have
no Jungian Self. In other words, the consciousness and identity you have in THIS life is the one you
will always have.
If you think about it, this automatically precludes you from ever becoming God. Your current
consciousness is desperately narrow, a mere “reducing valve”. If your mind expanded to cope with
the infinite rather that the finite, nothing about your identity would stay the same. Your Ego must
perish if you are to achieve Godhood. Your Jungian Self is the cosmic entity that is continually
growing and approaching divinity, and it does so via reincarnation.
*****
As noted, the Christian soul is best defined by the Jungian Ego, i.e. you have a single consciousness
forever. Resurrection goes hand in hand with this concept: you have one body and one mind for all
time. To those who are very attached to their present idea of themselves, this is a perfect solution. To
those who dream of becoming Gods, they envisage a wholly transformed version of their present self,
so their current feeble self is no good to them. It is but a staging post on the great cosmic journey to
perfect outcomes.
The Jungian Self can be understood in two ways. Jung himself saw it in terms of the Imago Dei –
the image of God. In relation to Hinduism, the Self, for Jung, can be considered equivalent to
Brahman – the ultimate divine reality. The Ego, on the other hand, is atman (the individual soul),
which is constantly changed via reincarnation. Enlightenment (moksha) happens when the Ego
(atman) realizes it is really the Self (Brahman) and the two are unified. For Jung, humanity’s task is
all about bringing our Ego towards our Self, and finally uniting them when the Ego overcomes all of
the illusions shielding it from the final truth of its own Godhood.
The second view of the Self is that it is not Brahman but has the potential to become Brahman. It is
transforming itself into Brahman, and does so via the lessons the Ego learns in its various mortal
lives.
Jung viewed the Self as God inside us, and the task was for our Ego to realize this. In Illuminism,
the Self is not God inside us but that which will become God. In Jung’s system, the Ego must move
towards the Self. In Illuminism, the Ego and Self are partners. The Self becomes more and more
knowing as it learns the endless lessons that its succession of mortal Egos provide.
Some people see this in terms of “karma”. Indeed, the only acceptable definition of “karma” is one
that pertains to learning the lessons of life via the cumulative experiences of countless lives. No
moral force is associated with karma in this context, and there is no compulsory learning of lessons.
Smart souls will learn, adapt and improve; stupid souls will keep making the same mistakes. Souls
will not be rewarded for good deeds and punished for bad deeds: souls will either intelligently learn
from the experiences of life, or they won’t. It’s entirely their choice and reflects their intelligence, not
their morality. Karma, here, is a measure of IQ. The smart become enlightened, and the stupid never

do because they never learn. Good deeds won’t save you; studying mathematics will!
For Jung, the Self plays an essentially static role. It’s the Divine Attractor towards which the Ego
must gravitate. The Ego does all the moving. Its job is to understand and embrace the Self.
In Illuminism, the Ego and the Self are in a dynamic relationship and constitute a mutual feedback
loop. The Self is made divine via the Ego and the Ego’s adventures in the mortal domain. It is not
inherently divine (as it is in Jung’s thinking).
In Illuminism, the Ego operates as a kind of scientific probe, exploring the universe and sending
back data to the Self in the Command Module. The Self, in turn, sends instructions to the probe as to
what to investigate next. The Self analyzes all of the data and becomes more and more knowledgeable
about reality. Eventually, the Self (not the Ego) achieves enlightenment and understands everything. It
is thereby transformed into God.
The Monad
A monad can never be anything other than an indivisible, dimensionless point. That makes it sound
incredibly small and trivial. However, it’s properly conceived as a gateway, or portal, to infinity, to
infinite numbers encoding all of the laws of ontological mathematics. It opens the door to a potentially
divine world, an infinite paradise.
The “material world” is not made of monads (which are outside space and time), but of the Euler
contents of monads, which are all about energy waves (ontological numbers), and a certain portion of
which can be shared between monads in a collective monadic space, rather than being permanently
locked inside individual monads.
In Illuminism, there’s an absolute conservation law. Every objective property of the universe must
at all times be zero. Euler’s Formula is called the God Equation precisely because it guarantees this
conservation law, hence a universe created from “Euler waves” will maintain the universe in its
permanent ground state of zero energy.
Euler’s Formula is the answer to Leibniz’s famous question of, “Why is there something rather
than nothing?” As long as something has a net mathematical result of zero, you can have an infinite
amount of it: something = nothing!
The “free lunch” Big Bang universe theory of science makes the same claim. The energy of all the
particles of the universe (positive energy) can be perfectly offset against the gravitational energy of
the universe (defined as negative energy), meaning that we get a whole universe for “nothing”.
Illuminism is just ontological number theory. It flows from a complete rational understanding of
how the universe must be if Pythagoras’s statement that all things are numbers is to be vindicated.
Monads are the fundamental constituents of existence, and these are intrinsically tied to infinity. In
particular, they are tied to infinite numbers, all controlled by Euler’s Formula.
Euler’s Formula generates sine and cosine energy waves. These give rise to Fourier mathematics
and Fourier mathematics gives rise to quantum mechanics, which gives rise to the scientific world.
That is, the ultimate roots of science lie in monads, which are noumenal, rational unobservables.
Captured by the Image
“Whoever controls the media controls the mind” – Jim Morrison
The human world you see every day reflects two interrelated things: wealth and power. Look at all
the advertising screens and billboards by which you are surrounded. What’s the point of these? They
all do one thing: they indicate what images the rich believe will make you part with your money in
exchange for their products, thus making them even richer. They are all about manipulating you, about

“pressing your buttons” ... as if you were a Pavlovian dog. The images make you “salivate” and you
can sate your hunger, thirst and desire only by buying whatever the elite are selling.
Other types of images, grand buildings, imposing uniforms, pomp and ceremony, and so on, are
designed to promote the second agenda ... of power. These symbols tell you who the elite are, and
identify everyone’s place in the hierarchy. They are all about status: who has it and who doesn’t.
Our human world literally has the ideology of the ruling elite carved into it. Their ideology is
reified in the things of the world, the images in which we are immersed. They have created the
Society of the Spectacle. While it entirely serves the elite’s agenda, the Spectacular Society, for
everyone else, is about phoniness, fakeness, fraud, inauthenticity and how to live in bad faith, subject
to an artificially constructed false consciousness. For there to be a new world, all of the images must
change, and all of the buildings, uniforms and rituals must change. Every visual trace of the elite’s
ideology has to be obliterated.
“Doing the Shopping” versus “Going Shopping”
Capitalism’s greatest trick was to transform “doing the shopping” (a task of drudgery; a chore; a
necessary evil) into “going shopping” (a delight; a treat, something eagerly anticipated). Producers
are thereby turned into consumers. Whereas producers are slaves of the production process and those
who control it, consumers are “served” and “pampered” as if they themselves were the lords and
ladies. The shops attempt to seduce them. Luxury abounds. The slaves are treated as though they were
the masters, being waited on hand and foot. Yet this is the supreme fraud. Consumers are slaves made
to believe they are free, while the chains are actually stronger than ever, all the tighter by virtue of
being invisible and wrapped in fake gold leaf.
We live in the age of conspicuous consumption, of status symbols and status wars. Everyone’s in
the pecking order and everyone is reading the signs that loudly declare which rung they’re on.
*****
Production = Utility
Consumption = Joy
Capitalism succeeded in turning the “dark, Satanic mills” of capitalism into the pleasure palaces of
the modern shopping malls where bogus desires – fabricated for you by the elite – are relentlessly
promoted and serviced. Endless consumption is what capitalism preaches, and consumption is
equated with heaven itself, with the tastes and sights of paradise.
Had capitalism remained about drudgery, production and utility, it would certainly have fallen. It
saved itself by making itself about “the good life”, via status objects, luxury and consumption.
Anything that seeks to replace capitalism must be able to offer higher pleasure, more fulfilment, an
even more divine experience.
What could be better than Illuminism with its commitment to literally create a Community of Gods,
a Society of the Divine?
The Elect
Protestants are well-known as the supreme capitalists. Protestants subscribe to a notion of the “elect”,
the “saved”, versus the damned. The Protestant “work ethic” became the main driver and central
ethos of capitalism. The idea was that the hard workers were those closest to God, enjoying his
divine grace.

Having worked hard, they made vast wealth. (Of course, the idea that hard work is invariably
rewarded is one of the most outrageous myths of all time, but it nevertheless fuels the Protestant
American Dream.) It then became necessary for the Protestant elite to show everyone else that they
were the chosen of God. So, grotesquely ostentatious displays of vulgar wealth became the order of
the day.
America, ruled by Masonic WASPs, is the supreme exemplar of Protestant ideology, and is full of
the tasteless displays of the super rich.
Something else that the Protestant rich love is charity – whereby they can show how “virtuous”
and “devout” they are. Of course, charity that’s designed to serve the selfish ends of the rich and act
as a means of promoting their image is not charity at all but simply part of the advertising industry.
In truth, charity is immoral and ought to be closed down so that Protestant hypocrites can’t use it
for the most grotesque self-promotion.
Protestantism is disgusting. It represents the wholesale repudiation of the endless condemnations
of the rich that Jesus Christ himself uttered. Protestants are the least “Christian” people imaginable –
or the most Christian if Christian is declared the work of the Devil.
The Monadic Singularity
Each monad is a singularity. The word “mind”, therefore, refers to an unobservable singularity with
an infinite information hinterland, with Euler’s Formula at its core. Information is nothing but
mathematical wave combinations, of which infinite patterns are possible. “Thinking” – mental
activity in general – is simply the processing of all that information, and the subjective experience of
that information.
All monads (minds) have exactly the same mathematical nature, but each evolves uniquely. A
monad is a zero that is inherently also an infinity. A monad is the zero-infinity “coin”, with zero
stamped on one side and infinity on the other. Turn it one way and infinity pours out, turn it the other
way and infinity vanishes to nothing. A monad is a cosmic “vanishing point”.
When we describe a monad (a soul) as a “zero”, as a dimensionless point, it automatically
conveys an impression of a soul barely being there at all. Yet the opposite is true. A soul is an entity
that’s all about infinity. A soul is vast beyond the imagining, enough to encapsulate the universe itself.
The monad is simply the “stargate” to an infinite world. The stargate is invisible, but what it leads to
is nothing other than an inner space of infinite extent.
In the British sci-fi TV show Dr Who, the eponymous doctor is a “Time Lord” who travels in a
machine known as the Tardis (which resembles an old British “police box” from the 1960s, which
the police used for calling the police station). The Tardis looks, from the outside, as if it has room for
only two people, but inside it’s absolutely vast.
The Tardis is a useful metaphor for the soul. Outside, it looks small (in fact you can’t see it at all
because it’s dimensionless) but inside it’s infinitely large. It’s an information system with Godlike
capacity.
The Neoplatonic Monad
Each monad is a microcosm of the Neoplatonic trinity of the “One” (the source of everything), the
Nous (Mind) and Psyche (Soul), the last being split into a united higher soul and fragmentary lower
soul.
The monad is its own version of the infinitely mysterious “One”. It’s also the Nous, containing all
of the laws of mathematics. It’s also the higher rational Psyche linked to the Nous. Finally, it’s also

the lower irrational Psyche of will, passion, emotion, desire, craving and lust. The upper Psyche is
directly connected to the transcendent world, while the lower Psyche is directly linked to the material
world (and in fact the material world is actually created from all the lower Psyches of all the souls of
the universe). We might compare the higher Psyche to the Jungian Self and the lower to the Jungian
Ego.
A finite portion of a monad’s energy can emanate (overflow) from it and be shared with the
corresponding energy from all the other monads in the universe, thus creating the material world of
finite things made of energy. There is a specific cut off point where monadic energy frequencies
become too high to be able to enter the physical world.
Quantum particles are energy waves originating in minds that can enter the shared monadic space
and combine in enormous numbers to create the apparently “solid” things of the material world. In
truth, all material objects are mental constructs, but they are constructed by the Mind Collective, not
individual minds. That is, a table or chair that you encounter is not the mental product of your own
mind; rather, it’s the product of the collective Mind of the cosmos, and it therefore has an objective
character. You can’t wish it away. You can’t close your eyes and expect it to vanish. It’s not under
your private control. It belongs to all the minds in the universe. It’s that fact that makes it objective,
that allows it to exist even after you “die, that makes it present a powerful resistance to your will.
What is “matter” if not that which is outside your direct control, and seems to be wholly separate
and independent from you? The school of idealism failed to consider the notion of collective mental
objects rather than individual mental objects. Individual mental objects are those you can change
simply by thinking about them (like the contents of your dreams); collective objects are those things
you can’t change by thinking about them because they are supported and defined by all the minds in
the universe, according to the laws of mathematics that they all have in common. Such objects are
described as “material” rather than mental, but, in fact, they are collectively rather than singly mental,
hence not material at all. So, matter is simply the product of collective minds. It has no reality outside
minds.
The material world is the dreamscape created by the Mind Collective. It can’t be changed by
individual minds, as normal dreamscapes can. The material world is the product of all minds
dreaming the same dream rather than individual dreams.
We all inhabit the Dream Sphere. Who is the God of Dreams? Well, Morpheus, of course.
“Morpheus (‘shaper [of dreams]’) in Greek mythology is the god of dreams, leader of the Oneiroi.
Morpheus has the ability to take any human form and appear in dreams. His true semblance is that of a
winged daemon, imagery shared with many of his siblings.” –Wikipedia
Oneiroi
“In Greek mythology, the Oneiroi (Dreams) were, according to Hesiod, sons of Nyx (Night), and
were brothers of Hypnos (Sleep), Thanatos (Death), Geras (Old Age) and other beings, all produced
via parthenogenesis. Cicero follows this tradition, but describes the sons of Nyx as fathered by
Erebus (Darkness). Euripides calls them instead sons of Gaia (Earth) and pictures them as blackwinged daemons. The Latin poet Ovid presents them not as brothers of Hypnos, but as some of his
thousand sons. He mentions three by name: Morpheus (who excels in presenting human images),
Icelos or Phobetor (who presents images of beasts, birds and serpents), and Phantasos (who presents
images of earth, rock, water and wood). In Homer’s Iliad, an Oneiros is pictured as summoned by
Zeus, receiving from him spoken instructions, and then going to the camp of the Achaeans and entering

the tent of Agamemnon to urge him to warfare. The Odyssey speaks of the land of dreams as past the
streams of Oceanus, close to where the spirits of the dead are led (Hades). Statius pictures the
Dreams as attending on slumbering Hypnos (Somnus in Latin) in a cave in that region. In another
passage of the Odyssey, dreams (not personified) are spoken of, by a double play on words, as
coming through a gate of horn if true (a play on the Greek words for ‘horn’ and ‘fulfil’) or a gate of
ivory if false (a play on the Greek words for ‘ivory’ and ‘deceive).” – Wikipedia
Inside and Outside
The lower Psyche – the conscious Ego – is what enters into bodies in the material world (Nature).
The rest of the soul is outside the material world. The conscious Ego, in order to escape the material
plane, must get in touch with its Higher Self, or it will reincarnate forever.
DNA
DNA is the information code of life. Every cell in your body contains a full copy of your personal
DNA, your genetic code. Half of your genes came from your father’s sperm, and half from your
mother’s egg.
How does DNA relate to souls? DNA, considered at its simplest level, is simply a biological
information code. Obviously, it’s not DNA that creates souls (since souls are uncreated and eternal).
DNA creates bodies to which souls can then bind themselves informationally.
Considered from a Jungian perspective, DNA might also be said to supply mental archetypes
within its information code (i.e. DNA supplies physical and mental information). Just as we have
bodily instincts – which are like little programming subroutines which make our bodies do certain
things in certain situations unless we consciously override them – so we have mental archetypes
which are like the psychic counterparts of the physical instincts (the mental rather than physical side
of the same coin: for every event, we are coded with a physical and associated mental response; you
can never have a physical response without a linked mental response).
DNA – considered physically and mentally – is an information system in the extended material
domain to which an unextended mental soul can “bind” itself. Normally, there is a one to one
relationship between a body and soul, but this is not always the case. Multiple personality syndrome
might be considered as several different souls linking to one body. The phenomenon of “possession”
can be considered as another soul taking over a body that already has a soul and suppressing the
resident soul (as depicted in a film such as The Exorcist).
Just as you are not your Ego, nor are you your DNA. Your Ego is, however, strongly influenced by
your DNA since your consciousness is highly linked to your body, hormones, brain wiring, body
configuration, etc.
*****
The extraordinary corollary of the eternal nature of souls is that a baby is not, in soul terms, younger
than its parents! All souls are uncreated and eternal. It’s the body and Ego that’s younger, not the soul.
In fact, a child’s Higher Self might be enormously more mentally mature and sophisticated than that of
its parents.
This explains the phenomenon of children who seem far more grounded and sensible than their
immature and childish parents. It’s one of the great unspoken truths that the biological age of parents
and children has no relation to the maturity of the soul.
It’s possible for parents who were mutts in their last life to have a golden child on the threshold of
divinity!

Aleister Crowley
Crowley’s Abbey of Thelema in Cefalu in Sicily was established as a magical commune called the
Collegium ad Spiritum Sanctum – the college of the Holy Spirit. Crowley’s private room in the
Abbey was named Le Chambre des Cauchemars – the Room of Nightmares, the chamber of the long
night of the soul, covered with murals showing unrestrained sexuality, mysticism, magic, blasphemy
and poetry.
By spending a night in the ghoulish chamber, Crowley and his disciples, dosed up with a cocktail
of drugs, were expected to endure the “ordeal of contemplating every possible phantom which can
assail the soul.” All of their nightmares were believed to become reified: to turn into solid form.
If you came through this experience unscathed, what else could harm you? It had immunized you to
fear. You had gone into Room 101 and survived. Your worst fears were now behind you.
Imagine how liberated you become when you cross the Abyss of Horror, when you travel through
hell and reach the far exit.
What lies beyond fear? Now you will find out.
Master and Slave
The self existing for the self is the master. The Abrahamic “God” exists purely for himself. He is the
archetypal master.
The self existing for another self is the slave. The worshippers of the Abrahamic God are all his
slaves, defined and controlled by him, incapable of being themselves, or refusing to be themselves.
Alters
In Multiple Personality Syndrome (also known as Dissociative Identity Disorder: DID), different
identities are generated and these are known as “alters” (alternate personalities).
Some researchers claim that these alters are just metaphors for a distressed person’s different
emotional states. Others claim they are truly autonomous entities capable of independent wilful action
(each alter exhibits its own will).
Most remarkably, “autonomous” alters can, it is alleged, even have different physiology. One
might have brown eyes and another blue. One might suffer from diabetes while another does not. One
might have a toothache while another suffers no pain.
Multiple Personality Disorder is one of the strangest of all human phenomena. Distinct
personalities, or even different beings, seem to inhabit a single body. It might be seen as a kind of
“possession” whereby spirits have muscled their way into someone’s life and pushed the resident
consciousness largely out of the way.
Bodily control can be passed back and forth between a whole cast of characters (typically from
eight to thirteen, although “super-multiples” may have around a hundred alters). Sometimes, they all
seem to be aware of each other. In other cases, they have no knowledge of each other, in which case
each alter experiences a black-out or total amnesia regarding those times when another alter is in
charge.
Some 97 percent of DID sufferers report a history of severe childhood trauma and sexual abuse,
so the condition is typically viewed as a defence mechanism adopted by the psyche to
compartmentalise the horrors, and find ways of coping. By parcelling out the pain across multiple

alters, the damage to each is diluted. One personality cannot withstand so much pain, but several,
collectively, can.
It’s interesting that the psyche does not collapse entirely but rather fragments into different,
smaller wholes within the whole. Each alter is complete, autonomous, and self-sustaining with its
own traits, motives, tastes, ambition and desires.
What’s particularly fascinating is that the alters are not identical copies of the original personality
with selective amnesia (regarding the abuse they have suffered), but distinct alters that reflect
different aspects of the psyche. It’s as if a personality is made up of an “orchestra”, with the
controlling ego acting as the conductor and focus. When that ego is overwhelmed by the trauma of
abuse, it “dies”, leaving just the orchestra, but with no one in charge. What would happen if you
removed the Jungian Ego? The persona, shadow, animus/anima and other psychic components would
come to the fore.
Each alter is associated with different brainwave patterns. Bizarrely, alters can have different
names, different ages (in their own estimation), different academic abilities, different personality
types, and different memories. Some are right handed, and some left. Some have different
handwriting styles, different sexual preferences, different artistic capacities, different political views,
different foreign language fluency, different IQs. Some even claim to be of the opposite sex or belong
to a different race! It’s suggestive of a whole set of archetypes being turned into active, rival
personalities.
MPD/DID ought to be one of the most widely studied subjects since it holds incredible
information about the structure and growth of the psyche. So remarkable is this condition that,
allegedly, one alter might be suffering from cancer while another is cancer-free. If this is a genuine
phenomenon, shouldn’t it be the focus of intense, worldwide research?
A case was documented in which a patient’s alters were all allergic to orange juice, bar one.
Drinking orange juice would normally make the man break out in an allergic rash, but if his nonallergic alter took over, the rash rapidly faded and he could drink the orange juice without difficulty.
A drunk alter can give way to a sober alter, and then switch back to the drunk alter. Alters can
have different responses to drugs, with some alters being affected by them, and others not.
A “child” alter may suffer an overdose if given an adult dose of a drug, while an adult alter suffers
no ill effects.
An alter can be put under anaesthetic for an operation, only for another alter to take over which is
unanaesthetized!
Warts can appear on one alter, and vanish on another. The same is true for burn marks, scars, and
so on. Right handers can switch to left handed control and effortlessly do things with that hand that no
right hander could ever manage.
The vision of alters can change. Some might be almost blind while others have perfect sight. One
might be colour-blind and another not.
Voice patterns might radically change between alters. The religious phenomenon of “speaking in
tongues” and having fits might correspond to hysteria-induced, temporary MPD. After all, the aim of
“charismatic” Christians is to be taken over by the Holy Spirit – which would automatically
constitute MPD.
Female alters might have different menstrual cycles from each other. Epilepsy, present in some
alters, might vanish in others. Healing of severe burns may occur at different rates for different alters,
with some taking place with incredible rapidity.
Some alters have a different sense of smell and different tastes in food. Some are compulsive

eaters while others are anorexic. Some are full of energy and others lethargic.
Brain scans have shown significantly different parts of the brain lighting up when different alters
are in charge.
It has even been reported that alters can age at different rates.
One MPD patient said, “Prior to integration, I was found to have 2 different blood types. I have
been diagnosed with a thyroid condition and not, depending on the alter present. I have Mitral Valve
Prolapse, and I don’t. One of my alters had an 8” scar on her leg, none of the others did. Their eye
colour would change. They have completely different facial and body structures.
“I ... had alters of vastly different age ranges, different races, and different genders. I had a couple
of alters who spoke different languages even though I only speak English.”
If only one of these reported phenomena is accurate, it warrants the scrutiny of the world’s best
minds. But hardly anyone pays any attention.
One MPD sufferer reported a phenomenon that she called “parallel processing” whereby alters
can cooperate by all thinking about a problem at the same time from their different perspectives, and
thus arriving at solutions much more rapidly and creatively. A person, via their alters, can effectively
think about several things at once, or the same thing in multiple different ways. Moreover, if all the
alters are intelligent in different subjects, it’s like having a whole group of smart friends helping you
out ... like having an internal “phone-a-friend” facility. On tough homework assignments, some alters
can “rest” while others keep going all night, and then those ones can take a rest.
Human stupidity might be eliminated if people could routinely think in this extraordinary way.
Hypnosis
Hypnosis might be related to MPD. After all, the hypnotist is making you do things your normal self
would never do – but your (normally hidden) alters might be happy to play along.
Mass hysteria might also be considered a type of MPD, whereby people switch from control by
their normal self to control by their collective alter (the crowd).
Do charismatic dictators such as Hitler have the ability to make others cede control to them, just
as MPD sufferers cede control to their alters?
Were prophets such as Mohammed, Jesus and Moses MPD suffer ers? Were they taken over by
alters and those alters were then regarded as gods or angels? When Jesus Christ said on the Cross,
“My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?”, was he referring to the fact that his “God alter” had
vanished?
In Julian Jaynes’s theory of bicameralism, human beings were once able to hallucinate the voices
of “the Gods” and take orders from them. Are these “voices” related to the alters that MPDs
experience?
Bipolar disorder could be viewed as MPD restricted to two poles (alters): one up and one down.
Bicameralism, hypnosis, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and MPD may constitute a continuum of
conditions that tap into underlying structures of the psyche that are hidden or suppressed in “normal”
people.
If all of the anecdotes told about then are true then MPDs are on the verge of being superhuman (if
they could attain full control of their condition) and might be offering the rest of us a glimpse of what
it is to become God. The obvious objective is to harness the abilities of the MPDs while getting rid of
the downsides, particularly the mental fragmentation and disorientation.
Sufferers of bipolar disorder seem to be capable of amazing feats in their manic phase. Imagine
managing to maintain that level of performance without ever sliding into the depressed state.

*****
Autism might be regarded as the opposite end of the MPD spectrum. This condition is characterized
by an inability to communicate or to relate or respond to other people, and involves abnormal selfabsorption. It’s derived from “autos” (self) ism – i.e. “selfism”. If MPD involves the creation of
many identities for transacting with the world, autism involves a withdrawal of someone’s identity
from the world, leaving someone who barely interacts with others at all.
Asperger’s Syndrome is the highest functioning form of autism and is characterized by high
intelligence (in specific, narrow areas), odd behaviour, and social difficulties. Sufferers have great
difficulty connecting with others. They can’t read faces, body language and verbal clues. They tend to
interpret words literally since they cannot grasp metaphor.
They are generally poor at multi-tasking. Many are hypersensitive to touch, light, colour, noise,
taste and smells. Rather than create different identities to cope with the world, those on the autistic
spectrum seem to close down their social identity and live as an “auto” – in their own private world.
*****
It’s astounding that so much time is wasted by “materialist” scientists on trying to correlate brain
states to mental states (in an attempt to show that mental states are mere epiphenomena of physical
brain states, and have no possibility of independent existence). Does the study of brain states explain
MPD, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, hypnosis, bicameralism, groupthink, autism, and so on? These
abnormal mental conditions are a goldmine for discovering the secrets of the human mind (the
psyche), yet materialists have got nothing better to do than put brains inside huge scanning machines
and hope that observed “activation” in one part of the brain rather another will explain the human
condition. As if!
Amnesiac Barriers
Alters often live in completely separate mental compartments, as if they have firewalls between them
to stop the spread of flames, or bulkheads in a ship to stop flooding. Alters in these circumstances
have no knowledge of each other, and no memory of what the other alters do.
The Right Alter for the Right Situation
Given that DID/MPD is a coping strategy, a survival mechanism, it follows that in any situation, the
“best” alter will appear, the one best able to survive in that particular situation. Wouldn’t you wish
that your best self were always on show?
Co-consciousness: the Internal Family System
In some cases, a person’s alters all know about each other – they’re co-conscious. They operate like
a family contained within a single body. They arrive at compromise solutions, the best for the whole
“family”.

Mirror World
“In an interview some time ago, the great theatrical director Peter Brook commented that with the
discovery of mirror neurons, neuroscience had finally started to understand what has long been
common knowledge in the theatre: the actor’s efforts would be in vain if he were not able to surmount
all cultural and linguistic barriers and share his bodily sounds and movements with the spectators,
who thus actively contribute to the event and become one with the players on the stage. This sharing is
the basis on which the theatre evolves and revolves, and mirror neurons, which become active both
when an individual executes an act and when he observes it being executed by others, now provided
this sharing with a biological explanation. ... Mirror neurons allow our brain to match the movements
we observe to the movements we ourselves can perform, and so to appreciate their meaning. Without
a mirror mechanism, we would still have our sensory representation, a ‘pictorial’ depiction of the
behaviour of others, but we would not know what they were really doing. Certainly, we could use our
higher cognitive faculties to reflect on what we have perceived and infer the intentions, expectations,
or motivations of others that would provide us with a reason for their acts, but our brain is able to
understand these latter immediately on the basis of our motor competencies alone, without the need of
any kind of reasoning.
“It would seem therefore that the mirror neuron system is indispensable to that sharing of
experience which is at the root of our capacity to act as individuals but also as members of a society.
“Emotions, like actions, are immediately shared; the perception of pain or grief, or of disgust
experienced by others, activates the same areas of the cerebral cortex that are involved when we
experience these emotions ourselves.
“This shows how strong and deeply rooted is the bond that ties us to others, or in other words,
how bizarre it would be to conceive of an I without an us.” – Giacomo Rizzolatti & Corrado
Sinigaglia, Mirrors in the Brain: How our Minds Share Actions and Emotions
According to Hegel there never could be an “I” without “us”. Self-consciousness (the ability to
recognize yourself as an “I”) is a social function: it’s public not private. Wittgenstein argued
convincingly that there can’t be a true private language, and, by the same token, there can’t be private
consciousness. Language – social communication – and consciousness go together. They evolve in
tandem. A human being permanently alone on a desert island (from babyhood to adulthood) would
never develop language and never become conscious. Human beings are not inherently conscious.
They are conscious in groups, not in isolation. In fact, any human being systematically ignored by the
rest of humanity would go insane! (and insanity is not a coherent conscious condition).
People are staggeringly needy for the approval of others and engage in widespread mirroring of
others’ behaviour. The craving for social acceptance is perhaps the supreme human trait. The vast
majority of people are conformist, herdlike, docile, easily led, eager to be led, submissive, prone to
groupthink. They “go with the flow” and “follow the path of least resistance”.
One of the reasons why it’s possible to generate a tipping point is that people can’t help mirroring.
If a small, dominant group arises, more and more sheeple start mirroring them and critical mass is
sure to be attained. That’s how Christianity and Islam got going. Both got off to slow starts, but the
sheer fanaticism of their followers proved decisive.
Other-directed people are defined by mirroring, by following whatever’s in fashion, in doing what

the majority are doing. Consider the phenomenon of “Social Proof”. Wikipedia says of it:
“Social proof, also known as informational social influence, is a psychological phenomenon where
people assume the actions of others in an attempt to reflect correct behaviour for a given situation.
This effect is prominent in ambiguous social situations where people are unable to determine the
appropriate mode of behaviour, and is driven by the assumption that surrounding people possess
more knowledge about the situation.
“The effects of social influence can be seen in the tendency of large groups to conform to choices
which may be either correct or mistaken, a phenomenon sometimes referred to as herd behaviour.
Although social proof reflects a rational motive to take into account the information possessed by
others, formal analysis shows that it can cause people to converge too quickly upon a single choice,
so that decisions of even large groups of individuals may be grounded in very little information (see
information cascades).
“Social proof is a type of conformity. When a person is in a situation where they are unsure of the
correct way to behave, they will often look to others for cues concerning the correct behaviour. When
‘we conform because we believe that other’s interpretation of an ambiguous situation is more
accurate than ours and will help us choose an appropriate course of action,’ it is informational social
influence. This is contrasted with normative social influence wherein a person conforms to be liked
or accepted by others.
“Social proof often leads not just to public compliance (conforming to the behaviour of others
publicly without necessarily believing it is correct) but private acceptance (conforming out of a
genuine belief that others are correct). Social proof is more powerful when being accurate is more
important and when others are perceived as especially knowledgeable.”
Does that sound familiar? Everyone does it. We can’t help ourselves. We spend our lives mirroring
others. Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) is all about mirroring the habits and behaviours of
experts in their fields. Empathy and sympathy are all about mirroring. It has been suggested that
autistics (who are severely lacking in social skills and empathy) have a lack or absence of mirroring
capacities. They simply cannot attune themselves to others. Severe autistics are also extremely
lacking in language skills and might be regarded as not being technically conscious (many fail the
“mirror test” – they cannot recognize themselves in a mirror, which puts them on a par with animals).
Mirroring is an extremely efficient way of learning. You can rapidly someone else’s skills if your
brain has the ability to accurately mirror their actions and internalize them. Lip-reading by deaf
people is a kind of sophisticated mirroring: as the deaf person watches the speaker’s lips moving,
their own mind brain mirrors these lip movements and is able to work out what they mean – it’s as if
the lip movements have been transferred from the speaker to the deaf person, and now the deaf person
is simply decoding their own lip movements.
Dictators rely on the masses mirroring each other (as at a Nazi rally). A Mexican wave is a mass
mirroring operation.
Mirroring is rehearsing, practising, imitating, coordinating, harmonizing. Gangnam Style
succeeded because it was easy to mirror. Viral transmission of memes is a mirroring phenomenon.
Everyone wants to mirror whatever will make them look “cool” and interesting.
Groupthink is group mirroring.
Converting an immaterial, dimensionless thought into a physical action is, on the face of it, fraught
with difficulty – unless the physical action is a kind of mirror of the mental idea. This is exactly what
is achieved by Fourier mathematics where information in the frequency domain (outside space and

time) can be converted into an equivalent representation in space and time. Thanks to Fourier
mathematics, the spacetime domain is in fact a mathematical mirror of the non-spacetime domain.
That remarkable fact is one of the defining traits of reality. Mind-matter interactions are simply
spacetime mirrorings of non-spacetime functions, and vice versa (via feedback loops)! The mirror is
not a shining, polished glass surface but a mathematical instrument: the Fourier transform, and its
mirror, the inverse Fourier transform.
Holography is all about Fourier mathematics. Our universe is nothing but a self-generating
hologram. The “material world” is just a curious mirror of the mental world, proceeding by way of
mathematical transforms. You just can’t beat math!
*****
Self-consciousness is consciousness of oneself as contrasted with consciousness of things other than
oneself. However, it’s hard to see how anything can be conscious without also being self-conscious,
so the distinction is debatable.
The Enigma of Energy and Time
“We can never know both the time at which an event occurs and the energy involved in it with great
accuracy. Events occurring inside a short time span involve a large uncertainty in energy; events
involving a precise amount of energy can be localized only within a long period of time.” – Fritjof
Capra, The Tao of Physics
Moving versus Static Properties
There is a fundamental distinction between location (a static property) and movement (a dynamic
property). At the level of mathematical points, it’s absurd to specify a precise position and momentum
of a point-particle because if the particle is in motion (a so-called “flowing point”), it is never at a
precise location i.e. you can never specify here. It’s the equivalent of trying, in temporal terms, to
specify now. You can never do it. It’s the most elusive thing imaginable, always escaping you. Here
(space) and now (time) can never be pinned down in a dynamic universe. Why did scientists ever
believe a particle’s position and momentum could be simultaneously defined with arbitrary
precision?
In Illuminism, the position of a point-particle is imagined as a pencil point tracing out an everchanging positional function. We can trace the particle’s exact spatial trajectory but we can never say
where it will be at the next instant. Similarly, we can trace out an exact momentum function, but never
say exactly what its momentum will be at the next instant. We can have complete retrospective
knowledge of a particle’s position and momentum, but we can never know in advance what its
position and momentum will be because these are dynamically coupled in a Fourier uncertainty
relation. We have perfect knowledge only when events have passed into the past and become
historical facts.
You often hear physicists talking about the “probabilistic” nature of quantum mechanics, yet there
isn’t a single probabilistic aspect about the past world: it’s completely determined. It therefore isn’t
the case that quantum mechanics is inherently probabilistic – if it were, the past (accessed by our
memories) would be a probabilistic blur, and in fact there would be no such thing as a definable past
– but, rather, it’s probabilistic only in its relation to the present instant: now.
Physicists never discuss the relationship between Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and now, yet
the two are almost synonymous. The uncertainty principle has no relationship at all to the past – the
past is certain; it has happened; it’s historical fact, and it has gone. We always know position and

momentum precisely – in the past.
The uncertainty principle can say nothing about the future because the future hasn’t happened yet:
it doesn’t exist . You can’t apply an uncertainty principle to the non-existent since you can’t specify
any information at all: there’s nothing there to be uncertain about. So, the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle, when properly understood, actually applies to the smallest possible window of time:
between now and now plus an infinitesimal time period.
This is the domain of applicability of free will, of selecting one option from a host of options, of
actualising one possibility from many. As soon as any selection is made, the universe is irreversibly
changed and all the universal possibilities have to be recalculated to reflect the new reality.
*****
The Heisenberg uncertainty principle can be expressed in terms of energy and time rather than
position and momentum. If a process is analyzed over a short period, we have a small measure of
time uncertainty (∆t) and therefore a large uncertainty in energy (∆E). If we analyse something over a
long period then time uncertainty (∆t) has increased and energy uncertainty (∆E) has decreased. We
feel much more certain about something if we analyze it over a long period, so we always prefer ∆t to
be large.
If we talk about the uncertainty in terms of position (∆q), we are referring to the uncertainty in
where here is. A large ∆q means we are not at all sure where here is. A small ∆q means we are very
close to here.
If we talk about a large ∆t, we are referring to a large uncertainty about where now is. If ∆t is very
small, we are very close to now. Now itself is equivalent to ∆t = 0, just as ∆q = 0 indicates that we
know precisely where here is. So, the paradox regarding ∆t is that it’s actually all about now when in
fact it’s traditionally considered as being about then, e.g. when we consider an atom that has existed
for millions of years, we are apparently contemplating its past – yet in actual fact we are
contemplating our uncertainty regarding what now means in relation to that atom. All those millions or
billions of years that have already passed – in which the atom has been extraordinarily stable
energetically – reflect that we have an impossible task in defining what we mean by now regarding
any atom (∆t is exceptionally large).
Yet surely now is passing anyway, regardless of any uncertainty. As each now occurs, it becomes
historical fact and our knowledge and certainty grows. But we now reach a critical problem of
definition: can ∆t ever apply to the future? If we talk about ∆t as covering the next billion years,
aren’t we talking nonsense? After all, that’s the future and our knowledge of the future is non-existent.
The best we can do is project the past onto the future and say the future will be quite like the past, but
it’s a fact that we can have no sure knowledge about the future. As David Hume pointed out, there’s
no certainty that the sun will rise tomorrow. The fact that we have an expectation that it will is based
on our knowledge of the past, not of the future.
Regarding the future, ∆t has zero meaning. It (∆t) must be retrospective if it’s to be meaningful,
and therefore it involves complete certainty since we already know what happened. Quantum
physicists often talk nonsense regarding the ∆t∆E relation. Technically, if we know exactly where
here is now for a particle, we have no idea where here will be next for the particle (because its
momentum is completely uncertain). The ∆t∆E relationship is saying exactly the same thing from the
time perspective. If we have precise positional knowledge of a particle at one instant (now), we have
no idea where it will be next because its energy profile is completely uncertain. In practice, the
position of the particle is likely to be very close at the next instant to where it was at the previous

instant since that’s more probable than anything else.
Across a large number of particles, a few will have an expectedly large energy and will be able to
“tunnel” and appear in places where we wouldn’t expect them, but there is absolutely no question of
any particle “borrowing” energy and paying it back later, as many physicists ludicrously claim. What
does “borrowing” mean anyway? When a particle is faced with a barrier, either it has enough energy
to cross it or it doesn’t. It doesn’t get half way across and then pop into an energy bank to borrow
some energy to complete the journey.
The ∆t∆E relationship is saying that in any population of particles, some will have energies much
larger than we would normally associate with that kind of particle. It is not saying that while some
process is underway, a particle can go into the energy bank, borrow some extra energy and then pay it
back when it reaches its destination. This is a laughable way of talking about a scientific process. The
uncertainty in energy applies to the start of the process and is expended over the subsequent time
interval.
The critical point to understand is that the future does not exist at the start of the process, so ∆t
cannot possibly apply to anything other than now and the preceding time interval. A ∆t of 1 second
must mean the past second plus now. It cannot mean now plus a future second. Any reference to the
future is always invalid unless it is to the infinitesimal future time period that is about to determine
now. Just as the past is the past in relation to now, so now is the past in relation to the instant that
immediately precedes and determines it. The reason why now is not blurry and probabilistic – why it
is “solid” and certain – is that all of its information has been precisely determined in the infinitesimal
period preceding it, which is where the blurry wavefunction is “collapsing” into a definite state.
Amazingly, now is actually the first instant of the past. As soon as you think about now, it has already
gone. True now is actually a blur of potentiality always directly ahead of you, from which the now
you experience crystallizes through wavefunction collapse. You can never encounter true now itself
because it’s not a definite state.
Since the past is already known and certain, uncertainty in energy for a time interval can only ever
apply to now plus an infinitesimal period. (In fact, the past, since it forms the vast bulk of ∆t, will
always have a radically stabilizing effect on the present – which is why our world is so energetically
stable.) No energy is ever borrowed and paid back. Energy is always possessed and expended.
Energetic quantum tunnelling results from some particles in a distribution of particles having much
larger than average energies because of the uncertainty regarding the energy of the ensemble. In
classical physics, no particle has unexpectedly and abnormally high energy, so no tunnelling occurs.
Contrary to what many (voodoo) physicists are prepared to say, energy is always conserved in
quantum mechanics. Energy is not snatched out of the “future” (thus violating energy conservation by
creating an excess of energy in the present and a deficiency in the future) then rapidly paid back. The
∆t∆E relation has nothing to do with breaching energy conservation. If one particle somewhere has a
great excess of energy, other particles elsewhere will have diminished energy to compensate. All
energy calculations are performed with respect to now (and the past), not with regard to a future that
hasn’t happened (but bear in mind the true now we discussed above).
According to quantum physicists, the energy of the future can be accessed now (i.e. can be
“borrowed”). This is idiotic and embarrassing. Where is this “future” energy? Are quantum physicists
seriously suggesting that quantum processes engage in time travel into the future where “future”
energy supposedly exists that is different from “present” energy? It’s exceptionally unfortunate that so
many physicists are so philosophically illiterate that they end up making the most bizarre statements
that turn physics into voodoo, mumbo jumbo and woo woo. They think it’s OK to talk of borrowing

energy from the “future” as long as it’s quickly “repaid”. It doesn’t occur to them that the whole
concept of “future” energy is preposterous and implies that a) the future already exists and b) that
energy can be taken from it without damaging it and c) that the borrowed energy can be repaid, again
with no adverse consequences. It’s the sort of idea that a child with an imaginary friend would
produce.
Scientists see energy as a variable across future time rather than as a variable across present
particles with respect to past time and now. Their position is untenable, and reflects how little
scientists comprehend time.
*****
To understand what’s really going on with time and quantum mechanics, the position momentum
∆p∆q relation should be supplemented with ∆pi∆qi where ∆pi = the uncertainty in position of time
particles in imaginary space (time) and ∆qi = the uncertainty in the momentum of imaginary particles.
Considered in these terms, there’s plainly no borrowing from the future going on, just as spatial
particles don’t borrow anything from the space lying ahead of them.
It must be stressed that the universe is about complex numbers (composed of real and imaginary
numbers) rather than the purely real numbers of science. When we talk about “time” particles, we are
referring to the imaginary space component of “complex” particles.
All particles are six dimensional. They have three real space coordinates and three imaginary
space coordinates. (In conventional science, 3D real space particles are considered to be moving in a
time dimension; others might define 4D particles with three real space coordinates and one time
coordinate.)
A “pure” time particle would have its three spatial coordinates reduced to zero, just as a pure
spatial particle would have its three time (imaginary space) coordinates reduced to zero. In general,
particles are complex, and the real and imaginary space components are dynamically coupled. The
faster a particle moves through space, the more spatial it becomes. At light speed through space, time
stops for a particle and it loses its time components.
The faster a particle moves through time, the more temporal it becomes. Human beings are
creatures of time since we are more or less stationary in space. (The electrons that essentially define
our bodies are of course highly spatial since they are travelling extremely fast around atomic nuclei:
they are spatial, we are temporal!)
In conventional science, space and time are combined in a highly clunky, asymmetric way to form
4D spacetime with three spatial dimensions and one time dimension. In Einsteinian special relativity,
time is treated exactly as if it were based on imaginary numbers, but no one ever draws the obvious
conclusion that imaginary numbers are exactly what they seem to be: the proper basis of the time
description of the world.
In Illuminism, the mess is cleared up. Spacetime is six dimensional, with three real (space) and
three imaginary (time) axes, in perfect balance, and perfectly dynamically coupled. Real numbers
account for space, imaginary numbers for time (imaginary space) and complex numbers for
spacetime.
4D spacetime is arbitrary. No scientist has ever explained what time is and why it should have
only a single dimension, compared with the three of space. There’s no sufficient reason for such a
discrepancy. It’s rationally impossible that existence could be constructed in such an arbitrary
fashion. Eleven dimensional M-theory, with three “large” spatial dimensions, seven vanishingly small
spatial dimension, and one time dimension is even more preposterous.

In 6D spacetime, real and imaginary space are perfectly balanced. There’s no unexplained
asymmetry. Moreover, time can now be understood as nothing other than the imaginary space
analogue of conventional real space. Time and space are now to be understood as different,
orthogonal types of space. This allows something brand new and primary to be introduced into
science: MOVEMENT.
Everything in the universe is moving and each entity is either moving through space, through
imaginary space (time) or through spacetime. Movement through imaginary space measures the
passage of time, but it must be understood that movement takes place regardless of time. In the purely
spatial domain of photons (for which time does not exist: time has completely stopped or,
equivalently, passes infinitely slowly), movement continues to take place: no one considers photons
static. This is incomprehensible, inexplicable and impossible if time is essential for movement.
In Illuminism, movement, not time, is the basis of change. Movement is an intrinsic property of
existence and, indeed, the most fundamental property of all.
*****
A theory that accords with the system we have proposed is Rupert Sheldrake’s morphic resonance.
Sheldrake says of his theory, “Things that happen in the past, even if they’re separated from each
other in space and time, can influence similar things in the present, over, through, or across –
however one cares to put it – space and time. There’s this non-local connection. This seems to me to
be very important because it would mean that these fields have causal (but non-local) connections
with things that have happened before. They wouldn’t be somehow inexplicable manifestations of an
eternal, timeless set of archetypes. Morphogenetic fields, which give repetitions of habitual forms and
patterns, would be derived from previous fields (what you call ‘cosmic memory’). The more often a
particular form or field happened, the more likely it would be to happen again, which is what I am
trying to express with this idea of morphic resonance and automatic averaging of previous forms. It’s
this aspect of the theory that makes it empirically testable, because this aspect leads to predictions,
such as: if rats learn something in one place, say a new trick, then rats everywhere else should be
able to learn the same trick faster.”
This hypothesis asserts that the known past is stabilising the uncertain future. Using the ∆t∆E
uncertainty relation, as ∆t increases (greater uncertainty in time interval), ∆E decreases i.e. energy
becomes more stable and predictable. We can understand this in exactly the way Sheldrake proposes:
as the past stabilising the future. As ∆t increases, reflecting a longer and longer past, ∆E gets smaller
and smaller. The older the universe grows, the more energetically stable it becomes (meaning all of
the particles in it).
The factor ∆t is all about the known past, not the unknown future. There’s no “energy bank” of the
future, lending future energy for fast repayment.
*****
“We conclude that if space really has a discrete atomic structure, then it is exceedingly improbable
that it would have the completely smooth and regular arrangement we observe it to have. Therefore,
this is indeed something that requires explanation. If the explanation is not to be that some outside
agency chose the state of the universe, there must have been some mechanism of self-organization that,
acting in our past, drove the world into this incredibly improbable state. Cosmologists have been
worrying about this problem for some time. One solution which has been proposed is called
inflation. This is a mechanism by which the universe can blow itself up exponentially fast until it

becomes the flat, almost Euclidean universe we observe today. Inflation solves part of the problem,
but it itself requires certain improbable conditions. When inflation begins to act, the universe must
already be smooth on a scale of at least 105 times the Planck scale. And – at least as far as we know
– inflation requires the fine tuning of two parameters. One of these is the cosmological constant,
which must be smaller than its natural value in a quantum theory of gravity by a factor of at least
1060. The other is the strength of a certain force, which in many versions of inflation must be no
greater than 10-6. The net result is that for inflation to act we require a situation with a probability of
10-81… So, in the end, the most improbable and hence the most puzzling aspect of space is its very
existence. The simple fact that we live in an apparently smooth and regular three-dimensional world
represents one of the greatest challenges of the developing quantum theory of gravity.” – Lee Smolin,
Three Roads to Quantum Gravity
It’s an astonishing observation about a huge amount of science that it never refers to how monstrously
improbable it is. It seems mad, to scientists, to believe in gods and yet they appear to believe in
things that are on a par with religious miracles in terms of their lack of likelihood. Anyone who has
taken an interest in Big Bang theory has probably heard of inflation theory as being intimately
connected with it. But how often do you hear that the Big Bang itself and inflation theory are both
associated with ludicrously high improbability? What differentiates belief in such things from belief
in God? How can mainstream science be anything other than a belief system?
In Illuminism, “space” is perfectly smooth because it’s based on an ontological 6D CartesianGaussian coordinate system (i.e. involving real and imaginary axes). Reality is mathematical, not
“physical”. Smolin and his co-workers are trying to find a physical basis of reality when in fact
reality is mental and mathematical.
Science is as capable of producing nonsense as religion. If the original axioms are wrong, so is
the whole system that flows from them. You must get the starting axioms right. Quantum gravity
theories are based on any number of fallacies caused by excessive ideological dogmatism regarding
materialism.
“It seems that the universe we live in is very special. For the universe to exist for billions of years
and contain the ingredients for life, certain special conditions must be satisfied: the masses of the
elementary particles and the strengths of the fundamental forces must be tuned to values very close to
the ones we actually observe. If these parameters are outside certain narrow limits, the universe will
be inhospitable to life. This raises a legitimate scientific question: given that there seems to be more
than one possible consistent set of laws, why is that the laws of nature are such that the parameters
fall within the narrow ranges needed for life?” – Lee Smolin, Three Roads to Quantum Gravity
Illuminism has no difficulty answering this. There is only one possible consistent set of laws (those of
ontological mathematics), and the universe is inherently alive, i.e. the laws of ontological
mathematics cannot but reflect life since the fundamental units of existence – monads – are alive and
come inbuilt with the laws of ontological mathematics.
“Over the last few years string theorists have discovered that string theory is not just a theory of
strings. They have found that the quantum gravity world must be full of new kinds of object that are
like higher-dimensional versions of strings in that they extend in several dimensions. Whatever their
dimension, these objects are called branes. This is shortened from ‘membranes’, the term used for

objects with two spatial dimensions.” – Lee Smolin, Three Roads to Quantum Gravity
Does it sound as though string theorists really know what they’re doing, or are they just making it up
as they go along, adding new elements on an ad hoc basis? There is no philosophical rationale for
“M-theory”, no fundamental principles. Rather, M-theorists search for mathematical stratagems in the
hope that the right answers will pop out. So, they give us quantized space and time rather than
continuous space and time (in contradiction of ontological calculus which requires non-quantized
space and time in order for infinitesimals to make sense); 1D strings rather than mathematical points
(since materialists seek to avoid division by zero because it produces intractable infinities); 11dimensional space involving three “large” spatial dimensions, seven “rolled up” spatial dimensions
and 1 time dimension, rather than the three real and corresponding three imaginary dimensions of
Illuminism (there’s a rationale for the 6D universe; the 11D universe is entirely arbitrary and
contingent); and 1D strings are not even sufficient to account for everything, so higher dimensional
“membranes” have to be added.
Are M-theorists guided by eternal principles and logic or are they just adding new components to
“fix” the continual problems thrown up by their own theory?
Incompatibility
“In his special theory of relativity, Einstein showed that there was no such thing as absolute space and
time, since no two observers could agree exactly on distances and time intervals. Only by combining
space and time into four-dimensional spacetime can we really make sense of things. In 1915, Einstein
completed his greatest contribution to science. General relativity was an extension of his special
theory to include the force of gravity. However, the description of this force could not be further from
the picture of exchange particles afforded us by quantum field theory to describe the other three
forces. Einstein described gravity in terms of pure geometry. Everything in the Universe is trying to
pull everything around it closer. But the attractive force of gravity in general relativity is due to the
curvature of spacetime itself. The bigger the mass of the body, the more it warps the space and time
around it. General relativity has been shown experimentally to be exceptionally accurate. It is our
best theory of the nature of space and time themselves. … Physicists now realize that to unify the four
forces of nature, they must find a way of combining general relativity with quantum field theory
(which is just a fancy way of saying quantum mechanics). The problem is that these two theories have
hardly anything in common apart from the fact that they both approximate to Newtonian physics on an
everyday scale. They depart from this limit at the extremes of very small objects and distances
(quantum mechanics) and very large objects and distances (general relativity). But with this departure
they take on very different mathematical structures, making them incompatible.” – Jim Al-Khalili,
Quantum: A Guide for the Perplexed
There is in fact no necessary contradiction between two human observers not being able to agree on
distance and time intervals, and the existence of absolute space and time. If we could move solely
along the space axis, or the time axis, we would indeed experience absolute space or time, but we
would have to travel at the cosmic speed limit. (Humans, being largely stationary in space, do in fact
travel almost purely through time.)
Gravity in general relativity is caused by the Riemannian curvature of spacetime. How is this
geometric interpretation of gravity to accommodate the quantum view of particle exchange? Quantum
gravity, in this view, is understood as a force between objects that are exchanging virtual gravitons,
just as the electromagnetic force is due to the exchange of virtual photons. These rival views seem

entirely incompatible. Can they truly be said to be describing the same phenomenon?
Describing gravity in terms of particles responding to the presence of spacetime curvature seems a
far cry from describing it as resulting from the exchange of virtual gravitons. What does Riemannian
geometry have to do with particle exchange, especially at incredibly short distances where it would
be well nigh impossible to define curvature?
Brian Greene, in The Fabric of the Cosmos, wrote, “When you drop a glass, you can think of the
event in terms of the earth’s gravitational field pulling on the glass, or, using Einstein’s more refined
geometrical description, you can think of it in terms of the glass’s sliding along an indentation in the
spacetime fabric caused by the earth’s presence, or – if gravitons do indeed exist – you can also think
of it in terms of graviton particles firing back and forth between the earth and the glass,
communicating a gravitational ‘message’ that ‘tells’ the glass to fall toward the earth.”
“Gravitation. This force is, far and away, the weakest force known in nature. In general relativity this
force is thought of as being due to a warping of spacetime. Many physicists believe that someday we
will also understand gravity through a theory that views the force as an exchange of virtual particles,
but we do not have a theory of quantum gravitation yet.” – Steven L. Manly
It’s obvious from such differing descriptions that gravity remains entirely mysterious. Science hasn’t
“cracked” gravity at all, even though two of the most famous scientists of all time – Newton and
Einstein – are treasured for their work on gravity.
The Problem of Gravity
Why is gravity so problematic? The reason is that it goes to the heart of science’s conceptual
understanding (or rather misunderstanding) of physical reality – what scientists really mean by space,
time, energy, mass, particles, forces etc. Any flaws in these definitions and concepts will ensure that
the great ships of the scientific armada will run aground. And that’s exactly what has happened.
Here’s an example of the sort of problem that is glossed over by scientists. As a thought
experiment, imagine a planet-sized asteroid (the size of Jupiter!), on a direct collision course for a
stationary planet of the same size. Imagine that the asteroid is travelling at near light speed in a
straight line. Now, according to the special theory of relativity, the asteroid is entitled to think of
itself as stationary and it is in fact the planet that is rushing towards it at near light speed. What
happens when the asteroid and the planet are about to collide? One of them, relative to the other, is
experiencing enormous length contraction, time dilation and mass increase. Of course, we are unable
to say which one because, according to Einstein and his supporters, it’s all relative.
The problem is that we now have to describe the curvature of spacetime in the region between the
planet and asteroid as they are about to collide. Each observes the other entity to be undergoing
spectacular distortion, with radical consequences for the curvature of spacetime surrounding the other
entity. So, who’s right and who’s wrong? There doesn’t appear to be any absolute answer (and isn’t
the whole effect of relativity theory to abolish an absolute, objective view of the world?).
By this line of argument, “quantum loop gravity” is entirely misconceived. The principle of
relativity is just plain wrong. It must be replaced by the reality principle.
Jim Al-Khalili wrote, “For in [string theory], space and time are still regarded as an absolute
background: the stage on which the strings perform their dance. That approach goes against one of the
central tenets of Einstein’s theories: that space and time can really only be defined in terms of the
relationships between different events.”
It’s catastrophic for science that one of its two main theories is background dependent (string

theory) and the other is background independent (relativity theory). It means that one of these theories
is absolutely wrong. Almost no scientific effort is exerted in trying to show which is wrong. This is
because a) all scientists are brainwashed to believe that both are right and everyone is terrified of
speaking out against a pillar of the scientific view of reality, and b) only the philosophical mind is
suitable for taking these theories apart, and scientists despise philosophy since it’s largely
metaphysical and anti-empiricist.
Mass
Mass is not something that sits in space. Rather, mass is actually made of space, or rather of the real
energy that flows through space. Just as an iceberg is made of water and floats in an ocean (the
iceberg simply reflects a different way of structuring water molecules), so mass is just a different
way of organising energy and “floats” in the energy field that fills space. Everything in the material
world reduces to energy and how it’s organised.
It always has to be remembered that space itself is mental (made of dimensional monads outside
space and time). Spatial energy (from the monads) flows out into the perfect Cartesian arena (grid).
Similarly, imaginary energy flows out of monads into imaginary space. When scientists talk about
“space” being bent by the presence of matter, they really mean that the energy flowing through space
is being affected by mass – and, in fact, mass is simply concentrated, highly localized energy. The
bending of spacetime energy involves concentrated mass and imaginary mass.
If no matter existed, there would still be a physical energy field. If the physical energy field
vanished, there would still be a monadic mind field, and if that vanished there would still be a
monadic Singularity. As for that Singularity, it is existence itself, in its most basic form, and can
never not exist.
A vacuum removes matter from a region, but is doesn’t remove the underlying energy field, and it
certainly doesn’t remove monads.
Forces
What are the forces around which the material world revolves? There has to be a force that handles
how charged particles interact. What happens when a negative charge approaches another negative
charge, a positive charge approaches another positive charge, or a negative charge approaches a
positive charge? Electromagnetism and quantum electrodynamics deals with this. Let’s call this the
“charge” force.
Then there has to be a force that keeps a positively charged nucleus intact given that the positive
charges will massively repel each other. This is the strong nuclear force. Let’s call this the “charge
binding” force.
Then there has to be a force that allows one atomic nucleus to turn into another via radioactivity.
The weak nuclear force caters for this. Let’s call this the “charge transmutation” force. (Positively
charged protons can become uncharged neutrons; neutrons can become protons.)
So, the first three forces are all to do with charges in one form or another, and how such charges
interact. These three forces have all been unified within the “standard model” of physics, and form
the crown jewel of physics.
What, then, of gravity, the force that brings about “attraction” between material bodies? This
stubbornly resists the same treatment that gave rise to the standard model of physics. For one thing,
gravity has nothing to do with charge, so perhaps we should not be surprised that it isn’t obviously
compatible with the others.

Gravity, as Einstein showed so ingeniously, is about geometry. It’s a “physicalization” effect.
Gravity
Any matter in the universe will cause spacetime to curve. Matter tells the geometry how to curve
while the geometry tells matter how to move.
*****
Gravity = non-Euclidean geometry. That is, it deals with curved space (and spacetime) rather than
flat, Euclidean space.
Gravitons
Gravitons might be understood as virtual particles that exchange geometrical data regarding the
curvature of spacetime. The aspect that scientists can’t grasp regarding gravity is that when it’s
sufficiently strong it leads to matter collapsing into mind, which is indicated by the appearance of a
singularity. Since scientists reject the existence of mind as an independent entity, they regard the
appearance of zeros and infinities in their equations as a fundamental problem with their equations,
not as a “phase change” from matter to mind. So, they abandon the equations and try to find some way
to prevent zero and infinity from making an appearance in their equations.
M-theory is a grand strategy to define the fundamental particles of existence not as dimensionless
points but as 1D string loops, and, by doing so, scientists can prevent the distance between the centres
of any two particles ever becoming zero, and any force dependent on division by the distance
between two particles will therefore never produce division by zero (which would lead to a deadly
infinity – that which must never happen according to scientific materialism).
All of the problems with a scientific grand unified theory of everything are caused by a dogmatic
materialist ideology. Without this, there would be no problem at all.
Hawking Radiation
Stephen Hawking has proposed that black holes can radiate away over time via what is now referred
to as Hawking radiation. The basic idea is that if a pair of virtual particles forms at the surface of the
black hole (the event horizon), one particle of the pair can be drawn into the black hole as negative
energy (which causes the black hole to shrink), and the other can escape into the universe as positive
energy radiation. Thus, black holes are not completely black: they emit potentially detectable
radiation (though none has yet been observed, and the hypothesis remains highly speculative).
The Big Bang
This event can be regarded as an instantaneous conversion of “bosonic” monads – all of which can
exist in the same state – into “fermionic” monads that obey an exclusion principle and consequently
each of which exists in a unique state. Once this happens, a perfect Cartesian grid is formed and this
becomes the arena of material existence – the physical world. Energy from within all of the monads
can flow freely across the entire Cartesian arena, i.e. energy is no longer restricted to the domain
inside individual monads. “Intra-monadic” energy becomes “inter-monadic” energy.
Mathematics
Matter and forces are both mathematical. They simply reflect different kinds of mathematical
operations. Physicists view the world entirely wrongly when they consider matter and forces as
“physical”. They’re not: they’re mathematical.

The Zero Photon
In Heisenberg’s version of quantum mechanics (“matrix mechanics” as opposed to Schrödinger’s
“wave mechanics”), every quantum mechanical system is treated as a vector space.
In Newtonian physics, all possible velocities a particle might have (i.e. all the different speeds
and associated directions) constitute a three-dimensional vector space. Vectors can be added and
subtracted and vector spaces can be extended to any number of dimensions.
The photon, the basic particle of light, is associated with a “null” vector: a spacetime vector with
a length of zero.
The Stage
Space and time are the cosmic stage. Particles are the actors. Can the stage exist without its actors?
Without particles, there is no material world, but the mental world still exists, and monads are its
actors.

The Infinity Multiplier
Why are there an infinite number of monads? It’s because of the Infinity Multiplier. Existentially, if
one of something is possible then there’s no sufficient reason why an infinite number should not be
possible. The conditions that were sufficient for one must equally be sufficient for an infinite number.
If one is forbidden, all are forbidden. If one is possible, an infinite number is possible because
there’s no sufficient reason why any arbitrary limit should apply.
Ontologically, you have either none of anything fundamental, or an infinite number. There can
never be any arbitrary, intermediate number.
Since monads are “zeros”, there is nothing that can prevent an infinite number of them. They do not
require anything for their existence, and therefore their existence is compulsory.
Energy Borrowing
According to physicists, enormous energy can be borrowed for short times. The more energy
involved, the shorter the time. If the time period is reduced to zero (as happens at a point), the amount
of energy that can be borrowed is infinite. In other words, the laws of quantum mechanics
automatically agree with the Infinity Multiplier (i.e. they are consistent with every point possessing
infinite energy).
Wave Phase
The phase of a wave is one of its key determinants. Like the phases of the moon, a wave’s phase
indicates in what part of its cycle the wave is currently sitting.
Lines and Circles
What is a line? It’s formed by a point moving uniformly through space. What is a circle? It’s formed
by a point moving uniformly through space around a central point. A line with a point at infinity is
functionally equivalent to a circle. Much of the mystery of existence is contained in the relationship
between the straight line and the circle. The number π plays the key role, making it one of the most
important numbers of all.
Euler’s Formula states that eix = cos x + i sin x. When x = π, eiπ + 1 = 0. How many miracles are
revealed by this theorem? e, i, π, 0 and 1 have an almost miraculous interrelatedness. It’s no
exaggeration to say that the profoundest secrets of mathematics are found in Euler’s Formula. In truth,
it has barely begun to yield its treasures.
*****
There are only two ways of moving perfectly uniformly: circularly and linearly, and, in fact, the
linear mode is just a special case of circular motion (where the angle of rotation between succeeding
points is maintained permanently at one hundred and eighty degrees), so there’s really only one true
type of uniform motion – the circle. In the case of circular motion, the angle of rotation between
succeeding points is always infinitesimal.
The circle is the quintessence of motion, and is quintessentially linked to sine and cosine waves.
(Wave motion is wholly bound up with circular motion.)
The difference between linear and circular motion is the difference between a circle’s radius and

its circumference. Something moves linearly when it pursues radial motion, and circularly when it
pursues motion around the circumference, and these two kinds of motion are of course inherently
linked by the mysterious number π. There are no other basic kinds of motion.
The circumference of a circle is equal to 2πr. 2π radians comprise a full circle of 360 degrees.
It’s no accident that 2π appears throughout physics – it’s showing that circular motion underlies all
things (and circular motion is often best analysed in terms of associated sine and cosines waves).
The number π – an infinite number in terms of its decimal places – is in some sense the “point at
infinity” that makes a straight line functionally equivalent to a circle.
Formulae
Velocity = distance divided by time.
Angular velocity, ω, = angle (Θ) divided by time (t). It’s the angle that can be rotated in one second
(with angle thus serving as a measure of distance).
ω = Θ/t
Θ = ωt
ω = 360∙f, where f is frequency.
ω = 360∙(1/T), where T is time period.
f(Θ) = a sin Θ, where a is the amplitude.
f(t) = a sin ωt (this is a formula for expressing waves of any amplitude, any angular velocity and any
frequency).
Period (in seconds) = time taken for a wave to oscillate once.
Frequency (in Hertz) = the number of times a wave oscillates in one second.
Angular velocity (in degrees per second) = the angle rotated in one second.
Circles (in the complex plane), and associated waves and straight lines, provide more or less
everything that is required to understand reality. Reality is analytic. It can be perfectly understood
via infallibly true analytic mathematics. All of the ad hoc nonsense of science is abolished.
Mathematics is beauty and perfection. Mathematics is truth.

God of Gods
In Illuminism, every soul eventually becomes God – some being dragged there by force of all the
other Gods. So, what is a universe of Gods like? All Gods, driven by complete knowledge and
rationality, will behave with a common purpose and unity. After all, why would rational, allpowerful beings squabble? That would be irrational. It would be associated with Satanic Will rather
than Abraxian Reason.
Gods, in total rational agreement about everything, ipso facto become one by virtue of their
reason. However, each remains a separate subject, a separate source of individual experience. They
are united in reason and divided by experience. They are not some Selfless Unity, some mystical
cosmic Oneness. They are not, in other words, Hindu Brahman or Buddhist Dharmakaya. Illuminism
does not reach its culmination in the same way as Hinduism or Buddhism. Rather, it concludes, for
each soul, with the God-Self: one member of the Community of Gods.
*****
Yet there is a transcendent concept in Illuminism known as the Monad of monads or God of gods. If
existence is a Singularity composed of infinite singularities, what is the Singularity in relation to its
component singularities? If each singularity is promoted, in the end, to God, what of the Singularity
that is now made of infinite Gods? Is that a God too, an even Greater God? Is it a Gestalt? Is it greater
than the sum of its parts? Is it the One True God?
Can a Subject be made of other subjects? Can there be a collective Subjectivity that is itself turned
into a unifying Subject?
Even if you regard this Monad of monads as the ultimate God, never forget that it’s nothing like the
Abrahamic God. It’s wholly dependent on the perfection of its components in order to itself be
perfect. All perfections are inextricably bound together. There can be no perfect entity isolated from
everything else. In other words, the God believed in by the Abrahamists cannot exist. It’s a logical
impossibility. The Abrahamists are worshippers of the False God, the Impostor God. They bow to a
fraud and charlatan.
Fermions and Bosons
Fermions are “matter” particles (and come in two types: quarks and leptons). Bosons are “force”
particles and most of them are dimensionless. Are bosons “mind” particles that create binding forces
for fermions?
Photons (the carriers of the electromagnetic force) bind electrons and atomic nuclei; gluons
(carriers of the strong nuclear force) bind the nucleus; W and Z bosons (carriers of the weak nuclear
force) make nuclear decay possible. Gravitons are associated with the binding force of gravity
(which makes different material objects attract each other).
Gravity holds planets, stars and galaxies together, and causes all things to attract each other, and
the force has an infinite range. Electromagnetism holds the atom together, and is a force with infinite
range; the strong nuclear force holds the atomic nucleus together and has an extremely short range; the
weak nuclear force involves the exchange of the “intermediate vector bosons” (the W and the Z
bosons) and can lead either to nuclear decay or fusion. It is therefore a double-edged sword. It both
binds and unbinds nuclei, depending on circumstances.

Without the weak force, there would be no such thing as radioactivity. Nor would nuclear fusion
be impossible to power the sun that gives us life, and it would be impossible to build up heavy
elements of the type of which we ourselves are made.
The Weak Force
The weak force mediates the process of decay of hadrons (which are composite particles such as
protons and neutrons) by way of the decay of their constituent quarks. (There are six “flavours” of
quarks, known as up, down, strange, charm, bottom, and top.) A quark of charge +2/3 ( up, charm,
top) is transformed to a quark of charge –1/3 (down, strange, bottom) and vice versa.
This transformation is enabled by the exchange of charged W bosons (which must change the
charge by one whole unit). W bosons can be positive or negative. The positive W boson decays to a
positron and an electron neutrino, and the negative W boson to an electron and antineutrino.
A free neutron decays by emitting a negative W boson, resulting in a proton, an electron and an
antineutrino; when a neutrino interacts with a neutron and exchanges a negative W, a proton and an
electron are the result.
The positive W boson is involved in proton-proton fusion.
A neutron or proton can interact with a neutrino or antineutrino by exchanging a Z boson (charge
neutral). The Z boson transforms neither charge nor mass and its interactions are therefore harder to
detect.
The charged W bosons participate in the transformation of quarks, causing the flavour of quark to
change. The W bosons decay by a number of processes, so those particles that participate in the weak
force have a variety of decay paths. The neutral Z boson does not change the flavour of quarks.
Underlying all of this talk of “intermediate vector bosons” are simple mathematical operations.
Strip away all of the jargon of physics and you are left with operations that resemble 2 – 1 = 1.
Can Space Have Properties?
“The waves associated with particles, however, are not ‘real’ three-dimensional waves, like water
waves or sound waves, but are ‘probability waves’; abstract mathematical quantities which are
related to the probabilities of finding the particles in various places with various properties. … We
can never say that an atomic particle exists at a certain place, nor can we say it does not exist. Being
a probability pattern, the particle has tendencies to exist in various places and thus manifests a
strange kind of physical reality between existence and non-existence. We cannot, therefore, describe
the state of the particle in terms of fixed opposite concepts. The particle is not present at a definite
place, nor is it absent. It does not change its position, nor does it remain at rest. What changes is the
probability pattern, and thus the tendencies of the particles to exist in certain places.” – Fritjof Capra,
The Tao of Physics
Who says that physics isn’t about woo woo, hokum, mumbo jumbo and mysticism? When a scientist
says, “We can never say that an atomic particle exists at a certain place, nor can we say it does not
exist”, the scientific Meta Paradigm of empiricism, materialism, localism and objective reality has
totally collapsed. So, why don’t scientists apply themselves to changing their failed paradigm? Sadly,
the study of science’s paradigm is a philosophical issue, and scientists loathe philosophy, so they
refuse to philosophically examine the assumptions of the intellectual model and framework in which
they work. Even when the model has failed, they go on using it anyway. Science is becoming more
and more of an intellectual joke, but virtually no one has noticed. In that respect, it’s disturbingly like
religion.

The priesthood of science refuse to question their paradigm. They never challenge the “holy
books” of science, full of quasi-religious dogma. The prophets of science go on spouting their
discredited doctrines. The God of Science is dead, but, like the Abrahamic God, his ghost haunts us
anyway.
The Mystery of the Electron
“If we ask, for instance, whether the position of the electron remains the same, we must say ‘no’; if
we ask whether the electron’s position changes with time, we must say ‘no’; if we ask whether the
electron is at rest, we must say ‘no’; if we ask whether it is in motion, we must say ‘no’.” – Robert
Oppenheimer
Well, Mr Oppenheimer, that certainly clears things up! Hasn’t science now entered the twilight zone
and begun to spout mystical nonsense and gibberish? These obscurantist statements point to one thing
only – the collapse of the scientific paradigm and its wholesale failure to make any sense of ultimate
reality.
Where is the Particle?
Wave-particle duality asserts that there is no clear distinction between waves and particles at the
quantum level. For a uniform wave, such as a sine wave, with the same amplitude throughout its
length, the particle (envisaged as a point) can be found anywhere along the wave with the same
likelihood. If the wave is infinitely long, we therefore have no idea at all where its associated point
particle is, since it could be anywhere along the wave with equal probability.
Particles and Antiparticles
Positrons (positively charged electrons) moving forward in time are interpretationally equivalent to
negatively charged electrons moving back in time! (By the same token, electrons moving forward in
time are equivalent to positrons moving back in time.) For every process, there is an equivalent
process with the direction of time reversed and particles replaced by their antiparticles.
“With the concept of the quantum field, modern physics has found an unexpected answer to the old
question of whether matter consists of indivisible atoms or an underlying continuum. The field is a
continuum which is present everywhere in space and yet in its particle aspect has a discontinuous,
‘granular’ structure. The two apparently contradictory concepts are thus unified and seen to be merely
different aspects of the same reality. As always in a relativistic theory, the unification of the two
concepts takes places in a dynamic way: the two aspects of matter transform themselves endlessly
into one another. … The field concept was originally linked to the concept of force, and even in
quantum field theory it is still associated with the forces between particles. The electromagnetic
field, for example, can manifest itself as a ‘free field’ in the form of travelling waves/ photons, or it
can play the role of a field between charged particles. In the latter case, the force manifests itself as
the exchange of photons between the interacting particles. The electron repulsion between two
electrons, for example, is mediated between these photon exchanges. … Hence, physicists prefer to
speak about interactions, rather than about forces. According to quantum field theory, all interactions
take place through the exchange of particles.” – Fritjof Capra, The Tao of Physics
Zero
Zero, the monad, provides the simplest possible building block of existence – absolutely nothing else

could do the job. Zero is the basis of numbers and mathematics. Zero is the mathematical point. Zero
is the origin. Nothing can begin if it doesn’t begin from zero. Zero is the singularity. Zero is mind.
Zero is soul.
At zero, mathematics, science, religion, philosophy and psychology all come together in one grand
synthesis. Only zero provides this possibility.
Zero explains why there is something rather than nothing. In fact, it says that something IS nothing
– and that’s the answer to the cosmic conundrum. Averaged across existence, all totals regarding any
mathematical (scientific) quantity are zero. The total energy of existence is zero. Total mass = zero.
Total charge = zero. Total spin = zero. Total time = zero. Total space = zero. Total size = zero. Total
density = zero. Total volume = zero. Total entropy = zero. All universal symmetries are perfect and
reduce everything to zero.
THE UNIVERSE IS NOTHING – FOREVER. The universe can never be anything other than
nothing. The universe is eternal zero. Something = Nothing = Ontological Zero is the mathematical
explanation of existence.
The biggest objection to why there should be something rather than nothing is that something
requires an effort on behalf of existence (and an explanation!) and nothing doesn’t. Therefore,
“something” isn’t the ground state of the universe, it isn’t its lowest possible energy state, and it isn’t
the path of least resistance. Yet, if something is in fact nothing (zero) then something IS the ground
state, the zero point, the lowest possible energy state, the path of least resistance, and there is no
longer any logical objection.
Existence, mathematically, must be equated with zero, with “nothing”. Instantly, Leibniz’s monads
become the only possible building blocks of existence, the fundamental stuff of the universe – the
arche of which the ancient Greeks spoke. It really can’t be emphasized enough that monads are the
only show in town. The 1D string loops of M-theory are a materialistic absurdity. They render it
impossible for something and nothing to be the same thing. And that is the key to everything.
Something and nothing must be the same. That is the most fundamental law of the universe. There is
no sufficient reason why one should be privileged over the other.
Hegel perceived that being and nothing were at some level identical. Although, on the face of it,
they were thesis and antithesis (opposites), they could be dialectically reconciled in a synthesis
(becoming). And is that not the secret of existence? Existence is an eternal becoming. It’s never pure
being. It cannot be described exactly as “nothing” or exactly as “something” – ontological zero lies
between something and nothing; it is both and neither. That might sound mystical but it is in fact based
on a priori, analytic, hyperrationalist considerations.
There is no better word for ontological zero than “becoming”. That’s exactly what it is – always
in the process of going somewhere but never getting there. If it ever did, it would have to start all
over again.
The universe is the perfect perpetual motion machine because BECOMING is what it is. It’s
always in motion. It’s eternally energised. It’s perpetually driven. It has an engine that can never stop.
Schopenhauer described the noumenal cosmic Will as a ceaseless, blind striving to exist, to
survive. Nietzsche converted this into the Will to Power. He said that the universe was always intent
on increasing its power. The question then becomes: is there a maximum power of the universe? If
there is, we can define this as God. The maximum power of the universe can only be infinite power,
and is this not exactly what we mean by “God”?
So, we have existence composed of an infinity of perpetual becomings (monads), all trying to
achieve infinite power and become God. Is that not the only possible description of existence? Does

that not explain everything? Existence comprises infinite zeros as pure potential trying to become
infinite zeros as pure actualisation. That is the cosmic journey. There is no other. The universe
remains eternally zero and yet that zero is eternally improving in quality until it’s divine. The
universe is the ultimate alchemical process. The universe does nothing but transmute “base metal”
(bare potential) into “gold” (God). The universe is a God factory. It manufactures an infinity of Gods.
And what could be more wondrous than that?
We live in a universe that is committed to dialectical improvement. It’s always striving to
improve its quality, even though it often fails to judge what true quality actually is (which is why the
dialectic does not guarantee continual upwards progress: it often takes an age for true quality to be
recognised).
What is evolution if not a process to achieve higher quality (better adaptation)?
Quality is everything. We must always be seeking to convert quantity into quality. We want to
bring about the ultimate phase change: from crude matter (quantity) to perfect consciousness (quality).
This is the gospel of Illuminism.
Have we not answered all the mysteries of existence? What could possibly be truer than what we
have said? What else has the power and grandeur of what we have said?
Yet what we have said is nothing new. It’s the ancient wisdom of the elite pagans. They lacked
only one thing – the right technical, mathematical language in which to express their vision. We, the
Illuminati, have provided the missing link. With us, paganism reaches its omega point. We are the true
alchemists. We are those who always taught that men could become Gods.
We say “men” but of course that’s just a way of speaking. Women were always included in the
Illuminist system. Women were at the heart of the ancient Pythagorean schools of the Illuminati. Plato
celebrated the role of women. All enlightened religions have been pro-women. Yet look at the
disgraceful religions of Abrahamism with their utter detestation of women. It’s unbelievable that any
women could join these monstrous religions. Paganism has always been women’s true home.
Black Holes
“If a clock, flashing its signals to us, were attached to the surface of the collapsing star, we would
observe these signals to slow down as the star approached the event horizon, and once the star had
become a black hole, no clock signals would reach us any more. To an outside observer, the flow of
time on the star’s surface slows down as the star collapses and it stops altogether at the event horizon.
Therefore, the complete collapse of the star takes an infinite time. The star itself, however,
experiences nothing peculiar when it collapses beyond the event horizon. Time continues to flow
normally and the collapse is completed after a finite period of time, when the star has contracted to a
point of infinite density. So how long does the collapse really take, a finite time or an infinite time? In
the world of relativity theory, such a question does not make sense. The lifetime of a collapsing star,
like all other time spans, is relative and depends on the frame of reference of the observer.” – Fritjof
Capra, The Tao of Physics
“In the world of relativity theory, such a question does not make sense.” Indeed. In relativity, very
few things make sense.
Mind Math
Mathematics is the quintessence of mind. Mathematics IS mind. Mathematics is all about information,
and that’s exactly what the mind is exclusively concerned with. Matter is simply a specific
organisation of information that is experienced in a certain way by subjective minds.

A mathematical universe is a mental universe, an informational universe, a universe capable of
being subjectively experienced.
What is the key to everything? – understanding that mathematics and our minds are one and the
same thing!
Mathematics is the arche – the fundamental stuff of existence. The universe is literally made of
mathematics, and could not exist under any other circumstances.
The universe is a self-optimising, self-organising mathematical equation with infinite nodes
(monads, souls).
All of those tedious math classes you endured at school would have seemed a lot more relevant if
you knew they were telling you about your own soul and how to become God!
The Mystery of the “Background”
“This means that it is absurd in general relativity to speak of a universe in which nothing happens.
Time is nothing but a measure of change – it has no other meaning. Neither space nor time has any
existence outside the system of evolving relationships that comprises the universe. Physicists refer to
this feature of general relativity as background independence. By this we mean that there is no fixed
background, or stage, that remains fixed for all time. In contrast, a theory such as Newtonian
mechanics or electromagnetism is background dependent because it assumes that there exists a fixed,
unchanging background that provides the ultimate answer to all questions about where and when. One
reason why it has taken so long to construct a quantum theory of gravity is that all previous quantum
theories were background dependent. … The theory [that solved this problem] is loop quantum
gravity.” – Lee Smolin, Three Roads to Quantum Gravity
In fact, this approach is exactly the wrong one. What needs to be done is to make relativity theory
background dependent (and thus no longer “relative”). Only background dependence is consistent
with objective reality and a reality principle.
As for time being a measure of change – implying that time is essential for change – this is also
wholly false, as shown by the changes associated with photons, which do not experience time.
Almost every broad statement made by scientists is highly dubious and reflects countless
unjustified and untenable assumptions. Clear-thinking philosophers, if they were let loose on science,
would show that the whole thing was just an extravaganza by the Wizard of Oz.
Concepts in science are ad hoc and have no necessary truth content. They are not defined properly
because they are not mathematical analytic concepts.
Frames of Reference
What is a frame of reference? Think of an imaginary grid of synchronised clocks, filling the whole of
space. The clocks are joined together by a uniform array of rigid measuring sticks. This frame is
described as “inertial” if it does not accelerate but simply moves in a straight line at constant speed.
(An immediate problem arises with this definition that is never tackled by physicists. If the whole of
space is filled, how can the inertial frame move anywhere? So, we might imagine the universe as a
vast cube, and, as the moving inertial frame exits from one face of the cube, it immediately enters
again via the opposite face.)
This way, we can imagine all possible inertial frames superimposed on one another. But,
crucially, all of these inertial frames of reference are in perpetual motion. In a Newtonian system, this
makes no difference because all of the inertial frames are synchronised with absolute time. This is not
true in an Einsteinian system. Relativity theory describes a phenomenon called “relativity of

simultaneity” which involves the impossibility of synchronising clocks that are either receding from
or approaching one another. Clocks can be synchronised only when they are neither receding from nor
approaching one another i.e. they must be perfectly aligned. So, the question arises as to how clocks
in different inertial frames, all moving in the same direction, can ever be synchronised since they will
never be aligned.
Moreover, all Einsteinian clocks will be affected, relative to one another, by time dilation and
length contraction, two other key relativistic effects. This makes for a horribly complex system.
When establishing the validity of his special theory of relativity, Einstein relies on clock
synchronization but it appears that he has no right to any such manoeuvre, as we shall see.
A so-called Galilean transformation involves taking two frames of reference, say O and O′. O′ is
chosen to be moving with a velocity of v in the x-direction relative to O. The two frames of reference
are chosen to coincide at time t = 0. This poses no difficulty in a Newtonian system of absolute time
where time is the same all across the universe and ticks at the same rate everywhere.
If an object has coordinates x, y and z measured with respect to O at time t, what will the
coordinates (x′, y′ and z′) of this same object be with respect to reference O′ at time t?
x = x′ + vt
y = y′
z = z′
Einstein’s derivation of the Lorentz transformations follows a similar approach. The trouble is that
Einstein’s whole enterprise is to abolish absolute time and space, while the Galilean approach
assumes absolute space and time, so can the two incompatible systems validly employ the same
methodology?
The key consideration is whether or not it’s legitimate to assert that the two frames of reference
can coincide at a time labelled t = 0. Consider two watches, one of which is running twice as fast as
normal. In sixty seconds, this watch makes two rotations of the watch face. Now, at sixty seconds, the
two watches coincide in terms of the positions of the hands (both are showing twelve o’clock), but so
what? All we have done is identify a coincidence. We haven’t established any equivalence
whatsoever between the times shown on the watches, i.e. we can’t arbitrarily assert t = 0 for both
systems. What possible meaning can be attached to t = 0 in any system devoid of absolute time?
Einstein’s entire theory depends on what he means by t = 0 and time synchronization in his set-up,
and he spends no time at all explaining this philosophically, but simply describes a technical
procedure that he believes is sufficient to justify his claims. Never forget that Einstein never refuted
any rival absolutist derivations of the Lorentz transformations. Arriving at the Lorentz transformations
through some stratagem doesn’t prove anything. Why does no scientist seem remotely interested in
establishing a definitive derivation of these crucial transformations, one that rules out alternative
derivations that support incompatible theories?
Either Einstein has committed a fundamental error in his derivation, or his rivals have. Given the
incompatibility of relativity theory with quantum mechanics, it’s unquestionably Einstein who has
made the blunder. One or more of his key assumptions has no validity. His presentation of his ideas is
a sleight of hand that disguises what’s really going on and ingeniously obscures his errors.
Isn’t it astounding that Lorentz transformations are, ostensibly, compatible with rival absolutist
and relativistic theories? Why is science, over 100 years after the dispute began, still unable to
definitely prove which version is right? The answer is that science has nothing to do with proof and

can’t prove anything at all. Science is all about confidence. Experiments don’t prove anything (after
all, no experiment has ever refuted the non-Einsteinian view of Lorentz transformations); what they do
is provide confidence in hypotheses. More scientists have confidence in Einstein’s theory, so that’s
the accepted theory, but it has never been proved, and its rivals have never been refuted. How can
anyone have any confidence in such a system?
By the same token, there are many different interpretations of quantum mechanics that are fully
consistent with the equations of quantum mechanics, but say radically different things about the nature
of reality. Why is science unable to say which interpretation is right, and if science can’t be clear
about its meaning then what meaning does science have? Isn’t it just an elaborate Mythos?
The Clock Problem
Herbert Dingle was an infamous critic of Einstein’s special theory of relativity and came to believe
that it was utter nonsense, and that a bizarre conspiracy was being conducted by the scientific
establishment to defend it. A professor of History and Philosophy of Science at University College
London, Dingle campaigned for decades against special relativity, increasing acrimoniously. His
opponents depicted him as a mad, eccentric crank, but many of his objections have in no way been
addressed by the scientific community. If you fancy yourself as a defender of relativity, can you show
where Dingle goes wrong in this argument:
“The problem here is to find the relation between the rates of two exactly similar standard clocks, A
and B, of which one is moving uniformly with respect to the other, on the assumption that the motion
is indeed truly relative, i.e. that there is no justification for ascribing motion to one rather than to the
other. This is a problem that can be solved mathematically, and we find that there are two solutions,
known technically as the ‘Galilean transformation’ and the ‘Lorentz transformation’. According to the
first, the clocks work at the same rate, and according to the second they work at different rates. The
special theory of relativity regards the second as true and the first as false; the usual expression is that
‘a moving clock runs slow’. But, as we have said, it is a condition of the problem that either clock
can be regarded as the ‘moving’ one, so this second solution (subject, of course, to the truth of the
postulate that the motion is truly relative) requires equally that A works faster than B and that B
works faster than A, and just as we know enough about measuring rods to know that they cannot read
√(-3) – 1, so we know enough about clocks to know that one cannot work steadily both faster and
slower than another. Hence, without in the least rejecting the Lorentz transformation as a
mathematical solution of the problem, we can say at once that it is not a possible physical solution.
Nevertheless, in modern physics it is universally assumed to be so, on the sole ground of its
mathematical validity.” – Herbert Dingle
Dingle is wrong that Lorentz transformations are necessarily tied to relativity. However, his point
about the clocks is well made. How does the relativistic treatment of time make any sense at all?
Sure, if we consider the problem from one view, we can achieve a mathematically consistent result,
but if we consider the problem from both views at once (i.e. from an objective rather than subjective
view), it becomes incomprehensible. Then, just as Dingle says, each clock is moving faster and
slower at the same time! Now, Dingle was a well-educated man, so he shouldn’t be dismissed as
some amateur lunatic. Relativistic thinking works by operating with selective blindness, i.e. by only
ever seeing one half of the problem, and disregarding the other as unempirical (while allowing both
solutions to be considered in turn, but not at once). When any explanations are put forward to explain
relativistic paradoxes, they invariably make a tacit reference to some absolutist condition or other,

which is always invalid within the relativistic paradigm.
It cannot be stressed enough how serious challenges such as Dingle’s are to relativity theory.
Quite simply, Einstein’s theory converts reality into an illusion – a world of mere appearances. From
one observer’s point of view, his clock runs faster than that of another observer, yet the other thinks
exactly the opposite i.e. that the first observer’s clock is running slower. How can a real clock run
both faster and slower depending on who’s observing it? An imaginary clock – such as one that might
appear in the adventures of Alice in Wonderland – can certainly run slower and faster for different
observers, but how can any reality principle apply to such a situation?
There’s a profound mathematical truth contained in the Lorentz transformations about the nature of
objective reality – which is why it has been successfully tested experimentally – but Einstein’s highly
influential interpretation of the Lorentz transformations is simply wrong. He literally abolished
objective reality in order to make his theory “work” in his relativistic terms.
The real issue is this: can the truth contained in the Lorentz transformation be expressed in a new
way that gets rid of Einstein’s relativistic, subjective world of appearances where the same clocks
run both faster and slower depending on who’s looking at them?
It turns out that this can be done using Euler’s Formula:
e ix = cos + i sin x
If we simply identify imaginary numbers with time, and real numbers with space, all of the mysteries
of relativity vanish and are replaced by an astonishingly simple, absolutist mathematical scheme:

Here we have a circle with a fixed radius. If this radius is considered analogous to the constant speed
of light, we can see that, although it’s always the same, its x and y components (corresponding to
space and time components), are always changing as the angle of rotation changes.
The whole problem that Einstein set out to solve was why the speed of light was always measured
to have the same value when classical theory predicted that different observers moving at different
speeds should measure it differently. His answer was that space and time must be continually
adjusting to ensure this outcome, and he posited a relativistic framework to account for it. However,
as this diagram shows, there’s no need or call for any relativity. It can all be explained within a fixed,
absolutist framework.
The Euler Formula is based on a fixed background, a fixed coordinate scheme with an origin, i.e.
an absolute, objective reality – a privileged “ether” reference frame that is completely stationary.
Infinite moving “reference frames” can originate from it (as different radial vectors). In each
reference frame, the radius (the speed of light, as we might say) is the same, yet it’s also different

because it’s composed of a different, and unique, balance of time and space components.
Euler’s Formula is the sword that cuts the Gordian knot. If you want a clear picture of reality, all
of the answers are contained in this, the most admired equation in the whole of mathematics, and the
centrepiece of mathematical analysis. It’s so profound that we refer to it as the God Equation since it
literally dictates the nature of space and time, hence of physical existence itself. Although it looks like
an abstract mathematical formula, it’s ontological, i.e. it reflects actual existence.
Ontologically, the imaginary axis involved in the Euler Formula is the time axis and the real axis
is the space axis. Cosine waves represent pure real energy waves, and sine waves are pure imaginary
energy (time) waves. The radius of the Euler circle corresponds to the maximum possible speed in
the physical universe, hence is the speed of light in Einsteinian terms. Self-evidently, the radius is
always the same length in any direction. Any measurement of light speed in any frame of reference
will yield the same result – the radius of the Euler circle. Nothing can ever exceed this speed because
this formula controls physical existence.
As the cosine component of the radius increases (space), the sine component decreases (time), and
vice versa. The formula ensures that space and time always adjust perfectly in any radial frame of
reference, i.e. each radius can be considered a separate frame of reference, with its maximum speed
being light speed (the radius itself). Each radius manifests a specific speed through space, inversely
linked to a specific speed through time (as one increases, the other automatically decreases), and
these two speeds (which are absolute, but relative in respect of each other) constantly change as we
rotate round the circle.
Is it not wondrous? Is it not incredible? Does it not defy belief that countless physicists and
mathematicians have gazed at this equation and greatly admired it without recognising that it is none
other than the God Equation itself? They have failed to see the light because they have regarded
imaginary numbers and sine and cosine waves as abstract rather than ontological. What a catastrophic
error.
All of the key elements of Einstein’s much-vaunted special theory of relativity are contained in the
Euler Formula. This formula dates back to the 1740s and Euler qualifies as one of the greatest
geniuses of all time. If he had adopted an ontological approach to mathematics, he would have
discovered the special theory of relativity over 150 years before Einstein!
The Euler diagram we have shown is two dimensional with one real and one imaginary
dimension. In reality, it has to be extended to make it six dimensional with three real axes and three
imaginary dimensions. All of the principles remain the same.
There are no stationary reference frames in this setup, but the whole Cartesian grid itself is
stationary, and has a specific origin. Thus, there is an absolute, stationary, immaterial, invisible,
undetectable ether – the Cartesian grid itself. The origin is none other than the Big Bang Singularity!
In the generalised version of the Euler Formula, the Euler circle can keep expanding forever
(increasing radius; also, expanding spacetime), but its analytic properties always remains the same. It
is the eternal guarantor of the stability of existence.
(If you wish to ponder further on the Euler Formula versus Einstein’s special theory of relativity,
compare and contrast Einstein’s treatment of the “light cone” for an event – such as a lightbulb being
switched on, and how the light subsequently spreads out – with what the equivalent process would be
in Eulerian terms.)
*****
Why is Euler’s Formula so miraculous? It entirely controls the inner world of the monad, while it

also controls the monad’s outer world where the monad is part of the Monadic Collective. It is in this
collective space that the material world is born, and it is, of course, wholly controlled by Euler’s
Formula.
Euler’s Formula mathematically enshrines the divine Hermetic principle of As Above, So Below. It
guarantees that the macrocosm obeys the same laws as the microcosm. To understand a single monad
is to understand the entire monadic universe!
Euler’s Formula is eternal, analytic, immutable, a priori, necessary and Platonic – exactly what is
required for the defining eternal law of the universe.
What could be simpler than that just one mathematical law controls everything in the universe?
Leibniz required that the “best” universe should be the one “simplest in hypothesis and the richest in
phenomena”. Euler’s Formula delivers exactly that. It’s the basis of Fourier mathematics, quantum
mechanics and holography. As we have shown, it can also repackage Einstein’s relativity theory in an
absolute context reflecting objective reality and the reality principle.
Nothing can rival Euler’s Formula. It is literally the answer to everything, uniting inner and outer
space in one glorious, sublime, ineffable law. The whole of ontological mathematics flows from this
single, divine formula. Ontological mathematics is simply the exploration of the Euler Formula as
applied to “reality”.
Illuminism asserts that physics (an ad hoc subject full of arbitrary definitions and hypotheses,
many of which are incompatible) can be completely replaced by Euler’s Formula (allied with
Riemannian geometry, which is an ontological consequence of Euler’s Formula). The Euler Formula
is analytic, absolute and precise. It gives us certainty.
What are You?
You think you’re a person, right? Indeed you are. But what is a person? What is it ultimately,
existentially? Are you an eternal “thing”, a transient thing resulting from a scientific “Big Bang”, or
were you summoned into existence by a Creator?
The word “person” comes from the Latin persona, meaning mask. So what is being masked? What
is the underlying reality? A “person” is in fact an autonomous, uncreated mathematical subject (an
uncaused causal agent), an entity that experiences mathematical information. We are in an ocean of
mathematical information, both internally and externally. All we do is receive information, process
information and generate information.
The clever part is that information is both objective and subjective. We, as subjects, always
experience information subjectively. However, when we contemplate the universe beyond our
subjective impressions of it, we are led to a consideration of objective, universally applicable
informational laws. Feelings and sensations are extremely subjective (hence any systems of thought
based on them, such as Abrahamism and scientific empiricist materialism, will be too). Reason and
intuition are what bring us into contact with objective reality. Feelings are specific to the person
experiencing them; reason, when exercised correctly, is the same for everyone in the universe. 1 + 1 =
2 is the same everywhere forever. “I believe in Jesus Christ” is a subjective declaration that would
be utterly meaningless to any alien species, and even to people on earth who had never heard of Jesus
Christ. 1 + 1 = 2 is something that any intelligent mind anywhere in the universe would acknowledge
as objectively and eternally true.
Humanity’s problem is that people’s feelings (regarding someone such as Jesus Christ) are
considered to have objective value and truth when in fact they have no objective truth content
whatsoever. They are pure opinion, belief and emotion. Mathematics alone provides unarguable,

objective truths. Everything else, frankly, is sophisticated interpretation at best and meaningless
gibberish at worst. Sadly, humanity has an extreme fondness for emotional Mythos nonsense, which it
then madly proclaims to be objectively true and worth dying for (and, more to the point, worth killing
for!).
Each of us, even the stupid and emotional, is driven by an inner compulsion to optimize
information, to perfect our own information, to enjoy perfect informational experiences. This drive
constitutes a “Will to Power”, and can be finally sated only when we arrive at perfection – when we
have become God.
*****
Euler’s Formula is the basis of information. Euler’s Formula, when properly understood, is alive, or,
rather, is the core of life, life’s engine. The dialectical progress of reality is the journey to selfawareness of mathematical units (monads; souls), entirely defined by Euler’s Formula. If you can
meditate on Euler’s Formula and begin to see in it all the infinite vibrations of existence and life, you
are on the verge of gnosis.
Soul Atoms
The ancient Greek Atomists believed in atoms and void. The atoms were indestructible, eternal, and
always in motion through the void. The atoms combined, separated, recombined, separated again, and
so on ... forever. Existence consisted of nothing but atoms continually rearranging themselves into
new patterns. There was no intelligence at work in the system, and no purposes. This is more or less
the modern scientific materialist view.
To account for life, the Atomists invoked “soul atoms”. These were the finest and most rarefied of
atoms – pure fire – but were still material things. Living creatures inhaled and exhaled these soul
atoms, and remained alive while they did so. Inorganic things could not absorb soul atoms, hence
could never exhibit life.
The great debate of existence concerns whether the fundamental units of existence – the atoms of
existence – are extended or unextended. Are the truest atoms material or mental? Given that “atom”
means “indivisible” or “uncuttable”, the logical answer is that unextended entities are the only true
indivisible atoms since any extended thing can, in principle, be divided. Therefore, the universe is
built from mental, not physical atoms. Existence is a mental phenomenon.
The materialist Atomists had a crucial problem. The void in their system is simply empty space –
a “no-thing” – that must exist on the same terms as atoms (“something”). But how can “nothing” exist
if it is the opposite of something? And why are there two “substances” – something and nothing? How
can they co-exist? How did they originate separately? What was the cause of each?
All of these problems are resolved if atoms are dimensionless, i.e. mental. Then “nothing” is
actually a plenum of mental atoms, hence is “something”. The only problem now is explaining how
material atoms are derived from mental atoms.
Euler’s Formula is, of course, the answer. An individual monad is internally defined by Euler’s
Formula, but so is the whole collection of monads (treated as a “super Monad”). All monads interact
via Euler’s Formula.
Euler’s Formula generates dimensionless waves inside a single monad, and dimensional waves
when applied to a whole, ordered collection of monads (a Cartesian coordinate grid). These
dimensional waves are quantum particles and are the basis of the material atoms of modern science.
So, Euler’s Formula defines both mental and physical atoms, with the latter resulting from the former.

There is no paradox of “something” versus “nothing”. There is only an ensemble of dimensionless
atoms (which seems to be “nothing”, but are definitely something), and which give rise to
dimensional atoms. All of the mysteries of existence are solved by mental atoms alone. Mental atoms
are Leibnizian monads and scientific materialists will never detect them. No Large Hadron Collider
will ever find them. That, of course, does not mean they are not there!
Materialists are permanently alienated from souls – from their own souls. Scientists are the
undead!
*****
People seek the answer to “life the universe and everything”. The answer is not “42”, but a
mathematical formula – Euler’s Formula. It’s the answer because it’s the sole means by which
“nothing” and “something” can be exactly the same thing, viewed from two different perspectives. It’s
essential for “something” to equal “nothing” in order to answer Leibniz’s question of why there is
something rather than nothing (given that nothing should logically be the default state of existence
since it doesn’t require anything).
In Illuminism, “nothing” isn’t privileged over “something” and neither is “something” privileged
over “nothing” (as it is in Abrahamism and in many scientific materialist hypotheses). The only way
in which neither can be privileged over the other is if they both exist in a state that is neither
“something” (being) nor “nothing” (non-being), but a dialectical synthesis of the two. Hegel’s
masterstroke of genius was to bring them together in the synthesis of becoming. “Becoming” is the
dialectical engine that drives everything. “What is existence becoming?” we might ask. It’s becoming
all that it can be – God, the Absolute, the Omega Point. It’s evolving towards perfection, converting
all of its potential into perfect actualisation. Is that not the grandest of all visions?
Ultimately, there is no such thing as “being” and nor is there any such thing as “non-being”. These
exist as hypothetical opposite poles: antitheses. What actually exists is “becoming”. Existence,
exactly as Heraclitus asserted when he said, “There is nothing permanent except change” is about
permanent becoming, not about being.
However, although existence is always in motion, it is associated with laws that are eternal and
immutable. Euler’s Formula establishes a universe of becoming, but Euler’s Formula itself does not
become anything: it always stays the same. (That said, since Euler’s Formula is all about
unquenchable energy and motion, it could in fact itself be described, ontologically, as permanently
changing within its own framework, but always so as to maintain its precise form.)
*****
Many people seek a precise answer to existence. Well, no one could be any more precise than the
Illuminati. The answer to existence is Euler’s Formula. That’s it! Full stop. All the intelligent,
rational species of the universe will eventually arrive at the same conclusion.
There can be only one answer to existence: one formula, one substance, one universe based on
monism (and not on dualism or polyism). Euler’s Formula explains everything once and for all,
eternally and immutably, with absolute, necessary, analytic a priori precision. It has no conceivable,
plausible challengers.
So, get your T-shirt printed with Euler’s Formula on it: the full and final explanation of life the
universe, and everything.
All those who “get” Euler’s Formula are ipso facto promoted to the verge of gnosis and divinity.
You have looked into the Mind of God!

Euler’s Formula is the Philosopher’s Stone , the ultimate transmuting agent, the supreme
alchemical object. It’s also the Holy Grail: that which offers final spiritual transcendence. But, of
course, the trick is to be able to harness it. The Holy Grail is Euler’s Formula and the means to
subjectively grasp it and internalise, then deploy it objectively, like Neo in The Matrix who could
change “reality” just by thinking about it.
The Illuminati possess a specific object which is the literal “Holy Grail”. It’s associated with
Simon Magus – the man who ought to stand where Jesus Christ now does in terms of world fame and
influence – and is designed to effect the final transformation for those who are ready to make the last
great leap.
However, you don’t need any such object. Anyone can use their own mind and intuition to achieve
exactly the same effect. Yet, as we all know, precious few Grail Knights ever find the object of their
sacred quest. That’s why the Grail is the most valuable thing of all.
The False Claimants
Religion is false and science is false. Only mathematics is true. Religion, when it is passed through
the prism of mathematics, becomes true. Pythagoras was the first genius to comprehend that religion
was grounded in mathematics. Plato’s dazzling philosophy is highly Pythagorean. Descartes
resurrected Platonic mathematical thinking in the modern age, and Leibniz was the supreme genius
who perfected Descartes’ work. Leibniz was thus the modern Pythagoras.
The Big Bang
DF: “There are models of the Big Bang which reconcile an infinite universe with a finite existence of
time. The crucial question is what happened in the first moments of the universe. These hold that,
contrary to popular (mis)conceptions, the Big Bang did not ‘expand’ from a singular point of space
towards all others. Rather what happened is that ‘space’ itself expanded. The Big Bang happened at
every point of (infinite) space simultaneously.”
Indeed. In Illuminism, the Singularity comprises infinite singularities, and each one “explodes”,
meaning that the whole of space erupts simultaneously, creating infinite space. There is no question of
some weird “ball” expanding into ... into something completely undefined.
The universe operates mathematically, within a perfect mathematical grid. It does not proceed by
way of undefined, obscure, “scientific”, relativistic routes that have no analytic necessity.
Ye Olde Black Holes
You may think black holes are a new phenomenon, but, in fact, something like them was predicted
centuries ago:
“The French mathematician Simon Laplace, in 1795, conceived of a black-hole-like object that was a
consequence of Newtonian mechanics. The escape velocity of a projectile shot from a planet’s
surface depends only on the planet’s mass and radius. Laplace imagined a planet so massive that its
escape velocity was greater than the speed of light. Since no light could leave its surface, such a
planet would appear totally black. Using Newton’s gravitational laws, Laplace calculated the radius
of this black planet. Although Einstein showed that Newton’s laws are inadequate to describe the
gravitational effect of such extremely massive bodies, by a remarkable coincidence not uncommon in
physics – where a calculation using wrong assumptions gives the right result – Laplace’s calculation
for the critical radius of a dark planet gives the same answer as Karl Schwarzchild’s spherically

symmetric solution of Einstein’s equations of general relativity.” – Nick Herbert, Faster Than Light
So, Laplace applied his calculation to a planet rather than a star, used Newtonian rather than
Einsteinian equations, and still got the right answer for the critical radius at which black holes form.
To put it another way, the scientific “right answer” is frequently the result of a manifestly false
theory. That being the case, how can we have any confidence in scientific theories, no matter how
“good” their answers?
Distance
In one second, a moving point travelling along the imaginary axis of the complex plane associated
with the Euler Formula will traverse a certain amount of imaginary space. By the same token, a
moving point travelling purely along the real axis, will travel through exactly the same amount of real
space in one second, i.e. in one second, a moving point will travel a distance “x” through real space
and, if it’s moving instead through imaginary space, it will travel the same distance “x” through
imaginary space. Real and imaginary space should always be considered equivalent but orthogonal.
Cosmic Speed Limit
A fundamental question is whether c, the speed of light, is the cosmic speed limit or, alternatively, is
simply a measurable physical quantity that provides an excellent approximation to the desired speed,
but is not in fact that speed. If c were, say, 99.9% of the true cosmic speed limit, then, within the
bounds of experimental error, we would be hard pressed to find a better value.
The true cosmic speed limit is that of a massless, dimensionless point travelling unhindered
through real space (or imaginary space) i.e. without interacting in any way with the medium (since
this would slow it down). This is therefore a hypothetical speed since there is no actual particle that
can replicate these requirements; photons or neutrinos are likely to be as close as we ever get.
Space and Time Speeds
We can define v r (the speed through space) and vi (the speed through imaginary space; time) in terms
of cos x and i sin x:
vr = cos x
vi = i sin x
Since sin x and cos x are always less than or equal to 1, we can now see with crystal clarity why
nothing can ever go faster than the cosmic speed limit (if we define that as “1” in natural units).
When x = 0 radians (0 degrees), vi = 0 and vr = 1. This corresponds to travelling solely through
space (as photons do).
When x = 0.5π radians (90 degrees), vi = i and vr = 0. This corresponds to travelling solely through
time (as “chronons” do).
The cosmic speed limit, c, is always the hypotenuse of a Pythagorean triangle, with the other sides
being the speed through space and the speed through time, and we can write: c2 = vi2 and vr2
This can be rewritten as: vi2 = c2 – vr2

Dividing each side by c2, we get: (vi2/c2) = (1 – (vr2/c2))
Taking the square root gives: vi/c = √(1 – (vr2/c2))
Using simple trigonometry, v i/c is just sin x. Therefore, sin x = √(1 – (vr2/c2)). (Similarly, cos x =
√(1 – (vi2/c2)).)
Anyone familiar with Einstein’s special theory of relativity will immediately recognise √(1 –
(vr2/c2)). It’s none other than the main term of the Lorentz factor, γ , defined as: 1/√(1 – (vr2/c2)).
In relativity theory, the Lorentz factor is derived in an entirely different way from the one we have
just illustrated. Is it not remarkable that we can obtain exactly the same result using a wholly different
and incompatible approach? Whereas Einstein uses a relativistic approach, our approach involves an
absolute, stationary Cartesian framework.
If, instead of the speed of light, c, the “space” speed, vr, and the “time” speed, vi, what happens if
we think of “length”, “time” and “mass” (or quantities from which these can be subsequently
derived)? Based on sin x = √(1 – (vr2/c2)) and cos x = √(1 – (vi2/c2)), and assigning a unit of “1” to
the “length”, “time” and “mass” of c (so that it drops out of the equations), we can write:
Length: lr2 + li2 = 1, where lr = “space length” and li = “time length”.
sin x = √(1 – lr2) and cos x = √(1 – li2)
so, lr = √(1 – sin2 x) and li = √(1 – cos2 x)
Time: tr2 + ti2 = 1, where tr = “space time” and ti = “imaginary space time”.
sin x = √(1 – tr2) and cos x = √(1 – ti2)
so, tr = √(1 – sin2 x) and ti = √(1 – cos2 x)
Mass: mr2 + mi2 = 1, where mr = “space mass” and mi = “time mass”.
sin x = √(1 – mr2) and cos x = √(1 – mi2)
so, mr = √(1 – sin2 x) and mi = √(1 – cos2 x)
Speed: vr2 + vi2 = 1, where vr = “space” speed and vi = “time” speed.
so, vr = √(1 – sin2 x) and vi = √(1 – cos2 x)
Of course, we’re simply performing the same operation over and over again, with different labels.
The point is to illustrate that all spacetime properties are dynamically coupled. From the speed

through space, everything else can be calculated.
Examples
Below, we have included a number of examples as we change the angle of rotation from 0 to ninety
degrees by various increments. But note that the results have to be carefully interpreted, as explained
in the section following the examples.
0 Degrees
If sin x = √(1 – vr2) and vr = 1.0 light speed then x = 0 degrees.
Therefore:
lr = 1.0 and li = 0. 0
tr = 1.0 and ti = 0. 0
mr = 1.0 and mi = 0. 0
vr = 1.0 and vi = 0.0
30 Degrees
If vr = 0.866, x = 30 degrees, and:
Therefore:
lr = 0.866 and li = 0.5
tr = 0.866 and ti = 0.5
mr = 0.866 and mi = 0.5
vr = 0.866 and vi = 0.5
45 Degrees
If vr = 0.707, x = 45 degrees, and:
lr = 0.707 and li = 0.707
tr = 0.707 and ti = 0.707
mr = 0.707 and mi = 0.707
vr = 0.707 and vi = 0.707
60 Degrees
If vr = 0.5, x = 60 degrees, and:

lr = 0.5 and li = 0. 866
tr = 0.5 and ti = 0. 866
mr = 0.5 and mi = 0. 866
vr = 0.5 and vi = 0. 866
90 Degrees
If vr = 0.0, x = 90 degrees, and:
lr = 0.0 and li = 1. 0
tr = 0.0 and ti = 1. 0
mr = 0.0 and mi = 1. 0
vr = 0.0 and vi = 1.0
Interpretation
Human beings are close to stationary in space since all spatial speeds we encounter are trivial
compared with light speed. Therefore, we are essentially temporal beings, moving through time, not
space. Our understanding of time and space is with respect to our temporal environment. As we start
to travel faster and faster through space, how does this affect our normal relationship with time, space
and mass?
Regarding space, we measure it relative to our normal temporal environment (i.e. where vi = c
and vr = 0). In this context, li = 1. 0, ti = 1. 0, mi = 1.0, and vi = 1. 0 (= c). Movement through space
alters this scheme since it’s dynamically coupled to movement through time (in an inverse relation).
At vi = 0, li = 0. 0, ti = 0. 0 and mi = 0.0. Vr and its associated parameters (lr, tr and mr) work in the
opposite way.
This is all very neat and tidy, with smooth transitions from 1 to 0, or 0 to 1, respectively. The
problems arise when you perform division (as in the calculation of speed where distance is divided
by time). It’s easy to divide by ti when it equals 1, but when it equals 0, infinity rears its head. As
time units get smaller and smaller, then, because we’re dividing by time in speed calculations, this
corresponds to time passing slower and slower relative to our starting condition. When time
comprises zero-sized units, time is passing infinitely slowly (it’s not passing at all). This process of
time passing more and more slowly is known as time dilation. Length operates in the opposite way
and experiences so-called length contraction. As for mass, it has to be fitted into a contracting length,
so it grows as length shrinks, until it is infinite when length has shrunk to zero. In actual fact, since
zero length corresponds to a dimensionless point, mass isn’t infinite. Rather, it’s zero since it has all
been converted into dimensionless energy.
In general:
lmotion (the dynamic length relative to the rest length) = li
(Length contracts as speed through space increases.)

tmotion (the dynamic time relative to the rest time) = 1/ti
(Time dilates as speed through space increases.)
mmotion (the dynamic mass relative to the rest mass) = 1/mi
(Mass increases as speed through space increases; mass tracks the time relation.)
All of this begins from the context of a temporal environment. In terms of the Euler circle, this
environment is based on the imaginary axis, which is the ninety degrees axis. The effect of reducing
the angle x from 90 degrees to 0 degrees (the location of the real axis) is to increase vr (the speed
through space) from zero until it reaches c. Whereas at 90 degrees, vr = 0, at 0 degrees, vr = c.
Similarly, the effect of increasing the angle x from 0 to 90 degrees is to increase v i (the speed through
time) from zero until it reaches c. At 0 degrees, v i = 0 and at 90 degrees, vi = c. Therefore, we are
looking at an orthogonal set of relations. Just as vi, li, ti and mi can be defined at 90 degrees, so vr,
lr, tr and mr can be defined at 0 degrees. Everything in our world – our experience of space, time and
mass – changes as we alter the angle of rotation (angle x) between 0 and 90 degrees, as we alter the
relative balance of the vi/vr, li/lr, ti/tr and mi/mr inversely coupled pairs.
Changing speed through space is, in effect, carrying out a rotation in a universe of real and
imaginary numbers (a “complex” universe).
The critical consideration is that space and imaginary space (time) are immiscible and
ontologically separate. The more you increase the proportion of one, the more you decrease the
proportion of the other.
Terminology
“Just as vi, li, ti and mi can be defined at 90 degrees, so vr, lr, tr and mr can be defined at 0 degrees.”
Don’t panic! The labels involved here can become highly confusing. To understand what is
happening, you will have to spend a great deal of time contemplating exactly what is meant by length,
time, energy, mass and speed. You will have to understand what these terms mean when we are
stationary in space (but moving at light speed through time), and what they mean when we are moving
at light speed through space (but are stationary in time), and how they change dynamically as we
move from a temporal environment to a spatial environment.
Most confusingly of all, although the “i” subscript seems to indicate an imaginary quantity in the
labelling system described above, it actually refers to the fact that we have defined real mass and
real length, with respect to a temporal environment (thus they are mi and li). By the same token, mr,
and lr, are complementary imaginary qualities described from the spatial context.
We define a kilogram and a metre in a temporal environment and then assess how these change as
we increase the spatial environment (mass will increase and length will contract). Similarly, an
imaginary kilogram and an imaginary metre are defined in a spatial environment and then assessed as
the temporal environment is increased (imaginary mass increases and imaginary length contracts).
Dimensionality
“Our space has three dimensions. There are points (zero dimensions), lines (one dimension), surfaces

(two dimensions) and solid objects (three dimensions). But there the sequence stops, even though
mathematically we can imagine a space that has more. What is special about the number three? From
classical times, geometers have noted interesting features of different dimensions. For example, in
two dimensions we can draw a regular polygon with any number of equal sides (an equilateral
triangle, a square, a pentagon, a hexagon, etc). But in three dimensions there are just the five Platonic
‘regular solids’, in which all sides and all angles are equal. In four dimensions there are six such
objects, and in all higher dimensions there are just three. One consequence of a three-dimensional
world is that forces like gravity and electricity obey an inverse-square law, such that the force from a
mass or charge is four times weaker if you go twice as far away. … Atoms would be impossible in a
universe ruled by an inverse-cube law because there would be no stable orbits for electrons. There is
therefore a problem with more than three spatial dimensions. Could we then live in a world where
there were less than three? The best argument here is a very simple one: there are inherent limitations
on complex structures in ‘flatland’ (or, indeed, on any two-dimensional surface). It is impossible to
have a complicated network without the wires crossing; nor can an object have a channel through it (a
digestive tract, for instance) without dividing into two. And the scope is still more constricted in a
one-dimensional ‘lineland’. These are just the most obvious reasons – and mathematicians have
discovered others – as to why we shouldn’t be surprised that we find ourselves living in a threedimensional space.” Martin Rees, Just Six Numbers
The material universe unfolds within a six-dimensional arena, comprising three real and three
imaginary dimensions.
Physicists would have us believe that the world is based on real numbers alone. In fact, reality is
based on complex numbers for the critical mathematical reason that they obey the “fundamental
theorem of algebra”, hence are “algebraically closed”. (In essence, this means that imaginary numbers
must be introduced to solve equations such as x2 = –1. Without imaginary numbers, there would be
insoluble equations of this nature – and reality itself would collapse!) It’s extraordinary that this vital
theorem is ignored by scientists. They deliberately subscribe to “incomplete” mathematics.
“In mathematics, the imaginary unit or unit imaginary number allows the real number system R to be
extended to the complex number system C, which in turn provides at least one root for every
polynomial P(x) (see algebraic closure and fundamental theorem of algebra).” – Wikipedia
There is no sufficient reason to privilege real dimensions over imaginary dimensions, so both must be
considered on a par. In Einsteinian relativity, time takes the role of a single imaginary dimension and
the three regular spatial dimensions correspond to three real dimensions. It ought to have occurred to
Einstein straight away that there was something wrong with his four-dimensional spacetime since it
privileged space over time for no sufficient reason. 4D-spacetime is simply an ad hoc proposal: there
is no a priori reason for it. The problem, of course, was that Einstein didn’t know what the
mathematical basis of time is (imaginary numbers), even though his equations implicitly treat time as
if it were an imaginary quantity.
If space is equated with real dimensions and time with imaginary dimensions, it becomes entirely
natural to treat them on the same footing, with three of each in a perfectly symmetrical arrangement.
It can’t be stressed enough that, in a mathematically defined universe, materialistic concepts such
as space and time must have their basis in different classes of numbers. At root, all the concepts of
science are translatable into properties of numbers.
Rather than deal with the complexities of a 6D universe, we consistently simplify things by

reducing the universe to just two dimensions: one real and one imaginary (the complex plane). All of
the basic principles of how the universe operates can be discerned from such a scheme.

The God Point
The most important point in the universe is its centre – the origin of all things, the beating heart, the
source of life itself. This is the Cosmic Mind that controls everything. It’s Soul World, composed of
infinite souls. It’s dimensionless, immaterial, immanent and transcendent. Here, all of the information
of the universe is processed. As for the “material world”, it’s just a mental projection of the Cosmic
Mind and has no reality beyond that.
The Singularity is the key to the interaction between the mental and material worlds. It’s outside
space and time, hence is eternal and indestructible. It’s the quintessence of existence.
The Singularity is the home of the immutable, eternal Platonic Forms (the laws of mathematics).
The frequency domain associated with Fourier mathematics is at the heart of the Singularity, and at
the heart of every soul.
Each pure frequency endures forever. Every individual monad is an individual frequency domain.
All numbers are stored within a monad as pure, unchanging frequencies (with each unique frequency
representing a unique energy value). These frequencies (energies) constitute the basic building blocks
of existence: the ontological alphabet. Everything is constructed from “atomic” frequencies being
added together to create “molecular” frequencies. This is how an infinite range of information is
produced. Information, when analyzed in its most basic form, is nothing but different frequency
combinations. (Think of an infinite “energy piano” on which all possible “notes” can be played.)
All energy signals that do not exist in space and time are mental while all energy signals that do
exist in space and time are material. This universe of ours is ultimately mental, not physical. Mind
can exist without matter; matter cannot exist without mind. Matter is a product of mind. It’s
“extended” mind; a set of mathematical relations based on minds having unique coordinates and
thereby being separated by distance/extension.
The mental Singularity can never be physically detected. It generates a perfect mathematical arena
in which physical events can unfold, but is itself wholly mental. The mathematical arena consists of
nothing but zero-dimensional points (monads), hence remains dimensionless. It’s only when energy
flows into it and through it that dimensionality appears.
In the Singularity per se, all distances are zero. Only when the Singularity creates an internal
coordinate system do distances between things arise. (Critically, they are mathematical distances, not
physical distances: there are no physical distances.)
Energy can flow from one point to another point somewhere else, separated by a non-zero
distance. It’s the crossing of non-zero distances that defines the so-called material world. In the pure
mental world, no non-zero distances are encountered.
Pythagoras’s Theorem – the classic analytic means for measuring the distance between two points
via a right-angled triangle – becomes the key to defining existence. What could be more fitting than
that Pythagoras himself should furnish the key to unlocking existence?
Everything follows from the combination of motion (the essence of energy) and Pythagoras’s
Theorem (the essence of measuring distance in a Cartesian coordinate system).
Mathematically, a Singularity is just a point containing a limitless number of other points (other
singularities). Motion, the essence of energy and indeed of life, takes places within the Singularity,
but, of course, it does not involve travelling any physical distance in any physical time. Instead, it

involves mental motion – thinking. Thought, in other words, is just motion that takes place nonphysically. A thought doesn’t travel any distance and, as far as time goes, something akin to Henri
Bergson’s concept of duration replaces “clock time”.
“Duration” relates to psychological intensity. If we are enjoying ourselves, time runs far too
quickly. If we’re bored, it passes far too slowly. If we have taken hallucinogens, we can stare at our
hand or at a vivid colour, and time seems to become eternal. In our dreams, time is dictated by our
emotions and where we direct our attention, not by clocks. Time does pass, but it is not measured by
objective clocks but, instead, by subjective mental states.
Mental time = subjective; measured by our psychological state.
Physical time = objective; measured by clocks.
Mental and physical time are both related to motion, but motion has very different consequences
depending on whether it’s mental or physical.
It’s a fundamental axiom of Illuminism that it’s impossible for anything to be stationary.
Everything is in constant motion. If something is not moving through space then it’s moving through
time. If it’s not doing either of those then it’s moving mentally.
Creation
All energy was originally mental and located in the Singularity, where all distances were zero.
Suddenly, via a mathematical antisymmetry operation, there was a huge flood of energy out of the
Singularity in all directions, and all types of non-zero distances were encountered.
At a stroke, everything had changed: the material world had been born, and now minds could
inhabit bodies.
No soul could resist the temptations of the flesh.
And so Man fell.
Energy
Energy is motion. To talk of the universe consisting of energy is just to say that the universe is in
constant motion. The universe is the perfect perpetual motion machine. Even if all matter were
somehow rendered stationary in space, the universe would continue to move through time! The
universe can never stop. It is always becoming. It is never being.
In ancient Greece, Parmenides claimed that motion was an illusion and everything was stationary.
Heraclitus asserted the precise opposite: everything is always in motion. Even though Parmenides
was an ingenious thinker, he was absolutely wrong and Heraclitus absolutely right. (What Parmenides
might have been right about is that all physical motion is ultimately illusory.)
Heraclitus was an advocate of dialectical thinking. When you combine perpetual motion with
dialectical logic, you obtain precisely the dynamic universe described by Hegel. It’s a teleological
universe moving relentlessly towards its omega point where it’s transformed into the Absolute, or
“God”, as we might say.
Scientific materialism contends that the material universe will suffer heat death (via the Second
Law of Thermodynamics) and become an eternal frozen wilderness of scattered atoms with maximum
entropy and zero usable energy. They’re a cheery bunch, those scientists!
“Flowing points” – points in constant motion – are the essence of energy. A point flowing along
the vertical axis (the imaginary axis) is a manifestation of temporal energy and corresponds to
travelling through time (always in the forward direction – nothing ever goes backwards in time).

Everything in the universe moves at exactly the same existential speed, and can never move at any
other speed.
Time
A point travelling through imaginary space (through time) does so at a constant “speed”. Science uses
an arbitrary time unit of the “second”. This is chosen for convenience; not because it corresponds to
any fundamental temporal feature of existence. Sixty seconds are arbitrarily grouped into a minute,
sixty minutes into an hour and twenty-four hours into a day. Different amounts of days are arbitrarily
assigned to the months, and leap years are introduced, and so on. All of this is done by convention.
The French Revolutionaries introduced a radically new calendar based on ten-day weeks, three-week
months (of thirty days), and twelve thirty-day months. The remaining five or six days of the year were
national holidays. The Revolutionaries also introduced a “digital” time system (based on ten rather
than twelve), involving ten-hour days, each hour comprising one hundred decimal minutes, and each
decimal minute comprising one hundred decimal seconds.
*****
Chronos = ancient Greek for “time”.
Kenon = ancient Greek for “space”.
Let’s define a point moving through time as a chronon and a point moving through space as a kenon.
A chronon – a temporal point particle – has zero imaginary mass, zero dimensions, zero imaginary
length, zero size, zero interaction with the spatial world, and moves through time at a rate of exactly
one second per second (i.e. one, in natural units). It moves only through imaginary space and has no
link at all to real space. A chronon permanently locked into imaginary space inhabits the equivalent of
Newtonian absolute time. Its constant progress counts out perfect cosmic time. Whether or not we can
have any access to absolute time defined in these terms is an entirely different question, but it exists
nevertheless.
A kenon – a spatial point particle – has zero mass, zero dimensions, zero length, zero size, zero
interaction with the temporal world, and moves through space at a rate of exactly one metre per metre
(i.e. one, in natural units). It moves only through real space and has no link at all to imaginary space.
A kenon permanently locked into real space experiences the equivalent of Newtonian absolute space.
Its constant progress counts out perfect cosmic distance. Whether or not we can have any access to
absolute space defined in these terms is an entirely different question, but it exists nevertheless.
A crucial point to understand is that the energy of any sinusoidal wave is infinite, so chronons and
kenons, which can be thought of as points tracing out a sinusoidal wave trajectory, have infinite
energy. They have zero mass.
Physics has offered no theory that could accommodate the notion of the chronon. In fact, physics
has no understanding of what time actually is. It has not taken the decisive step of conceiving of time
in terms of imaginary numbers, with real numbers defining space. Physics can make no serious
progress until it grounds time in well-understood mathematics. Presently, time is treated as just some
unfathomable “thing” with some vague connection to distance (in fact, it involves imaginary distance
rather than real distance.)
When chronons are discovered, via some indirect means, it ought to mean a Nobel Prize for the
Illuminati. Now, that would be interesting!
Physics has a vastly better understanding of space than time because space is based on familiar

real numbers. In terms of kenons, photons (massless and dimensionless, with no length or size) serve
as a good approximation. However, photons interact with the universe, hence are not exactly the same
as kenons. Neutrinos also resemble kenons. Although neutrinos have a mass, albeit tiny, their
interactivity with the universe is exceptionally small.
It’s vital to realize that the proposed cosmic speed limit – the speed of light that features in the
equations of relativity – is an exceptionally good approximation (probably of the order of 99.99%) to
the true cosmic speed light (hence why the equations work so well), but is not exactly right because of
the problem of photonic interactivity with the physical world. However, light speed or neutrino speed
will probably yield the closest measurable speed we can get to the true cosmic speed limit: the speed
of kenons (and indeed of chronons).
A chronon, if it were rotated clockwise by 90 degrees, would cease to exist (or might be said to
have been converted into a kenon):
sin 90° = 1
sin 60° = 0.866
sin 45° = 0.707
sin 30° = 0.5
sin 0° = 0
Likewise, a kenon, rotated anticlockwise by 90 degrees, would cease to exist (or be converted to a
chronon):
cos 0° = 1
cos 30° = 0.866
cos 45° = 0.707
cos 60° = 0.5
cos 90° = 0
As chronons or kenons leave their defining axis, they enter the hybrid world of spacetime (ruled by
complex numbers).
Real numbers are associated with: space, mass, energy, real waves, spatial wavelengths, spatial
frequencies (wave numbers).
Imaginary numbers are associated with: time, imaginary mass, imaginary energy, imaginary
waves, temporal wavelengths, temporal frequencies.
The link between space and time is speed (space divided by time). As speed through space
increases, the proportion of space to time increases, until time has been completely eliminated. Going
in reverse, as speed through space decreases, the proportion of time to space increases, until space
has been completely eliminated.
Imagine a tiny, special “space” rocket for point particles, with an engine capable of generating any
speed from zero to the cosmic speed limit. Let’s put a chronon inside this rocket. At first, the rocket is
stationary and the chronon is travelling purely through time (imaginary space), and not at all through
space.

Then the rocket starts moving, and goes faster and faster. What happens to the chronon? As we
have already seen, space and time are eternal rivals, always stealing from each other. Any victory for
one is a defeat for the other. If you increase the spatial aspect of something, you decrease the temporal
aspect, and vice versa.
A chronon travelling purely through time has zero imaginary mass and infinite imaginary energy (it
will keep going forever; it can never stop – that’s what it means to have infinite energy). As soon as a
chronon starts travelling through space as well as time, it undergoes radical changes. Instantly, it
acquires spatial characteristics. In particular, it acquires spatial mass. What is spatial mass? It’s
spatial energy restricted to a highly limited and constrained spatial domain within a general temporal
domain. Any type of confined energy doesn’t manifest itself as energy per se, but as mass. Mass is
localized, bound, limited, confined energy. Mass is a feature of waves: highly constrained and
distorted waves. A pure wave is an eternal, smoothly free-flowing, perfect form. It is not subject to
any force or distortion. However, if you take such a wave and apply enormous constraints to it, it
becomes unwavelike and more like the normal conception of a particle. At very low spatial speeds,
any point-particle is essentially travelling through time and has only a marginal spatial profile.
When something starts to move through a band of space within a vast ocean of time, it’s highly
constrained: it’s a spatial wave that acts as a particle with mass. As its speed increases, this is
equivalent to broadening the spatial band in operates within and reducing the temporal ocean. The
faster and faster a particle travels through space, the more it acquires the characteristics of a spatial
wave and the more it sheds the characteristics of a temporal wave. As it reaches the cosmic speed
limit through space, it has become entirely spatial and has ceased to have any temporal component
i.e. time has stopped for the particle, just as space (distance) stops for a temporal particle. We have
completely converted a pure temporal wave into a pure spatial wave.
The material world takes place in the zone between pure temporal and pure spatial waves i.e. it’s
where temporal and spatial characteristics are mixed. At low spatial speeds, the temporal wave
characteristics predominate; at high spatial speeds, the spatial wave characteristics predominate.
The imaginary axis can be considered an absolute time framework, and the real axis an absolute
space framework. Everything in between is the coupled spacetime environment where space and time
are fused in different proportions. The key determinant to what mixture applies is speed. As speed
changes, so does the relative proportion of time to space.
What we are describing is in no way relative (as it would be in the Einsteinian view). Every
different speed through space is associated with an absolute mixture of space and time (and an
absolute angle of rotation). According to Einstein, each reference frame moving in a straight line at a
constant speed can consider itself stationary. This means that all reference frames are, in some sense,
considered by Einstein to be identical, even if they are all moving at different speeds. In our system,
all frames moving at different speeds are absolutely different from all others and have precise and
definite spatial and temporal signatures. If you knew those signatures, you would know, absolutely,
what speed you were travelling at.
This completely contradicts Einstein who wiped out absolute signatures and replaced them with
vague, relative signatures. In the Einsteinian world, no one actually knows (or ever can know if you
accept the full logic of relativistic thinking) who’s moving and who isn’t. In the Illuminist world,
everyone knows. Ours is based on the reality principle – the existence of an objective reality upon
which everyone can agree. Einstein’s is based on the relativity principle where the reality principle
is abolished and no one can agree absolutely on anything. A stationary observer and an observer
moving in a straight line at constant speed, aware only of each other (and of nothing else in the

universe), cannot say which is moving and which is stationary. There is no absolute condition. It’s all
relative.

The Wisdom of Saint-Just
“I say that the King should be judged as an enemy and that even more than judge him, we must fight
him. ... And today we respectfully conduct a trial for a man who assassinated a people, caught in
flagrante delicto, his murderous hands soaked with blood! ... These reasons lead you all not to judge
Louis as a citizen, but as a rebel. ... Those who attach any importance to the King receiving a fair
punishment will never be able to create a Republic. ... Is this not the last act of a tyrant, to demand to
be judged by the laws that he destroyed? And Citizens, if we were to grant him a civil trial, in
conformance with the laws and as a citizen, it would be him who would be trying us. He would be
trying the People themselves. ... For myself, I can see no middle ground. This man must reign or die.
... It is impossible to reign in innocence. ... All Kings are rebels and usurpers. Do Kings themselves
treat otherwise those who seek to usurp their authority? Was not Cromwell’s memory brought to trial?
And certainly Cromwell was no more usurper than Charles I. For when a people is so weak as to
yield to the tyrant’s yoke, domination is the right of the first comer, and it is no more sacred or
legitimate for one than for another. ... Citizens, the tribunal which must judge Louis is not a judiciary
tribunal . . . it is a council . . . it is the People . . . it is you. ...
“Defenders of the King, what would you require of us? If he is innocent, the nation is guilty. ...
Today will decide the fate of the Republic. It is doomed if the tyrant goes unpunished. ... All evil men
are for the King. ... you called for war on all the tyrants of the world, and you would respect your
own [tyrant]! Are bloody laws enforced only against the oppressed, and is the oppressor to be
spared? . . .
“With whatever illusions, whatever conventions, monarchy cloaks itself, it remains an eternal
crime against which every man has the right to rise and to arm himself. Monarchy is an outrage which
even the blindness of an entire people cannot justify… all men hold from nature the secret mission to
destroy such domination wherever it may be found.’
“... Louis waged war against the people: he was conquered. He is a barbarian, an alien, a prisoner
of war. You have seen his perfidious schemes. You have seen his army. The traitor was not king of
the French, he was king of a band of conspirators. He raised secret troops, he had private magistrates,
he regarded the Citizens as s1aves. ... He is the murderer of the Bastille, of Nancy, of the Champ-deMars, of the Tournai, of the Tuileries. What enemy, what alien has done us more harm?”
Absurdity
“At any street corner the feeling of absurdity can strike any man in the face.” – Albert Camus
What Land?
Crazeland = this world of ours, full of crazy people.
Hazeland = the world of hazes, mirages, fogs, mists, of all that is strange and indistinct.
Lazeland = the land of the lazy, the deadbeats, the deadheads, the scroungers, parasites, moochers,
looters, everyone who wants something for nothing.
Mazeland = the world of mazes, labyrinths and puzzles that we must negotiate.

Babeland = the land of babes.
Dazeland = the land where everyone is dazed and confused.
Fazeland = the land where everyone is fazed, agitated, anxious and tense.
Gazeland = the land where everyone gazes.
Razeland = the world where everything is razed to the ground.
Raiseland = the world where everything is raised up.
Phraseland = the land of the clever phrase, of literary fiction, poetry, soundbites, memes.
Praiseland = the religious world of slaves praising their divine master.
Wasteland = the land of waste, desolation, desecration, ruin, destruction. This world.
Religion and Psychological Type
Sensory types are drawn to the doctrine of resurrection. They want a want to one relationship
between body and soul since, as sensory types, they are heavily invested in their own physicality.
Reincarnation involves a one-to-many relationship between soul and body. A soul is the important
thing and bodies are mere transient entities, doomed to perish. So, resurrection places extreme value
on the body, while reincarnation treats it as entirely disposable. Resurrectionists are obsessively
attached to their body, and reincarnationists are not attached to it at all. The resurrectionists
understand the soul as being specially prepared for a specific body by God, their Creator.
Reincarnationists don’t have any Creator, so soul and body have no necessary link. Bodies are things
that souls temporarily inhabit on their long, cosmic journey to self-awareness.
The reincarnationists have a primarily mental relationship with the world and can conceive of a
mind wholly disembodied. The resurrectionists have a primarily physical relationship and cannot
conceive of a mind without a body.
The resurrectionists have an immense logical problem. Namely, how can you have a physical
body at all in an immaterial world (as the afterlife is conceived to be by all religious people)?
Disgust and Politics
It has been shown that right-wing people are considerably more prone to disgust than left-wingers.
They are much more cautious, much less adventurous, much less open to new experiences, much less
receptive to trying things. They are conservative and preservative; terrified of change.
Look at how the right wing Nazis portrayed the Jews – as literally disgusting. All right wing
rhetoric is essentially about extreme disgust for the “other”. The Jews, Christians and Muslims – all
right wing, authoritarian religions – all promote absolute disgust for infidels, heretics, apostates, for
anyone who behaves differently and strangely.
Anal sex is interesting because all liberals are quite receptive to it, while all conservatives are
filled with disgust by it – which is why, historically, it was a capital crime!
Delhi
The Indian city of Delhi where a student was notoriously gang-raped and murdered has a population
of twenty-six million people. This city is a time machine. Some parts of the city are bang up to date,
with modern, Westernized young people like their counterparts in Europe and America. Other parts

have medieval and even Stone Age attitudes. They are infected with religious extremism, and with
total sexism, superstition and ignorance. They are woefully badly educated.
In cities such as Delhi, simply by crossing the road from one part of town to another, you can
metaphorically step out of the 21st century and enter a world with the mentality of 1,000 or 5,000
years ago. That, for one tragic young woman, proved a death sentence.
We do not all live in the same year. Many of us aren’t even living in the same millennium.
Mentally, there are some humans who resemble Gods, and others (many more) who resemble
animals.
Rural, regressive, conservative societies – such as those championed by Islam in particular – are
deadly to modern people. Stay away from these places.
Jung versus Freud
Jung was a keen student of philosophy. Interestingly, he stated that Freud had very little interest in
philosophy. Many scientific materialists are openly hostile to philosophy. A person’s attitude towards
philosophy is a key determinant of what kind of person he is.

The Apocalypse
Christianity was born as an Apocalyptic religion. Its central idea was that the End of the World
would come within the lifetime of those who personally knew Jesus Christ. After all, what point
would be served by the “Messiah” showing up thousands, millions or even billions of years before
the end – when he had become irrelevant and everyone had forgotten him?
Jesus Christ believed it was important to perform “miracles” to prove his credentials. Well, when
did you last see one of Jesus Christ’s miracles? When did you last encounter any evidence that Jesus
Christ even existed?
If the end doesn’t come fast then any Apocalyptic religion is rendered farcical. All three
Abrahamic religions are Apocalyptic and have predicted a Last Judgment. They should put up or shut
up. They should announce the last date by which the Last Judgment must occur in order for their
religion to be true (let’s say a thousand years from today), and, if it doesn’t happen by then, all of
these religions should be denounced as false and chucked in the garbage.
Mixing Space and Time
What does it really mean to talk of space and time mixing in the spacetime zone? If we start off with a
pure time wave (in imaginary space), what we do is start adding spatial waves to the wavefunction.
As we increase the real energy of the particle in space by adding more and more high spatial
frequency waves to the mix, we make the particle go faster through space, and thus slower through
time. If we want a slower particle, we add lower spatial frequency waves (or higher temporal
frequency waves).
By the time we have created a pure real wavefunction, we have completely removed all imaginary
waves from the mixture. Similarly, a time wavefunction contains no real waves.
We can now see how easily the whole system works. It’s all about mixtures of real and imaginary
waves of different spatial and temporal frequencies (different energies). We can speed things up by
adding high energy waves and slow them down by adding low energy waves.
Changing an object’s energy profile corresponds to changing its speed through space (or time) and
changing its angle of rotation with respect to a chosen axis.
Notice what else we have done: we have brought quantum mechanical waves right into the heart of
Einsteinian relativity. To have any chance of reconciling Einsteinian physics with quantum
mechanics, it’s essential for both to be turned into wave theories and for mass to be understood as an
expression of constrained wave behaviour.
Movement
Movement through spacetime = “velocity” (distance divided by time).
Movement through imaginary space = passage of time.
Movement through real space = passage of space.
An imaginary particle with zero imaginary mass and infinite imaginary energy travels only through
time (imaginary space).

A real particle with zero real mass and infinite real energy travels only through real space.
A particle in spacetime has non-zero real mass and non-zero imaginary mass.
Any particle with non-zero real mass is travelling at less than the cosmic speed limit through space
and less than the cosmic speed limit through time. However, its total velocity with respect to both its
temporal and spatial components is equal to the speed of light. This is always the case. Everything
always travels with a resultant speed equal to that of the cosmic speed limit.
*****
Time in its true nature exists only in pure imaginary space; space in its true nature exists only in
undiluted real space. As soon as any wave leaves either of these pure domains and enters the “mixed”
spacetime domain, strange things happen to it.
In the case of a pure spatial wave, it has to obey a different kind of mathematical relationship with
space. “Pure” space is “flat”. It obeys Euclidean mathematics. Distorted “spacetime” space is not
flat; it’s curved. It obeys the non-Euclidean mathematics of curved spaces developed by Bernard
Riemann. Einstein was the genius who first linked Riemann’s work to physical reality (in the general
theory of relativity).
We can think of “mass” not as anything “solid” but as wave energy confined in curved spacetime.
The more massive something is, the more curved the spacetime is and, in the case of black holes,
spacetime becomes so curved that nothing can actually escape, and time stops.
“Concerning matter, we have been all wrong. What we have called matter is energy, whose vibration
has been so lowered as to be perceptible to the senses. There is no matter.” – Albert Einstein

The Imaginary Shoemakers
A fairytale by the Brother Grimm tells of a kindly shoemaker on the verge of losing everything
because he can’t finish his commissions on time. After working himself to a state of total exhaustion,
he falls into a deep sleep. He wakes up and everything has been beautifully done for him, but there’s
no sign of those who did the work. It transpires that elves were his saviours.
In mathematics, imaginary numbers are the equivalents of the elvish shoemakers. They do
incredible work but are nowhere to be seen when the dawn rises. That, however, is because they
have been mathematically exterminated by scientific empiricist materialists who can’t abide them.
Why are imaginary numbers allowed to appear in calculations at all if they are to be summarily
dismissed by the end? How can their presence ever be justified if they are regarded as nonontological? Scientists couldn’t care less about the logic and integrity of what they’re doing. They just
want the right answers, and aren’t concerned with how they arrive at them. They want to write papers
and advance their careers, not devote themselves to the metaphysics of what they are doing.
Algebraic Completeness
Science is based on real numbers, which are algebraically incomplete. Illuminism is based on
complex numbers which are algebraically complete. The ontology of imaginary numbers is therefore
a critical issue. Science regards them as “fairy numbers”, which have no real existence. Illuminism
asserts that they are as fundamental as real numbers, and every bit as ontologically real. The scientific
world, not just the mathematical world, must be algebraically complete.
The Fourier Revolution
“Profound study of nature is the most fertile source of mathematical discoveries.” – Joseph Fourier
“Joseph Fourier presented an astonishing paper to the Academy of Science in Paris. In it he asserted
that any arbitrary function could be written in the form of a [trigonometric] series. ... Fourier
specifically stated that ... an infinity of individually odd sine functions could represent non-odd
functions, and the same could be said for [even] cosine trigonometric series. Indeed (according to
Fourier), one could even express the sine itself as the sum of an infinity of cosines.” – Paul J. Nahin,
Dr. Euler’s Fabulous Formula
“The ear, in effect, is a Fourier analyzer. In the nineteenth century these ideas were new: scientists as
well as musicians found it difficult to believe that a musical tone is actually the algebraic sum of all
its harmonic components. ... The importance of Fourier’s theorem, of course, is not limited to music:
it is at the heart of all periodic phenomena. Fourier himself extended the theorem to nonperiodic
functions, regarding them as limiting cases of periodic functions whose period approaches infinity.
The Fourier series is then replaced by an integral that represents a continuous distribution of sine
waves over all frequencies. This idea proved of enormous importance to the development of quantum
mechanics early in our century. The mathematics of Fourier’s integral is more complicated than that
of the series, but at its core are the same two functions that form the backbone of all trigonometry: the
sine and cosine.” – Eli Maor, Trigonometric Delights
Illuminism is based on Euler’s Formula. Euler’s Formula is the basis of Fourier mathematics. Fourier

mathematics is the basis of quantum mechanics. Quantum mechanics is the basis of the scientific
world. Therefore Euler’s Formula is the basis of the scientific world, and the basis of everything.
Fourier mathematics is the basis of holography. The universe is a hologram. The Cartesian mindbody problem is solved via Fourier mathematics since it allows the same information to be presented
in two different domains (the spacetime domain and the frequency domain).
Mathematical waves are the basis of information functions. The universe is nothing but
information. Souls are simply entities that experience information subjectively.
Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity
For all its grandstanding, Einstein’s special theory of relativity is nothing but a particular and highly
contentious derivation and interpretation of the Lorentz transformations. These transformations are
what’s important, not the principle of relativity, which is philosophically absurd and destroys the
reality principle. Understood correctly, Einsteinian special relativity is simply an empiricist
materialist’s attempt to avoid reaching the inescapable conclusion that the “ether” is mental
(mathematical), not physical, hence materialism is false. Amazingly, the Lorentz transformations are
just a simple derivation of Pythagoras’s theorem.
Take the hypotenuse of a triangle and call it c, the speed of light. Take the adjacent side of the
triangle and call it the speed through space, vs, and take the opposite side and call it the speed
through time, vt.
Therefore: c2 = vs2 + vt2
So, vt2 = c2 – vs2
So, vt2/c2 = 1 – (vs2/c2)
So, vt/c = √(1 – (vs2/c2))
√(1 – (vs2/c2)) is none other than the well-known expression that’s key to the Lorentz
transformations. The physical significance of the Lorentz factor is that it is simply a way of
expressing the speed through time in terms of the speed through space and the speed of light. Light
speed, the hypotenuse, is always fixed. However, speed through space and speed through time change
depending on the internal angles of the triangle.
As an object speeds up through space, it slows down through time, in such a way as to always
preserve the speed of light. Since length, time and mass are defined in terms of an effectively
stationary world (zero speed through space and maximum speed through time), these all change when
the speed through space increases and the speed through time correspondingly decreases.
That’s it. That’s the essence of the Lorentz transformations. There’s no need for any Einsteinian
relativistic thinking. On the contrary, the whole thing operates within an absolute context. Moreover,
the Lorentz transformations are quintessentially mathematical, not scientific, and mathematics is
ultimately mental, not physical. That is the conclusion the empiricists dread most of all.
Emergence and Emergentism
Emergence:

“In philosophy, systems theory, science, and art, emergence is the way complex systems and patterns
arise out of a multiplicity of relatively simple interactions. Emergence is central to the theories of
integrative levels and of complex systems.
“The usage of the notion ‘emergence’ may generally be subdivided into two perspectives, that of
‘weak emergence’ and ‘strong emergence’. Weak emergence describes new properties arising in
systems as a result of the interactions at an elemental level. Emergence, in this case, is merely part of
the language, or model that is needed to describe a system’s behaviour.
“But if, on the other hand, systems can have qualities not directly traceable to the system’s
components, but rather to how those components interact, and one is willing to accept that a system
supervenes on its components, then these new qualities are irreducible to the system’s constituent
parts. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. This view of emergence is called strong
emergence. Some fields in which strong emergence is widely discussed include etiology,
epistemology, and ontology.
“Regarding strong emergence, Mark A. Bedau observes: ‘Although strong emergence is logically
possible, it is uncomfortably like magic. How does an irreducible but supervenient downward causal
power arise, since by definition it cannot be due to the aggregation of the micro-level potentialities?
Such causal powers would be quite unlike anything within our scientific ken. This not only indicates
how they will discomfort reasonable forms of materialism. Their mysteriousness will only heighten
the traditional worry that emergence entails illegitimately getting something from nothing.’
“However, ‘the debate about whether or not the whole can be predicted from the properties of the
parts misses the point. Wholes produce unique combined effects, but many of these effects may be codetermined by the context and the interactions between the whole and its environment(s).’ Along that
same thought, Arthur Koestler stated, ‘It is the synergistic effects produced by wholes that are the
very cause of the evolution of complexity in nature’ and used the metaphor of Janus (a symbol of the
unity underlying complements like open/shut, peace/war) to illustrate how the two perspectives
(strong or holistic vs. weak or reductionistic) should be treated as perspectives, not exclusives, and
should work together to address the issues of emergence. Further, ‘The ability to reduce everything to
simple fundamental laws does not imply the ability to start from those laws and reconstruct the
universe. The constructionist hypothesis breaks down when confronted with the twin difficulties of
scale and complexity. At each level of complexity entirely new properties appear. Psychology is not
applied biology, nor is biology applied chemistry. We can now see that the whole becomes not
merely more, but very different from the sum of its parts.’” – Wikipedia
Emergentism:
“In philosophy, emergentism is the belief in emergence, particularly as it involves consciousness and
the philosophy of mind, and as it contrasts (or not) with reductionism. A property of a system is said
to be emergent if it is in some sense more than the ‘sum’ of the properties of the system’s parts. An
emergent property is said to be dependent on some more basic properties (and their relationships and
configuration), so that it can have no separate existence. However, a degree of independence is also
asserted of emergent properties, so that they are not identical to, or reducible to, or predictable from,
or deducible from their bases. The different ways in which the independence requirement can be
satisfied lead to various sub-varieties of emergence.
“All varieties of emergentism strive to be compatible with physicalism, the theory that the
universe is composed exclusively of physical entities, and in particular with the evidence relating
changes in the brain with changes in mental functioning. As a theory of mind (which it is not always),

emergentism differs from idealism, eliminative materialism, identity theories, neutral monism,
panpsychism, and substance dualism, whilst being closely associated with property dualism. In
particular, the dependence of an emergent mind on its base means there is no metaphysical possibility
of life after death, in contrast with substance dualism. It is generally not obvious whether an emergent
theory of mind embraces mental causation or must be considered epiphenomenal.” – Wikipedia
The doctrine of emergence is a category error. It asserts that mind can emerge from that which is NOT
mind. Using Descartes’ definition of mind as unextended and matter as extended, no amount of
combining or rearranging matter could ever produce mind. It simply belongs to a wholly different
category of existence. To assert that mind can be generated by matter is to assert, logically, that mind
is already in matter, in which case it is not mysteriously “emerging” from it at all.
It’s a declaration of magic to claim that something can emerge from something else to which it has
no definable link. If such a doctrine were true then anything at all can happen in the universe, without
rhyme or reason. There is no reason, in that case, why the world isn’t full of chaos and miracles.
It can never be asserted that material atoms that do not possess any trace of mind can, in
combination, generate mind. To assert otherwise is to claim that something can come from nothing.
This is impossible. It invokes magic rather than reason. It’s a version of Abrahamic Creationism
whereby “God” can create things from nothing at all simply by exercising his divine will. According
to Muslims, Allah simply thinks it, and it comes into being physically.
It’s extraordinary that science’s pathological hatred of the concept of mind existing independently
of matter (or being the true basis of matter) has led them instead to a magical concept whereby mind
inexplicably pops out when you combine certain atoms in certain ways.
Emergence isn’t coherent and nor is it science. Emergence is always retrospective. By definition,
it can’t predict anything. All it can ever say – necessarily after the event – is that some unpredicted
property “emerged” from a system. Emergence theory can’t be falsified given that it can’t make any
testable predictions, hence automatically fails one of the key tests of what constitutes science. It really
is just “magic”. It’s incredible that any competent scientist dares to espouse it at all.
Bedau charitably says that strong emergence is “logically possible”. It’s hard to see how he can
defend that assertion. Taking A and B and mixing them together to get something that has no
resemblance to either A or B has nothing to do with any logical possibility. If a white American man
made a white American woman pregnant, no one would have any expectation of a Chinese or black
baby “emerging”, or a dog or a cat for that matter. Yet that, more or less, is the kind of outrageous,
unacceptable, anti-scientific claim “emergence” makes. Nothing at all is prohibited by the doctrine of
emergence, therefore it’s meaningless and has no connection with science.
Emergence flows from the fallacy that we can’t define things effectively (we can if we use
analytic mathematics). As already stated, Cartesian philosophy provides the classic example. If mind
is defined as unextended and matter as extended, no amount of rearranging anything in the extended
domain can ever produce unextended mind. Advocates of emergence are saying, in effect, that we
cannot assign airtight definitions to things.
If we define non-mind as being incapable of generating mind and we further define atoms as nonminded then we have rendered it logically impossible for atoms to give rise to minds. The emergence
defenders are claiming that we cannot sufficiently define anything to rule out any possibility. So,
they’re exploiting a current lack of knowledge and clarity of definition to say that any kind of
unpredictability can be generated by systems because nothing can be excluded. This is
indistinguishable from magic. Nothing, in magic, is ever forbidden. “God” can magic a universe out

of non-existence – that’s ultimate “emergence”!
“Every resultant is either a sum or a difference of the co-operant forces; their sum, when their
directions are the same – their difference, when their directions are contrary. Further, every resultant
is clearly traceable in its components, because these are homogeneous and commensurable. It is
otherwise with emergence, when, instead of adding measurable motion to measurable motion, or
things of one kind to other individuals of their kind, there is a co-operation of things of unlike kinds.
The emergent is unlike its components insofar as these are incommensurable, and it cannot be reduced
to their sum or their difference.” – G. H. Lewes
Emergence shows a basic lack of understanding of substances. Two unlike substances cannot interact,
as in the case of Cartesian mind and Cartesian matter, and nor can two like “substances” (different
kinds of atoms, for example) interact to create a tertium quid (“third thing”) that demonstrates
properties of a brand new substance that has nothing in common with either of its two component
substances. This would be tantamount to something popping out of nothing.
In dialectical thinking, the thesis and antithesis are opposites and the optimal synthesis takes what
is best of both and rejects what is worst of both. The synthesis is definitely not emergent. There’s no
new property that isn’t present in either the thesis or antithesis.
Everything in the universe has a rational genealogy. According to emergence, this is not the case.
Emergence is simply an act of desperation by scientific materialists to create some scope for dead,
mindless atoms to give rise to life and mind.
*****
If it’s true that a scientific statement is one capable of being falsified then emergentism makes no
scientific statements at all. Ask an advocate of emergentism to make a statement about any future
“emergent phenomenon”. In the unlikely event that they give it a try, then ask them if that statement is
capable of being falsified (i.e. how would we ever know that it was impossible or merely something
that had not yet “emerged”?). In fact, since the phenomena “explained” by emergentism are always
retrospective (for example, no materialist would ever have said in advance that collections of
mindless, lifeless atoms would produce minds and life; they make such a statement only after they
have observed these phenomena), then emergentism can’t make falsifiable statements, or indeed any
predictions. It’s on a par with saying that the Messiah will come one day. That statement can never be
formally falsified until the end of time (when it has become a fact that he never showed up, that
“Godot” never arrived). And what is the Messiah anyway? – a mysterious emergent entity.
Emergentists are making empty statements that have no connection with science. Emergentism is
pure speculation with no scientific or logical underpinning.
Since no mainstream scientist has ever proposed that life and mind are properties of atoms, how
could anyone ever have expected mind and life to emerge from them? And if minds and life can
miraculously emerge, why not souls, gods, afterlives, heavens and hells? What’s to prohibit such
miracles?
Emergentism is about the manifestation of logically impossible properties with respect to
component parts that do not possess those properties.
Chemistry is the supreme triumph of absolute reductionism. Chemistry is almost wholly controlled
by the arrangement of electrons around nuclei, and different arrangements lead to radically different
molecular properties. The understanding of chemistry is so good that we can create any number of
molecules with exactly the properties predicted. Every now and again, unusual cases are encountered.

That doesn’t imply that new and unknown laws are being exhibited. For example, consider a key
property of Helium-4:
“When helium-4 is cooled to below 2.17 kelvins (–271 °C), it becomes a superfluid, with properties
that are very unlike those of an ordinary liquid. For example, if helium-4 is kept in an open vessel, a
thin film will climb up the sides of the vessel and overflow. Another name for this property of helium
is Rollin film. This strange behaviour is a result of the Clausius-Clapeyron relation and cannot be
explained by the current model of classical mechanics nor by nuclear or electrical models; it is only
understood as a quantum mechanical phenomenon. The total spin of the nucleus (zero) is an integer, so
it is a boson, as are neutral atoms of helium-4. The superfluid behaviour is now understood to be a
manifestation of Bose-Einstein condensation, which occurs only with bosons.” – Wikipedia
Now, Helium-4’s strange properties in this regard might seem “emergent”, but they’re simply
reflecting bosonic rather than fermionic behaviour. Had we assumed that He-4 was fermionic, we
might have been baffled and claimed that some new emergent fermionic law was being manifested. In
fact, there was no new fermionic law because He-4 isn’t a fermion at all. This shows how easy it is
for lack of knowledge (of the bosonic nature of helium-4) to be misinterpreted as emergent fermionic
behaviour. To every emergent claim, a counter claim can be made that an underlying property has
been misinterpreted, misclassified or misunderstood.
NK: “What people label as emergentism is really just a property resulting from the arrangement of
different forces, but no new forces have really emerged.”
Precisely. The emergentists are faced with having to argue that any strange properties being
manifested are incompatible with underlying forces – since if they are compatible then nothing new
has emerged; the old has just manifested itself in an unusual way. This is an impossible stance. How
could they ever prove it? Is it even logical? What position does Occam’s Razor support? – certainly
not the one that supports the creation of new, ad hoc laws of science.
Leibniz thought that the “best possible world” should be the one simplest in hypothesis and richest
in phenomena. In other words, a very small set of laws (ideally just one!) should give rise to
astoundingly diverse phenomena, just as the Periodic Table of Chemistry gives rise to all the wealth
of chemistry based on nothing but electrons, protons and neutrons, and their respective relations. Far
from chemistry supporting any sort of emergentism, it’s the classic example of supreme reductionism:
a vast array of phenomena can be readily understood via a reductive table of the elements.
Biology can be legitimately called emergent chemistry – because biology is about the chemistry of
life, and there’s nothing about life in the periodic table. But that’s the whole point. How can life and
mind emerge from dead, mindless atoms? That’s a category error. Therefore, atoms can be neither
lifeless nor mindless!

Stadium Bands or Gig Bands?
What’s better? Having one super rich stadium band playing to 100,000 people, or forty bands playing
gigs to 2,500 people? One involves mass conformity, tedium and the winner takes all. The other
offers choice, diversity, intensity and creativity. Should we have forty bands making a reasonable
living or one band living like Gods? Guess what world we live in? This is a “stadium band” world.
The little guys are wiped out and the great monopolies take it all. There’s a war against creativity
and diversity.
Art versus Banks
Banks should be about stability and risk aversion while arts and media should be about inspirational
and creative risk-taking. In this world, it’s the opposite way around. Banks are about extreme risk
taking and the arts and media are ultra risk averse. The mantra for the “creative” industries is “the
same but different”, i.e. give us more of what we’ve just had, but paint it a different colour – or do
anything else to superficially distinguish it from what went before.
As ever, our world is the wrong way around.
The Quintessential American
Who best exemplifies the American mentality and American culture? Walt Disney . America is a
theme park, a dreamland, in perpetual denial of reality. The religious fanatics who fled to America
from Europe hundreds of years ago were those who had the most fantastical and unrealistic beliefs.
America, ever since, has waged war on reality. It’s the home of Baudrillardian hyperreality where
fact and fantasy have become indissolubly compounded.
Divine Cleanliness
Sin for Salvation – you get cleaner and cleaner by getting dirtier and dirtier. You are layered in dirt,
until, at last, it all washes off, and you emerge on the other side – absolutely clean and perfected.
The Monadic Exclusion Principle
Monads are “nothings” and are strictly analytic. Monads can exist in two ways: bosonically
(symmetrically) and fermionically (antisymmetrically). When they are bosonic, they can all exist in
the same state – within a Singularity. When they are fermionic, no two monads can occupy the same
state and that amounts to each monad acquiring unique Cartesian positional coordinates. It is the
position of the monad that is associated with the unique coordinates; the monad itself is still a
nothing, a zero.
Imagine antisymmetry as a repulsive force driving monads apart. How do you ensure that every
monad is separated from every other monad, while establishing an existential plenum with no gaps?
There’s only one way – a grid where every point is separated from every other adjacent point by an
infinitesimal amount (or where each point itself occupies the infinitesimal gradation from the next).
Every monad is thus occupying a unique state, and no additional monads can be fitted between any
two adjacent monads. The vast majority of coordinates will be based on irrational numbers since
there are enormously more of these.
All that the coordinates do is positionally distinguish monads from other monads, in accordance
with antisymmetry considerations. This is all about the Pauli Exclusion Principle, as applied to
monads.

Initial Assumptions
The trick to effective thinking is to put as much focus on the initial assumptions as possible before you
venture off into examining their consequences. False assumptions lead to false conclusions, no matter
how logically the conclusions reflect the assumptions.
Hyperrationalism, unlike science, is about constructing indestructible principles of existence.
Science is heuristic and involves endless ad hoc, arbitrary definitions and assumptions, and a vast
process of trial and error dignified by the label “the scientific method”.
Clear thinkers ought to avoid the haphazard linking of concepts of this nature. Leibniz was a clear,
logical thinker and Newton a sloppy thinker – which is why Leibniz’s version of calculus blew
Newton’s clunky version out of the water.
It’s astounding that anyone can imagine Newton a superior thinker to Leibniz. Once more, the
world has turned itself upside down.
Sick Minds
Thomas Szasz argued that minds cannot be ill or diseased. They are simply not that kind of thing, he
said. Only bodies can be sick. Of course, the placebo effect and psychosomatic conditions tend to
refute him.
In fact, minds are bodies are linked together by Fourier mathematics and it’s a category error to
claim that they are unaffected by each other. A sick body causes mental distress, and a distressed
mind causes a sick body.
Irrational Religion
Christianity asserts that Christ is necessary for salvation. Anyone who has never heard of Christ is
therefore damned to hell. What kind of religion condemns people to perpetual suffering because they
didn’t receive the message (or it was never sent to them in the first place!)?
However, if Christ, Mohammed or Moses is not essential to salvation then what’s the point of
Christianity, Islam or Judaism? Who needs them?
Here’s the simple rational consideration that ought to destroy religion. If you’re a fanatical
Christian, imagine that you were raised instead as a Muslim, Jew, Hindu or Buddhist. Would you still
be a fanatical Christian or would you in fact be a fanatical Muslim, Jew, Hindu or Buddhist?
Fanatical Christians (and Muslims, Jews and all the rest for that matter) are claiming that no matter
what religion they were raised in, they would still have found their way to the “true” religion. This
is staggeringly deluded. Almost no one in the world converts to rival religions. Many people become
indifferent to religion, but the proportion that switch to another religion is vanishingly small.
That being the case, and assuming that ONE religion is right and all others are false, then the fate
of your eternal soul is wholly dependent on the lottery of your parent’s religious beliefs. That,
obviously, is no basis on which to send people to heaven or hell. You might as well toss a coin.
All religious fanatics are so stupid that they cannot imagine having been raised with totally
different beliefs from those they currently hold. Once you realise that you might have been born into a
different part of the world with parents holding different beliefs, you realise how fragile your beliefs
are. Any Islamic Fundamentalist born into a Christian family would find Mohammed absurd. Any Jew
born as a Muslim would detest Jews. Our beliefs aren’t something we choose. We acquire them
because of our parents and the culture we were raised in.
You can never be held responsible for your religious beliefs unless you’re a convert. You can’t be
sent to hell for believing what your parents and community taught you to believe! We are all innocent.

Who has the Problem?
Jewish media mogul Robert Maxwell, one of the most grotesque robber barons in recent British
history, liked to say that someone who owed the bank a million pounds had a serious problem, but if
the same person owed the bank a billion pounds then it was the bank that had the serious problem.
This insane ideology was adapted by the banks themselves. A bank with a debt of a hundred billion
dollars has a problem and could be declared insolvent by the markets and State. A bank with a debt
of a trillion dollars could make the State insolvent, so it’s the State that now has the problem.
Banks made themselves so big and made the State (and global) economy so dependent on them
that, if they failed, the whole economy would fail. So, they were all tacitly underwritten by the State,
and State bailouts were therefore inevitable in the financial meltdown of 2008. The question is why
any State allowed any financial institution to become “too big to fail” and thus a direct threat to the
stability of the State. No sane State would ever allow itself to be controlled and blackmailed by an
entity over which it has no say and no control. The fact that States did allow this to happen proves
that unelected, unaccountable “free markets” (i.e. corporations, banks and the super rich) are running
nations, and not their democratically elected politicians. Governments are puppet institutions and the
puppetmasters are never up for election.
Any sane government would have a specific department of State whose specific purpose was to
prevent any bank or corporation becoming too big to fail, or any organisation or individual becoming
too rich and too powerful.
Stereographic Projection
“In geometry, the stereographic projection is a particular mapping (function) that projects a sphere
onto a plane. The projection is defined on the entire sphere, except at one point: the projection point.
Where it is defined, the mapping is smooth and bijective. It is conformal, meaning that it preserves
angles. It is neither isometric nor area-preserving: that is, it preserves neither distances nor the areas
of figures.
“Intuitively, then, the stereographic projection is a way of picturing the sphere as the plane, with
some inevitable compromises. Because the sphere and the plane appear in many areas of mathematics
and its applications, so does the stereographic projection; it finds use in diverse fields including
complex analysis. ...
“The conformality of the stereographic projection implies a number of convenient geometric
properties. Circles on the sphere that do not pass through the point of projection are projected to
circles on the plane. Circles on the sphere that do pass through the point of projection are projected to
straight lines on the plane. These lines are sometimes thought of as circles through the point at
infinity, or circles of infinite radius.
“All lines in the plane, when transformed to circles on the sphere by the inverse of stereographic
projection, intersect each other at infinity. Parallel lines, which do not intersect in the plane, are
tangent at infinity. Thus all lines in the plane intersect somewhere in the sphere — either transversally
at two points, or tangently at infinity. (Similar remarks hold about the real projective plane, but the
intersection relationships are different there.)” – Wikipedia
A circle with an infinite radius is a line. Is that not a wondrous idea?
Relativity
Galileo and Newton said that motion is relative but space and time are absolute. Einstein said that
space, time, energy and dynamic mass are all relative, but the speed of light is absolute. In

Illuminism, all motion is absolute and spacetime is absolute (since everything happens with regard to
a perfect, absolute, cosmic Cartesian coordinate grid).
Relativistic thinking raises a profound metaphysical question. Why should anything at all be
absolute? Einstein made no attempt to explain why light speed should be absolute; he simply accepted
it as a fact. That’s science for you. What does it really explain? It simply bypasses the most
interesting questions.
Relativity is not a valid theory unless it can state exactly why light speed is absolute.
Einstein did not abolish absolutism. He simply transferred it from space and time to light speed.
*****
Relationist and relativistic thinkers like to perform thought experiments such as the following one.
Imagine a universe consisting of a single planet and nothing else. What’s the position of the planet?
Does the question have any meaning? Doesn’t it have to possess a position relative to something else
... but nothing else is there with which to compare it. What size is the planet? Well, again, with what
would we compare it?
The planet will exist unchanged forever because nothing else exists to effect any change in it. So,
can we measure the passage of time? With reference to what?
Of course, all of these questions can be answered with regard to an absolute spacetime Cartesian
grid. The planet has as absolute position on the grid. It has an absolute size in terms of the units of the
grid. It has an absolute temporal status.
The key issue is that we cannot observe the underlying Cartesian arena. But that doesn’t mean it’s
not there. Scientists are obsessed with concluding that the unobservable is the non-existent, an
unwarranted and rationally illegitimate inference.
The Ageless Photons
“If an object is stationary, relative to us, all of its motion is being used to travel through only one
dimension: time. As soon as it begins to move, some of its motion is being diverted to moving through
space, so there is no longer as much motion being used to travel through time, so time goes by slower,
and that’s why the clock of a moving object runs slower than one that is stationary, get it? The speed
of an object through space reflects how much of its motion through time is being diverted away from
moving through time, so time slows down. Here’s the final part. There is a limit to an object’s
maximum speed through space … the speed of light. … That means that all of the object’s motion is
wrapped up in moving through space. It has diverted its motion through time to accomplish this.
Because there is no motion left for time … there is no passage of time at the speed of light. The
photons from the big bang are all still the same age today as when they first emerged.” – Gary F.
Moring, The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Theories of the Universe
Space and Time
Space is defined by real numbers and time by imaginary numbers. Therefore, spacetime is defined by
complex numbers (not real numbers). What could be simpler? Why do scientists object to complex
numbers as ontological? It’s irrational.
It can’t be sufficiently stressed that everything in science changes as soon as imaginary and
negative numbers, and zero and infinity, are acknowledged as fully ontological.
The Meta Paradigm
The Meta Paradigm is the set of unwritten (hence undiscussed and unanalyzed) assumptions that lie

behind and underpin scientific theories, but which are not themselves scientific.
You do not understand science if you do not understand its Meta Paradigm. Accordingly, most
scientists do not understand science.
In The God Blunder, another title in The God Series, we studied in detail the greatest and most
ingenious error in history – Einstein’s treatment of relativity. This is the second most successful
theory in scientific history (beaten only by quantum mechanics). Einstein’s theory is taken to be true
solely because it’s in accord with the Meta Paradigm of the scientific establishment, not because it
has any inherent and necessary truth content. There is nothing about relativity theory that makes it
inevitably right. It’s perfectly rational to reject it, and many great thinkers did when it was first
introduced. It has none of the analytic, indisputable character of a statement such as 1 + 1 = 2.
If you accept Einstein’s theory then you deny objective reality (“the reality principle”). As John
Bell (arguably the most important scientist of the last century) showed, only “non-localism” – the
existence of instantaneous speeds formally denied by Einstein – is compatible with objective reality.
Non-localism is explicable only in the context of an overarching mental domain in which the material
universe sits.
With Einstein’s theory of relativity, humanity can no longer avoid considering the philosophical
Meta Paradigm that science uses but conveniently and self-servingly keeps well out of sight.
Even if relativity is incomprehensible to you, you ought to be able to grasp the concept of Meta
Paradigms quite straightforwardly – and you can use them to beat scientists over the head. Scientists
are philosophically illiterate, and, as soon as you drag them out of their comfort zone of technical
science (where they can bamboozle the unwary with jargon), you will find that they can no longer
defend their elaborate belief system, and don’t even understand the most basic questions. For
example, if we live in an exclusively material universe, what and where are the laws of science? By
definition, they must be material. So why aren’t they changing, decaying and dying like all other
material things (in which case, of course, they wouldn’t be laws!)? Why are laws seemingly eternal,
immaterial, everywhere and instantaneous (non-local)? If scientists can’t even logically account for
their own laws, isn’t their great house built on sand?
Einstein’s theory of relativity is the ultimate battlefield on which the future of science and
humanity’s understanding of reality will be won or lost. Einstein must be toppled.
When relativity vanishes, it will be replaced by something new and wondrous – ontological
mathematics, which embraces the mental as well as the physical. Humanity will return to Leibniz’s
glorious vision of reality based on mathematical souls. We will at last have a global Logos religion
based on the most rational of all subjects: mathematics.
When humanity leaves behind Mythos religions – absurd stories of ancient tribes and their horrific
and monstrous deities – and embraces rational religion, everything will change. All the popes,
priests, rabbis, imams, pastors and gurus will topple. They’ll have to join the dole line! Their whole
worldview will vanish with them, and a New Humanity will arise. This is the gospel of the
Illuminati.
The God Blunder is the most perfect error in history. When an error is so ingenious that it seems
irrefutable, it’s taken to be absolute truth. As Nietzsche said, “What, ultimately, are man’s truths?
Merely his irrefutable errors.”
*****
Our approach to Meta Paradigms provides a new tool to assist thinking about the deep meaning of
scientific problems. Use it to become a quester for the truth. Don’t simply accept scientific assertions.

Consider what tacit assumptions they are reflecting, and whether those assumptions are valid. If the
assumptions are invalid, it doesn’t matter a jot what grandiose claims scientists make, and all of their
experimental “verification” counts for nought.
Relative Absurdity
If a man goes off travelling around the universe at near the speed of light, then, when he returns, he
may find that all his friends are long dead since time has passed much faster for them than it has for
him. Yet, by the principle of relativity, he himself is allowed to imagine that his clocks have always
been running at their ordinary rate. Hasn’t the universe objectively proved him wrong? The others are
dead and he isn’t. That is an absolute, not a relative condition. The observer in the spacecraft would
be living in a subjective, fantasy world if he believed his clocks were running normally – because the
rest of the universe disagrees with him. Plainly, therefore, this relativistic scenario does not happen
in reality.
*****
“The theory of relativity resembles a building consisting of two separate stories, the special theory
and the general theory. The special theory, on which the general theory rests, applies to all physical
phenomena with the exception of gravitation, the general theory provides the law of gravitation and
its relation to the other forces of nature.” – Einstein
Illuminism
Illuminism addresses epistemology, ontology, cosmology, metaphysics, physics, religion and
psychology in one mathematical package. For there to be a single truth of existence, everything must
be reducible to a single system. What could possibly rival mathematics?
The Platonic Guardians
Myers-Briggs NT’s are the intellectual master race: those who have intuition backed up by reason.
The ranks of Platonic Guardians should be filled with INTJ, INTP, ENTJ, and ENTPs. These are the
rightful lawmakers.
All other types have their areas of excellence, and the task is to arrange the world in the optimal
way by ensuring that every Myers-Briggs type dominates in its arena of special ability.
The Whole
GC said, “The qualities of a system that is comprised of many layers of organisation of subgroupings, molecules, atoms and smaller sub-groupings and units, are not implicit in the qualities of
those individual units, but in their interaction, both within a single level of organisation, and between
juxtaposed levels. To expect the qualities of a whole to be contained in potential in any single sub
unit shows a serious lack of understanding of how systems work. The qualities of a whole come from
the interactions of sub-units, which themselves have gained their qualities from the interactions of
their constituents. Further, such emergent properties tend not to be predictable from the properties of
those individual elements.”
So, let’s deconstruct this statement. The claim being made is that there are two aspects of existence:
“things” and the “interaction of things”. It is being asserted that even if you had 100% knowledge of
“things”, it would not provide you with any information at all about “interactions of things”. Hence, it
is alleged, it’s pointless to talk about the potential of things because, in fact, what will happen to them
is wholly dependent on “interactions of things” (which is described as “systems”).

These “interactions of things” are said to be radically unpredictable, meaning, in effect, that they
represent unknown laws of nature, and indeed unknowable laws of nature – until they actually occur
and can be studied.
Now consider the laws of physics. Would any sane physicist assert that if we had 100%
knowledge of physics, we would ever encounter bizarre, unpredictable, novel phenomena outside the
laws of physics? What, like magic? If we could, physics would be demonstrably useless at explaining
reality since things are possible that it can never explain.
The fact that we often can’t predict in advance how new systems will behave is caused by our
lack of knowledge of the existing laws of physics, not by the fact that new laws of physics have
emerged, or will emerge.
The claim is being made that “systems” are continually generating new laws of physics, that they
are not expressing any original potential present in the universe, but actually generating new and
unpredictable behaviour. This, therefore, is a claim that we can never know reality because, at any
time, new, and formally unknowable, interactions might generate entirely new behaviour. We can
never have a complete theory of everything that will instantly be able to account for any hitherto
unencountered type of behaviour.
So, in this “systems” view, the fact that life and mind are not present, according to scientific
materialism, in lifeless, mindless atoms presents no obstacle at all to the emergence of life and mind
from the interactions of lifeless and mindless atoms. Life and mind do not belong to things – but only
to their interactions. Here we can see a kind of Buddhist thinking rearing its head, with the complete
denial of the enduring soul (the mathematical monad).
Things are not alive, it is claimed, only processes. We are not living beings. Rather, we are living
interactions. When the interactions cease then, of course, we must die.
Descartes proposed that there are two domains, one extended (the physical domain) and one
unextended (the mental domain of consciousness). For Descartes, nothing in the extended domain
could ever have any connection to consciousness since, by definition, consciousness only ever
applied to unextended things. But, of course, GC is much smarter than Descartes.
In Illuminism, existence consists of nothing but monads, each of which contains the full, eternal,
immutable laws of mathematics; they come inbuilt via the intrinsic properties of the monad. In other
words, all conceivable interactions are already contained as potential within the monads. No
encounter can ever take place between any two things that will not be 100% mediated by the laws of
mathematics.
So, where are these magical, mysterious “emergent” laws that pop out of thin air and have no
necessary connection with the things whose interactions they apparently describe? Shall we all
believe in emergent magic rather than the rational laws of mathematics?
It’s certainly true that someone has a serious lack of understanding of how systems work, but it’s
not us.
Consider the periodic table of Chemistry. The whole of chemistry is decided by the properties of
atoms and their electron shells. There is no such thing as an interaction between atoms that will not
reflect the periodic table. If such interactions were possible, chemistry, and science in general, would
be impossible. All of chemistry is implicit in the properties of the electron, and one of the properties
of the electron is the set of laws of physics that govern its relationships with other particles. These
inbuilt laws dictate interactions between things. New laws don’t suddenly emerge when you bring an
electron into the presence of some other particle with which it had not previously interacted. Its
interaction will conform entirely with the existing laws of physics/chemistry, not with some

mysterious emergent law that summons itself into existence on the hoof and has nothing to do with
either particle.
LV: “An equally important aspect of how constituents interact within a whole is how the substantial
but inchoate properties that already exist in a single sub-unit are teased out by other sub-units.
Without something first existing at all – even if at a very inchoate and potential level, of course – then
there is nothing that the interactions of other sub-units could act on, in order to effect emergent
properties.”
That’s exactly right. Life cannot be summoned from non-life simply by pouring different mixtures of
atoms into a giant vat and hoping that one mixture will exhibit the “emergent property” of life.
In fact, the only “unpredictable” aspects of existence relate to how subjects experience objective
phenomena, and how subjects choose to behave (via free will). Otherwise, everything happens
according to the objective, necessary, analytic, eternal, immutable laws of mathematics.
The idea that new laws of mathematics can emerge via “interaction” is preposterous. On the
contrary, it is the laws of mathematics that will govern the interaction, and everything in the universe
has these laws as part of their fundamental make-up. Interactions are not external to and disconnected
from things. They are inevitable expressions of the properties of things.
“Systems” are simply collections of things expressing their mathematical relations with each
other. Those relations must be implicit in the things or they wouldn’t be able to interact at all. The
famous Cartesian mind-body problem is all about the impossibility of two different substances being
able to interact if they have nothing in common and no way of relating to each other.
According to GC’s logic, there’s no problem at all. “Emergence” will just invent a way for mind
and matter to relate. For GC, “interactions” create formal relations rather than formal relations
creating interactions. For GC, you simply put mind and matter in the same environment and they will
relate. For us, if two things have no way of relating to each other then they can never interact. Their
ability to interact is wholly determined by their internal properties. All interactive potential is
already present in all things. If that potential didn’t exist then they could never interact. So, contrary to
GC’s assertion, there aren’t “things” and “interactions between things” that have no necessary
connection with each other and that can lead to unprecedented phenomena. Rather, there are simply
things with interactive potential, and that potential will be realised according to whatever system the
things find themselves in. Interaction is always a reflection of the potential of things, not something
independent of things, as GC maintains.
Newton’s law of gravity is based on the masses of two objects and the distance between them.
Their gravitational interaction isn’t an “emergent” law – it is exactly what will occur according to the
properties of the respective objects and the laws of mathematics they contain. The fact that we have to
painstakingly work out what such laws are is about our current ignorance of reality, not about
mysterious and unpredictable new laws popping into existence.
If you choose to pontificate to us, make sure you know what you’re talking about rather than
making dogmatic statements that simply reveal your own ignorance.
*****
CE: “I’ve always thought it a beautiful thing that the genetic information for the entire organism is
present in each cell.”
Indeed!

Hegel
EG: “Hegel mentions something regarding how the antithesis is not something apart for the thesis, but
actually derivative and inclusive from within the thesis itself.”
Yes, that’s correct. He also said, “The truth is the whole.” In other words, the thesis, antithesis and
thesis are always just different aspects of a single system. However, it’s much easier when applying
dialectical thinking to regard the thesis and synthesis as separate opposites that will eventually be
reconciled in a final synthesis, and that’s how all of Hegel’s successors dealt with it.
Is it easier to say that communism is the dialectical opposite of capitalism, or that capitalism
actually contains communism as one of its modalities i.e. any capitalist system is certain to give birth
to a communist antithesis? One view emphasises the separateness of things and the other the
connectedness of things. Both views are right but one is much easier to use than the other. Hegel
preferred to put the emphasis on the whole; others preferred to put it on the parts.
Reductionism
B A : “1. Nature can only be understood through reductionism. 2. Reductionism contradicts
emergentism. 3. Therefore emergentism is false. I wonder if introverted thinkers favour rationalism
and extraverted thinkers favour empiricism. Emergentism is an empiricist’s position in my
experience, so they reject premise 1.”
This is a fascinating observation. Introverts certainly favour rationalism and extraverts empiricism.
Rationalism is about pure thinking – about the mind, the inner world; empiricism is about experiments
and the senses, about the external world. Empiricists, because they are tied to the outer world rather
than the inner, don’t like rationalism. Like Doubting Thomas, they have to see and touch something
before they can accept it as true. A rationalist, on the other hand, is highly distrustful of the fallible
senses and puts his trust in logically impregnable statements, especially those of mathematics.
Science is confused because it is highly extraverted in terms of its empiricism and highly
introverted in terms of its mathematics. It can’t work out what to do. Scientific rationalist idealism is
an ultra-introverted approach, and scientific empiricist materialism is extraverted.
BA: “The flaw of emergentism is that it basically explains nothing. ‘Emergent phenomena’ is really a
description not an explanation. Descriptions are just starting points for a deeper investigation and on
deeper investigation reductionism always wins. … it’s hard to even imagine a non-reductionist but
rationally understandable phenomenon. My mind seems to equate reductionism with understanding.
“Does the existence of immutable law imply reductionism? The argument of the emergentists (from
my understanding) seems to be that an emergent phenomenon is greater than the sum of its parts and
cannot be explained by any underlying concepts. If it’s emergent, it is a phenomenon in itself with no
underlying explanation. It doesn’t occur due to an interaction of forces, it is its own end.
“Yes, I guess the straightforward answer is that emergentists really are not thinking their own
philosophy through. They are usually empiricists/experimentalists who get a thrill by asserting that
their own favourite phenomenon is special. Radical empiricists reject logic as an avenue to truth
which is the only way they can really have these kinds of strange ideas.
“Emergentism: what a weird idea that has wedged its way into a lot of science.”
TP: “Emergence faces its biggest contradiction in the philosophy of the mind. No contemporary
philosopher (AOI aside, of course) has sufficiently dealt with the concept of qualia, or the raw

unconscious processes (feels) that our minds ‘magic’ into our subjective experience. Take our
subjective experience of colour for instance, light of wavelength in the neighbourhood of 590 nm
produces the sensation of yellow, whereas exactly the same sensation is produced by mixing red light,
with wavelength 760 nm, with green light, at 535 nm. From this Erwin Schrödinger, a theoretical
physicist and one of the leading pioneers of quantum mechanics concluded that there is no ‘numerical
connection with these physical, objective characteristics of the waves’ and the sensations they
produce.
“Envisage if you will a child, let’s call her Fanny, born into a purely black and white room. Fanny
has no experience of colour during her development as a child, no contact with other people just her
four walls and a monitor that acts as a window, only it produces purely black and white images of the
outside world. Also, her body has been entirely covered in black material that she is unable to
remove, which has prevented her from ever seeing the colour of her skin. Fanny develops into an
adult in this environment, never experiencing colour of any kind. Taking into account what
Schrödinger said about our subjective experience of objective light waves, if Fanny were to be
suddenly confronted with the colour red in her room (let’s say that she is driven to self harm from the
barbaric nature of her captivity), would she actually be able to distinguish that it is different than
black or white? If our subjective interpretation is indeed processed at a pre-quantum level, then
Fanny could possibly recognize red, meaning she had a universal knowing of every noumenon in
existence. Fanny is therefore a natural colour scientist capable of a vast holistic knowledge, detailing
every conceivable quantum equation that objectively occurs, not only that, she does these equations at
the speed of light. The physical brain, if we see it in terms of functional behaviourism, is simply not
equipped to process information of this complexity. ...
“But we can feel colours in the same way that we perceive sounds. If we say that Yellow light is
the note c, the feeling of c or yellow can be attained by mixing other notes, like e and g. Our minds
simply pick out the most harmonious vibrations. But regardless of whether I exist or not those
harmonies are eternal.”
Bell’s Inequality
DF said, “The particles in Bell’s famous experiments certainly cannot be understood in a reductionist
matter.”
That depends on how you define reductionism. According to Big Bang theory, the whole universe was
once entirely contained in a Singularity – a dimensionless point where everything was necessarily
interconnected. This Singularity outside space and time is the biggest reductionist concept of them all:
it has reduced the whole of existence to one point. The precise meaning of a Singularity – something
that can be understood only in purely mathematical terms – then becomes the key to understanding
existence. So, it’s not interconnectedness that has to be explained – that’s the default starting state.
Rather, it’s the appearance of disconnectedness and individuation, generated by the Singularity, that
is the real issue to be addressed.
“The Pauli Exclusion Principle applies to every electron in the universe, not just every electron in a
single atom or a single molecule. ... No identical electrons can be in precisely the same energy level.
… You can think of the whole universe as a vast box of atoms with countless numbers of energy
levels all filled by countless numbers of electrons. Here’s the amazing thing: the Exclusion Principle
still applies. So, none of the electrons in the universe can sit in precisely the same energy level. But
that must mean something very odd. [When any energy levels in any electron are changed], all the

electrons across the universe instantly but imperceptibly change their energy levels. So everything is
connected to everything else.” – Professor Brian Cox
Many people are unaware that the Pauli Exclusion Principle implies that all of the electrons in the
universe are quantumly entangled. If you change the quantum state of one electron then every electron
in the universe is automatically and instantaneously affected because no two electrons are allowed to
share the same quantum state. Is this not a completely reductionist situation? That is, all of the
electrons in the universe are absolutely unique in terms of their precise quantum state, even if they are
otherwise completely identical.
There’s nothing odd going on. There are electrons, quantum states of electrons and a mathematical
law (based on antisymmetry) excluding electrons from sharing the same quantum states. On top of
that, you need only add one ingredient: a dimensionless mathematical channel via which all things are
instantaneously informationally connected, and which has nothing to do with the Einsteinian physical
speed limit. What is not reductionist about this explanation? If a problem cannot be reduced to an
understanding of the properties of things then how can it be understood at all?
Physics – because of its slavish devotion to materialism – generates all sorts of paradoxes, but, if
these are translated into rationalistic, idealistic mathematics, the paradoxes vanish and everything is
relentlessly reduced to unambiguous, reductionist mathematical statements.
DF: “The individual (measured) properties of particles are held to be only projections from a single
multidimensional Hilbert space.”
Indeed – and is that not a reductionist concept? Quantum physics is thereby reduced to making sense
of one thing: multidimensional Hilbert space. There’s no emergentism to be found here.
As for holism, well, strange as it may seem, it’s completely compatible with reductionism. What
is the holographic principle if not a statement that the parts (the products of a reductionist analysis)
make up the whole, which is in turn reflected in each of the parts? In other words, reductionism and
holism are looking at the same problem from two different but linked perspectives.
They are entirely different from emergentism where new features magically appear without any
reference to underlying reductionist concepts.
The whole is the reflection of its parts and may in some sense be said to be greater than the sum of
its parts, but it does not produce anything not already inherent in its parts.
*****
This series of books – The God Series – answers everything by adopting the most reductionist
approach ever seen, and then showing how this ultimate reduction is the flip side of ultimate holism,
integration and synthesis (all handled mathematically).
Euler’s Formula, the God Equation, provides the basis of the whole of reality. If you are a
scientist or a mathematician, you will almost certainly have encountered the God Equation, but not
recognised it for what it is.
We are immersed in a vast ocean of knowledge in which the supreme answers are already visible
for those with the eyes to “see”. Most people stagger around in the corridors of knowledge as if they
were blind, unable to see the answers right in front of their faces. Recognising the true significance of
existing knowledge is the launch pad to discovering new knowledge. If we can’t recognise the truth as
things stand, why would the accumulation of more and more “knowledge” help us?
Scientific materialism has acquired an immense amount of “knowledge” regarding M-theory, its

own provisional theory of everything, but, after several decades, it’s still nowhere near a final
answer. It will never find an answer if it continues to prefer empiricist materialist dogmatism over
rationalist mathematical truth.
The God Series presents our TOE – theory of everything – which will stand as the most deadly
rival science has ever faced since we are championing its own greatest tool: mathematics.
The Answer to Everything
If you encountered a burning bush in the desert and a voice in your head announced that the burning
bush was “I am that I am”, would you regard that as the answer to everything, or would you go and
see a psychiatrist? If an angel appeared to you in a cave and started dictating a dubious text to you,
would that constitute the answer? If you saw “Christ” rising from the dead, would that be the answer
to everything? Is “resurrection” indicative of the final answer? (Anyway how would you know
“Christ” wasn’t the “Antichrist” – don’t the evil rise too?)
When do you know that you have encountered the legitimate answer to everything? Can someone
like Edgar Cayce provide the answer to everything? Is the answer to everything hidden in a paw of
the Sphinx on the Giza Plateau? Is Allah the answer? Were we visited by aliens thousands of years
ago? If so, are they answer?
What you are willing to accept as the answer says a huge amount about you. Is the final answer
invested in a supernatural being, an ancient document, an extraordinary fact that defies conventional
understanding, an alien species…?
The God Equation is the only possible logical answer to everything. It’s so powerful and
conclusive that its veracity cannot be contested. The key to it is that it’s the ultimate information
system: an eternal information system, an indestructible information system. It caters for all
conceivable information patterns.
The final truth belongs to pure logic and to the necessary, immutable, eternal, analytic truths of
mathematics. The answer to everything is ultimate rationality. That’s grotesque to people of faith who
invest the answer to everything in a mysterious super being. They don’t want a rational answer that
they themselves could understand if they were sufficiently rational. They simply want a being that is
enormously more powerful than they are. In other words, it’s not an answer they’re seeking, it’s
somebody to worship.
So, what will you accept as the final answer, and what will you definitely not accept as the final
answer? People ought to be clear about what they’re seeking before they seek it. People of faith want
a being of supreme power; people of reason want an answer that they can understand 100%. For
rational people, the answer is a system of inevitable logic, lacking any capriciousness or randomness.
It has nothing to do with any powerful being. For believers, the being they worship is all that matters.
Believers and rationalists are more or less two different species, looking for completely different
answers.
As for the God Equation, it’s exactly what it ought to be: the most beautiful, elegant, economic and
mind boggling equation of mathematics ever discovered.
Leibniz’s Monadology
The published version of this seminal work was designed for a Christian audience that believed in a
Creator with 100% foreknowledge.
Leibniz’s true Monadology – intended for a non-Christian audience – is radically different and
precludes a Creator. Monads, in the true version, are non-created and eternal. Moreover, they are

fully interactive, hence are evolving in tandem with each other.
You would reach many completely false conclusions about Leibniz’s authentic thinking if you
were to rely on his “Christian Monadology”. His alternative Monadology is the one upon which
Illuminism is based and it is, ultimately, entirely mathematical.
It can’t be stressed enough that mathematics is the only subject that offers eternal, immutable,
necessary, analytic truths. If you want definitive answers to existence, you have nowhere else to go.
If, on the other hand, you want bullshit and fantasy, well the choices are endless – as all the religions
of the world prove.
Reality is not vague and incomprehensible. It is intelligible, rational, analytic and precise. The
smartest people are therefore those who have the closest connection with truth and reality. They are
Logos people. Mythos people have zero relationship with the truth.

The Dawn of the Modern World
July 14, 1789 – World Freedom Day.
Overthrow all of the tyrants. Pull down all the churches, synagogues and mosques. End monarchy.
End mainstream religion. End the rule of the privileged elites. It’s time for humanity to be finally
liberated.
Stillborn
Many of the most important books in history have fallen “stillborn from the press,” as David Hume
put it in relation to his own masterpiece A Treatise of Human Nature . The God Series will certainly
and inevitably suffer the same fate, but, even so, once these ideas are in the public domain they will
start to build an unstoppable momentum. It may take decades – just, indeed, as it did for Christianity
and Islam – but the liberation of humanity is on its way. Reason – mathematics – will set us free. The
Age of Faith and Mythos is coming to an end. We are entering the Logos Age, the launchpad to human
divinity. The new race is coming – HyperHumanity.
Colour
It may seem odd to say, but the fact that we can perceive the colour red is one of the oddest facts of
all. There are no such things as colours in the purely objective sense. If that sounds crazy, consider
this: if everyone in the world had the genes for total colour blindness, it would never have occurred
to anyone that colour existed at all. If colour is 100% objective, why should our genes have any say in
the matter at all? Given that our genes are involved in how we interpret the external world, what
does that tell us? Doesn’t it imply that if we had different genes, we might interpret the world entirely
differently? So what is sensory “reality”? It’s just a particular interpretation of reality. It’s not reality
itself.
Incompleteness
“Gödel was the first man to demonstrate that certain mathematical theorems can neither be proved nor
disproved with the accepted, rigorous methods of mathematics. In other words, he demonstrated the
existence of undecidable mathematical propositions. He proved furthermore that a very important
specific proposition belonged to this class of undecidable problems: The question: ‘is mathematics
free of inner contradictions’? The result is remarkable in its quasi-paradoxical ‘self denial’: It will
never be possible to acquire with mathematical means the certainty that mathematics does not contain
contradictions. It must be emphasized that the important point is, that this is not a philosophical
principle or a plausible intellectual attitude, but the result of a rigorous mathematical proof.” – John
von Neumann
Neumann’s statement is inaccurate. It will never be possible to prove the completeness and
consistency of mathematics using finitary methods, but infinitary methods can certainly do the job.
Why is Gödel’s Incompleteness so profound? It’s because it prevents our world being reduced to
finitary algorithms. It can’t be computerised. It is thereby the great mathematical guarantor of freedom
within a 100% mathematical universe.
Freedom is a function of zero and infinity, and does not exist otherwise. Freedom is about the

opportunity to make mistakes. Imagine that people could analyse every situation and prove the truth or
falsehood of every proposition. People would become human calculators, not human beings. There
would be no freedom to commit an error, no uncertainty. The universe would be deterministic,
programmed and clockwork.
Scientific materialists propose that all human beings are caught up in an inexorable web of cause
and effect. Therefore, they deny that freedom is anything other than a bizarre illusion.
In any free system, it’s essential for elements to be outside causal networks i.e. there must be
agents capable of generating their own conduct without reference to anything else. In deciding what to
do, these agents must not be subject to “programmed” decisions, i.e. they must not be able to logically
decide the best thing to do in every situation. Such optimal decision-making would make them nonfree: they would simply take the most logical decision every time, algorithmically. Anyone else
would be able to predict exactly what they would do. Inconsistency and incompleteness are, in fact,
the essence of freedom. In our lives, we must take decisions based on incomplete information. Our
conduct is often inconsistent from one moment to the next. We cannot achieve complete consistency.
It’s impossible.
Remarkably, Gödel’s Incompleteness is also a disproof of the Abrahamic God or, indeed, any
God who claims to be infallible. To be free means to be capable of making mistakes; it means that
you will make mistakes. Error cannot be eliminated in a free system. A God can attain perfect
objective knowledge of the universe, but the universe is both objective and subjective, and the
subjective world is eternally free. Becoming God does not make anyone perfect. It makes them as
perfect as they can be within the limitations of a system that can never be logically perfect.
Gods are never infallible and never unconditionally perfect. They are subject to Gödel’s
Incompleteness Theorem like everything else. That means they are free, and that means that, certainly
as far as subjectivity goes, they are trapped by inconsistency, incompleteness and inadequacy.
Welcome to the universe.
The Phase Change
Water undergoes phase changes from ice to water to steam. Consider mind to matter as a phase
change. When energy leaves the dimensionless domain of individual monads and enters the
dimensional domain of collective monads, it changes from mental energy to material energy.
Eternal Recurrence
“God forbid that we should believe this. For Christ died once for our sins, and rising again, dies no
more.” – St. Augustine (City of God)
The writer Jorge Luis Borges, putting himself in the shoes of St. Augustine, declared eternal
recurrence an “abominable doctrine” and described it as the “the gaudy futility of this wheel”. He
deplored “the ridiculousness of the Logos dying on the cross like an acrobat in an interminable
sequence of performances.” For Augustine, Jesus saved us from worthless revolutions and was the
straight path that “allows us to flee from the circular labyrinth of such deceptions.”
Abrahamism depicts time as linear, culminating with the Last Judgment. After that, it’s not clear
what time is given that it has in effect ended. No real events happen after the End of Days.
In enlightenment religions, there is no Last Judgement and time is cyclical, proceeding by way of
great Ages that are born, grow, die and then are reborn – exactly as in reincarnation.

HyperNature
The word “supernatural” has come to have spooky, superstitious, religious connotations. A new word
is needed to contrast with conventional nature (with the phenomenal world of science). “Noumenal”
is the traditional word to use, but it carries a lot of philosophical baggage.
So, to describe the true frequency domain that constitutes reality, we choose the term
HyperNature. Hypernatural reality is true reality.
The Singularity
The Singularity – from which the world of space and time came – was and is outside space and time.
It has no extension, no dimensions, and is wholly immaterial. The Big Bang Singularity hasn’t gone
anywhere. It’s still there – at the centre of our universe right now. It’s indestructible, eternal and
physically immutable (since it has no physical parts). It’s very similar to what the pre-Socratic
philosopher Parmenides envisaged when he declared that true reality involved no change, hence all
change is illusory. In true reality, nothing ever physically changes because true reality is entirely
mental.
Scientists envisage the Big Bang as some bizarre, random quantum fluctuation from which the
whole physical universe implausibly emerged. In Illuminism, the physical universe comes from a
permanent Singularity that constitutes the eternal cosmic mind. It never goes anywhere. It’s always
there – mentally controlling the development of the universe.
The physical universe is the cosmic mind’s body. In fact, the universe exactly reflects the situation
with human beings (As above, so below). We are the microcosm to its macrocosm. The mind of each
of us is an eternal, indestructible singularity. The Singularity that generates the Big Bang is simply the
sum of all the individual minds (singularities) that comprise it.
The universe goes through a repeated life cycle – birth, growth, decay, death – and so do we. The
universe continually reincarnates, and so do we. This is inevitable in a system where the mind is an
imperishable singularity but anything physical (with extension; with resultant parts) must perish. All
things with parts fall apart – “die”. Something with no extension, no dimensions and no physical parts
can never die. Physical death is simply disintegration. A body is a temporary alliance of parts and all
these parts are constantly trying to separate themselves (because of the law of entropy). All organized
physical entities succumb in the end to disorganization, to disorder.
A mind – a singularity – can never disintegrate. It’s completely outside the reach and scope of
entropy. Indeed, it’s the opposite of entropy. The mind is something that produces greater and greater
internal organization – until is it perfect, until it is GOD!
MONAD = MIND = SINGULARITY = SOUL.
The mind is best depicted as a mathematical singularity (zero) containing infinite energy, positive and
negative, that balances to zero.
Whenever you hear the word singularity, you should immediately realize you’re dealing with a
mental phenomenon. The Big Bang Singularity was the cosmic mind giving rise to its physical body
(the universe). Black hole singularities are produced by large physical suns collapsing and returning
to their mental state. The ancients spoke of moons, planets and stars as having souls – they were

right!
Think of our solar system, with its life-giving sun. Isn’t the sun the soul of our planetary system –
the sine qua non without which it could not exist? At the heart of the sun is an indestructible mental
singularity.
And at the heart of every galaxy is a supermassive black hole (probably formed from the death of
a previous galaxy), which seems to be the controlling agent of the galaxy – its mind, its soul.
Suns (stars), black hole singularities, supermassive black hole singularities controlling galaxies, a
Super Singularity giving rise to the universe itself (in the Big Bang) – isn’t it obvious that suns and
singularities go together and create the cosmic systems (solar systems and galaxies) that generate the
pattern (“DNA”) of our universe? The universe is simply an endless repetition of stars and galaxies,
of solar systems with a star at the centre (like the nucleus of a cell) providing life-giving energy for
planets, one of which may well be in the Goldilocks zone where animal life and, finally,
consciousness can evolve.
It’s an incredibly simple system!
There can be no stars and there can be no universe without singularities. Singularities – minds –
are in charge of the whole thing.
Scientists say that science falls apart at singularities. Well, of course it does – because scientific
materialism rejects the notion of eternal minds that give rise to matter. The truth is the opposite of the
prevailing scientific paradigm.
Science can make no further progress until its current paradigm perishes. M-theory will never
generate a grand unified theory of everything. It lacks the fundamental ingredient necessary to explain
reality – mathematical singularities, which are none other than eternal, indestructible souls!
Our universe is Soul World. It’s made of souls and is all about souls. But these are no silly souls
of Abrahamic faith. Rather, they are astounding mathematical souls with infinite mathematical
organization and power. They are uncreated and have no masters. They are their own causal agents.
All souls are potential Gods.
Since a singularity is “nothing” in physical terms, we might choose to describe it by a term such as
void. We might say that many singularities constitute a perfect vacuum. We might say that the physical
universe came from the void and continues to have the void at its centre at all times.
The Buddhist word nirvana means “extinction” (of individual existence) and derives from nirva,
meaning to be extinguished, to be blown out (like a candle). The Buddhists see the individual soul as
illusory and believe that all that truly exists is the Cosmic Soul. In Illuminism, the individual soul is
the primary reality and can never be extinguished.
All enlightenment religions speak of void (physical nothingness) and an associated pleroma
(fullness – an expression of divine infinity) and see these as the poles around which existence
revolves. It’s precisely these two poles that scientific materialism repudiates.
Science is about experiments, and physical experiments can never, by definition, probe the world
of the non-physical. Science, in its present form, can never be anything but a set of ad hoc hypotheses
about all things material. It can never answer the big questions of life: mind, consciousness and free
will which have absolutely nothing to do with physical “reality”.
In the Void (the Vacuum, the Singularity), all things are together in a single point outside space and
time. Ergo, all information is non-local. It can be shared instantaneously with all elements of the
Singularity since everything is interconnected and in the same place, separated by zero distance. This
is the incredibly simple explanation of the Einstein Podolsky Rosen “paradox”. As soon as you
accept the independent existence of mind, there is no paradox at all. The universe has non-locality

built into it – via mind.
The speed of light (a physical limitation) does not apply in the mental domain where everything
travels infinitely fast (instantaneously) because there is no physical separation.
All relationships are mediated by the cosmic mind, the permanent Singularity at the centre of the
physical universe, controlling the whole thing. Just as supermassive black hole singularities control
galaxies, the Big Bang Singularity controls the universe. It always has been controlling it, and it
always will. Yet the cosmic mind simply comprises countless individual minds – including yours!
All objective properties of the material world are zero. The sum of all material existence is zero.
Material existence – being a particular expression of zero – is therefore a mental phenomenon since
the mind is a zero-sized entity.
The soul and the universe are mathematical. The material universe is alienated soul, soul “outside
itself” (in a manner of speaking). When soul is “outside itself” (non-soul), it appears to be purely
objective, with no subjective qualities at all. A soul is all about subjectivity. A soul “outside itself”
is all about objectivity. Enlightenment is all about soul “outside itself” being brought “inside itself”
and understanding itself for what it is.
Existence is a plenum. It excludes “non-existence”. However, existence can be said to be wholly
founded in “nothing”. Nothing is not non-existence. Nothing is something that mathematically cancels
to zero, just as 1 – 1 = 0.
Zero and infinity are two sides of a single coin, and this coin – the monad – is the fundamental unit
of existence. “Nothing” contains infinity when infinity is understood in the sense of being perfectly
balanced between infinite positive and negative numbers, and infinite real and imaginary numbers.
Zero is the inside view – the subjective view – of things. From infinity, we can produce the “outside”
view of things: the infinite material world. “Everything” and “nothing” are different perspectives of
the same thing.
Nothing, being based on infinite numbers, is infinitely structured. Infinite nothings contain infinite
sets of infinite nothings. It is this infinite, ordered, numerical ontology that constitutes existence and
explains all things.
Ontological numbers can be defined in terms of eternal wave energy, hence existence can be
described in terms of infinite energy waves, which can be dimensionless (and belong to the mental
frequency domain outside space and time) or dimensional (and belong to the material domain inside
space and time).
Science is also all about describing reality in terms of energy but it fails to define energy as
ontological numbers (hence wholly mathematical) and it entirely rules out dimensionless energy (i.e.
it rejects mind as existing independently of matter).
The universe is simply about how to keep rearranging “nothing” until it reaches its optimal
(divine) subjective expression.
The universe has no designer – except itself! It has all the appearance of design because it is
100% mathematical and mathematics inherently exhibits order, organization and design.
Mathematics
Mathematics is that than which nothing more rational can be conceived. So, either the world is based
on mathematics or it is based on something less rational than mathematics, but not wholly irrational
(since this would generate permanent random chaos).
What sufficient reason is there for an ordered universe to be organized with anything less than
maximal rationality? None! And what coherent, complete, eternal, immutable system of sub-

rationality could exist that was not in fact mathematics itself?
Science is the closest contender but is itself based on mathematics and otherwise contains endless
ad hoc, arbitrary features for which there are no sufficient reasons for them to be true.
We live either in the most rational universe possible (the mathematical universe) or we don’t live
in a rational universe at all. There can be no system that’s a bit rational (mathematical) and a bit
irrational (non-mathematical). This constitutes Cartesian dualism – how can a rational substance
interact with an irrational substance? There can only be a rational monism (mathematics), or an
irrational monism (chaos). Plainly, the cosmos is rational, hence mathematics exists – it is
ontological.
Hence Illuminism is true.
The Origin of Universities
The oldest universities were the Pythagorean schools. Next came Plato’s Academy and Aristotle’s
Lyceum (based on the Pythagorean model). In the Christian Age, monasteries became the forerunners
of universities. For centuries, many universities maintained restrictive religious views and
requirements, with heretics, radicals, dissenters, non-conformists, apostates and atheists finding no
home. In the modern day, Islamic universities are highly Koranic and no anti-Koranic free thought is
permitted.
In other words, the rise of the faith religions turned universities into vehicles of dogmatism rather
than free thinking. If you think of university departments as mini-monasteries full of “true believers”
you’re not be far off the mark. Worst of all, even science is conducted as a religious faith, with no
room for those who challenge the accepted Meta Paradigm of materialism and empiricism (scientific
heretics are deliberately marginalized and regarded as “loonies” whose books should be burned!).
We need proper , dialectical universities where the true believers and the true unbelievers coexist. Imagine science departments that subscribed to Leibnizian/Platonic rationalism and idealism
rather than Newtonian/ Aristotelian empiricism and materialism.
Why can’t we have both? Why must one be accepted as the true religion and the other be
consigned to oblivion?
Reconstruction
“Modernism may be seen as an attempt to reconstruct the world in the absence of God.” – Bryan
Appleyard
Our world requires a reconstruction – a revaluation of all values – that dispenses with any
personalised external Sky God, especially any “Master Creator” who owns us, making us his property
as his slaves.
Concealment
We are betrayed by our body language. We communicate messages we did not consciously intend to
transmit. That which we would conceal we reveal unconsciously.
Actors are taught that how a character hides his thoughts and feelings tells us who he is. If you’re
playing a racist, you would never have your character openly laugh at a racist joke in “mixed”
company – because you’re telegraphing the character’s true nature in a blatant and uninteresting way.
No, your character carefully conceals his racism, but it nevertheless slips out in subtle ways. The
more subtle the revelation of the character’s racism, the better the acting involved and the better the
film. You never want to be too “on the nose”. Your approach has to be oblique, tangential, almost

unnoticed.
In this modern world of political correctness, people are as racist, sexist and nasty as ever, but
they are experts in concealing their true attitudes. Only in the most subtle ways are their true beliefs
exposed.
That racism is profoundly entrenched in contemporary America is revealed by the fact that the
inmates of its prisons are disproportionately non-white. In a non-racist society, no group would be
overrepresented in the prison population.
Do you see how clever the racists are? They can rant and rave at convicts, and no one will
condemn them because no one wants to defend convicted offenders. Yet if convicts are mostly nonwhite then condemning them is a coded attack on non-whites. It implies that non-whites are inherently
more criminal than whites, and that is an absolutely racist belief!
There are almost no rich white men in the prison system. What does that tell you? Rich white men
are running the world!
Countless rich white men should have been jailed following the 2008 financial crash since it came
about through blatant criminality and recklessness, yet only a few token specimens were thrown to the
dogs to act as the scapegoats for the rest. That’s rich white man’s justice for you – it’s not justice at
all; it’s whatever serves their interests.
The Right to Life
Abrahamists are opposed to abortion, yet they believe they have the right to murder their children if a
voice in their head calling itself “God” orders then to do so. Abrahamists support the “right to life”
and yet endorse a God who murdered the whole of humanity bar Noah and his family. Muslims
believe that all non-Muslim babies that die will go to hell, and Christians that all non-Christians
babies will go to hell. What kind of person wants to save life and, in the next breath, condemn it to
perpetual pain and suffering in hell?
M-Theory
“[String theory] states that all the fundamental particles are in fact tiny vibrating strings. The different
frequencies at which these strings vibrate give rise to the different elementary particles. …
“After the initial excitement, however, progress in superstring theory research slowed down.
There were two reasons for this. Firstly, the mathematics was so complex that no one knew just what
the equations meant. In fact, it has been said that some of the mathematical methods needed to solve
the equations properly have not even been invented yet! The second problem was more disappointing.
By the early 1990s, five different versions of string theory existed and no one knew which was the
correct one. …
“Then in 1995, the second string revolution took place. A new, even grander framework was
proposed which unified the different superstring theories under one umbrella. It is known as ‘Mtheory’, where the ‘M’ stands for membrane.” – Jim Al-Khalili, Quantum, A Guide for the Perplexed
M-theory accomplished this by showing that the five rival 10D superstring theories were different
solutions or aspects of a single 11D theory (M-theory itself). In other words, the addition of an extra
dimension brought about a unification of the apparently different sub-theories.
Mathematics Is One System
You can’t have more than one Grand Unified Theory of Everything, can you? How can existence be
based on rival, conflicting sets of rational principles?

If you accept that existence is rational, it means that you accept one set of rational principles.
There is no sufficient reason for competing sets of reason, and any such system would in fact be
irrational since you would never know what set of rational rules applied at any one time.
If you accept that existence has an answer, it means that you accept one answer, not some arbitrary
number of rival and contradictory answers.
So, there is only one mathematics. Rationally, that’s all there can be. It would be rationally absurd
to have competing versions of mathematics. It would amount to the Cartesian “different substances”
problem. How can incompatible, rival theories of mathematics interact? It would lead to a
breakdown of rationality and generate chaos.
There are numerous aspects of mathematics that are currently in a logical mess. The reason is
always the same: they are being contaminated by the empiricist materialist Meta Paradigm of science.
That said, it wasn’t scientists who were the first people to reject zero, negative numbers, imaginary
numbers and infinity. That “honour” fell to mathematicians themselves! If you reject these numbers,
you reject a single, integrated, complete version of mathematics.
The problem isn’t with the mathematics; it’s with the Meta Paradigm of the mathematicians. If you
start off with wrong axioms, with prejudices, with dogmatic views, you will never see beyond to the
real truth.
When we talk about mathematics, we are ultimately referring to numbers. As Pythagoras said, “All
things are numbers; number rules all.” Mathematics is nothing but numbers, their properties and
relations. Existence is based on monads (zeros), each containing infinite (all) numbers, and all
defined with respect to a single controlling equation – Euler’s Formula (the God Equation).
There simply isn’t anything else. Any valid statements of mathematics must be traced back to
numbers. All branches of mathematics must finally be aspects of number theory.
INTJ versus INTP
INTJs get straight to that point; INTPs often don’t. They can’t see the wood for the trees. They invent
difficulties. They imagine endless monsters and traps out there.
An INTJ instantly intuits that if there are rival theories of comparable merit, they’re simply
waiting to be unified in a higher theory. Obviously, someone needs to work out the precise details –
and that’s where INTPs come into action.
INTJs, like a Blitzkrieg spearhead, drive past the strongpoints of the enemy and leave the mopping
up units to sort them out. The INTJs make straight for the primary objectives, and aren’t stopping for
anything. If you want to see the big picture and you’re not an INTJ then you have to train yourself to
avoid getting bogged down in the infantry fighting. INTPs have a tendency never to advance without
having fully secured their position, which means that they spend forever working out all the small
details.
Objectivity and Subjectivity
The laws of being are immutable and eternal. They follow Aristotelian logic. They are all about
OBJECTIVITY.
The laws of becoming are mutable and temporal. They follow dialectical logic. They are all about
SUBJECTIVITY.
In its objective character, the universe executes the machinelike laws of mathematics and yields the
world of science.

In its subjective character (i.e. living aspect), the universe acts like an organism and is dialectical,
involving a vast and brutal contest for power.
Politics
There are three political types: right wing, centrist and left wing. Automatically, this is a dialectical
contest. Any gain for the left is a defeat for the right, and vice versa. If the centre is prospering then
neither the left nor right are happy. There will always be winners and losers in such a system.
There are three types of people: conservatives (who wish to preserve the old, traditional ways of
doing things), liberals (who go with the flow), and progressive radicals (who want to change the
world).
Conservatives are right wingers seeking to protect their existing advantages; liberals are centrists
who don’t want to be extremist in any way; and progressive radicals are left wingers who are
prepared to be extreme (as in the French Revolution).
As soon as you can create any polarized system, you have established a dialectic. As soon as you
have free will and choice, you are involved in dialectics. As soon as you have a system where a
living organism is either prospering or failing, you have a dialectic. Life is inherently dialectical.
Life (becoming), which follows a dialectical route, takes place within a framework of eternal,
immutable being (machinelike laws). Plato described our universe as an arena of being (eternal:
outside time, the domain of perfect Forms) and becoming (temporal: in time).
Problems arise whenever people confuse being and becoming. For example, morality is said to be
based on immutable, eternal, absolute laws, yet, as Nietzsche showed, in The Genealogy of Morals,
it is in fact based on mutable, temporal, evolving codes and customs.
There can never be an absolute morality because it is dialectical, and not associated with eternal
laws of being.
Logic and reason can easily fall apart when wrongly applied. Scientific empiricist materialism
furnishes a perfect example. The laws of existence are rationalist and idealist (in the manner of
Plato’s domain of Forms) and yet science sets about studying the world using ad hoc hypotheses,
which are then tested experimentally. You won’t work out the rationalist laws of existence if you
don’t apply rationalist methods, and science doesn’t. Science applies the scientific method – which is
actually dialectical.
You can’t study Plato’s domain of Forms empirically or materially given that it’s rational and
immaterial. Plato’s domain can be reached through the exercise of reason alone. No experiments can
probe it. Empiricist materialist science is misconceived from the outset and fatally at odds with
rationalism.
Mathematics is the subject which deals with the eternal laws of being. Science is all about
arbitrary hypotheses that have no necessary connection with eternal laws (and do so only when they
invoke mathematics).
Many mathematicians are anti-Platonist and under the spell of science, so there are many branches
of mathematics that are confused because anti-Platonist “logic” is being applied.
If mathematics were studied purely Platonically and from the perspective of the primacy of
number theory, all of the contradictions within current mathematics would fade away, leaving just the
single, adamantine, hyperrational, immutable, eternal mathematical edifice that Illuminism has always
championed.
All apparent discrepancies in mathematics are illusory. They are the products of faulty thinking
and faulty logic, resulting from invalid Meta Paradigms.

Discipline
Parents who physically discipline their children produce right wing, conservative, tradition-directed,
conformists, with little ability to think for themselves.
Parents who use non-physical discipline produce left wing, creative, freethinking, independent
children.
Society is wholly determined by what goes on inside the family home, and it’s about time society
took much more interest in that hot potato subject.
The Truth
The average human being is as interested in the truth as the average dog, i.e. not at all.
What the average human loves and calls “true” is any comforting Mythos that promises him a good
future. Religious beliefs are about pure self-interest. Anyone who is motivated by getting to heaven
and avoiding hell isn’t a “moral” person, but someone preoccupied with pleasure and pain, like one
of Pavlov’s dogs.
When Buddha provided the “answer” to suffering, he wasn’t being moral; he was in the business
of relieving unwanted pain.
Religion has, fundamentally, nothing to do with morality. There is no discernible morality in the
Old Testament. One of the Commandments says, “Thou shalt not kill”, yet “God” then liberally
encourages Jews to kill infidels, blasphemers, heretics, apostates, adulterers, fornicators,
homosexuals, those who don’t eat kosher food, those who don’t circumcise their babies, and even to
kill their own children (as in the tales of Abraham and Isaac, and Jephtha and his virgin daughter).
God himself exterminated 99.999% of humanity in the Great Flood. Plainly, “Thou shalt not kill” is
the most selective commandment of all time, and not to be taken seriously at all.
If killing is wrong, it is always wrong, and God himself must be bound by it. That being the case,
there would be an unambiguous moral gap between those who kill and those who don’t. If God and
his followers are killing people in all sorts of circumstances, it quickly becomes obvious that “Thou
shalt not kill” actually means “Thou shalt kill whenever it suits your purposes.” That is the opposite
of morality. That’s Satanic, the “moral” code of the Devil.
Nothing is unconditional. Everything comes with tactics, qualifications, and strings attached. What
religions are really about is control. If you obey their rules, they say you will prosper, and if you
don’t, they threaten you with the most terrible reprisals. What has that got to do with morality? Jesus
Christ promises you salvation if you believe him, but why shouldn’t he save you anyway, given that
he’s supposed to be divinely loving, forgiving and merciful? Imagine a religion in which “God”
proclaimed, “I’ll save you all, no matter what.” Such a religion could never exist, could it? It doesn’t
permit anyone to control anything and threaten anyone. But why is religion, in the end, all about
threats? Here’s a simple rule for you – no God worthy of the name would ever threaten anyone under
any circumstances.
Religious believers often say to non-believers, “I wouldn’t want to be in your shoes when you
die”, meaning that they expect them to go directly to hell and suffer forever. But what kind of decent
human would ever say that to another person, and would ever wish that fate on anyone? No one moral
could ever hold such opinions. That’s the whole problem with mainstream religion. It’s invariably
immoral and its adherents are always despicable and depraved.
Identity Construction
Do you want your identity to be constructed by your parents, your friends, your community, your

religion, your nation? Why not construct your own identity? Is that too much for you? Are you an
Abrahamist because your parents, community and country are Abrahamic? Are you a Republican
because your parents voted for the Republican Party and continually indoctrinated you with those
views? At what point do you, as an individual, enter the equation? Or are you not an individual at all?
Life
Life is about the subjective experience of motion, change and information, and the will to achieve a
better, more powerful subjective experience.
Life without any will to make things different would be indistinguishable from no life at all – from
machinery. The living would pursue the path of least resistance at all times and seem to be obeying
rigid laws of motion.
Life is always teleological. It always has a purpose and that purpose is to acquire more power.
Scientific empiricist materialism cannot account for life because it cannot accommodate
subjectivity and teleology.
*****
Life cannot come from non-life. Mind cannot come from non-mind. As Parmenides said, something
that is cannot arise from something that is not since that which is not does not, by definition, exist.
This means that everything that exists in the world now must already have existed for all eternity.
So, life and mind have always existed. They can be neither created nor destroyed. Physical vehicles
of life (such as human bodies) can be destroyed, but not the life they contain (which simply returns to
its state prior to being incorporated in a body). It really is that simple. The arche – the fundamental
stuff of existence – must contain in seminal form everything we observe around us. Thus, the arche is
living and has mind (in fact, being alive and having mind are the same thing). This is perfectly
encapsulated by Leibniz’s living monads.
More complex versions of qualities and properties can evolve from simpler expressions of those
qualities and properties, but nothing can evolve from non-existence, from no seminal, antecedent
forms.
Scientific emergence makes the laughable claim that life can emerge from non-life and mind from
non-mind. That’s irrational and impossible. Scientific emergence is a position forced on empiricist
materialist scientists because they have no other way to explain how dead atoms without minds give
rise to living, conscious human beings. Emergence is the scientific equivalent of magic and is every
bit as laughable. Scientists might as well believe in God and claim that he “emerged” from the Big
Bang.
*****
“The greatest enemy of knowledge is not ignorance, it is the illusion of knowledge.” – Stephen
Hawking
Is that the most ironic statement ever? Scientific materialism, of which Hawking is a high priest, is the
purest “illusion of knowledge” you can find.
In Time
“The trouble with being poor is that it takes up all your time.” – William de Kooning
The high-concept movie In Time (directed by Andrew Niccol) was one of the more interesting

philosophical films of recent times.
In the film, people are allowed “free time” until they hit the age of 25. Then a clock on their
forearm starts to count down. Everyone remains fixed at 25 – they don’t age – but if their personal
countdown should ever reach zero, they will immediately drop dead where they stand. So, like a
coin-operated electricity meter, they have to keep inserting money (buying “time”) to stay alive. The
poor are in a permanent state of anxiety while the rich can stay alive indefinitely.
One character describes this system as “Darwinian capitalism”. It’s all about the survival of the
richest: the poor literally run out of time.
Cities are divided into “time zones” and the rich live in the zone where time passes expensively –
hence is rapidly fatal to the poor. “Time is money” the rich like to say in our world, and this metaphor
becomes literal in the future depicted by this film.
The police are now “time keepers” since everything revolves around time, and all crime is
essentially time-based. Thieves have to steal money (time) to stay alive. Cops “clean clocks”, i.e. kill
people (thus making their clocks go to zero).
Time in this film becomes currency, money – people trade time.
The rich have huge “time banks”, supplying them with immortality and eternal youth. At the end of
the film, the hero throws opens the time banks to the ordinary people.
The wealthy in our world are often described as asset rich but time poor; in this film wealth and
time become the same thing. It’s a rich man’s world and they have all the time in the world.
Equating time and money is powerful because, of course, if you break down everyone’s salaries
then, on an hour by hour basis, the time of the rich is enormously more valuable than that of the poor,
which means that these people are being defined as superior, higher value people.
Are you happy to be a second class citizen whose time is worth little or nothing? What kind of
person accepts being treated that way? – only slaves.

Fangs for the Memories
Vampires are creatures of Eastern European folklore. The peasants in this part of the world became
convinced that some of the dead didn’t stay dead. So suicides, infidels, apostates, heretics, heathens,
murderers, criminals, witches, and so on, were all believed to have the potential to be resurrected
(or, rather, not to stay dead in their graves).
This raises interesting theological questions. Do the “undead” resemble Jesus Christ insofar as
they belong to the small, elite band that rises from the dead? Are vampires Christs? After all, they
have risen from their grave with their old bodies, just like Christ.
The dead were said to roam their old haunts, and had remarkably little curiosity about anything
new and far flung. Some visited their family and some were even partial to returning to the marital
bed and resuming their sex life! No problems with stiffness, of course.
The corpses of people suspected of this kind of nocturnal activity were therefore exhumed and
beheaded, burned, staked through the heart, or loaded down with rocks.
Vampires – “real” vampires – are not glamorous seducers. They are rancid, stinking, walking
corpses, covered with faeces and urine, reeking of blood and the grave. They are considered
contagious, i.e. once you get one in your village, you get a lot more unless you send in the vermin
exterminators.
Isn’t it odd that a quintessentially peasant phenomenon was transformed into an expression of
aristocracy? Dracula was portrayed as a rich Count with a great castle. Vampires were no longer
murderous blacksmiths but mysterious lords and socialites.
Is nothing sacred? Must the rich take over everything? Why not have a proper vampire movie
about disgusting Transylvanian peasants? Then again, the rich truly have become the ultimate blood
suckers!
String Theory
“The theory is based on tiny vibrating strings, such that each mode of vibration corresponds to a
subatomic particle. It is the only theory that can combine gravity with the quantum theory, making it
the leading candidate for the theory of everything. It is only mathematically self-consistent in ten
dimensions. Its latest version is called M-theory, which is defined in eleven dimensions.” – Michio
Kaku, Parallel Worlds
Strings are typically described as one-dimensional, vibrating filaments of energy. Normally, they are
characterised as closed strings (i.e. string loops) but one superstring theory allows the strings to be
open (i.e. strings with loose ends).
“The basic postulate of the theory is that there are no particles, only strings moving in space. It is not
made of anything, just as a particle is thought of as a point and nothing else. There is only one kind of
string, and the different kinds of particle are postulated to be nothing but different modes of vibration
of these loops. So, photons and electrons, for example, are to be thought of just as different ways in
which a string can vibrate.”—Lee Smolin, Three Roads to Quantum Gravity
“Particle theorists are currently excited about string, not particles. They tell us that the world is not,

after all, made up of tiny point-like entities, or miniature billiard balls, but one-dimensional entities
which make loops on the Planck scale, 10-33 cm across, some 1020 times smaller than an atomic
nucleus. The scale on which these strings operate is as much smaller than an atom as an atom is
smaller than the Solar System.
“The key feature of these strings is that they are not regarded as one-dimensional in the everyday
sense of the term. Instead, they involve oscillations in more dimensions than the three of space and
one of time we are used to. These ‘extra’ dimensions, although essential in determining the properties
of the strings, are thought of as hidden away from sight by compactification. …
“In string theory, there are no different particles, just these tiny loops of string (involving ten or
more dimensions) vibrating in different ways. Just as you can play different notes on a single violin
string by making it vibrate in different ways, one kind of vibration might correspond to an electron,
one to an up quark, one to a photon, and so on.
“Then in the mid 1990s, along came membranes (often referred to as M-theory). What if the strings
were actually rolled up out of a sheet, or membrane? The extra dimension is immediately rolled up
out of the way so that the membrane behaves like the ten dimensional string of the once-standard
string theory. The idea is taken seriously because M-theory offers a unique package to describe all of
the forces and particles of nature. There were previously several different versions of string theory,
but it turns out that they are all manifestations of a single M-theory. A large reward for the small price
of adding just one more dimension to the theory.” – John Gribbin, The Little Book of Science
Is anyone seriously buying 11 dimensions, consisting of three “normal” space dimensions, one time
dimension and seven “compactified” space dimensions? Doesn’t this seem wholly contrived,
arbitrary and ad hoc? Not a single sufficient reason is proposed as to why the world should be
configured in this bizarre way. It’s simply what’s required by the hypothesis.
This highlights all of the flaws of the scientific approach. Someone devises a hypothesis that
seems quite attractive and offers the prospect of some glittering prize (the incorporation of gravity
into quantum mechanics in this case), and everyone tries to make it work. They don’t use reason, logic
and first principles. Instead, they keep adding new ad hoc elements and trying to shape the whole
hideous abomination into something that hangs together.
M-theory is grotesque. Presumably, the “M” stands for MONSTROUS. It’s impossible that the
universe could be as ugly and complex as M-theory suggests. Contrast this with six-dimensional
Illuminism involving the beautiful symmetry and union of three real space axes and three imaginary
space axes.
M-theory appeals to arbitrary 1D strings, and Illuminism to exquisite “logical atoms” (monads).
M-theory can’t explain how strings appear from a Singularity. Monads, on the other hand, are the only
things that can logically fit into a Singularity.
M-theory doesn’t define what time is; in Illuminism, it’s logically derived from imaginary
numbers.
Illuminism balances real and imaginary axes. M-theory has a crazy combination of one time axis,
three “big” space axes and seven “small” space axes (vanishingly small, in fact). It’s obvious to any
intuitive person that this is wrong. However, it offers endless opportunities for scientists to futilely
spend decades trying to make it work (as they’ve already demonstrated).
Not a single rational principle guides M-theory. Nor is it driven by empiricism since no
experiments can be performed on M-theory because strings are so unimaginably small and
undetectable.

M-theory is an extraordinary attempt to make various “promising ideas” somehow fit together.
There is no evidence whatsoever that anything sensible will ever emerge from M-theory. It has no
basis in logic and reason. It’s exposing everything that is worst about how scientists go about their
business, and it proves that science, as currently constituted, can’t address fundamental reality.
There’s no systematic approach in M-theory. Enormous numbers of scientists are trying to find
some magic key to make the whole thing work. They’re not applying any rational concepts. Instead,
they’re searching through mathematics books looking for ideas that they hope might prove useful.
That’s no way to discover the “answer to everything”. You don’t stumble across clues to a Grand
Unified Theory of Everything in various books. You work out the Grand Theory from immutable,
eternal principles and laws of logic, reason and mathematics, exactly as Leibniz and Illuminism have
demonstrated.
Ironically, anything that’s good in M-theory can easily be accommodated by Illuminism.
Illuminism is inherently all about “vibrating strings”, except the strings belong to monads and aren’t
1D strings vibrating in a mysterious and baffling 11D domain that has no relation to the strings
themselves. In Illuminism, the 6D Cartesian domain is actually made of monads. What is the 11D
domain of M-theory made of? God knows! (Except M-theorists don’t believe in God.) How can
credible scientists claim that all that exists is 1D strings and then immediately contradict themselves
by claiming that something else exists – an incomprehensible 11D spacetime arena in which the
strings vibrate? What’s it made of? Where did it come from? Can it exist independently of strings?
How did it come into existence? From where? How does it relate to the Big Bang Singularity? No
answers. Complete silence from scientists – yet this is their great hope for a theory of everything.
Illuminism gives precise answers to all of these mysteries. The 6D spacetime is nothing but an
organized array of monads. The 6D arena exists because monads exist.
M-theorists replaced point particles with 1D strings. In Illuminism, point particles (monads)
contain vibrations (waves, “strings”). These internal vibrations (intra vibrations) can be shared with
other monads to create external vibrations (inter vibrations). So, monads actually embrace string
theory! – logical, rational string theory built from first principles.
Illuminism agrees with M-theory that particles are just different vibrations. In Illuminism, the
basic particles are monads, which are mind particles. However, when monadic energy flows through
the whole 6D monadic ensemble, it creates the equivalent of a basic material vibration (the proto
material particle: a 6D particle/string, not 1D). Additional frequencies can then be added to this proto
particle to create all of the different basic particles.
In M-theory, a 1D string vibrates in multiple different ways and 11 dimensions have to be “added”
to accommodate these different vibrations. It’s not so much the string that’s vibrating as the string and
its spacetime environment – how else do you get a 1D string to vibrate with sufficient complexity?
In Illuminism, the only vibrations are sine and cosine waves, controlled by Euler’s Formula. If you
want to make the proto particle vibrate differently, you simply add additional sine and cosine waves.
Particles are simply different aggregates of sine and cosine waves. The sine waves provide the
imaginary space (time) component and the cosine waves provide the real space component. The 6D
particles themselves are doing the vibrating.
We say to all M-theorists, get with the program. Get with Illuminism. All of the intractable
problems you are encountering with M-theory vanish with Illuminism – because Illuminism is based
on reason!

Religious Homicide
A Muslim boy in Cardiff in the UK was murdered by his mother for failing to correctly memorise
lengthy passages from the Koran. His mother beat him with a stick “like a dog”, and claimed she
heard voices in her head ordering her to do it. She then set fire to the body in an attempt to conceal
her grotesque crime. That’s Islam for you.
The mother was only obeying the example of Abraham who was also prepared to murder his son
because a voice in his head told him to. Isn’t it time to lock up all Abrahamists for the protection of
the public and the safety of their own children?
When will Abrahamism be denounced as clinical mental illness?
Who Knew?
“Dandies” are heterosexual and “fops” are gay. Well, can you tell one from the other? Wasn’t Freud
right to talk about the “narcissism of small differences”?
Pet Cemetery
There is something defective about all pet owners. They seek out and love the company of subhumans (literally), which suggests that they themselves have only recently “upgraded” from the world
of beasts. Pet owners are overwhelmingly feeling and sensing types, i.e. they lack reason and
intellectual intuition, the defining qualities of true human beings, the things that differentiate us from
the brutes.
Dog owners are particularly stupid and bestial, and are highly attuned to the “master-slave”
mentality, with the dog as their slave. These are exactly the sort of people who ruin the world. Dog
owners care nothing for their community. They think they have the right to bring a barking, shitting,
out-of-control slobbering, snarling beast into the public arena, despite the fact that the majority of
people do not own dogs and do not want to see or encounter dogs in human streets and cities.
Dog ownership is immediately a sign of a vile human being, unfit to be amongst other humans, and
extremely close to the world of the subhuman jungle. Most American anarcho-capitalist libertarians
are dog owners. Woof woof.
Those people who have cats as pets tend to be far more left wing and liberal than dog owners. A
cat is an autonomous creature that slinks around doing its own thing; a dog is servile to its “pack
master” (dogs are just tamed wolves). A cat owner is someone who doesn’t mind autonomous
behaviour (and the same attitude is extended to the person’s children). A dog owner is right wing and
authoritarian, attracted to creatures that rigidly obey. Exactly the same attitude is extended to his own
children, who are expected to be utterly obedient and call him, “Sir”.
If cats were people, they would follow Eastern religion while if dogs were people they would be
fanatical Abrahamists (and terrorists). In fact, fanatical Abrahamists and terrorists were dogs in their
last life!
In America, right wing Republicans are dog owners and left wing Democrats are cat owners. Dog
ownership is highest amongst ultra right wing libertarians. Isn’t it odd that people who claim to be
advocates of liberty own pets as their obedient animal slaves? That tells you everything about the real
attitudes of these people. They belong more to the jungle than human society.
It’s a recorded fact that dog owners (right wingers) are less intelligent than cat owners (left

wingers) and that people without any pets are the most intelligent human beings.
Humans see cows as food. Why do they sentimentalize pets? Why don’t they eat them? There’s
nothing weirder than human beings and their endless contradictions.
*****
Whenever you see a dog wagging its tail as it pleases its master, be aware that if this beast
reincarnates in the next life as a human being, it will be a submissive creature in search of a master,
seeking to be controlled, given “treats” and have its bellied rubbed. It will bark at, snarl and attack
anyone who disagrees with its “master. To be more to the point, it’s precisely these “dog people”
who become the next generations of Jews, Christians and Muslims – the vile Abrahamists who
worship the cosmic dog master (“God”). Why do think God is dog spelt backwards?
*****
Some dogs, promoted to the human world after reincarnation, want to know what it’s like to be the
master, and get a dog as soon as possible! Thus the master-slave cycle goes on.
More of the Same
In the UK, the phenomenon of the “TV chef” has exploded in the last few years. An astounding amount
of TV time is devoted, across all channels, to tedious, moronic chefs wallowing in “food porn”.
Indeed, the whole thing seems like sex conducted by other means – a sexually repressed society’s
displaced sexual energy being “sublimated” by the worship of sensuous food.
The way British “culture” works is that something appears on TV and either generates a buzz, or
doesn’t. If it does, the format and genre are copied across all channels in the name of the media’s
infallible mantra: the same but different. Soon, you can’t move without tripping over a show about
food or ballroom dancing or amateur karaoke, or whatever else has caught the popular imagination.
Soon, all the newspapers and magazines are wired into the same zeitgeist, and these things have
become embedded in mass culture. At Christmas, endless luxury books are released by the top chefs
and celebrities, and the Christmas schedule is full of celebrity chef shows about cooking the
Christmas turkey and putting a new spin on the Christmas pudding.
You can guarantee one thing – no academic subjects will ever be featured in any serious way on
mainstream TV, unless one presenter captures the zeitgeist and becomes a celebrity. This is what
happened to a second rate British scientist called Brian Cox, who is now the “go to” guy for a
comment on anything to do with science, and hosts all of the major BBC shows about science. He is
an out-and-out materialist and empiricist who loathes philosophy. Is it right that his extreme ideology
is allowed to go unchallenged because he’s a “celebrity”?

Parmenides
“Parmenides describes two views of reality. In ‘The Way of Truth’, he explains how reality (coined
as ‘what-is’) is one, change is impossible, and existence is timeless, uniform, necessary, and
unchanging. In ‘The Way of Opinion’, he explains the world of appearances, in which one’s sensory
faculties lead to conceptions which are false and deceitful. These ideas strongly influenced the whole
of Western philosophy, perhaps most notably through its effect on Plato.” – Wikipedia
Parmenides was a rationalist idealist metaphysician, the first thinker to propose a hidden reality
staggeringly at odds with how things seem to be; the first to suggest that we might be subject to a
grand illusion. He denied outright that our sense perceptions ever show us reality. Appearances
(doxa) are invariably deceptive. Only Logos – reason – reveals the truth.
Parmenides’s core position amounts to a foreshadowing of science’s First Law of
Thermodynamics. Since nothing can be created or destroyed, that which exists always exists, so can
never be born or annihilated. We see a world of birth and death, yet this must all be illusory since, at
a fundamental level, all that was there before is still there after.
The First Law of Thermodynamics allows energy to change form, but what does that really mean?
If something can’t be created or destroyed, how can its form change? To Parmenides’ way of thinking,
something’s appearance might change but its essence can’t. Human beings are constantly changing as
the years pass but is their essence – their self, their soul – changing?
In Kant’s philosophy, there are things in themselves ( noumena) and there’s how those things
appear to us (phenomena). Our minds project an appearance onto something. They’re designed to do
so. The deep question is this: when something appears to change, is it because the thing in itself has
changed, or because our mind has changed how it perceives it (but the thing in itself has not in fact
changed at all)?
Parmenides asserted that the thing in itself never changes. Change belongs to our perceptions, not
to reality. All change is illusory. Plato was struck by these ideas and they highly influenced his
eternal domain of immutable Forms, which is a perfect reflection of Parmenidean thinking. The Forms
are perpetually changeless.
There are thinkers in the modern day who subscribe to a Parmenidean view that time does not
exist (and Einstein was called a new Parmenides when he adopted the view that time is illusory).
These people typically use the concept of a “Multiverse” and assert that all possible events have
already happened in infinite parallel universes. Everything is frozen solid. The universe is like a
cosmic set of still frames from a movie. Every possible movie has been shot across infinite parallel
universes and all the still frames have been captured forever.
“Consciousness” chooses a way through these infinite worlds and infinite lives – like a film
editor putting together lots of movie frames – and then runs the movie, and that’s what constitutes a
person’s life. Nothing at any time actually changes. No time passes. All that happens is that a mind
assembles a set of static frames from a vast collection and then runs them in a particular ordered
sequence.
This is ingenious but, of course, preposterous if you give it any serious thought. What possible
reason could be provided for existence being configured in this extraordinary way? Above all, how is
the dynamic phenomenon of consciousness to be explained? It seems that everything bar

consciousness is a static, immutable noumenon. So how did consciousness come into being? Why is it
not a static, immutable noumenon too? If it’s not a noumenon then what is it? Was it constructed from
noumena (but this is impossible since all noumena are static in this scheme)? How does it interact
with noumena if it’s not a noumenon? How can something not be a noumenon in a world based on
noumena? How does consciousness select possible lives from a Multiverse of infinite possibility?
How does it run the sequence? Why does it do so?
Countless intractable problems are created, so this type of thinking leads to an intellectual dead
end.
Parmenides’s eternal reality (aletheia) was, like Plato’s domain, only accessible to reason (and
not sense-perception), i.e. it was an intelligible but not sensible domain. Plato, however, had the
good sense to additionally introduce a genuinely changing, sensible reality.
In reality, the only things that are genuinely immutable and eternal in the Parmenidean sense are the
laws of mathematics. Mathematical “things” themselves – mathematical functions – are eternal
becomings. They can’t ever operate outside the parameters of the laws of mathematics, but, within
those laws, the possibilities are limitless, just as endless combinations of words from a dictionary
are possible (thus allowing countless different novels to be written).
For Parmenides, reality is “One”: an unchanging, uncreated, indestructible, eternal whole. No
explanation is given for this other than that something can never come from nothing and something can
never become nothing. Given these two related conditions, Parmenides is correct – which is why it’s
essential to relate something to nothing, as in Illuminism, so that something can come from nothing
and something can become nothing (because they are two aspects of the same thing). This is only
possible mathematically.
Pythagoras, with his concept of the immaterial soul, was the first Western thinker to point to
existence beyond material reality, but, since he considered everything a manifestation of mathematics,
he was still, ultimately, a “one-world” thinker. Parmenides was the first outright “two worlds”
Western philosopher, asserting a radical dualism between appearance and reality (phenomena versus
noumena). This was an astonishing moment in the history of Western thought. Things as seemingly
self-evident as movement, change and time were brazenly denied, and “reality” was depicted as a
Grand Phantasm (in the manner of Hinduism and Buddhism). Parmenides was, therefore, the first
Western philosopher of Maya (illusion).
*****
In his Dialogue called Parmenides, Plato argued that nothing can be in anything which does not
contain it. This is one of the most important points of all because it attacks the popular scientific
magic trick of “emergence” whereby mind miraculously emerges from mindless atoms, or life from
lifeless atoms. If there are no traces of life and mind in atoms then how can any amount of rearranging
them or combining them in different ways lead to life and mind? To Plato and Parmenides, emergence
would have seemed ludicrous, and no explanation of anything at all.
If anything can “emerge” from anything else then that formally constitutes a world of magic and
miracles. We can have no possible means of predicting the future since anything at all can pop out of
thin air at any time.
The Void
Parmenides denied that anything could move because, in order to do so, something would have to
occupy an empty space (void), but void is non-existence, hence there’s nothing there to move into!

Parmenides wrote, “[What exists] is now, all at once, one and continuous... Nor is it divisible,
since it is all alike; nor is there any more or less of it in one place which might prevent it from
holding together, but all is full of what is.”
Parmenides is therefore arguing for an existential plenum of like things that cannot intrude on each
other. What he was really looking for was Leibniz’s monadic plenum of unique, indivisible souls!
Jail: the Den of Sins
The American prison system has been called, “The closest thing to hell this side of hell.” What does
it say about a society when it has such a compulsion to confine and punish? It points to something
rancid and terrified at the heart of this society, to a profound suspicion and fear of others. It signifies
a society that hates community and worships the family.
As an American prisoner said about his maximum security jail. “If you just got here, God help you.
You’ve still got this side of UGLY to see.”
“Incarceration Nation”
More than 1 per cent of the US adult population is now behind bars.
The US has 5% of the world’s population and 25% of the world’s prisoners. One in every thirty-six
Hispanic adults is currently behind bars, and one in fifteen of African American men (rising to one in
nine of those aged 20 to 34). One in every three African American men can expect to go to prison in
their lifetime. America – “land of the free”??? Isn’t that a contradiction in terms?
Isn’t the incarceration of so many African Americans just the continuation of slavery “by other
means”?
Morality
It’s said that good people go to heaven and bad people to hell. Imagine a world in which the moral
code was that poor people go to heaven and rich people to hell.
Imagine if people really believed that. Would it possible for anyone to be rich in such a world?
Who would want anything to do with rich people knowing that they were evil, and how would they be
able to maintain their wealth if they were treated as wicked pariahs, and no one wanted anything to do
with them, and no one bought any of their goods?
If a moral code existed that wealth was a sign of evil, there wouldn’t be any wealthy people in the
world. Or, rather, they would all be in jail, just as we currently imprison “bad” people. Shouldn’t the
whole of Wall Street be behind bars?
*****
How is it possible for any rich person to be a Christian given these words by Jesus Christ...
Jesus’ advice to the Rich Man
Mark: 10:17 Now as He was going out on the road, one came running, knelt before Him, and asked
Him, “Good Teacher, what shall I do that I may inherit eternal life?”
18 So Jesus said to him, “Why do you call me good? No one is good but One, that is, God. You know
the commandments: ‘Do not commit adultery,’ ‘Do not murder,’ ‘Do not steal,’ ‘Do not bear false
witness,’ ‘Do not defraud,’ ‘Honour your father and your mother.’”
20 And he answered and said to Him, “Teacher, all these things I have kept from my youth.”

21 Then Jesus, looking at him, loved him, and said to him, “One thing you lack: Go your way, sell
whatever you have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, take up the
cross, and follow Me.”
22 But he was sad at this word, and went away sorrowful, for he had great possessions.
So, Jesus Christ says, in his infallible gospel, that a) he is not “good”! and b) all rich people must
sell their assets and give the money to the poor. In which case, why are there so many rich Christians?
Isn’t that a contradiction in terms? Morally, you cannot be a Christian and rich. And why aren’t all
popes, preachers, pastors and priests saying so? Well, because many of them are stinking rich, or
have very good friends and allies who are stinking rich!!!
Note that this passage also formally denies that Jesus Christ is God: “Why do you call me good?
No one is good but One, that is, God.” So why do Christians believe that Christ is God when he
himself denied any such thing? Ah, the mysteries of the ignorant, irrational Christian mind.
Note also that merely obeying the Commandments isn’t good enough for salvation. That’s a
necessary but not a sufficient condition.
Mark’s commentary continues as follows:
With God All Things Are Possible
23 Then Jesus looked around and said to His disciples, “How hard it is for those who have riches to
enter the kingdom of God!” 24 And the disciples were astonished at His words. But Jesus answered
again and said to them, “Children, how hard it is for those who trust in riches to enter the kingdom of
God! 25 It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the
kingdom of God.”
26 And they were greatly astonished, saying among themselves, “Who then can be saved?”
27 But Jesus looked at them and said, “With men it is impossible, but not with God; for with God all
things are possible.
So, just in case you didn’t get it first time around, Jesus Christ repeats that rich people can’t
realistically get to heaven. Why does Christianity ignore Christ? He couldn’t have made himself any
clearer. Being rich and being Christian are incompatible states. You must choose one or the other.
Doublethinking, double dealing Christians choose both of course. Typical hypocrites.
Alice Cooper, a debauched rocker if ever there was one, is now a Bible puncher (yawn, it’s so
predictable when the dissolute “find” God in later life), and believes that every word of the Bible is
literally true, including that the world was made in seven days (actually, it’s six, Alice – “God”
rested on the seventh!). When asked if he believed in evolution, Alice came up with the interesting
answer, “I believe in evolution inside the species.” Isn’t that fascinating? He rather pointlessly
invents a new kind of exclusively intra-species evolution. So, he claims to accept evolution while
simultaneously denying it.
Human beings are the “fifth ape”: all apes have a common ancestor. Different species evolved
from an earlier species. Historically, evolution was primarily about “species mutation”: how the
earliest living cells gave rise to the incredible number of species the world now has. Inter-species
mutation (how one species generates another) was much more important than intra-species mutation
(how changes take place within a species).

*****
Jesus Christ denied that humans are capable of saving themselves; they require the intervention of
God. This is the basis of the doctrine of “grace” and the bitter theological battle between Pelagius
and St. Augustine, where the former asserted that men could gain salvation through their own works,
deeds and efforts, and St. Augustine insisted that God must confer his grace on someone and, if God
didn’t, the person wouldn’t be saved no matter what he did. This is the basis of a huge amount of
Protestant thinking where good deeds become irrelevant and only faith is important (faith, above all,
that God will grant you his grace and save you).
How can any legitimate “moral” code ignore whether someone does good or evil deeds?
According to Christianity, all morally good people could be damned to hell and all evil monsters
welcomed into heaven ... if that’s what God decided. In other words, God’s whim – not a person’s
morality – is what counts in Christianity. There is therefore no morality at all in Christianity! A
person’s morality is neither here nor there. Only God’s grace is important.
To more logically-minded Christians, this led to the doctrine of antinomianism [ancient Greek
“anti-nomos”: exempt from the law]. According to this view, Christians are not bound to observe the
“law of God”, but “may continue in sin that grace may abound”. This is the doctrine that by faith and
the dispensation of grace, a Christian is released from the obligation of adhering to any moral law
whatsoever. (And God gets additional opportunities to use his grace to combat sin. If no one sinned,
what would he do with his grace?)
The online Catholic Encyclopaedia says of antinomianism, “The heretical doctrine that Christians
are exempt from the obligations of moral law.”
Of course, there is nothing heretical about it. If you accept the doctrine of faith and grace, you have
rejected any moral code – because faith and grace have no connection with good deeds and morality.
In every way, Christianity is irrational. It espouses morality while destroying it. It condemns the
rich, yet there are plenty of rich Christians, especially in America.
Christianity is a joke and perfectly illustrates how Mythos overwhelms Logos. Christianity is all
things to all men. It’s whatever you want it to be, hence has no formal meaning.
There’s no such thing as Christianity in terms of a clear, meaningful doctrine. It’s just a pick and
mix jumble, and Christians take from it whatever suits their political and economic beliefs.
There’s no contradiction about Christians being advocates of anti-Christian Ayn Rand. There
would be a contradiction only if Christianity stood for anything and any meaning could be attached to
it.
Christianity is the world’s most successful religion precisely because it’s a meaningless Mythos
and anyone can project whatever they like onto it (which is why where there are countless different
Christian sects preaching radically different messages). The sheer number of alternative versions of
Christianity ought, by that fact alone, to destroy Christianity. Clearly, it has no coherent meaning if it
can mutate in so many opposite ways.
As for Pelagius, he considered grace as purely an external “aid” provided by God and more or
less conferred equally on everyone. He denied that God performed a special interior action on some
souls but not others.
By “grace”, Pelagius really meant something akin to God providing us with the divine revelation
provided by the Bible, and the reason to understand that we should strive to be as much like Christ as
possible if we wished to be saved. We saved ourselves through our own efforts to emulate God. We
didn’t simply kneel and pray that God would save us at his whim, as St. Augustine advocated.
Pelagius was an advocate of morality. St. Augustine wasn’t. Instead, he was an advocate of grace

and faith.
It was a catastrophic error for the Catholic Church to reject Pelagius and favour St. Augustine, and
it was of course St. Augustine’s views that led directly to Protestantism (Luther was an Augustinian
monk, originally), and also Catholicism’s shocking lack of morality down the ages. (The Cathars
rejected Catholic immorality, Luther condemned it – hypocritically since his morality was even
worse – and so did the Jansenist sect of extremist Catholics, who were supporters of the Augustinian
view and hence almost Protestant.)
Interestingly, Augustinians often see themselves as highly moral ever though their view formally
abolishes morality.
*****
“We must trust in the mighty power of God’s mercy. We are all sinners, but His grace transforms us
and makes us new.” – Benedict XVI @Pontifex
Why must we trust in God’s mercy? Who says we’re sinners? Grace? What the hell is that? It
“transforms” us? What, can’t we transform ourselves? Are we helpless? Are we pathetic? Are we
slaves? What kind of human being has any interest at all in worshipping some bizarre God? If we
can’t be Gods ourselves then there are no Gods!
The Catholic Church is an obscenity. And the endless sects of Protestantism are even worse. Let’s
get rid of the whole damned lot!
Protestantism contra Reason
“Reason is the Devil’s greatest whore; by nature and manner of being she is a noxious whore; she is a
prostitute, the Devil’s appointed whore; whore eaten by scab and leprosy who ought to be trodden
under foot and destroyed, she and her wisdom ... Throw dung in her face to make her ugly. She is and
she ought to be drowned in baptism... She would deserve, the wretch, to be banished to the filthiest
place in the house, to the closets.” – Martin Luther
“Reason is the greatest enemy that faith has; it never comes to the aid of spiritual things, but – more
frequently than not – struggles against the divine Word, treating with contempt all that emanates from
God.” – Martin Luther
“Reason must be deluded, blinded, and destroyed. Faith must trample underfoot all reason, sense, and
understanding, and whatever it sees must be put out of sight and ... know nothing but the word of
God.” – Martin Luther
“There is on earth among all dangers no more dangerous thing than a richly endowed and adroit
reason... Reason must be deluded, blinded, and destroyed.” – Martin Luther
“Reason should be destroyed in all Christians.” – Martin Luther
“Whoever wants to be a Christian should tear the eyes out of his Reason.” – Martin Luther
“To be a Christian, you must pluck out the eye of reason.” – Martin Luther
“People gave ear to an upstart astrologer [Copernicus] who strove to show that the earth revolves,
not the heavens or the firmament, the sun and the moon. Whoever wishes to appear clever must devise
some new system, which of all systems is of course the very best. This fool wishes to reverse the

entire science of astronomy; but sacred scripture tells us [Joshua 10:13] that Joshua commanded the
sun to stand still, and not the earth.” – Martin Luther
“We know, on the authority of Moses, that longer than six thousand years the world did not exist.” –
Martin Luther
“All our experience with history should teach us, when we look back, how badly human wisdom is
betrayed when it relies on itself.” – Martin Luther
“We may well lie with what seems to be a woman of flesh and blood, and yet all the time it is only a
devil in the shape of a woman.” – Martin Luther
*****
Is Protestantism pathology, psychosis or mental retardation? What sane, rational person would ever
subscribe to any Protestant sect?

Alice Cooper
Alice Cooper, an extremely rich man, asserted that the Biblical allusion to the rich man, the camel
and the eye of the needle was a reference to a gate in Jerusalem, which, although narrow, was quite
easy to get through. No such gate has ever existed but what is fascinating is that rich Christians are so
willing to believe it does, and make no attempt to check the veracity of the tale.
Wikipedia says, “The ‘eye of a needle’ has been claimed to be a gate in Jerusalem, which opened
after the main gate was closed at night. A camel could only pass through this smaller gate if it was
stooped and had its baggage removed. This story has been put forth since at least the 15th century, and
possibly as far back as the 9th century. However, there is no evidence for the existence of such a gate.
Variations on this story include that of ancient inns having small entrances to thwart thieves, or a story
of an old mountain pass known as the ‘eye of the needle’, so narrow that merchants would have to
dismount from their camels and were thus were more vulnerable to waiting brigands. There is no
historical evidence for any of these, either.”
In other words, the rich self-servingly choose whatever details, true of false, fabricated or real,
allow them to justify their wealth. Defending their riches is their primary motivation, not learning the
truth, or being moral. Why do these people bother when everyone can see right through them?
One thing you can always rely on ... no wealthy person will ever condemn their wealth or declare
it immoral. If they do, then they have to follow St Francis’s example. He rejected the wealth of his
father and chose to live in extreme poverty.
St. Francis of Assisi is the only person we have ever taken seriously as a “true” Christian, i.e.
behaving according to the rhetoric of Christianity rather than its observed and manifest evil conduct.
Morality
If you continually search for ways to interpret “morality” to serve your self-interest, you are not moral
at all. Morality has nothing to do with your self-interest. It’s about right and wrong. Sadly, most
people define what is good for them as “right” and what is bad for them as “wrong”.
Islam
“To those who reject Our signs and treat them with arrogance, no opening will there be of the gates of
heaven, nor will they enter the garden, until the camel can pass through the eye of the needle: Such is
Our reward for those in sin.” – the Koran
Yet again, the Koran proves that’s it’s just a plagiarized version of Judaeo-Christianity!
Just as the Christians are Jewish heretics and blasphemers, the Muslims are really JudaeoChristian heretics and blasphemers. And if we trace it all the way back, the Jews are just Canaanite
heretics and blasphemers. The Canaanites were polytheistic pagans who took their beliefs from the
Egyptians and Sumerians. The Jews themselves were once Canaanites pagans, and a Civil war
erupted between polytheists and monotheists. The Jewish monotheistic “tribe” broke away and
established a separate monotheistic identity.
The Soap Opera Formula
Soap operas do the same thing over and over again … into eternity. Each episode is about planting

the seeds of a conflict between two of the characters, advancing the conflict already established in a
previous episode, and bringing to a climax a conflict several episodes old. So, every episode is about
the start of a conflict, the evolution of a conflict and the dramatic end of a conflict. That’s the soap
opera formula, on permanent spin cycle. Why do people keep watching? Once you know the formula,
you know everything that’s going to happen. Each time a conflict seed is sown, you can guess with
99% accuracy how it will conclude. You are never surprised.
A corollary to the Soap Opera Law is that no soap character ever maintains a secret. In soap
operas, all secrets are compulsorily revealed. Secrets that are kept make no sense in terms of soap
opera dynamics and drama. In real life, everyone has secrets and many go to the grave with those
secrets. A soap opera, however, must generate secrets and then ensure they emerge with maximum
damage. No one gets away with anything in soaps. It’s as if they’re policed by the avenging Furies of
ancient Greece.
Economics
The present system: privatize the profits (the rich get richer) and socialize the losses (the poor get
poorer).
The future system: privatize the losses (the rich get poorer) and socialize the profits (the poor get
richer).
You see, it’s EASY!
Complexes
The Oedipus Complex: a son is jealous of the time his mother spends with his father. If he can get rid
of the father, he will have the mother all to himself.
The Electra Complex: a daughter is jealous of the time her father spends with her mother. If she can
get rid of the mother, she will have the father all to herself.
The Abraham Complex: a husband is jealous of the time his wife spends with their son. If he can get
rid of the son, he will have his wife all to himself.
The Jephtha Complex: a husband is jealous of the time his wife spends with their daughter. If he can
get rid of the daughter, he will have his wife all to himself.
The Dido Complex: if you can’t have your lover, kill yourself.
The Medea Complex: if you can’t have your lover, kill his (and your) children.
Ancient tales reveal all of the horrific ways in which people kill their supposed “loved ones”, and
even kill themselves. There can be no question that Abraham and Jephtha had deep-seated hatred
towards their children. The relationship between Abraham and Isaac is a psychiatric issue,
concerning paternal hatred, jealousy, insecurity and anger. How did it come to be the basis of the
religious beliefs of half the world? Because at least half the world is clinically psychotic! Anyone
who can’t see that there is something radically wrong with Abraham is as mad and dangerous as he
was.
Abraham has been called the first Jew, the first Christian and first Muslim. That makes him
unquestionably the most evil man of all time, the Devil’s own son!

Credit or Debit?
Are you a credit or debit person? Do you give to society, or take from it? Do you add or subtract
value? Do you contribute or withdraw? Are you positive or negative? If all the takers vanished from
the world tomorrow, it would constitute an enormous leap forward for humanity.
The McCarthy Witch Hunt
In the 1950s, the US became fanatically paranoid about communism. Catholic Republican Eugene
McCarthy led the persecution of all those suspected of having Communist sympathies.
The Communists ought to have said that Communism was their religion (Christianity without
Christ, so to speak), hence their beliefs were protected by the Constitution! That would no doubt have
led to an interesting case in front of the Supreme Court about what defines a religion. It’s worth
having that debate now, and linking it with how compatible religions are with civil and human rights.
Do Jewish and Muslims parents have the right – because of their religious beliefs – to physically
mutilate their baby boys through circumcision, and to indoctrinate their children with intolerant,
sectarian, irrational beliefs based on silly, ancient stories?
America is inherently a right wing, intolerant country. Modern America was founded by religious
fanatics, persecuted in their European home nations for their religious extremism. That aspect of
America has never changed.
Is it possible to imagine an America where a witch hunt was mounted against everyone holding
extreme right wing views? Imagine all super rich people, all ultra capitalists, all bankers and
Goldman Sachs executives, all Wall Street masters of the universe, and all anarcho-capitalist
libertarians, being blacklisted, hounded, harassed, boycotted, prevented from having jobs, being
hauled in front of Senate Committees to denounce right wing beliefs and expose anyone they knew
who held such beliefs, and even being expelled from the country. If America had any left wing
tendencies, it would be possible to picture such a scenario. As it is, it’s impossible.
In many ways, it’s hard to understand why America did not support the Nazis during WWII. After
all, the Nazis, like the Americans, despised Communism. The Nazis, like the Americans, were racist
fanatics. The Nazis, like the Americans, believed in their own exceptionalism. The Nazis, like the
Americans, believed in the family, the flag and strong leadership. The Nazis, like the Americans,
believed they were the Master Race, the greatest nation on earth with a manifest destiny.
America had a large proportion of citizens with a Germanic heritage. Why then didn’t it ally itself
with the Nazis? Well, we all know the answer from those silly Highlander movies: there can be only
ONE.
The Nazis hated the Jews because the Master Race couldn’t tolerate the existence of a rival
“Chosen People”. The Americans hated the Nazis because only one nation can be “exceptional”.
Which is it?
“The world will forever be 99% unknowable.” – (Attributed to Richard Feynman)
“The world will be 100% known.” – Illuminism
So, what’s it to be? – science, which will give you a 1% answer, or Illuminism that will give you the
100% answer.
String Theory
The founder of string theory was Italian theoretical physicist Gabriele Veneziano. A research fellow

at CERN in 1968, Veneziano observed a strange coincidence: many properties of the strong nuclear
force are perfectly described by the Euler Beta function (an obscure mathematical formula devised by
Leonhard Euler – yes, the selfsame Euler who produced the Euler Formula!).
This inspired others to look into this issue and it was revealed that when the nuclear interactions
of elementary particles were modelled as 1D strings rather than point particles, the Euler Beta
function describes the situation exactly. It was the first known “scattering amplitude” in string theory.
This is no doubt remarkable, but is it sufficient to be the starting point of a Grand Unified Theory
of Everything? What makes it an unassailable rational starting point for revealing the innermost
secrets of existence? Frankly, it’s no more special than any number of other seemingly bizarre links
between obscure mathematical theories and science.
String theory and M-theory have swallowed an immense amount of intellectual effort and
resources, and to what effect?
The Monadology
Leibniz wrote the Monadology, in French, while in Vienna in 1714. It wasn’t published until 1720
(after his death in 1716), and appeared in German rather than French. A Latin translation came out in
1721. The original French was not published until 1840. The first English translation was by Robert
Latta in 1898 (which shows how little attention was paid to Leibniz in the empiricist, materialist,
irrationalist English-speaking world).
The Three Ways to Truth
There are only three subjects that have any significant relationship with the ultimate truths. They are
physics, metaphysics and, above all, mathematics. Religion, moral philosophy, politics, economics
and the arts are wholly driven by emotion and have no connection with truth. You could never rely on
a religious person to tell the truth. They don’t know what it is.
Most people pretend to be interested in truth but since they never study physics, metaphysics and
mathematics then they’re obviously lying.
Aristotelian versus Dialectical Logic
Aristotelian Logic
(1) Law of Identity (A is A) – a thing can be only what it is.
(2) Law of Noncontradiction (A is not non-A) – a thing cannot be what it is not.
(3) Law of Excluded Middle (Any X is either A or non-A). There are only two alternatives – to be A
or not to be A – and they are mutually exclusive.
Dialectical Logic
(1) LAW OF UNITY AND STRUGGLE OF OPPOSITES: every object or process develops into something else
because it is affected by an external force and/or because its inner nature forces change (change,
motion and striving are built-in to its existence).
( 2 ) LAW OF TRANSITION FROM QUANTITATIVE TO QUALITATIVE CHANGE: development requires
discontinuity (a phase change). In democracy, for example, votes are counted with no regard to the
quality of the voters. This is a quantitative approach. In a meritocracy, voters must be suitably

qualified (have demonstrable merit in whatever they’re voting on). This is a qualitative improvement.
Meritocracy will unquestionably dialectically replace democracy because it’s qualitatively superior
and constitutes a higher and more advanced level of existence.
(3) LAW OF NEGATION: each new stage, while synthesizing in itself the progressive trend of previous
stages, contains within itself the preconditions for further development, i.e. it becomes a new thesis.
Aristotelian laws (of being) are about clearly distinguishing one thing from another. Dialectical laws
(of becoming) insist that contradictions not only exist but are essential and indeed the basis of a
thing’s identity. As Heraclitus said, “Not only could it be stated that identity is the strife of
oppositions but that there could be no identity without such strife within the entity.”
“Cold things grow warm; warm grows cold; wet grows dry; parched grows moist.” – Heraclitus
Heraclitus contended that in order for things to change, they had to contain (or be receptive to) what
they were (apparently) not. Only such contradictions could account for change. Heraclitus was the
great philosopher of becoming and his rival was Parmenides, the great philosopher of being. The
difference between them lay in what they regarded as the proper objects of thought. Parmenides
considered that the sensory world was deceptive, illusory and false. The empiricist world, he
contended, is ill suited to rational consideration and does not provide absolute, certain, immutable
knowledge. His is a metaphysical stance. Heraclitus, on the other hand, was interested in accounting
for the world we directly encounter. He thus belonged more to the scientific and phenomenological
tradition (but, like scientists, he acknowledged that the world obeyed laws – the laws of Logos –
which might easily be considered Parmenidean in nature, being eternal, immutable and unobservable
in themselves).
In Kantian terms, Heraclitus was interested in the laws of the phenomenal world and Parmenides
in the laws of the noumenal world (things as they are in themselves). The two approaches – noumenal
and phenomenal – are needed, and that’s the task that Plato tackled.
In modern Illuminism, the laws of mathematics are Parmenidean, but the objects/subjects of
ontological mathematics (monads) are inherently dialectical (Heraclitean).
Monads obey two sets of laws: the Parmenidean laws of being (the eternal laws of mathematics)
and the dialectical, Heraclitean laws of becoming (these are the laws of life and Will to Power).
Kant and Plato thought that the laws of the phenomenal world and the laws of the noumenal world
are different. Kant denied that noumenal laws could be known at all. Plato considered that the
noumenal laws were perfect, and the phenomenal laws inferior copies of them. (This implies that the
laws of science are perfect in the noumenal world, but imperfect in the phenomenal world – which is
an extremely interesting but flawed idea.)
In Illuminism, the laws of objective reality (both phenomenal and noumenal) are perfect
mathematical laws. In this respect, reality is machinelike. However, the laws of subjective reality
(both phenomenal and noumenal) are dialectical, proceeding by way of conflict and contradiction – a
Darwinian struggle of natural selection and a teleological, adaptive Lamarckian striving.
Darwinism might seem an objective process, but consider the Holocaust. Six million Jews were
prevented from passing on their genes not because of any objective laws but because of the subjective
beliefs of the Nazis.
Pythagoreanism (Illuminism) intersected with the philosophy of Parmenides in that mathematical
entities, numbers and shapes, were deemed to be fixed, eternal, absolutely certain objects of thought.

Plato’s eternal and immutable domain of perfect Forms attempted to take the Pythagorean eternal
and immutable domain of perfect mathematical Forms and extend it to all knowledge. Thus, Plato
envisaged perfect Forms of beauty, justice, horseness, life, and so on. This was awesomely beautiful
and inspiring, but went far beyond what Pythagoras asserted and toppled over into absurdity. There
are no such things as perfect love, perfect justice, perfect morality, perfect beauty, perfect horseness
or anything else. Plato was wrongly treating subjective issues as if they were objective.
Illuminism continues to advocate the Pythagorean domain of perfect Forms, based on mathematics
and nothing else. However, it also refers to a dynamic, dialectical domain of evolving Forms, which
imitate those Platonic Forms that are not strictly mathematical. For example, it’s possible to imagine
a perfect human DNA Form (the perfect Platonic Form of a human, so to speak). Anything that
accurately replicates it is human. Anything that deviates too far from it is some other species. This
human DNA Form took countless years to evolve since life first appeared on earth, and, continued to
evolve long after its introduction. For the last few thousand years, however, it has been largely static
and fixed. Any significant departure would likely give rise to the ... superhuman, the god.
There was no evolution in Plato’s system, and that was his big mistake. His domain of Forms
actually required two types of Form: static, eternal, immutable Forms (the laws of mathematics), and
dynamic, mutable, evolving, dialectical Forms (the things of the world). We can imagine an evolving,
imperfect Form of a horse, or beauty, or justice, or whatever, but not an eternal, perfect one.
When a dynamic Form reaches its omega point, then it has attained its perfection. From there, if it
undergoes a radical change then it’s equivalent to a new Form splitting off from the original Form and
starting a new “species”, which will then evolve to its own omega point, and so on.
*****
“The same attribute cannot at the same time belong and not belong to the same subject and in the same
respect.” – Aristotle
Laws are eternal: they cannot change. Laws are Parmenidean.
Things (the monadic, living, thinking stuff of the world) are always changing. Things are Heraclitean
(dialectical, becoming).
Laws don’t change: things subject to those laws do. A law cannot contain contradictions: things do.
Laws are dead. Things are alive.
Law is being: life is becoming.
Aristotelian logic applies to laws and dialectical laws to life. A great deal of confusion about logic
has arisen from applying different types of logic to the wrong situations. You cannot apply the logic of
being to dialectical situations. You cannot apply the logic of becoming to immutable laws of being.
In Heraclitus’ system of becoming, identity contains contradictions because a thing’s attributes
change over time. In Aristotelian logic, nothing changes; everything is treated as eternal.
It’s possible to treat something as eternal by considering it at just one instant, and then assuming
that this instant endures forever. So, Aristotle typically looks at an entity at one particular instant and
declares: this is “A” and therefore it is not “not-A”. In dialectical logic, “not-A” might come into
view at the very next instant, but Aristotle has compartmentalised each instant and made it eternal
rather than have instants continually flowing into each other.
Aristotelian logic is about removing time and change and dialectical logic is about including time

and change, hence Aristotelian logic applies strictly to eternal laws of being and dialectical logic
applies strictly to the dynamic laws of becoming.
A “law of motion” is, ironically, an eternal law of being, not a law of becoming. The first law of
motion states that a body will travel at a constant speed in a straight line forever unless acted upon by
a force. In this context, motion, in the absence of any forces, is itself an eternal, immutable process,
i.e. it can’t be changed within its own nature. Something external to its nature must be applied to it (a
force).
This is a key point. All things, as Leibniz observed, are in motion forever, which means they have
eternal energy. In their own terms, they would move forever at the same speed in the same direction.
The only reason they don’t is that they are being continually affected by other things. The objective
laws of how things affect each other are, again, eternal in their nature. The subjective laws of how
things affect each other are, however, dialectical, hence unpredictable at any one time (although over
long periods, clear patterns will emerge that begin to resemble eternal laws dictating dialectical
progress towards an omega point).
Science is about Aristotelian laws. The development of human societies, on the other hand, is
completely dialectical. Different types of causality apply. With science, there’s no capriciousness in
how things interact. Causal chains are objective, inexorable, implacable and inevitable (which is
which science denies the existence of free will). Dialectical causality, on the other hand, is
capricious and subjective (reflecting the unpredictable Will to Power of individual living things and
collections of living things).
An Aristotelian might say that a person is living, hence not dead, but of course that statement is
certain to be falsified at some point (when the person dies). A dialectician would say that the living
person already contains the seed of death, which will inevitably grow until it is dominant and the
person is dead. The person’s physical body was never solely alive; it always contained death (and
what is a body made of except the “dead” food, drink and air which goes in through our mouths). On
the other hand, the person’s immortal soul – reflecting the Platonic Form of Life – can never contain
any hint of death. Bodies die, not souls.
Aristotelian logic views contradiction with horror and strives to eliminate it. Dialectical logic,
however, is based on contradiction.
*****
Even some Aristotelian laws can be argued to have a dialectical character. If the universe starts out in
an extremely energetically improbable state (such as the Big Bang), it ends in an extremely probable
state – the heat death predicted by the Second Law of Thermodynamics where the universe has
reached thermal equilibrium at a temperature around absolute zero. Hot things, in the long run, will
always become cold things (their dialectical opposite). However, the state of perfect heat death might
also be the trigger for the next Big Bang, so coldness would in that case contain the seed of its
opposite: the blazing heat of the next Big Bang explosion.
Contradiction
In explaining the cosmic dialectic, Hegel posits the law of contradiction rather than the Aristotelian
law of non-contradiction. Since reality for Hegel and Heraclitus is something that moves, any fixed
identity (pure being) is impossible. Contradiction is the source of becoming. It’s the root of all
movement. It’s only because something is experiencing a contradiction that it moves, that it has an
urge, an activity, a vitality. What is “becoming God” all about? – achieving total knowledge, total

power, total completeness, total wholeness, total synthesis, the resolution of all contradictions.
A thing of pure being endures forever, unchangingly. It has no contradictions. Only mathematical
laws exist in that way. Living things are always becoming and so they must contain within themselves
tensions and contradictions that they are seeking to overcome.
Hegel’s logic is synthetic rather than analytic. Synthetic logic joins things into ever greater
wholes; analytic logic divides them into ever smaller parts.
With synthetic logic addressing wholes rather than parts, contradictions are natural and expected.
Synthetic logic seeks to resolve contradictions dialectically. Analytic logic seeks to eliminate
contradictions by dividing things into smaller and smaller parts until the contradiction disappears.
Synthetic logic deals with truth that is both/and rather than the either/or of analytic logic.
The left hemisphere of the brain is for analytic, Aristotelian thinking; the right hemisphere for
synthetic, holistic and dialectical thinking.
The Three Laws of Dialectical Materialism
1) The transformation of quantity into quality, and vice versa.
2) The interpenetration of opposites (i.e. the denial of the Aristotelian principle of noncontradiction).
3) The negation of the negation (i.e. the dialectical view that reality proceeds by way of contradiction
(thesis and antithesis) and the reconciliation of contradiction (synthesis), with the reconciliation
producing fresh contradictions (it’s a new thesis).
For Hegel, thought is reality (with material nature being “alienated” mind). Marxists asserted, on the
contrary, that matter is reality and mind the highest product of mind.
Marxists introduced the notion of “objective” and “subjective” versions of dialectics. Objective
dialectics applies to the natural, scientific world. Subjective dialectics is the reflection in thought of
objective dialectics.
Marxism denies that the laws that govern matter are mechanistic and reductive. In Illuminism, the
laws that govern matter are mechanistic and reductive (insofar as they are wholly mathematical).
These are objective laws. However, the laws that govern life are dialectical. These are subjective
laws. There is also, of course, an interface where objective laws are gradually being overcome by
subjective laws. This is the gap in which biological life appeared.
Objective laws remain dominant until the rise of animal brains. Subjective, dialectical laws
become dominant when consciousness and free will appear. Free will constitutes an absolution
contradiction of machine laws that offer no free choices.
Lab Work
The Laboratory of Failure – intelligent people trying to change the world.
The Laboratory of Success – stupid people doing crass, populist things.
“Success has always been the greatest liar.” – Nietzsche
We live in an inverted world. Failure (of stupid people) is hailed as success, and success (of
intelligent people) as failure. Thus, the stupid run the world, and call themselves successful.
NEVER SAY ANYTHING DIFFICULT AND COMPLEX.

Here are some watchwords and phrases if you want to be successful. Imitate success. Deliver the
same product that has already succeeded, but make it slightly different (i.e. a variation on the theme).
Pander to popular sentiments. Never be challenging, abstract, obscure and intellectual. Go with the
flow. Assume that the world is full of extravert, sensing and feeling types, and no one else. Ignore
introverts, intuitives and thinkers. They don’t affect popular culture.
Success is largely about copying, mirroring, and mimesis. Produce hooks, jingles and memes that
have viral capability. Flood the market. Why did Gangnam Style succeed so spectacularly? Because
it provided a funny, physical action (a dance) that everyone could copy. Getting people to learn a
dance step in order to be cool, hip, trendy and popular is one of the great aims of those seeking
commercial success.
Ensure that any physical action you wish to have imitated is easy, funny, rapidly learnable, “cool”,
popular, populist, familiar, unthreatening, uncontroversial, catchy, repetitive, robotic, simplistic,
girly, feminine, non-political, non-religious, non-intellectual, sexy.
Here’s a funny dance. It’s called “the Preacher Dance”. It’s an imitation of Pentecostalists being
possessed by the Holy Spirit. It’s an imitation of charismatic preachers praising the Lord. It’s
hysterical, infectious, contagious, viral. It’s the ultimate dance sensation. Yeah, right! Simply by
mentioning Pentecostalists, it’s challenging, awkward, and controversial, hence will never succeed.
The Monad
Illuminism might seem complex but it’s actually astoundingly simple. It’s all based on one thing: the
monad. Just imagine the world consisting of one monad alone. What would it be like?
Although the monad is the smallest thing there is – a dimensionless point – it’s also a portal to the
largest thing there is: infinity.
Imagine an infinite sequence of spheres of every possible radius (amplitude), frequency and phase
all centred on the monad. The total collection of spheres is perfectly balanced between positive and
negative numbers, real and imaginary. The whole ensemble mathematically cancels to zero. It’s the
supreme, unbeatable information system. It can generate all possible information.
The whole system is controlled by the generalized Euler Formula:
A e i(fx + φ) = A cos (fx + φ) + i A sin (fx + φ)
where A = amplitude, f = frequency and φ = the phase angle.
So, there’s nothing other than Euler’s Formula, which is precisely why it’s named the God
Equation.
The astounding arrangement of infinite concentric spheres centred on the zero monad is the
ultimate information system and is none other than the SOUL. That is the fundamental unit of
existence, the basic constituent of the arche (the primary “stuff” of existence).
So, that’s a single monad. Now add a second. Then add an infinite number of other monads, all
configured in exactly the same way. They can form two possible things: a dimensionless Singularity
containing all monads in a single point, or a Cartesian grid containing all monads in an infinitely large
dimensional arena. These two arrangements are what existence is. The Singularity corresponds to the
Cosmic Mind, and the Cartesian arena to the Cosmic Body controlled by the Mind (and, indeed, made
of minds). There’s nothing else. That’s the full shooting match. That is the magic of zero and infinity
(and everything in between), all controlled by the generalized Euler Formula.
The whole of ontological mathematics flows from Euler’s Formula. There is not a single aspect of
ontological mathematics that cannot be traced back to Euler’s Formula. Why? Because nothing else

exists apart from Euler’s formula.
Euler’s Formula is of course all about cosine waves (real numbers) and sine waves (imaginary
numbers). Therefore, existence is all about sinusoidal waves and nothing besides. Existence is an
infinite VIBRATION. It’s a cosmic musical instrument playing every conceivable note. We live
amongst the music of the Euler Spheres!
The astounding tool to which Euler’s Formula gives rise is Fourier mathematics, and Fourier
mathematics leads to everything else, including holograms. We live in a self-generating Cosmic
Hologram.
The Function
Leibniz was the first person to use the word “function” in the modern mathematical sense of a
variable, the value of which is uniquely determined by some other variable (e.g. y = f(x) = x2). Since
Leibniz’s time, the precise technical meaning of “function” has been hotly debated. D’Alembert
asserted that a function must be expressible via the ordinary processes of algebra and calculus. Euler
took a less restrictive view and said that a function was defined if you could simply draw the curve of
f(x) versus x. However, Weierstrass later showed that there were continuous functions that were
nowhere differentiable, meaning that they did not have a tangent anywhere, hence could not be drawn.
These functions have “high-frequency content”, hence change extremely rapidly as the independent
variable changes, making differentiation impossible.
In the present day, a function f(x) is simply a rule that assigns a value to f determined by the value
of x, i.e. a function maps x into f.
“As Fourier showed, virtually any periodic function can be represented as the sum of an infinite
number of sines and cosines, each assigned a coefficient. The information that distinguishes one
Fourier series from another is contained in the coefficients. … We had to say that virtually any
periodic function can be represented as Fourier series because in 1872, some exceptions were found:
continuous functions whose Fourier series diverges from the function at certain points.” – Barbara
Burke Hubbard, The World According To Wavelets
“Fourier claimed that any function of a variable, whether continuous or discontinuous, can be
expanded in a series of sines of multiples of the variable. Though this result is not correct, Fourier’s
observation that some discontinuous functions are the sum of infinite series was a breakthrough. The
question of determining when a Fourier series converges has been fundamental for centuries.” –
Wikipedia
“The proper setting for the rigorous theory of Fourier series turns out to be the most important
function space in modern physics and modern analysis, known as Hilbert space in honour of the great
German mathematician David Hilbert. The precise definition of this infinite-dimensional inner
product space is rather technical…” Peter J. Olver
Teleology
Aristotle was a different kind of scientist from those of today. He emphasized a biological paradigm
of organic wholes. Teleology – the purposes of living, intentional things – dominated his thinking.
Modern science became physico-chemical rather than biological. Organic wholes were rejected
and replaced by collections of interacting parts, as in machines. Teleological thinking was discarded.
In other words, Aristotle saw the world as a striving, living organism, and modern science as a

meaningless, purposeless machine. This change was the inevitable consequence of extreme
materialism and atheism. That said, the dialectical materialism of Marxism – where history itself
became a kind of evolving organism – was something of a return to the Aristotelian perspective.
Marxist matter was, arguably, living and striving rather than the dead, machinelike matter of science.
Modern science is reductive, analytic and non-teleological. It’s all about the parts rather than the
whole. Typically, science asserts that to understand anything, you have to dismantle it, and analyze the
function of each part. However, emergentism then promptly contradicts this approach by asserting that
the whole can never be understood by inspecting its parts. It really is difficult to grasp why any
scientist ever refers to emergence since it’s almost the opposite of modern science. If anything, it’s
Aristotelian.
Secondary Qualities
“I desire anyone to reflect and try, whether he can by any abstraction of thought, conceive the
extension and motion of a body, without all other sensible qualities. . . extension, figure, and motion,
abstracted from all other qualities, are inconceivable.” – Bishop Berkeley
Historically, a key philosophical distinction was between the “primary” and “secondary” qualities of
things. Qualities such as shape, extension, motion, mass, and so on (objective, measurable,
quantitative properties) were the primary qualities and were said to exist within the objects
themselves.
Tastes, smells, colours, etc. were the secondary qualities and were said to exist within us rather
than within the objects themselves. That is, secondary properties related to our sensory experience of
the objects, but were not directly about the objects themselves. A strawberry, for example, does not
itself have the colour, taste or smell of a strawberry but, rather, has the power to produce those
sensations within us because of its primary qualities: how its atoms are arranged.
The size of the strawberry, its extension, its mass, all belong to the strawberry itself since they
relate to the atoms of which the strawberry is made.
Primary qualities were therefore deemed more real than secondary qualities, i.e. more objective
than the subjective, secondary qualities. This amounts to privileging the objective over the subjective.
But why should we? And aren’t the primary qualities themselves mere subjective ideas in our minds?
How do we know a strawberry exists outside our minds at all? Given that thoughts are all we have,
where is the evidence that material strawberries exist independently of our thoughts? In this respect,
which reflects the approach adopted by the idealist empiricist Bishop Berkeley, all properties
actually belong to the secondary, subjective kind.
Materialism is the view that we should regard “primary” qualities as more important than
secondary and that primary qualities are objectively “real”. Mainstream idealism denies the reality of
these primary qualities and regards everything as subjective.
Modern scientific thinking is preoccupied with objectivity and wants to eliminate subjectivity and
deny free will. Dialectical logic, on the other hand, is ultimately all about subjectivity.
A taste can be sweet and sour at the same time, but a thing can’t be both round and square at the
same time. Objectivity is without ambiguity; subjectivity is full of ambiguity. Why is an objective
morality impossible? – because morality is inherently ambiguous. Should President Truman have
ordered the invasion of Japan or the dropping of the atom bomb? There can never be a clear answer
to that unless you appeal to inhuman, unrealistic Kantian categorical imperatives where war wouldn’t
be allowed in the first place.

Morality is subjective, evolutionary and dialectical – it has nothing to do with scientific
objectivity. There are no absolute, eternal, immutable moral standards of the kind Plato envisaged.
It’s always a mistake to apply objective standards to subjective fields, and it’s always a mistake to
apply subjective standards to objective fields. Our world is full of people applying the wrong
standards to the wrong fields. This isn’t thinking but anti-thinking. One of the worst intellectual
crimes of all is when Abrahamists and Karmists apply Mythos to Logos matters. The world is
provably billions of years old. Anyone who says it was made in six days some six thousand years ago
because an ancient story says so is simply demented and incapable of rational thinking.
The history of the world has been the history of muddled, inappropriate, irrational thinking; the
history of ignorance, superstition and, above all, of emotional narrative: Mythos.
Three Types
There are three types of people in the world: those who seek love, those who seek status and those
who seek self-expression.
The first type – the lovers – are consumed with the notion of loving and being loved. They often
wistfully talk of “unconditional love”. Most women fall into this category. They dream of having a
loving husband and a loving family upon whom they can lavish their love. They often love animals
(dogs or cats) too, and usually have a best friend, whom they love. They are driven by the limbic
system of the brain, concerned with emotions. They are Jungian feeling types.
The second type – the “social climbers” – are consumed with the desire to have high status, to be
powerful, to be respected and admired by others, to be above others. Careerists belong to this type,
and are mostly men. You will find them as lawyers, accountants, economists, politicians, bankers,
traders, doctors, architects, lobbyists, journalists, advertisers, media people, senior managers,
entrepreneurs, etc. Power over others is what drives them. Status, wealth and possessions are their
measure of their power, hence they are obsessed with these. Many of this type are psychopaths,
driven by the reptilian part of the brain. They are Jungian extraverted sensing types.
The third and rarest type – the creators – are those who crave to express themselves, to achieve
something unique and magnificent, to produce something never known before, to summon wonders
into this world. They are the outsiders, the rebels, the heretics, the apostates, the freethinkers, the
tortured artists. They seek not the approval of lovers or the admiration of the world but their own
approval. They are driven to live up to their own estimation of themselves, to express their potential
in the fullest possible way.
Single men overwhelmingly define this type. Nietzsche is an archetypal example.
They are defined by the cerebral cortex and are Jungian introverted intuitive and thinking types.
These are the people closest to Gods.
*****
People don’t like being humiliated, and most people feel humiliated in the presence of people who
are much smarter than they are. Smart people aren’t like and admired. “Intellectual” is a pejorative
term in many nations, which just about sums up our cretinous world.
Purpose
All living things are teleological, striving and contending for specific things: survival, more power.
Machines are completely unteleological. They have no purpose, no intentionality. A car will sit
where it is forever unless someone gets in and drives it.
Scientific materialism is intent on reducing the universe to the equivalent of endless cars.

Scientific materialism has no understanding at all of mind, life, will and consciousness. None of these
things make sense to the machine minds of scientific materialists. The supreme irony is that scientists
are themselves teleological beings, driven by the desire and will to understand how the world works
scientifically. Yet they deny that the universe is teleological.
Whereas the great ancient knowledge declares as above, so below, and makes the human with a
body and mind the microcosm while the cosmos with a cosmic body and cosmic mind is the
macrocosm, science countenances no analogy and no parallels at all between human beings and the
universe, other than to say that we are produced by nuclear waste (the atoms produced by dead stars).
We are simply mysterious by-products of a pointless cosmic machine that has the bizarre feature of
generating life, mind and purposes from the lifeless, mindless and purposeless.
When the ancient Greeks declared, “Know thyself”, they believed that was the gateway to
knowledge of everything. Scientific materialism asserts that understanding the purposes and drives of
human beings wouldn’t shed any light at all on the purposeless, driveless, lifeless and mindless
universe.
Scientific materialism is a weird death cult that loathes life, consciousness and free will and
assiduously works to render them meaningless ... mere epiphenomena of inevitable chains of cause
and effect.
If Abrahamism and Karmism are incomprehensible, so is scientific materialism. The first thing
scientific materialists deny is Descartes’ cogito ergo sum.
The only thing of which we can all be sure is that we are expressions of thinking – of mind.
Scientists deny this and assert that the only thing of which we can be sure is matter, despite the fact
that our contact with “matter” is purely through our thoughts about it. It is self-evident that there is no
experience or knowledge of matter without minds, and therefore the possibility of matter being
capable of existing without mind is radically called into question.
Certainly, there is not one shred of evidence that matter is primary and mind its epiphenomenon.
All the evidence points in exactly the opposite direction: matter is an epiphenomenon of mind.
Scientific Materialism
Scientific materialism doesn’t want messy, troublesome free will, choice, subjectivity, contradiction,
dialectics, i.e. it doesn’t want life. Science wants only machinery; a clockwork universe; a factory of
purposeless death.
If Abrahamism is the grotesque worship of the Torture God, scientific materialism is the lifehating worship of the machine universe, devoid of heart, soul and mind.
Science is the cult of death, led by high priests of intellectual annihilation. Where everyone else
seeks the meaning of life, the scientists seek to remove the meaning of life, to obliterate and render
everything sterile and dead. What is the scientific vision of the final state of the universe? – absolute
cosmic heat death, a whole universe stripped of every fragment of useful energy, reduced to a
temperature of almost absolute zero. That vision of a frozen Apocalypse sums up the barren minds of
scientists with their loathing of life and meaning. How did such a horrific creed of oblivion ever fire
anyone’s imagination? Only a tiny fraction of people are attracted to this glacial, empty, sterile
subject which has no need or love of life.
Science is for the undead – for zombies who masquerade as the living.
Science is the invention of cold-blooded, robotic people who dream not of electric sheep but of
cosmic machinery, the useful energy of which is steadily and relentlessly draining away, running
down, running out, vanishing.

Aristotelian Logic

objective, eternal, immutable, purposeless laws of a machine world.

Dialectical Logic

subjective, temporal, mutable, teleological laws of a living organism.

We live in a world where both types of logic are needed. Scientific materialists, driven by irrational
dogmatism, commit the mistake of mocking and rejecting dialectical logic – which is exactly why
science has never made any headway explaining life, mind, free will and consciousness (the
subjective domain).
When science tries to understand these things, it seeks to apply familiar Aristotelian logic. This is
the wrong form of logic for the subjective domain. It’s perfect for the machine aspects of objective
reality, but otherwise it’s useless.
Similarly, dialecticians should never apply dialectics to objective, scientific, machine processes.
That said, dialectics is often better than Aristotelian logic in many real situations. In the famous heap
paradox, the question is posed of when is a heap not a heap. You create a little pile of sand and then
keep removing grains. According to Aristotelian logic, the heap must always be a heap and not a
“not-heap”, yet there must come a time when the heap has been so severely reduced that it is no
longer a heap. Can Aristotelian logic identify that point? It definitely cannot. In dialectical terms, the
heap always contained its “not-heap” opposite. It can’t identify when that point is reached, but
dialectics isn’t about accuracy. It’s broadstroke and messy, but it gets the job done.
As another example, think of something hot. That definitely contains its opposite, doesn’t it? All
hot things become cold. And all cold things heat up if brought into contact with a hotter thing.
The heat death of the universe can be said to equate to a dialectical process where hotness (thesis)
and coldness (antithesis) finally arrive at their ultimate synthesis (omega point) – absolute
temperature equilibrium where nothing is hotter or colder than anything else.
The universe might also be said to engage in a permanent dialectical struggle between entropy and
negentropy. At the end of a cyclical Age, the universe reaches a state of maximum entropy (heat
death), yet this, paradoxically, is the necessary condition for maximum negentropy and the birth of a
new Age (a new Big Bang).
So, just as the cosmic dialectic culminates in complete temperature equilibrium, it also culminates
in a perfect balance between entropy and negentropy, which generates a new universe as soon as it
tips to negentropy.
The Greatest Problem
“It is just as difficult and dangerous to try to free a people that wants to remain servile as it is to
enslave a people that wants to remain free.” – Machiavelli
This is a critical dilemma. Hegel and Marx didn’t realize that many people want to be servile.
Abrahamists long to be mastered, to worship a cosmic master. They have no interest in taking
responsibility for their own lives.
“Only two things are infinite, the universe and human stupidity, and I’m not sure about the first.” –
Einstein
Indeed.

The God Failure
If the Jews are the Chosen People, why were they enslaved by the Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians,
Greeks and Romans, and then practically exterminated by the Nazis? Being God’s Chosen Ones
obviously isn’t much of a deal. The Jews should demand a refund.
If the Muslims are the Chosen People, why were they kicked out of Spain by the Christians,
destroyed by the Mongols and now humiliated by Western capitalist nations? Why hasn’t Allah, that
fluent Arab speaker, helped his Arabs to be more successful?
The Jewish and Muslim Gods have obviously failed to deliver, so why does anyone go on
believing in them? The answer is that it would be an even bigger defeat and humiliation to stop
believing! Can anyone imagine the Jews confessing to the world that they are not the Chosen People,
that Jehovah plainly doesn’t exist (in the terms of which they conceive of him), and that all their
suffering over the millennia was entirely perverse and in vain? Can anyone imagine 1.5 billion
grovelling Muslims confessing to the world that Mohammed was a madman who simple made up the
Koran (or, rather, devised an Arab version of the Jewish Bible)?
The Religious Stone Age
A little girl in Pakistan wanted an education. How did the Taliban respond? They shot her in the
head! That’s Islam for you. Islam is the craving to return to the deserts and caves of the Stone Age. Or
is that “Stoning Age”.
Is Nothing Sacred?
“The Bible tells us to be like God, and then on page after page it describes God as a mass murderer.
This may be the single most important key to the political behaviour of Western Civilization.” –
Robert Anton Wilson
Usury and interest
The Catholic Church decreed that anyone who accepted interest on loans couldn’t receive the
sacraments or Christian burial. Pope Clement V made the belief in the right to usury a heresy. Pope
Sixtus V condemned usury as “detestable to God and man, damned by the sacred canons and contrary
to Christian charity.”
So, Christianity deemed it a grievous sin to charge interest on a money loan. According to Saint
Thomas Aquinas, the natural essence of money was simply as a measure of value. For money’s value
to increase through usury violated its essence. A just transaction was one characterized by an equality
of exchange. Each side received exactly his due, neither more nor less. Interest on a loan violated
justice.
[Exodus 22:25] If thou lend money to any of my people that is poor by thee, thou shalt not be to him as
an usurer, neither shalt thou lay upon him usury.
[Leviticus 25:36] Take thou no usury of him, or increase: but fear thy God; that thy brother may live
with thee.
[Deuteronomy 23:19] Thou shalt not lend upon usury to thy brother; usury of money, usury of victuals,

usury of any thing that is lent upon usury:
[Ezekiel 18:17] He withholds his hand from sin and takes no usury or excessive interest.
Why did Christ drive out the money changers from the temple? Because they were engaging in usury.
So, any Christian who accepts Christ’s conduct should condemn all money lenders: all of capitalism,
in essence! What provoked Christ’s arrest and execution: his actions in the Temple! It was
CAPITALSM that killed Jesus Christ.
In The Divine Comedy, Dante placed usurers in the inner ring of the seventh circle of hell. Is that
the address of Wall Street? Presumably, Goldman Sachs is based in the ninth and lowest circle of
hell, right next to Satan himself (who, by a mysterious coincidence, always resembles the CEO of
Goldman Sachs).
God, the Tyrant
“The first revolt is against the supreme tyranny of theology, of the phantom of God. As long as we
have a master in heaven, we will be slaves on earth.” – Bakunin
This is exactly the case. There is nothing more important than removing all trace of a celestial master
upon whom humanity is dependent. The notion of a “Creator” must perish. We must embrace
evolution.
Mind and Matter
Descartes proposed a dualism of an extended, unconscious domain and an unextended, conscious
domain. Leibniz proposed that existence was formed solely from an infinite number of unextended,
thinking monads (unconscious, but capable of generating consciousness). In Illuminism, the Cartesian
world of extension arises automatically from the relations between monads (mathematical points)
which have unique coordinates in a cosmic Cartesian arena.
Descartes, disastrously in retrospect, provided scientists with the opportunity to simply ignore the
unextended, living, mental domain. Science then adopted its prevailing machine mentality. Science
can’t say anything at all about where life, mind and consciousness come from. Descartes would no
doubt observe that this is because scientists have rejected the domain where these things exist – the
unextended domain.
Descartes provided a simple, precise definition of life and mind: they are dimensionless; they take
no part in extended, material existence. Science has never provided a comparable working definition.
Leibniz’s Monadology, wholly based on unextended mathematical points, got rid of the scientific
machine world of extension. Instead, extension was something that was possible only because of
underlying, dimensionless points. Extension is not something separate from unextension (as in the
Cartesian view), but something that is an inevitable consequence of the relations between unextended
points.
Whereas Descartes proposed two domains with no necessary connections (dualism), Leibniz had
one monistic domain (composed of infinite monads), which produced extension once the monads
were given unique mathematical locations (since, as soon as two points are separated – i.e. have a
distance between them – then they have an automatic relation of extension with each other).
The Leibnizian extended world can never be anything other than an expression of the underlying
unextended reality. This means that life and mind are inherent and inescapable in the Leibnizian
universe. There is no Cartesian avenue open to scientists to ignore the unextended domain and act as

if it doesn’t, and couldn’t, exist.
Descartes believed that extension and non-extension were separate, independent things while
Leibniz maintained that non-extension was fundamental and gave rise to extension, so extension was
dependent on non-extension and couldn’t exist without it. For Descartes, God could have created a
dead, extended world and never bothered to populate it with any unextended souls. For Leibniz, God
could never have created an extended world without first establishing an unextended world of mind
and life.
This remains one of the most important debates of philosophy. Can you have extension that is not
built up from non-extension, can you have dimensionality that does not come from dimensionlessness,
can you have divisible compounds that do not arise from indivisible parts?
To the ancient Greek Atomists, it was possible to have indivisible extended units (atoms); to
Leibniz this was impossible since what, other than arbitrary decree, was preventing the atoms from
being divided? For Leibniz, only unextended entities could not be divided; any extended thing was, by
definition, divisible. The whole debate of idealism versus materialism reduces to this question of
whether the fundamental “atoms” of existence are indivisible and unextended, as Leibniz maintained,
or indivisible and extended, as the Atomists claimed. Scientific materialism is all about the latter
view, and would be destroyed if Leibniz’s view prevailed. However Leibniz’s indivisible,
unextended atoms are of course unobservable, hence contradict the fundamental basis of experimental
science, which demands that experimental evidence must be furnished for any hypothesis. (Nobel
prizes are never awarded for scientific “speculation”; only for experimentally verified theories).
The whole scientific mindset is designed to reject rational unobservables. Scientists would rather
accept the logical absurdity of extended things that cannot be divided than remove experiments from
their perch. A rationalist would, on the other hand, rather stand with logic and reason than with
experimental evidence. Experimental science demands that things be observable; rationalism asserts
that this demand that fundamental things should necessarily be observable is illogical and irrational.
What sufficient reason makes rational unobservables impossible? There is no such reason, hence no
rationalist can ever accept such a prohibition. Experimental science is inherently irrational since it
dogmatically rejects the existence of rational unobservables because they cannot be observed (and
not because they are rationally impossible). Experimental science is rather like a colour-blind man
insisting that colours do not exist because he can’t see them.
Modern science despises life, mind, consciousness and free will – because they all subvert the
tidy scientific machine view of reality. It has created a Meta Paradigm where mind is reduced to an
unexplained (and inexplicable) derivation of extended matter.
Leibniz, on the other hand, placed the most religious of all concepts – the living soul – at the heart
of reality. Everything is about the soul. The only reason why the world can often seem so machinelike
is that Leibniz’s souls are 100% mathematical entities, all carrying the full laws of mathematics
within them.
Whereas scientific materialism cannot explain mind (how mind comes from matter), Leibniz easily
explains how matter originates in mind. Quite simply, if you put unextended points together in a
precisely ordered way to create a Cartesian arena then that arena, mathematically, automatically
reflects the “material” property of extension. Extension is the inevitable consequence of arranging
unextended points in a uniform grid.
Extension cannot explain unextension but unextension immediately explains extension. Extension
is compounded from unextension. Everything comes from unextended points. The secret of existence
is contained in that simple observation. It’s logically impossible for Leibniz to be wrong. There is

simply no question that life and mind are the core of existence. We are living things in a living
organism, not living epiphenomena in a dead machine. Unless you get this clear in your mind, you
will never understand existence and your own immortality. At the ultimate level, the view of
scientific materialism is 100% false – in fact, it’s a perverse, anti-life view of reality. It
fundamentally denies life and mind even though life and mind define existence.
The reason why science seems plausible rather than absurd flows from the fact that souls are
mathematical. As soon as mathematics, with its incredible order and organisation, enters the
equation, it ipso facto makes the universe look like a mathematical machine rather than an organism.
The universe is a self-solving mathematical equation with infinite nodes and variables. So,
although it is eternally alive, it has no resemblance to the anthropomorphic God of Abrahamism –
which is what ordinary people in the West understand by eternal life.
Life is not about anthropomorphism – it’s about mathematical self-solving processes, and
mathematics is the last thing that comes to mind when people ponder life. Is that not the supreme
irony? Existence is all about living mathematics, and yet everyone thinks of mathematics as
intrinsically abstract and dead. That is why it has taken human minds so long to grasp the nature of
existence.
What is a soul? A self-solving, self-optimizing, autonomous mathematical entity. What is the
world? A set of objective mathematical relations between subjective mathematical souls. That’s it.
That’s all there is. Mathematics glues everything together, and there is nothing other than mathematics.
What is consciousness? It’s when mathematical rationality becomes explicit in minds (through
reason, logic and mathematics itself). It’s when mathematics starts to become self-aware.
We are all mathematical beings gradually, and begrudgingly (for the most part), realising that’s
what we are. The Mythos feeling and sensing types are far from grasping their own nature. The Logos
thinking and intuitive types, on the other hand, are so close they are on the verge of releasing the full –
infinite –mathematical power of their minds, and becoming GODS.
What is a God? It’s a mathematical mind that has achieved gnosis and fully understood itself. With
full understanding comes full power, divine power.
Takers versus Makers
So, which are you? Do you take (from others) or do you make (for others)? Takers are parasites.
The Unconscious
Arguably, Leibniz was the first philosopher of the unconscious. He maintained that perception is
universal, and stated, “there are infinite degrees of perception, and perception is not necessarily
sensation.”
Cartesians denied any analogy between human thought and “mental” phenomena in animals.
Darwin’s theory of evolution has triumphantly vindicated Leibniz. Humanity descended from apelike
ancestors. Our minds are on a continuum with theirs, with ours now at a higher level. We do not
belong to a wholly separate category with an unbridgeable gap between us, as the Cartesians and
Abrahamists claimed.
The perceptions – the “thoughts” – of lower beings are, to be sure, confused, and unconscious,
while those of man are relatively clear and conscious; but that’s the only difference. A monad per se
belongs to the low end of that continuum. When it reaches the high end then it properly becomes a
“soul”. That is, “monad” should, strictly speaking, be used for an unconscious mind and “soul” for a
conscious mind. However, in Illuminism, monad and soul are used interchangeably because even

souls, in the sense of consciousnesses, are wholly linked to the domain of the unconscious.
The Plan
“You don’t throw the whole plan away because the results haven’t gone for you.” – Scotland football
manager Craig Levein, shortly before he was fired after a disastrous sequence of results.
(Paraphrased as: “It’s all going to plan – it’s just that the results are wrong.”)
Football, as everyone agrees, is a results-driven business. If the plan isn’t giving results, it’s the plan
that’s wrong, not the results!
If we, the Illuminati, were in the results business, we would have packed up and left the stage long
ago, but we have a higher calling – the truth business, and the truth has never been popular.
“Splitting”
“The bigger the front, the bigger the back.” – Anonymous
People hate being haunted by their own demons, so they try to project them onto others. A problem
that is properly theirs becomes someone else’s. A case was reported of a Jewish father who
disowned his daughter for marrying a Catholic and who railed against Jews being involved with
anyone outside their community. It was later revealed that he had been conducting a long affair with
his blonde, Roman Catholic secretary! He had separated his own guilty secret from himself. He was
disowning that part of himself by disowning his daughter. Yet you can never truly escape from
yourself.
He split himself into two: the person he wanted to be and the person he actually was (but didn’t
want to be). That second self was then transferred to others where he could hate it and condemn it.
*****
“A Saudi preacher who tortured his five-year-old daughter to death has been released after agreeing
to pay ‘blood money’, activists said.
Lama al-Ghamdi died in October having suffered multiple injuries including a crushed skull,
broken ribs and left arm, extensive bruising and burns.
The child had also been repeatedly raped and the burned.
Her father Fayhan al-Ghamdi, a prominent Islamist preacher who regularly appears on television
in Saudi Arabia, served only a few months in jail despite admitting having used a cane and cables to
inflict the injuries.
Activists from the group Women to Drive said the preacher had doubted Lama’s virginity and had
her checked up by a medic.
Randa al-Kaleeb, a social worker from the hospital where Lama was admitted, said the girl’s
back was broken and that she had been repeatedly raped.
Her injuries were then burned.
Rather than the death penalty or a long prison sentence, the judge in the case ruled the prosecution
could only seek ‘blood money’, according to activists.
The money is compensation for the next of kin under Islamic law.
Activists said the judge ruled the few months al-Ghamdi spent in prison since his arrest in
November was sufficient punishment.
He has reportedly agreed to pay £31,000 ($50,000), which is believed to have gone to Lama’s
mother.

The amount is half that would have been paid if Lama had been a boy.
Activists say under Islamic laws a father cannot be executed for murdering his children. Husbands
can also not be executed for murdering their wives, the group say.” – Becky Evans, The Daily Mail
Everything about this story is sickening, and everything it exposes about Islam is sickening.
Any sane person knows why this Muslim murderer “doubted his daughter’s virginity” – because
he himself had raped her. He murdered her because she was the evidence of his own evil
paedophilia.
God
Atheists deny that God exists. (This is the “No God” model.)
Abrahamists want to do everything God demands of them and be with him forever. (This is the
“Master (God) – Slave (Human) model.)
Eastern religion is about union with the transcendent Godhead (Oneness). (This is the “God Union”
model.)
Esoteric religion is, as Dan Brown rightly identifies in The Lost Symbol, all about apotheosis –
becoming God.
So, atheists aren’t interested in God, Abrahamists want to obey God in all things, Easterners want to
unite with God, and esotericists want to be God in their own right. Illuminism belongs in this last
category. This is the Faustian dream.
Your attitude to God obviously says a huge amount about you. Atheists are strong-minded and
have no need for the consolations of religion. Abrahamists are weak and submissive and see their
best bet as being in alliance with the ultimate master who will protect them and give them paradise as
long as they do his bidding. Easterners want to be assimilated by God in some sense. Esotericists
strive to be perfect versions of themselves, thus their own Gods.
Abrahamists don’t believe that they themselves can be perfect, but want to associate themselves
with the being (“God”) that they regard as perfect. Easterners want to be absorbed by perfection.
Esotericists want to make themselves perfect. Atheists are the odd ones out and aren’t preoccupied
with perfection. Of course, it’s hard to be obsessed with perfection if you don’t accept the reality of
an afterlife. An esotericist can become perfect over many lifetimes (via reincarnation). An atheist
lives for three score years and ten and then dies – finito.
Isn’t it fascinating how your beliefs, attitudes, and rational thinking processes determine
everything about how you view life and interact with it?
The unhealthiest view is the Abrahamic slavery model. The most pointless view is atheistic
scientific materialism. Eastern religion is relatively benign and would be highly positive if all notions
of karma were expunged. By far and away the healthiest, most positive, constructive and creative
view is that of the esoteric Faustians who want to perfect themselves. They don’t want to worship
God or enter into union with him, they want to be him – to be their own God.
*****
In The God Series, we have gone through all of the world’s religions and shown their strengths and
their weaknesses, and exposed their central fallacies. We have done the same for all the world’s
major philosophers and philosophies. We have shown what’s wrong with science.

We have provided the answer to everything, to all the mysteries of existence. Of course, we won’t
satisfy everyone. Irrationalists will (and do) deny that we have answered anything at all. People of
faith and right wing conspiracy theorists will rubbish our work. The arrogant and self-deluded will
believe that their own “answers” are superior to ours. Most people simply won’t be able to
understand what we have accomplished. They won’t see how radical, revolutionary and staggering
Illuminism is. The dunces will be in confederacy against us. Those who are envious of us will seek to
tear down our work.
Some will see it as interesting but a mere rehash of well-known ideas. Well, of course it’s a
reflection of well-known ideas!!! Humanity’s greatest geniuses have produced dazzling work. If you
think you can improve on their ideas you had better be a genius yourself. Since Pythagoras, Plato,
Heraclitus, Leibniz, Goethe and Hegel were all Illuminists and have been enormously influential in
the world of ideas then self-evidently we will be reflecting the ideas of the past.
Illuminism isn’t some unknown work outside the intellectual tradition. In fact, it’s the complete
opposite – it’s the culmination of that tradition that corrects all of the errors present in the tradition. It
was always intended to be a Grand Unified Theory of Everything: of religion, philosophy,
mathematics, psychology, science, metaphysics, politics, sociology, and, above all, mathematics. It’s
exactly that.
Anyone who thinks they can beat Illuminism is simply deluded. Anyone who thinks they can
produce ideas outside the intellectual tradition is deluded.
We often encounter fantasists who think that Illuminism is pedestrian and doesn’t answer anything.
Of course, they never show in what way anything we have said is in error and they certainly never
advance a rival theory – because they can’t.
Illuminism is the last word. And to all those who say it isn’t, put up or shut up. To those who say
it’s old ideas reheated, we say show us your new ideas that are completely outside the intellectual
tradition. Only lunatics think they can outsmart humanity’s roll call of geniuses.
The Point
There’s nothing like the monad. Mathematically, it’s a point. Scientifically, it’s a centre of eternal
force (energy/motion). Biologically, it’s the source of life. Metaphysically, it’s the supreme
noumenon. Psychologically, it’s the ultimate basis and expression of mind. And, religiously, it’s none
other than the immortal soul.
The arche – the fundamental substance of existence – must provide all of the features we observe
and experience in our world. The monad, and the monad alone, accomplishes that. It’s the basis of
mathematics, metaphysics, religion, science, life, mind, consciousness and free will.
Windows
In his published Monadology, Leibniz says that monads have no “windows by which anything can
enter or depart.” Thus, a monad cannot perceive anything other than its own being. This is true in
terms of subjectivity. We only experience ourselves as subjects: all other things – all other monads –
are objects to us.
It’s not true that nothing can enter or depart monads, but it’s definitely true that subjective
experiences (so-called qualia) can never enter or depart a monad. All monads are windowless in
terms of subjective, interior experience. You can only have your own experiences: never those of
anyone else.
The Holographic Monad

“Each monad is a mirror of the universe, from its point of view, and accompanied by a multitude of
other monads composing its organic body of which it is the ruling monad.” – Leibniz
So, each monad reflects the whole universe – the whole is in each part (as in holography). If the
monad is the soul, what is the body? The body is made from the energy contents of other monads,
from all of the other monads in the universe, in fact. We are all absolutely and indissolubly linked.
Our soul is our own, but our bodies – and the material world itself – are made of the energy content
of all souls. Our soul is the ruling monad of our body, but infinite other monads are involved in our
body insofar as they contribute the objective energy for it.
A monad is a soul to itself (subjective) but a body (objective) to other monads.
Thought and extension are not separate Cartesian substances which repel and exclude each other,
but different attributes of one and the same mental substance. Thought is what takes place inside a
monad and extension (matter) is how a monad’s energy content presents itself to other monads.
Thought is the interior, subjective activity of a monad. Extension is its exterior, objective
mathematical relation with other monads. In the normal course of events, monads do not relate to each
other via thinking (since this, normally, is windowlessly locked inside each monad), but via
extension, which goes “outside” the monad and is shared with other monads.
However, psychic links allow monads to directly glimpse and experience (from their own
perspective) the thoughts and feelings of others (meaning that there are windows of a mental nature).
In truth, it’s consciousness that’s associated with windowless states, while the unconscious involves
a huge interpenetration of mental activity between all monads.
*****
“Space, as it appears to the senses, and as it is assumed in physics, is not real, but it has a real
counterpart, namely the arrangement of the monads in a three-dimensional order according to the point
of view from which they mirror the world. Each monad sees the world in a certain perspective
peculiar to itself; in this sense we can speak, somewhat loosely, of the monad as having a spatial
position. ... What I, for my part, think best in his theory of monads is [Leibniz’s] two kinds of space,
one subjective, in the perceptions of each monad, and one objective, consisting of the assemblage of
points of view of the various monads. This, I believe, is still useful in relating perception to physics.”
– Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy
The most complex aspect of Leibniz’s Monadology concerns whether objects are made of monads or
result from monads (i.e. are bodies aggregates of noumenal monads and are thus things in their own
right or are they phenomena deriving from noumenal monads?). Leibniz wrote, “I don’t really
eliminate body but reduce it to what it is. For I show that corporeal mass, which is thought to have
something over and above simple substances, is not a substance but a phenomenon resulting from
simple substances which alone have unity and absolute reality.” Elsewhere, he added, “Accurately
speaking, matter is not composed of these constitutive unities but results from them ... Substantial
unities are not parts but foundations of phenomena.”
What Leibniz was attempting to accomplish was simply astonishing: he was describing holograms
centuries before they had even been conceived. Consider a hologram of a table. Well, it’s not a table,
is it? Not in the materialist sense. You can’t break down a hologram of a table to “atoms”. There you
have something that looks exactly like a table without actually being a table. So who needs tables?
Leibniz wrote, “Matter and motion are not substances or things as much as they are the phenomena
of perceivers, the reality of which is situated in the harmony of perceivers with themselves (at

different times) and with other perceivers.”
Leibniz’s entire monadic world is a mental hologram, composed of countless points, each of
which is a perceiving mind. There are no material “things”; no atoms.
How on earth did a man of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries manage to
understand the principles of holography long before the Fourier mathematics necessary for
holography had even been devised? This, arguably, is the greatest intellectual feat of all time.
Clearly, Leibniz didn’t have a prayer of effectively communicating his ideas to his contemporaries,
and his ideas vanished into oblivion as Newtonian scientific materialism became all conquering, and
they have remained there ever since. Newton triumphed over Leibniz precisely because of the
childish simplicity of Newton’s ideas.
The smartest people are always in extreme danger of never being understood, especially if they
are hundreds of years ahead of their time. Yet the day will come when Leibniz will be triumphantly
vindicated ... when the brightest thinkers eventually catch up with him. Quantum mechanics and
quantum entanglement have already shown that the conventional materialist vision of reality is wholly
false. The truth of our world is that we live in a self-generating hologram, created by infinite minds.
*****
If bodies were made of aggregates of monads then, since each monad is indestructible and immortal,
it would be extremely likely that monadic “bodies” would be indestructible and immortal too.
Plainly, bodies are nothing like that. Bodies are produced by energy that comes from monads (and this
energy becomes dimensional and extended in the ontological Cartesian grid), but not from
dimensionless, unextended monads themselves. It’s vital that you appreciate the difference between
being made of monads and made of the energy content of monads.
*****
Our bodies are not made of stars; they are made of souls! Stars, too, are made of souls. Our bodies
contain the soul content (energy), of the whole of existence, of all monads. The whole of reality is
present within just a single point – the Super Singularity, the Aleph that contains all other points.
“Mass is a being by aggregation, but from infinite unities.” – Leibniz
*****
Bodies are not made of monads themselves, but from the mathematical contents of monads. They are
wholly dependent on monads, but are not directly monadic themselves.
Bodies are expressions of monadic mathematical properties (concerning energy waves). Bodies
are not substances and things in their own right. There can be no bodies without minds.
Why is the quantum world so bizarre? It’s precisely because it’s demonstrating that the most
fundamental particles are so closely linked to monads that they are almost minds themselves, and at
any rate express an incredible degree of mental rather than physical characteristics. When you bring
together countless trillions of mindlike quantum particles, the mindlike features of quantum particles
(which are closely associated with dimensionless mental existence because their own dimensions are
vanishingly small) fade away and are replaced by machinelike, physical extension and
dimensionality, i.e. the “solid” stuff of the familiar material world.
Imagine the revolution that would take place if scientists started treating quantum particles not as
tangible, physical objects like miniature billiard balls, but as more or less intangible mind-matter
interfaces that become tangible only when scaled up by aggregation with endless trillions of similar

particles to produce meaningfully extended and dimensional objects.
It’s laughable to say that a 1D string loop 10 -33 cm across is a meaningful, extended, dimensional,
material object. It’s not. It’s much closer to a dimensionless mind.
What is the difference between mind and matter? Mind is unextended and hence is everywhere and
nowhere. It doesn’t have a physical location. You can’t go to it and train a huge microscope on it.
Matter, on the other hand, is here and not there. You can train a microscope on it.
Quantum particles are not minds, but nor are they matter. You could never see a 1D string with a
microscope. You could never precisely locate a string. What happens is that, like minds, quantum
particles are everywhere and nowhere and yet there is a certain probability you will find them here
rather than there, i.e. that gives them a probabilistic rather than deterministic physical reality. This
probabilistic character is what allows particles to partake of “material” existence.
So, we have:
Monads (minds): everywhere and nowhere. Zero probability that you will physically find them here
rather than there (they are not physical at all). NON-LOCAL.
Material bodies: here, not there. 100% probability of finding them in this place rather than that.
LOCAL.
Quantum particles: the interface between mind and matter. Everywhere and nowhere (non-local)
and yet with a definite probability that you will find them here rather than there (local). So, quantum
particles are like non-local minds that can materially localise with a certain probability. The more
you aggregate them with other particles, the more you increase the probability that they will be here
rather than there, until you end up with a 100% probability that an enormous collection of quantum
particles will constitute a physical body that is definitely here and not anywhere else.
Thus we see that quantum particles are the indispensible bridge and interface between the mental
and material worlds. There could be no material world without these bizarre, probabilistic, mindmatter quantum particles. They inhabit the mind-matter twilight zone.
Heisenberg and Bohr claimed that quantum particles don’t objectively exist, and thus called into
question the whole of objective reality, prompting Einstein to ask whether the moon was there if no
one was looking at it. Bohr was perfectly happy to assert that it might well be the case [that the
unobserved moon wasn’t there]! Only observation, he said, could resolve the matter. Here we have
the clearest cut distinction between empiricism and rationalism.
A rationalist accepts objective reality (the reality principle) and observation is deemed irrelevant
to the moon’s existence. It’s there whether or not any observers exist. An empiricist denies that
anything exists unless observed (to be is to be perceived).
So, what do you say? Did the moon exist before a single life-form evolved on earth? – if you say
“yes”, you’re a rationalist. Or is it pointless speculation to discuss the moon’s existence billions of
years ago, and its meaningful reality is dependent purely on present observations? – if you say “yes”,
you’re an empiricist.
Illuminism doesn’t say that quantum particles don’t objectively exist. It says they most certainly
do, but essentially mentally – with an objective probability that they will localize materially.
Illuminism can maintain a reality principle because it rationally accepts the existence of
unobservable mind, hence quantum particles can objectively partake of that unobservable mental
domain. For empiricist scientific materialists such as Heisenberg and Bohr, there is no mental domain
and ipso facto quantum particles must disappear from objective existence – since there’s nowhere

else for them to go.
This is why empiricist materialist scientists talk of reality being inherently fuzzy and
probabilistic. It’s nothing of the kind (it’s fully rationalistic with a sufficient reason for everything,
and the quantum probabilities have deterministic underpinnings), but if you accept their fallacious
Meta Paradigm then you have no choice but to accept their conclusion of “reality” being ultimately
unreal and unobjective.
Quantum mechanics is actually the proof of the existence of a mental domain, providing you accept
a rational reality principle and the existence of objective reality. If you think existence is
fundamentally real – and things don’t vanish when you stop observing them – then you must accept the
existence of mind in a domain that transcends, contains and defines the material world, i.e. mind and
not matter is the primary reality.
If you go with the weird empiricist materialist view, you surrender the right to talk about objective
reality and a reality principle.
John Bell, with his famous inequality theorem, proved that if you want to accept a real world, you
must accept non-locality, which is a mental, not physical property. Bell said, “One wants to be able
to take a realistic view of the world, to talk about the world as if it is really there, even when it is not
being observed. I certainly believe in a world that was here before me, and will be here after me, and
I believe that you are part of it! And I believe that most physicists take this point of view when they
are being pushed into a corner by philosophers.”
Most physicists might indeed take this point of view, but their Meta Paradigm of empiricism and
materialism definitely doesn’t. Heisenberg and Bohr’s denial of a real world is the one you must
accept if you accept the Meta Paradigm of the scientific establishment. Astonishingly, almost no
scientists discuss this enormous contradiction at the heart of conventional science – which is why we
denounce science as a dogmatic, quasi-religious faith rather than a rational discipline.
Bell’s inequality, we can’t stress enough, is the rational proof of the independent existence of
mind. Bell said he would rather give up Einstein’s special theory of relativity (based on localism)
than the notion of reality. Well, then, science ought to give up Einstein’s theory. It’s wholly false
conceptually, and it’s incompatible with objective reality.
Yet Bell ought to have added something else – that he would rather give up the Copenhagen
Interpretation of quantum mechanics than the notion of reality. Like Einstein’s special theory of
relativity, the Copenhagen Interpretation is incompatible with objective reality. This must be dropped
as the standard interpretation of quantum mechanics. It tacitly accepts localism rather than nonlocalism by “explaining away” non-localism, while quantum mechanics is in truth all about nonlocalism (mind!).
Science has rationally failed. It’s Meta Paradigm of empiricism and materialism is provenly false
with regard to non-localism and objective reality.
There’s an easy way to save science and also revolutionize it – to replace empiricism and
materialism with rationalism and idealism, exactly as Leibniz advocated. By doing so, science can
immediately start to account for life, mind, consciousness and free will. It is has everything to gain
and nothing to lose. Science will never achieve a grand unified theory of everything while it
continues to subscribe to an unquestionably false Meta Paradigm.
Why does science irrationally resist the truth? It’s because it’s locked into the notion of having
contempt for philosophy and worshipping experiments. The issue of the consistency and rationality of
Meta Paradigms takes scientists into the domain of philosophy – away from experiments – and that’s
somewhere they definitely don’t want to be.

Science has reached the rock on which it must be destroyed. Its success was always based on
experiments, and now it’s this same obsession with experiments that’s preventing science from facing
the truth. Experiments made science and now experiments are breaking it. Experiments have nothing
to say about rational unobservables and, especially, minds.
Once scientists countenance mind, the reign of experimental science is instantly terminated, and
science becomes something else. It becomes Leibnizian metaphysics. That’s why science is so
reluctant to face the truth. Newton is deposed and Leibniz replaces him on the highest podium of
science. Experiments are deposed and rational thinkers take over. Everything changes. Science
becomes a wholly different discipline. In fact, it becomes Illuminism.
*****
Kant, well-acquainted with Leibniz’s work, struggled as much as Leibniz to express how phenomena
result from noumena and eventually concluded that the noumenal universe was unknowable, meaning
that it would never be possible to explain how phenomena were generated by noumena. That is the
gospel of despair, and mathematics is the antidote.

The Great Chain of Being
Aristotle was the originator of the idea that became known as “The Great Chain of Being”, the
“Ladder of Life” and “Scala Naturae.” The core idea was that all species could be placed in
hierarchical order, from “lowest” to “highest”, culminating with God.
Since Aristotle regarded the universe as perfect (by which he meant the “best” world rationally
possible given the inescapable existence of inherently imperfect matter), that meant the Great Chain
was also perfect. There were no empty links in the chain, and no link was represented by more than
one species. Given that every link was occupied, and none were occupied twice, no species could
ever ascend from one position to another (because this would leave one level empty and put two
species on the same level). Thus, in this perfect Aristotelian universe, species could never change,
hence evolution was impossible. This idea – the Doctrine of Fixed Species – dominated Western
thinking for centuries. It was of course completely compatible with Christian Creationism and the
opposite of Darwinian evolution. It was a remarkably static and inflexible view and it was doomed to
fall as soon as dialectical, dynamic, flexible, adaptive and evolutionary thinking came to the fore.
Bertrand Russell, in A History of Western Philosophy , wrote a rather eccentric account of
Aristotle’s “religion”:
“I said Aristotle was not by temperament deeply religious, but this is only partly true. One could,
perhaps, interpret one aspect of his religion, somewhat freely, as follows:
“God exists eternally, as pure thought, happiness, complete self-fulfilment, without any unrealized
purposes. The sensible world, on the contrary, is imperfect, but it has life, desire, thought of an
imperfect kind, and aspiration. All living things are in a greater or less degree aware of God, and are
moved to action by admiration and love of God. Thus God is the final cause of all activity. Change
consists in giving form to matter, but, where sensible things are concerned, a substratum of matter
always remains. Only God consists of form without matter. The world is continually evolving
towards a greater degree of form, and thus becoming progressively more like God. But the process
cannot be completed, because matter cannot be wholly eliminated. This is a religion of progress and
evolution, for God’s static perfection moves the world only through the love that finite beings feel for
Him. Plato was mathematical, Aristotle was biological; this accounts for the differences in their
religions.
“This would, however, be a one-sided viewed of Aristotle’s religion; he also has the Greek love
of static perfection and preference for contemplation rather than action without matter.”
Russell asserts that Aristotle’s world is continually evolving, but if that’s the case, it certainly isn’t
evolving in Darwinian terms. The whole thing is evolving uniformly, i.e. all creatures get better
within their own species, but no species are evolving into any others. (Thus no proto ape could have
given rise to five different ape species, including humanity.)
Even if the individual species get better, the whole scheme is static: each species remains rigidly
in its place in the chain of being. Nothing overtakes anything else. Nothing leaves its position, either
upwards or downwards.
In fact, there’s a serious problem with such a view. If God created the perfect order (or, to be
more accurate, was the ultimate cause of the perfect order coming into being), how could anything

evolve to become more perfect? Such evolution would imply that God had designed all the different
species less than perfectly, and what would be the point of that? Is a perfect Creator even capable of
such imperfection? And why would he then want the imperfect species that he created to become
perfect?
Russell got this wrong and yet he correctly highlighted a serious problem with Aristotle’s view of
teleology. If you assume a teleological universe – a universe with a final purpose and completion
towards which everything is striving – then the scheme Russell has outlined must be right. But it can’t
be right if a perfect created order has been established in which there is a perfect place for everything
and everything has its perfect place.
That is, you can either have a perfect Created Order which has no need of teleology (since its
perfect Creator already established its perfection – and this is very much the Christian Creationist
view), or you can have an imperfect Uncreated Order evolving teleologically towards a perfect end
(which is the Illuminist view). Or you can have an uncreated, non-teleological universe evolving
purposelessly (according to Darwinian natural selection), and heading in a machinelike way towards
inevitable heat death in accordance with the Second Law of Thermodynamics. Or you can have
“karmic” moral evolution, as in Eastern religion.
So, your choices are:
1) Creationism (non-teleological).
2) Teleological Evolution (Illuminism and esoteric religion).
3) Karmic Evolution (Eastern religion; teleological).
4) Darwinian Evolution (Scientific materialism and atheism; non-teleological).
The Established Order
One of the consequences of the Creationist view and the Great Chain of Being was that God had
assigned everything its allotted place. Therefore, to wish to alter the divinely mandated Order was to
rebel against God himself and defy his design. It was an ultimate sin.
This type of thinking was used to defend monarchy (the divine right of kings and queens to rule),
nobility, Feudalism, the Papacy, the super rich, hierarchy and so on. In other words, it was used to
support the establishment and to condemn revolt, rebellion and revolution as evil.
The establishment love the doctrine of the Creationist Great Chain of Being. It’s the quintessence
of conservatism. The establishment want to freeze the world, to make everything static. Why?
Because then their families will remain in power dynastically forever. The elite have no interest in
social change and social mobility. Why would they? It could only harm their interests. They don’t
want evolution. They don’t want to give anyone else a chance.
The Created Order, like karma and the caste system, justifies the inequalities in humanity, and
entrenches the position of the elite.
The Created Order is a closed order, directed personally by God.
The Evolutionary universe is open and free.
Lamarckian Evolution
The great rival of Darwinian evolution by natural selection was Lamarckian teleological and
adaptive evolution. In Darwin and Evolution, Jonathan Miller sums up Lamarck’s ideas as follows:

“Like his 18th century colleagues, J.B.A.P. de Monet Lamarck was devoted to the traditional doctrine
of the Great Chain of Being. For him, nature was a graded series of natural types, arranged in order:
from the simplest and most microscopic, to the largest and most complicated. The difference was that
Lamarck regarded this as an escalator rather than a stairway.
“From the moment when God had first created it, nature was endlessly on the move. All creatures
were caught up in the struggle to become as complicated as men. In order to fill the emptying lower
steps of the escalator, Lamarck found it necessary to suggest an endless process of spontaneous
generation. In order to replenish the scale of being, inanimate matter had to form itself into simple
creatures which then stepped on the bottom of the escalator and filled the gap left by those rising
towards the top.
“Lamarck suggested that this onward and upward progress was directed by two natural forces.
1) The inherent drive towards increasing complexity.
Living matter was as if imbued with a natural ambition to be bigger and better, so that each creature
was irresistibly drawn towards a higher stage of development.
2) The shaping power of the environment.
According to Lamarck, the natural habits of a creature would inevitably lead to a modification of its
anatomical structure. By wading in shallow water a bird would stretch its legs in order to keep its
body above the surface, and automatically acquire longer limbs. Once this addition was acquired it
would be handed on to the next generation, and so on. Conversely, the disuse of a structure would
automatically lead to its shrinkage, and this too would be inherited by the successors.
*****
This view is now regarded as absurd. Giraffes don’t grow longer necks by regular stretching. Gene
mutations cause a variety of neck lengths within the species, and natural selection weeds out the less
well adapted from the better adapted. So, giraffes with the genes for longer necks prospered and
those with the genes for shorter necks died out.
Darwinian evolution dovetails perfectly with empiricist materialist science. Darwinism rejects
mind and teleology. It’s all about genes, gene mutations and natural selection. Yet as soon as a
separate domain of mind is accepted, Lamarckian teleological and adaptive evolution suddenly has a
place. That place is an extraordinary one: it’s Lamarckian teleological and adaptive evolution that
causes the genetic mutations associated with Darwinism. If Darwinism is the materialist aspect of
evolution, Lamarckism is the corresponding, linked mental aspect.
Darwinism on its own rejects teleology and adaptive striving. However, when coupled with
Lamarckism, then teleology and mental adaptive striving can be injected into Darwinism, with their
effects being transmitted by genetic mutation. In this view, mutations aren’t inefficient and random:
they are mentally designed, so to speak – a deliberate attempt by an unconscious mind to influence the
genetic makeup to produce a desired effect. This type of targeted, quasi-designed evolution would
lead to far fewer mistakes and fewer “intermediary” fossil records, exactly as observed. Darwinian
evolution ought to have generated endless intermediate forms as all sorts of mutations were subjected
to natural selection. Yet there are precious few intermediate forms. New species seem to appear
almost out of nowhere, as if they have been pre-designed. That’s impossible in terms of nonteleological, materialist Darwinism, of course, but it’s exactly what you would expect if teleological
mental processes are driving the mutation process.

The Ultimate Equation
WW: “However writing out the ultimate magical mathematical equation doesn’t seem to be the
answer to me.”
In The God Game, we asked what answer people would be prepared to accept as the ultimate secret
of existence. If you refuse to accept the God Equation as the answer, what then?
We already know that sensing and feeling types will never accept a mathematical equation simply
because it’s a mathematical equation, and it doesn’t mean anything to them. In other words, the
objective “truth” doesn’t matter in the slightest; most people are interested only in a subjective truth
that makes sense to them and that they like. The “truth” of faith isn’t true to someone who doesn’t
believe; the truth of mathematics isn’t true to a mathematical illiterate.
This is the whole point. Every psychological type will advance their “truth” of existence but, of
course, that doesn’t mean they will all be correct. In fact, at best, only one can be right. So, what
subject do you associate with eternal truth? We know mathematics is the answer, but we also know
that most people will never grasp that. They will remain wedded to faith, revelation, mysticism,
conspiracy theories, materialism or whatever other gobbledegook appeals to them and makes sense to
them.
As we’ve said before, truth isn’t for everyone. If you turn your back on mathematics, you’ve turned
your back on truth. You turned your back on it because you didn’t understand it, and you’re not going
to declare the truth to be something you just don’t get, are you? You want to be satisfied by your
understanding of what the truth is, so it has to be something you “like”. So, you will champion some
other cause, some Mythos that you find easy to grasp and that reassures you. Good luck with that!
If M-theory were declared the absolute truth of existence, you can be sure almost no one would
accept it, not least because virtually no one would understand it.
The Law of Excluded Middle
“The Law of Excluded Middle states that if a proposition A is not true then its denial ‘not-A’ is true.
Even within the narrow limits of formal logic this “law” is unreliable, and common sense will
confirm the view that this line of reasoning is unreliable. The Dutch logician Bruuwer reconstructed
mathematical logic by eliminating the law of Excluded Middle from the rule book, and showed that
mathematics is little the worse for the loss. Indeed, the Quantum Logic of Weisäcker is based upon
the inclusion of a truth value of ‘indeterminate’.” –
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/help/mean05.htm
The Law of Non-Contradiction
“The Law of Non-Contradiction states that both a proposition, A, and its denial, not-A, cannot be true
within the domain of a single ‘theory’, within the domain of validity of the law of identity, ‘A = A’.
This law is indeed fundamental to formal logic.
“It is well known that the consistent application of the basic set of formal logical principles leads
to ‘antinomies’, or flat contradictions. This discovery contributed to Hegel’s revolution in logic, but
also led to further development within formal logic. Nowadays, the conditions which give rise to
such contradictions are well known, and formal logic is able to proceed while reliably avoiding such

‘bad’ contradictions by the introduction of a number of proscriptions on the categories.” –
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/help/mean05.htm
The Law of Sufficient Ground
“In so far as the Law of Sufficient Ground may be said to exist in formal logic, it is the so-called law
of decidability, that any proposition which is valid within a given theory, may be proved or
disproved. In 1931, Kurt Gödel disproved this thesis in his famous Gödel’s Theorem. This discovery
brought about a huge crisis in the world of mathematics and logic, but it can hardly be said that it
reduced formal logic to a nullity.” –
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/help/mean05.htm
Form
Aristotle asserted that all things in our world are a combination of form and matter. Form constitutes
a force, so to speak, which moulds matter. We can think of form as potentiality striving to achieve
actuality, and only stopping when it has done so. Form is a Will to Actualisation, we might say.
Think of an acorn. In this case, an oak tree is the overarching applicable form. An acorn is an
unrealized oak tree, a potential oak tree. Its form (inner actualising force) drives it onwards until it
has converted all of its potential into actualisation and becomes a vibrant oak tree, the best oak tree it
can be. Now we arrive at a critical question – does the oak tree, fully realized, wish to become
anything else?
Remember what Bertrand Russell said about Aristotle’s views: “All living things are in a greater
or less degree aware of God, and are moved to action by admiration and love of God. Thus God is
the final cause of all activity. Change consists in giving form to matter, but, where sensible things are
concerned, a substratum of matter always remains. Only God consists of form without matter. The
world is continually evolving towards a greater degree of form, and thus becoming progressively
more like God. But the process cannot be completed, because matter cannot be wholly eliminated.
This is a religion of progress and evolution, for God’s static perfection moves the world only through
the love that finite beings feel for Him.”
Russell clearly suggests that the oak tree wants to become more like God, but this is a mistaken
understanding of Aristotle’s system. An oak tree wants to be the most actualized oak tree it’s capable
of being (thus fulfilling God’s plan for it), but it has no desire beyond that because, if it did, then “oak
tree” would not be its form. If it wanted to be God then “God” would be its true form (and indeed
everything else would have exactly the same form), but only God himself has the “God” form.
Everything else has the limited form God intended for it, but no more than that. (And remember that
the Great Chain of Being prevents anything from rising up to a new position in the Natural Order.)
We can think of the Aristotelian universe as consisting of living programs (i.e. forms). These
programs are activated in dead matter (which is a kind of universal sculpting clay) and must then
execute their code to organise the matter-clay into whatever the program is designed for. An oak tree
program (form) will seek to create an oak tree, but no more than that since it contains no code for
anything else. It does not have a “God code” built into it.
Aristotle’s views were highly influential in terms of Leibniz’s published Monadology, which
concerns a completely programmed universe where everything is carrying out God’s precise coding
instructions according to a wondrous pre-established harmony, so that all individual programs are
bound to all other programs. The whole program is therefore contained within each individual
program (in a holographic manner), but each individual program does only it’s allotted part, and no

more.
Leibniz’s system is Aristotle’s taken to its logical conclusion. Everything does exactly what God
intended it to do and this is therefore the best of all possible worlds since God, being perfect,
wouldn’t have created anything less than the most perfect program of all.
Russell is wrong about Aristotle’s “religion” and makes it much more evolutionary than it actually
was. The only development that takes place is within a very narrow, programmed track (such as
acorn to oak tree). There is no chance at all of an acorn mutating into something else and producing a
spruce tree, for example. Darwinian evolution is impossible within Aristotle’s scheme. Mutation in
general is impossible. Everything is part of God’s grand design, and nothing can ever change that
plan. This is why Aristotle became the de facto philosopher of Roman Catholicism via Saint Thomas
Aquinas. (Plato and Neoplatonism were also strongly present in Catholicism via St Augustine;
Protestantism junked all of this “pagan” philosophy and concentrated instead on scripture and faith.)
Aristotle is the perfect Creationist philosopher. Evolution within his system happens in a very
limited sense, if at all, and is merely the unfolding of God’s design for each thing.
Redistribution
We all know that money is power. Money is the currency of power. The richest are the most
powerful. If we want a world of equal opportunities, it’s essential to have a more equal distribution
of power. You cannot have a just, fair world within a system of extreme power differences. It’s time
to redistribute power, and that means redistributing wealth: removing it, in other words, from the
super rich.
The Evolution of Thinking
All the great philosophies of the past contained a combination of brilliant, inspiring ideas and
enormous logical tensions and contradictions. To study a philosopher, it’s often more instructive and
enlightening to study his successors.
Plato’s ideas, for example, are clarified by Aristotle’s position, which directly challenges many of
Plato’s conclusions. Aristotle was in a sense against Plato, so it’s also useful to study those who
were for Plato but thought they could make his system better and more logical. Neoplatonism, at least
in its initial phase, certainly offers a better version of Platonism in numerous important areas. As for
Aristotle, his ideas are made clearer through Stoicism and, especially, through the Roman
Catholicism of Saint Thomas Aquinas. The “Catholicization” of Aristotle made his worldview much
more logical and comprehensible.
The Catholic/Aristotelian/Platonic worldview expressed by Dante in The Divine Comedy is a
glorious synthesis of religion, science and philosophy – the Grand Unified Theory of Everything of its
day. However, it has been refuted in almost every way by modern science and philosophy. If the
world were rational, Catholicism would have perished like all the scientific theories that have fallen
by the wayside when they were shown to be in error.
Religion protects itself by being based on faith rather than reason, hence cannot be rationally
refuted. Of course, that means that anyone who subscribes to faith is admitting that they are irrational
and that they simply don’t rate reason as a means of revealing truth. They prefer prophets, scripture,
revelation and faith.
Any mathematics book whatsoever contains enormously more truth than the Torah, Bible and
Koran put together.
Catholicism

Catholicism is a more intelligent religion than Protestantism. You can’t become an expert in
Catholicism by reading the Bible. You also have to be immensely learned in the philosophies of
Plato, Aristotle and Neoplatonism – which rules out 99% of people (including most Catholics!).
To be a Protestant “expert” you simply need to read scripture (and ignore all philosophy,
especially pagan philosophy). It’s incredibly easy to become a Protestant “thinker” – which is
exactly why there are countless Protestant sects, all saying different things. If they were all subject to
rigorous philosophical analysis, they would disintegrate instantly, but Protestants aren’t rational or
philosophical in the slightest (“Reason is the Devil’s whore.” – Martin Luther), hence why
Protestants are so anti-intellectual and receptive to the irrationalism of free-market capitalism. It’s
also why they have no morality or social conscience.
Regardless of religious beliefs, everyone can be defined as a “Catholic” or “Protestant”. A
Catholic, in this larger sense, is a meritocrat who acknowledges a meritocratic hierarchy of expertise
(in Catholicism, the cardinals and the pope are at the apex of the hierarchy). A Catholic admires
reason and design. A Catholic is philosophical and mathematical.
A Protestant is anti-meritocratic; he’s “democratic”. A Protestant believes that anyone can be an
expert in anything, without any formal training or knowledge. (Protestants become “expert” Christians
simply by reading the Bible, and see no need to study anything else. They think they are smarter than
the Pope, St. Thomas Aquinas and St. Augustine.) If Catholics are driven by reason, Protestants are
driven by “spirit”. A Protestant thinks faith is much more important than rationality. Free-market
capitalism is the blind faith that an undesigned, irrational entity can use its “invisible hand” to create
perfection. If you think about it, this is actually an insane belief. What conceivable qualities do
markets have that can produce a just, smart, optimized world? Has Darwinian natural selection
produced wondrous human beings? Nietzsche argued that Darwinism was superb at producing “last
men” and hopeless at producing “supermen”. Look around the world. Isn’t he entirely right?
Can we intellectually design a perfect world (in the manner of a “Catholic” such as Plato), or
shall we hope that a mysterious, invisible hand will miraculously accomplish it through Darwinian
(Protestant) natural selection? All aspects of our world involve a dialectical clash between Catholic
and Protestant thinking.
Catholic thinking is meritocratic, designed, Lamarckian, teleological, anti-market, rationalist,
idealist and mathematical. Protestant thinking is democratic, random, Darwinist, anti-teleological,
free-market, empiricist, materialist and scientific.
America is a ferociously Protestant nation. Plato’s Republic and the modern Venus Project are
archetypally Catholic. All utopian, positive-liberty schemes that strive to perfect the human race are
Catholic. All systems that are anarchic, free-market, libertarian, purposeless and random are
Protestant.
Ruthless free-market capitalism is entirely compatible with Darwinism, and social Darwinism
involving competition and natural selection (Darwinism, like free-market capitalism, is based on an
“invisible hand” creating the “best” outcomes: the so-called “survival of the fittest”). In turn, these
are compatible with empiricist materialist science based on randomness and purposelessness. Since
the universe is meaningless, rationality and design are redundant, hence the Protestant mind isn’t
interested in rationalism. It’s driven by will, desire, spirit, faith and confidence – all of which are
valued much more highly than reason and merit. It is Protestant to make experiments (as in the
scientific method) more important than rational principles (as in mathematics). Democracy is also
completely consistent with these attitudes; although it would be even better if everything were
decided not by elections but by lottery. If all people are truly equal, as the rhetoric claims, then all

jobs – including Prime Minister, Chancellor or President – should be randomly allocated.
Protestantism fanatically endorses negative liberty. It hates government, the State, society, design,
interference, grand schemes, utopian dreams. It wants “invisible hands” everywhere – everything to
be achieved by markets, randomness, purposelessness and natural selection. It has the most touching
belief that the best emerges out of nothing by miraculous natural, (emergent?) processes, and that
anything that interferes with the “natural order” is evil and deluded.
Protestantism inevitably leads to dumbing down, populism, the lowest common denominator,
immorality, huge inequalities – a Darwinist world of division, conflict, game theory, selfishness, selfinterest, greed and status wars. It’s all justified in the name of “naturalness”.
Catholicism seeks to build a perfect world from first principles. It is all about subverting random,
Darwinist, market forces and invisible hands. It advocates visible hands, clear design, control,
accountability and merit.
100% inheritance tax is Catholic because inheritance is identified as a serious design flaw that
allows privilege (anti-equal opportunities) to be transmitted down the generations, blighting countless
lives by denying them proper resources and chances.
0% inheritance tax is Protestant because it’s deemed illegal and unnatural for governments to
interfere with the “natural order” and to attempt to do anything at all that is not driven by markets,
randomness, natural selection and invisible mechanisms. Inheritance is seen as almost the
quintessence of nature, and woe betide any government that seeks to interfere with it. It would be like
someone telling God he’s wrong, and Protestants will never accept that.
Protestants are always extremely right wing and want zero government. They see no place for it at
all. Their patron saint is Ayn Rand.
Catholicism (in the broad, non-religious definition we are using), is frequently left wing, but can
also be fascist (as in Nazi Germany, Mussolini’s Italy and Franco’s Spain), and totalitarian (as in the
Soviet Union). It can slide into authoritarianism and totalitarianism – which is why utopian systems
are so feared, hated and condemned by libertarians.
As ever, the best outcome is a synthesis. We need Catholic rationalism, design, order and positive
liberty in the public sphere and Protestant randomness and negative liberty in the private sphere. The
economy should have a controlled Catholic superstructure, within which Protestant market
Darwinism can take place.
Mathematics is the supreme Catholic subject and science the supreme Protestant subject. We live
in a Protestant Age of scientific materialism, but this will change when we enter the new Catholic
Age of mathematics.
Matter – Dead or Alive?
There are two ways to think of Aristotle’s system. Firstly, Forms are in some sense alive and
teleological. Their purpose is to fully actualize their potential. They operate on dead matter to
achieve their ends. And eventually they too die (or are overwhelmed, rendered ineffective or killed
by matter), and matter returns to its former formless, chaotic, dead state (and the dead Form must
therefore “reincarnate” somewhere else since it can’t simply vanish from existence). This is a kind of
panpsychism: mind/form is everywhere.
Alternatively, Forms are dead, Platonic instruction manuals which living matter uses to organize
itself and actualize its potential. This would be an example of hylozoism. So, in the first view, life
belongs to form and acts on dead matter and, in the second, living matter utilises lifeless forms.
Either way, the form-matter combination is in some sense alive and striving towards certain ends.

It is not like the dead matter of scientific materialism, being directed by disembodied, dead,
purposeless, remote cosmic laws, whose origins are unexplained and indeed inexplicable. That is,
science considers both matter and form dead, and their combination dead too (except where life
miraculously springs from it through “emergence”!)
Plato separated “stuff” (matter) from forms (ideas), and put them in independent domains, one
physical and one mental. He then had the problem of explaining how ideas came to be imprinted on
matter. He used the deus-ex-machina tactic of a Godlike being (the Demiurge) who actively applied
the ideas to matter. The Demiurge was thus the cosmic sculptor creating the most perfect cosmic
sculpture he could contrive, based on the most perfect ideas (in the transcendent domain of eternal
forms). Because matter is a degraded, inferior “clay”, it was impossible for the Demiurge to make the
physical universe truly perfect, so we live in a simulacrum, a bad copy, of true reality. Living souls
inhabit this mortal world, and keep returning via reincarnation, but actually want to migrate
permanently to the perfect world of forms (heaven). They can do so only through rational
enlightenment. The more rational you are, the more you’re in contact with the perfect forms. When you
have become perfectly rational, you understand exactly how to get reach heaven and to never come
back (or only if you want to). You have become enlightened. Stupid people, obsessed with
sensations and feelings, will never get to heaven under their own steam.
Since most people are spectacularly ignorant, this is very bad news for them and Plato’s system is
thus regarded as intellectual snobbery gone mad.
Catholicism had the ingenious idea of keeping the basic Platonic framework, but relocating the
domain of forms to the mind of God (who was thus the perfected Demiurge) and replacing the strict
rational requirements of Plato (who wouldn’t let anyone ignorant of geometry enter his elite
Academy) with virtually the opposite – the requirement of faith!!!
Now, morons could get into heaven as long as they believed. Isn’t that fascinating? To make a
good but unpopular idea succeed, you simply dumb it down as far as you can – and then everyone can
join in. Catholicism is irrational, dumbed down, lowest common denominator Platonism (Platonism
for the masses) where ignorance is no problem provided you possess the magic ingredient of faith. If
Catholicism were rational, smartened up, highest common factor Platonism, it wouldn’t exist!!
Remember, you can never overestimate the stupidity and degradation of the people. If you want to
manipulate them, never require them to be smart – because then they will surely despise and resist
you. That’s why the world has never had a meritocracy, i.e. rule by smart, enlightened, talented
people. That’s why “intellectual” is a term of abuse rather than praise.
This isn’t quite the Planet of the Apes (not far off though since humanity is the fifth ape), but it’s
certainly the Planet of the Dumb.
You never win by hoping people will be smart and rational (Platonic). You always win by
assuming the opposite.
*****
Aristotle didn’t have a transcendent domain of eternal Forms, separate from the material world. But
he did have one transcendent Form completely separate from the material world – GOD, the source of
life and rationality.
While the God of the Bible plays an active part in bringing things into being, Aristotle’s Unmoved
Mover is indifferent to creation.
The God of the Bible is active, willing things to come into being. Aristotle’s Unmoved Mover is
passive, causing things to happen through attraction towards him.

The God of the Bible desires a relationship with humanity. Aristotle’s Unmoved Mover spends
eternity thinking only of himself (since it would be wrong for God to contemplate imperfection)!
The God of the Bible is personal. Aristotle’s Unmoved Mover is impersonal.
Plato gave the world a Creator – the Demiurge. Aristotle did not. He believed in an eternal
cosmos that required no creation (even if, in the end, it came to look as if it had been specifically
designed by a Creator).
Aristotle asserted that there was an unmoved mover (God) who organised the universe without
being its Creator. Catholicism repudiated this, and the Catholic view probably works better in terms
of Aristotle’s general philosophy.
For Aristotle, the unmoved mover gave rise to other unmoved movers (that were in fact just
different expressions of himself). These movers were immaterial “active intellects”, which were
incapable of interacting with the cosmos (they were “unmoved”) and yet they caused the movement of
things towards them.
Given that an eternity has passed already, Aristotle assumed that the universe must have reached
perfection. After all, why wouldn’t it have done so? It therefore now had the perfect, divine design
and was reflecting its full potential.
Aristotle countenanced what we would now call Darwinian evolution or survival of the fittest, but
said that it had all happened infinitely long ago. Everything had long since reached its final, perfect
form. Thus, Aristotle’s system became consistent with a Creator who had perfectly designed the
world (as in Catholicism).
Chance could bring about monstrosities and mutants, but these would never survive and affect the
“designed” order. So, in Aristotle’s world, Darwinist evolution happened long ago and everything
has now been rationally optimized and has its right and proper place. There’s a ladder of existence
(the Great Chain of Being) all the way from formless matter to matterless form (God), and every rung
is occupied. A perfect system has evolved and nothing can now change since all species that can exist
do exist. Nothing can mutate into something else because the “something else” is already there; it
already exists.
Look at human beings. Is there much evidence that they have evolved biologically in the last five
thousand years? What about apes? Any evidence that they are evolving? It seems that at a certain
point, evolution more or less stops for large, settled creatures. If humans are still evolving, it’s
mentally, not physically.
*****
Aristotle: the world exists as it seems to exist – this is the scientific view; the phenomenal view.
Plato: true reality is totally different from how it seems – this is the mathematical view; the noumenal
view.
Aristotle’s thinking gives rise to empiricism and materialism, and Plato’s to rationalism and idealism.
Which side are you on? – Aristotle’s or Plato’s; Newton’s or Leibniz’s?
Science is all about common sense and our senses. It’s WYSIWYG – what you see is what you
get; what seems to be there really is there. It’s the “one world” view. There is no concealed world of
higher reality and truth.
Religion and idealism are all about uncommon sense; about using reason (or faith) to penetrate
beyond the senses. What we see – the phenomenal world – is radically different from what we don’t
see: the noumenal world. This is the two-worlds view (though in the end it’s often a one world view

supporting two radically different perspectives, which are then treated as two distinct worlds).
The Matrix is the archetypal two-worlds movie. It’s all about religion and idealism. The Matrix
itself – the empirical, material world – is a fantasy, a fabrication, a simulation. It’s nothing like true
reality.
Mathematics is Platonic and points to an immutable, eternal world of mathematical truth beyond
this physical world. Our true self belongs to this other world, not to the one we are inhabiting now.
Science is Aristotelian and denies that there is anything beyond this world. For modern science,
there is no meaning to existence and death is final.
Pythagoras and Plato were both highly religious. Mathematics, strange though it may seem, is the
ultimate religious subject, and science is the ultimate anti-religious subject.
Science is completely dependent on mathematics for its power (remove mathematics and science
is augury, astrology, divination, soothsaying and alchemy), but mathematics has no need at all of
science.
Quantum mechanics, the most successful scientific theory of all time, is hyper mathematical, is
based on an unobservable wave function, is wholly contrary to common sense and is interpreted as
meaning that reality is based on fuzziness, blurriness and probability. Quantum mechanics is exactly
what a religious rationalist idealist would expect to encounter as humanity starts to probe ultimate
reality – it shows that the “solid” world of science is indeed a fantasy and what we think reality is
bears no resemblance to what it truly is.
Classical Newtonian mechanics wanted to reduce the universe to a glorified Fordist car assembly
line. Newtonians thought we would finally reach material atoms like those of the ancient Greeks and
we would see how they fitted together classically and deterministically to produce the familiar
physical world.
No such particles were ever found. Quantum mechanical atoms would have been
incomprehensible to the ancient Greek Atomists. The Greeks imagined atoms and void but quantum
mechanics shows that there is no clear boundary between “things” and “void”. Atoms are almost
wholly empty space.
The astonishing thing is that the Aristotelian-Newtonian one-world view of empiricist materialist
science has been destroyed by quantum physics, yet scientists continue to operate as atheistic oneworlders. The viability of this view died over a century ago. We’re still waiting for the scientists
who hold these disproven beliefs to die out so that a new type of two-worlds scientist can emerge and
take over.
The struggle between Plato and Aristotle is over. Plato won. The struggle between Leibniz and
Newton is over. Leibniz won. Yet, in both cases, Aristotle and Newton were hailed as the winners.
As Nietzsche said, “Success has always been the greatest liar.” Plato and Leibniz needed the truth to
vindicate them and now it has arrived. Quantum mechanics is simply not comprehensible within the
localist, one-world paradigm of science. It’s inherently non-local (as the mind is). What does that
mean? – it means that mind is real and independent of matter. In fact, it’s matter that depends on mind.
As soon as you realize that quantum mechanics is about the mind-matter interface, all of its
mysteriousness vanishes. Its properties are exactly what you would expect where mind is more
important than matter. Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, Pauli’s Exclusion principle, Bell’s
inequality, non-localism, particles being in two places at one, wave-particle duality, particles taking
all paths to reach their destination, the EPR paradox – all of these are about THE MIND. None of
these can be explained in terms of deterministic, classical particles. Materialism has died, but the
materialists haven’t realized it. They’re still locked into their Meta Paradigm.

It’s time for the rebirth of two-worlds thinking – of the phenomenal and the noumenal. Contrary to
what Kant said, the noumenal universe can be fully known since it’s none other than mathematics
itself.
Without a second world, religion is in vain. Without it, there are no paranormal phenomena. There
is no afterlife. Existence is meaningless. With a second world, religion is true, and paranormal
powers can be acquired by everyone – making them Gods. There is guaranteed immortality and
existence has the best possible meaning. We can make of it whatever we want because we are selfcreators, self-definers. We ourselves write the table of values. Because we are Gods.
The Warning from History
“The Shoah stands alone as an industrialized, systematic attempt to wipe out an entire people.” –
Owen Jones
The Jews worship a God who wiped out the whole of the human race bar Noah and seven others.
Who performed the first Shoah? – the Jewish God! When will the Jews repudiate their Nazi God of
Extermination? We’re still waiting. Never forget where Hitler learned all of his tactics – from the
Jewish Bible and its Torture God.
When will the world have a Shoah Day to remember all of the innocents slaughtered by the Jews
and their God, which they bragged about in their “holy” book? The Jews prayed to their brutal God
for the extermination of the Egyptians, Canaanites, the Philistines, the Assyrians, the Babylonians, the
Greeks, the Romans and the Nazis. Jehovah exterminated the firstborn of Egypt, wiped out Pharaoh’s
army then helped the Jews steal Canaan from its rightful population, exterminating, in the process,
men, women, children, pregnant women and even animals. He helped the Jews beat the Philistines
and then, strangely, more or less gave up, leaving the Jews to their fate, Covenant or no Covenant.
Such was the exterminatory zeal of the Jews that they even attempted to exterminate one of their
own tribes (the Benjamites) for worshipping Canaanite gods. Who weeps for the Benjamites? Who
remembers that holocaust? You were never taught that in Bible class, were you? Why not? Why is
“history” taught so selectively? Why are we remembering them but not them? What agenda is being
served? Who’s promoting this agenda?
Why should anyone shed a tear when the exterminators become the exterminated? Isn’t it justice?
Isn’t it “an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth” (just as the Jewish Bible itself trumpets)? Isn’t a case of
what goes around comes around? Isn’t it karma?
When will those who support divine crimes against humanity be brought to justice? How long will
humanity tolerate these traitors in our midst – the Jews, Christians and Muslims – these people who
believe that their God has the right to murder every human who opposes him?
What was the Holocaust? It was a hell constructed for those who believed that their God had the
right to send all of the “non-Chosen People” to hell. How many Jews in the concentration camps
grieved over those innocents exterminated by their own people and own God? Not one!
The human race has learned nothing from the Holocaust. If it had, there wouldn’t be single person
in our world worshipping a God who ordered a father to murder his son to prove his absolute
obedience. There wouldn’t be a single Jew, Christian or Muslim. These people are the damned. Hell
mend them.
How to Conspire with Impunity
If you want to conspire with impunity then arrange for a ridiculous, fictional conspiracy to be written,
based on anyone other than you. Then produce a protocol or manifesto based on the fiction, but which

is now about you and accurately depicts your real conspiracy.
Then you can claim that the manifesto is based on fiction and is a blatant fabrication and forgery.
So, anyone who mentions your real conspiracy is immediately discredited.
Voila – The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. Anyone who suggests that there’s a global Zionist
conspiracy is immediately “shot down”, and the same old spiel is trotted out... The Protocols of the
Elders of Zion is a proven forgery, ergo there is no conspiracy and all the people who say there is are
anti-Semites, hence should be ignored or arrested.
Well, if you want to know if a Zionist conspiracy exists, there’s only one bo ok you need to read –
the Torah (the Jewish Bible). The whole book is about a Jewish conspiracy against humanity. The
Jews are the “Chosen People”, the elect of God, and it is his will that they should rule the world.
What else does it mean to be God’s “Chosen People”? What is The Protocols of the Elders of Zion if
not an updating of the message of the Torah?
“God” promised to make of Abraham a great nation, to bless those who blessed him and curse
those who cursed him, to give his people a Promised Land which, by extension, is the whole world.
That, in a nutshell, is the Jewish conspiracy. They assert they are blessed by God and mandated by
him to rule the world.
America has now take on board exactly the same mentality, which is why America and Israel are
such unbreakable allies and kindred spirits. The Zionists (Jews) and Freemasons (WASP Americans)
are the unholy alliance that rules the world. They are the Old World Order that believe they have the
divine right to rule and that they are the elect of God.
You don’t need to read or believe The Protocols of the Elders of Zion to understand the reality of
the conspiracy. It’s right in front of your face. Just open your eyes and look. Who runs Wall Street
(FINANCIAL POWER)? Is it you or anyone you know? Who runs Washington D.C. (POLITICAL
POWER)? Is it you or anyone you know? Who runs Hollywood (PROPAGANDA POWER). Is it you
or anyone you know? What, will you remain blind forever?
The Wrong Turn
Was there a greater catastrophe in human history than the triumph of Christianity, followed by Islam?
Imagine a world where these religions simply didn’t exist. Wouldn’t it be infinitely better? Imagine
that pagan Neoplatonism had become the world religion. We would now be living in heaven on earth.
It’s not too late for humanity to return to the fork in the road and take the right path this time,
consigning Abrahamism to well-deserved oblivion.
The Mosaic Covenant
The Mosaic Covenant is the foundation of the Torah. God promises to make the children of Israel his
Chosen People if they obey him and keep his covenant, and to make the children of Israel a kingdom
of priests and a most sacred and holy nation.
Any nation that believes itself holy is automatically a damned nation. And insane to boot.
In Deuteronomy, Jehovah promises to make the Israelites prosper above their fathers and to put all
the curses of Israel (hence God) upon Israel’s enemies. Is that not divine sanction for the Elders of
Zion to plot against the rest of the “Godless” world?
Deuteronomy 14:2: “For you are a holy people to YHWH your God, and God has chosen you to be
his treasured people from all the nations that are on the face of the earth.”
Exodus 19:5: “Now therefore, if you will obey my voice indeed, and keep my covenant, then you

shall be a peculiar treasure unto me from all the peoples, for all the earth is mine.”
The Jews alone are to be special to God. God promises that he will never exchange his people with
any other:
Genesis 17:7: “And I will establish My covenant between Me and you and your descendants after
you in their generations, for an everlasting covenant, to be God to you and your descendants after
you.”
Exodus 19:6: “And you shall be unto me a kingdom of priests, and a holy nation.”
Deuteronomy 7:7-8: “The Lord did not set his love upon you, nor choose you, because you were more
in number than any people; for you were the fewest of all people; but because the Lord loved you, and
because he would keep the oath which he had sworn unto your ancestors.”
This isn’t any old conspiracy. This is a conspiracy, hatched in “heaven”, against the whole world.
This is a divine conspiracy.
God Bless Israel (the Zionists) and God Bless America (the Masons) – that’s the mantra of those
conspiring against the human race.
“God” claims to own the Earth. Does he hell! Humanity own this world of ours. It has nothing to do
with “God”.
Twilight of the Elites: America After Meritocracy
by Christopher Hayes
“A powerful and original argument that traces the roots of our present crisis of authority to an unlikely
source: the meritocracy.
“Over the past decade, Americans watched in bafflement and rage as one institution after another
– from Wall Street to Congress, the Catholic Church to corporate America, even Major League
Baseball – imploded under the weight of corruption and incompetence. In the wake of the Fail
Decade, Americans have historically low levels of trust in their institutions; the social contract
between ordinary citizens and elites lies in tatters.
“How did we get here? With Twilight of the Elites, Christopher Hayes offers a radically novel
answer. Since the 1960s, as the meritocracy elevated a more diverse group of men and women into
power, they learned to embrace the accelerating inequality that had placed them near the very top.
Their ascension heightened social distance and spawned a new American elite – one more prone to
failure and corruption than any that came before it.
“Mixing deft political analysis, timely social commentary, and deep historical understanding,
Twilight of the Elites describes how the society we have come to inhabit – utterly forgiving at the top
and relentlessly punitive at the bottom – produces leaders who are out of touch with the people they
have been trusted to govern. Hayes argues that the public’s failure to trust the federal government,
corporate America, and the media has led to a crisis of authority that threatens to engulf not just our
politics but our day-to-day lives.
“Upending well-worn ideological and partisan categories, Hayes entirely reorients our
perspective on our times. Twilight of the Elites is the defining work of social criticism for the postbailout age.” –

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Twilight-Elites-America-After-Meritocracy/dp/0307720454
*****
Bizarrely, many Americans refer to their country as a meritocracy. Since when did America give
everyone an equal chance and allow the brightest to shine? The evidence is overwhelming that people
in America who come from rich backgrounds do enormously better financially than those from poor
backgrounds. There are only two possible conclusions: either the rich are genetically superior to the
poor or they fully enjoy and exploit the enormous privileges and advantages that elite backgrounds
provide – literally the best money can buy.
America is an unashamed capitalist plutocracy based on wealth and privilege. It’s staggeringly
anti-meritocratic: more or less the opposite of a meritocracy. If the leaders of America were
meritocratic, they would be introducing 100% inheritance tax. Instead, they’re implementing 0%
inheritance tax.
It’s a devastating problem when people can’t even identify what type of country America is. There
is no meritocracy crisis in America, only a crisis of extreme privilege.
A meritocracy is one where, in a fair race, the fastest runners are given the victory laurels. It’s not
one where the richest start out with such overwhelming advantages that they cannot lose.
Going to elite private schools and then Harvard thanks to your parents’ wealth does not make you
a meritocrat: it makes you a plutocrat. It’s meaningless to describe a highly privileged person with
fantastic qualifications from Harvard as a meritocrat. Such a description could be offered only if
everyone in America enjoyed the same quality of education, facilities and environment.
In a privileged, plutocratic society, you can’t talk about better qualified people being more
meritorious than poorly qualified people. Anyone from a privileged, elite background is inevitably
going to be better qualified. That’s the whole purpose of the rigged, privileged system. It’s all about
maintaining, dynastic, entrenched elites – which is what America is all about.
When did someone from a completely unprivileged background ever rise to the top in America
outside sport and entertainment? It’s more or less impossible without astounding luck. Obama is
nominally an outsider but check a list of his financial bakers and donors and you’ll see that this man is
no threat to the privileged elite. When has he done a single thing to make America a genuine
meritocracy?
In the UK, there used to be many Labour Party Members of Parliament from poor backgrounds.
Nowadays, there are almost none, and many of today’s Labour MPs attended elite schools and
universities. Labour is supposed to be Britain’s left wing party! It reeks of money and privilege and
has no connection with meritocracy.
These new Labour MPs may be more highly qualified than their predecessors, but they’re certainly
not more meritocratic.
America’s problem is the opposite of meritocracy. It’s plutocracy and privilege that are creating
greedy, evil elites and destroying America. Meritocracy, based on 100% inheritance tax, is the cure
for America’s problems!
Positive Liberty
Good companies take a keen interest in their employees. They seek to motivate them, to provide
incentives, and a good and stimulating working environment. They send them on training courses and
career development programmes. They monitor their progress, have an annual review and do their
best to maintain cordial relations.

Well, if it’s good enough for companies, why isn’t it good enough for the State? Every nation on
earth ignores its citizens, except when it comes to taxing them, and then it’s suddenly very interested.
This is what is called negative liberty – the State keeps out of the lives of its citizens as far as
possible. This is promoted as a GOOD THING. In fact, there are right wingers who call for the
government and State not to exist at all.
Imagine any team that made no attempt to foster a team spirit. Would it succeed? Imagine
companies that showed not one jot of interest in their employees, ignoring them and their concerns at
every turn. Would they succeed? Imagine universities that had contempt for their students. Would they
succeed?
So why does anyone imagine that it’s healthy for a State to do nothing but tax its citizens (after
giving the bulk of them a dispiriting basic education at dreary schools)?
It is INSANE for a State to ignore its citizens.
In a positive liberty State, the State does what any good team, employer or university does – it
tries to make the very best of those who are ultimately responsible for its success and reputation. A
State must love its citizens. You don’t love anything by ignoring it, unless you have a very strange
idea of love.
Who promotes negative liberty? – the extremely rich who are leading enviable lives, have got
everything they need and don’t want to be taxed or to have any State interference in their idyllic
existence. I’M ALRIGHT, JACK.
A better world is a positive liberty world where the State is interested in your welfare from birth
to death and which, for its own sake and success, does everything it can to ensure you fulfil all of
your potential.
Christian Fundamentalism
What are “fundies” always banging on about? – the World, the Devil and the Flesh. Fundies like to
ask each other what their “shame message” is, i.e. the thing about which they are most ashamed. What
they ought to be most ashamed of is their own religion!

Want to be a Virgin Again?
There’s a surgeon in Paris who reconstructs hymens. It’s a service in high demand, and most of his
clients are young Muslims (surprise, surprise). It’s essential that they’re “intact”, that they bleed, on
their wedding night, or there will be BIG trouble (stoned to death, perhaps!).
Isn’t the whole of Islam somehow represented by that rebuilt hymen? It’s symbolic of something
that’s not really there, of an immense lie.
*****
The Hymen Repair Surgeon – he makes women virgins again! He repairs fantasies. What is the magic
ingredient he adds to women? – the LIE.
Nothing is added as liberally to our world as the lie, and there’s an endless supply of it.
*****
In order to avoid being stoned to death for fornicating, the “virgin” Mary, claimed to have been
impregnated by God! Surely that was the most outrageous – and most successful – lie of all time.
Some two billion people in the world today believe the lie of a desperate, pregnant 14-year-old who
knew that if her lie wasn’t believed she would be put to death. Talk about being able to fool all of the
people all of the time.
*****
“The great masses of the people will more easily fall victims to a big lie than to a small one.” ―
Adolf Hitler
“If you tell a big enough lie and tell it frequently enough, it will be believed.” ― Adolf Hitler
“The receptivity of the masses is very limited, their intelligence is small, but their power of forgetting
is enormous. In consequence of these facts, all effective propaganda must be limited to a very few
points and must harp on these in slogans until the last member of the public understands what you
want him to understand by your slogan.” ― Adolf Hitler
“I use emotion for the many and reserve reason for the few.” ― Adolf Hitler
“The size of the lie is a definite factor in causing it to be believed, for the vast masses of a nation are
in the depths of their hearts more easily deceived than they are consciously and intentionally bad. The
primitive simplicity of their minds renders them a more easy prey to a big lie than a small one, for
they themselves often tell little lies, but would be ashamed to tell big lies.” ― Adolf Hitler
“In the big lie there is always a certain force of credibility; because the broad masses of a nation are
always more easily corrupted in the deeper strata of their emotional nature than consciously or
voluntarily; and thus in the primitive simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to the big
lie than the small lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little matters but would be ashamed
to resort to large-scale falsehoods. It would never come into their heads to fabricate colossal
untruths, and they would not believe that others could have the impudence to distort the truth so
infamously.” ― Adolf Hitler

“Make the lie big, make it simple, keep saying it, and eventually they will believe it.” ― Adolf Hitler
“Great liars are also great magicians.” ― Adolf Hitler
[Great liars are also the great prophets of Abrahamism!]
Wal-Mart
Six members of the family that owns the Wal-Mart supermarket chain have, between them, wealth
greater than that of the poorest 100 million Americans combined. So, one hundred million people are
“persuaded” that it’s in their interests to let six people walk all over them. That’s some trick. How is
it possible to make one hundred million people fall for something so stupendously hostile to their own
interests?
The great marvel of capitalism is why all of those who have little or no capital support a system
that infallibly makes losers, failures and slaves of them.
Scientists and Dogs
Scientists are much more likely to own dogs than mathematicians. Why? Because scientists are
sensing types. Richard Dawkins is a typical dog-owning scientist, and a person of quite staggeringly
deficient imagination. Dawkins has no imagination at all. He’s an atheist because he lacks the
imagination to be anything else.
Intuitives are the people least likely to own pets, and they are the world’s most intelligent and
imaginative people.
“I think therefore I am.”
Only an autonomous soul that has evolved consciousness can say cogito ergo sum. All that exists in
the universe are thinking souls (conscious or unconscious) and their thoughts, objective or subjective.
Objective thoughts are “shared” thoughts – which give rise to the material world – and subjective
thoughts are private thoughts.
A soul thinks thoughts: that’s its inherent activity. A subjective thought is transient. An objective
thought (shared with other souls) is much longer lasting since it is not controlled by any particular
soul.
Causality
In science, causality is treated in terms of immediate contact. One thing causes another thing to do
something by touching it. For example, a cue ball strikes another ball and causes it to move.
Some scientists might talk about something’s “forcefield” touching something else within range of
the field, thus causing it to do something. In quantum mechanics, this “field view” can alternatively be
described in terms of the exchange of virtual quantum particles whereby the force is transmitted by
physical contact once again.
How would science describe the means by which a marble sculpture was caused to come into
existence? It would say that a sculptor took a marble block, some tools and then proceeded to sculpt
it.
How would Aristotle describe it? He considered that everything in the universe had four causes.
Taking the example of the sculpture, he said that the first cause was the “formal” cause. This was the
idea the sculptor had in mind concerning what he wanted to sculpt: the form which he wished to
realize in the marble. The marble block was called the “material” cause, the matter to be worked
with. The tools used to create the sculpture were the “efficient” cause or “moving” cause (this is

properly what science regards as cause). The fourth cause was the “final” cause – the reason why the
task was being done in the first place. Maybe the sculptor had been commissioned by a rich patron, or
was doing it to express his own creative desires.
So, in this scheme, the sculptor and his sculpture are part of a complex causal system with
multiple components. The four causes are operating in the sculpture as it changes and develops, as it
becomes.
Aristotle’s system is imbued with purpose. In contrast, scientific materialism denies any purposes
whatsoever. (Strictly speaking, no human being exhibits any purpose in a scientific world since all
human behaviour is inexorably caused by inevitable atomic interactions.)
In Aristotle’s system, everything is living, striving, becoming. In science, everything is dead.
Aristotle has no need to explain why human beings are purposeful beings: it’s an inherent part of
his system. Science, however, has a huge problem. Purposes form no part of science, so why do
purposes exist at all? Where do they come from? Why aren’t people just zombies who lurch around
like elaborate machines? Why do they dream, plan, plot, strive, have ambitions? Science is incapable
of accounting for human behaviour, for why humans are obsessed with plans, meaning, with religion.
People want an afterlife. Why? Why do they care? Why are they so obsessed with planning that they
even make plans for a life after they’re dead? There’s no scientific reason why such a phenomenon
should exist. There can never be a scientific answer.
Science is all about HOW, about process, about how machine parts work together. No part of
science addresses WHY. Nothing in science does anything because it wants to, because it chooses to,
because it prefers one option to another. In science, everything happens because of causal necessity
and there is not a single thing that happens for any reason other than causal necessity. There is never
any choice in science.
Aristotle’s universe is alive; science’s world is a lifeless machine on permanent autopilot.
Aristotle’s world isn’t about chance, probability, randomness or causal inevitability. It’s all about
purpose. Everything has a purpose. In fact, everything has two purposes: to satisfy its formal cause
and its final cause. These are the two WHYS – why things happen. Science is interested only in
HOWS: the immediate causes and the nature of the material involved (which will determine how the
causal chain unfolds).
So, the choice is between a scientific causal world (a machine world) and the world as a living
organism, full of purposes. Purposes are living causes of behaviour; the purposeful agent chooses
from different options. Scientific causes are dead causes of behaviour; the causal agent has no choice
whatsoever.
A living being makes a choice, and a machine doesn’t. According to science, however, no human
ever makes a choice but simply performs causally inevitable actions. It’s very hard, therefore, to
understand how a human being is considered alive at all within the scientific paradigm. How can a
human be distinguished from a machine? Descartes was infamous for saying that animals were
automatons. In scientific materialism, so are human beings. They are soulless machines suffering from
an inexplicable delusion that they have a soul and free will.
What’s the difference between scientific causality and Aristotelian causality? Science asks only
how while the latter asks how and why. Science denies that any actions have an underlying purpose;
Aristotle says that purpose is the primary mover in our universe. Which system do you think is more
complete, is more fit for purpose, has more explanatory power? Which more effectively explains the
world you inhabit and your behaviour within it? It surely can’t be science. If it were, you would be a
zombie machine!

Aristotle’s scheme explains life and science’s explains death. Aristotle’s scheme describes living
organisms and science’s explains dead machines. Science’s enormous problem, which flows directly
from its empiricist materialist Meta Paradigm, is that it is anti-life, anti-mind, anti free will. It’s all
about machinery.
Why did anyone ever take this ideology seriously? It has nothing at all to say about the big issues
of life. It’s no wonder that so many religious people have never succumbed to scientific thinking. As
far as life goes, science is silly and vacuous. It has nothing meaningful to say. Science comes into its
own when it describes lifeless, mindless processes. That’s the limit of its applicability.
*****
Aristotle held that every object is a realization of a Form. Moreover, every realized object can act as
the matter for the realization of another, higher Form, all the way up to God as the ultimate Form
(matterless Form). God is the unmoved mover, the first cause, and also the final cause.
First and Last Cause
“The final cause, then, produces motion by being loved, but all other things move by being moved.” –
Aristotle
The unmoved mover moves the rest of the universe by being the final cause of the motion of the first
heaven (the one closest to God), which moves because it is inspired by love of God and wants to
touch God in every place, which it does by turning uniformly in a perfect circle. The first circle’s
motion is communicated through all of the crystal spheres (heavens) below it, only stopping when the
stationary Earth, furthest from God, is reached.
The final cause, or purpose, is that for the sake of which something is done. It is the good or final
cause, which is also the first cause since every causal chain can be traced back to it.
It’s the first cause because it is the origin of all causes, and it is the last cause because everything
is done, finally, for its sake. It is at the end of every motion, and it sets everything in motion to start
with.
Thus, God started everything and is also the teleological culmination of everything.
*****
It’s interesting that Aristotle, an advocate of a supremely rational God, should have the universe being
moved by love (of God) – an emotion – rather than reason.
The Greeks and the Catholics
“Christianity is Platonism for the masses.” – Nietzsche
Christianity started off as an unimportant Jewish sect. It would never have become important but for
Saul (later known as Saint Paul) from the Roman city of Tarsus (in what is now Turkey). A man from
a Jewish background, Saul was also immersed in the pagan Mithraism popular in Tarsus and decided
to merge the mystery religion of Mithraism with the Judaic Messianic mystery religion of Yehoshua
ben Yosef (aka Jesus Christ).
The non-Jewish elements that Saint Paul introduced into Christianity were what made it a world
religion. Today, Judaism itself remains a weird cult, of religious interest only to the Jews themselves.
Christianity would have fared even less well than Judaism without Saint Paul’s extraordinary efforts.
It would soon have vanished from history, like so many others that are mere footnotes in obscure

books on religious history.
As time went on, the amalgam of Mithraism and Jewish Messianism known as Christianity was
given a full-scale makeover in terms of Greek philosophy. Christianity sought to make itself not just
the ultimate religion for humanity but also the ultimate philosophy. It was breathtakingly ambitious
and nothing else could compete.
The immensely powerful combination of religion and philosophy, absorbing all of the best ideas
from the ancient world, eliminated all rivals. Rome itself eventually surrendered to it.
Marx observed that Greek culture migrated to Rome via the popular philosophy of Stoicism. Yet it
would be truer to say that Greek culture conquered Rome via Christianity, which assimilated
Stoicism.
So, what did Roman Christianity (Catholicism) take from Greek philosophy? Consider the soul.
The Jews were materialists who believed in a material soul that, on death, went to Sheol (like the
Greek Hades from which it was derived), which was beneath the surface of the earth. Given that the
soul remained on earth, but without flesh and blood, it wasn’t much of a push to invent a concept
called resurrection, whereby the soul regained its flesh and blood and walked the earth again.
(Resurrection makes sense only with regard to a subterranean world such as Hades or Sheol.)
This is an exceptionally important point. Resurrection does not involve a soul ever leaving earth.
It never goes to “heaven”. A human being dies and their soul goes underground on Earth, while their
flesh and blood turn to dust. Then, thanks to a Godlike Messiah, the souls have their flesh and blood
restored and they emerge from their underground prison back to the surface of the Earth and the
sunlight. They will never die again.
This was a nice little scheme, easy to understand. It didn’t invoke any bizarre elements such as
immaterial souls that vanished into other “dimensions”.
Many of the greatest Greek and Roman tales spoke of the living venturing into the Underworld and
meeting famous dead people (Odysseus, for example, met Achilles, who proved something of a
miserable bastard!).
Originally, Hades was simply where all the dead went, without any distinction between their
souls. As the concept of the Underworld evolved, it began to attain an increasingly complex structure.
Tartarus was the lowest part of Hades – a great fiery pit to which the worst sinners were consigned.
This of course was later transformed by Christians into the fiery pit of hell, and was located at the
centre of the Earth.
Then another feature was added – the Elysian Fields – the upper part of Hades where the
righteous and virtuous souls went. This was later transformed by Christians into heaven. Some
commentators chose to locate the Elysian Fields at the world’s end. It was a blessed, happy land
bathed in eternal sunshine, like Apollo’s Hyperborea, beyond the north wind.
The Elysian Fields, Hyperborea, the Islands of the Blessed, the Fortunate Isles, the Happy Islands
– these are all essentially synonymous and are the ancient world’s version of heaven or paradise.
They are still located on Earth, albeit in an almost unreachable location. They are definitely not
located in some other dimension; some noumenal domain.
At the end of Lord of the Rings, Bilbo, Frodo and Gandalf depart, with the last Elves, from the
Grey Havens seaport and travel west over the sea to the Undying Lands (the Blessed Realm) to find
peace and contentment. This is obviously based on the ideas of the ancient Greeks.
So, standard Greek and Roman religion had “heaven” and “hell” on Earth, not anywhere else. This
was a materialistic view. Souls were strictly material entities.
The bulk of souls went to neither Tartarus nor the Elysian Fields but to Hades proper – which was

like a vast underground cavern for all ordinary souls (shades) that hadn’t done anything bad enough to
merit punishment or good enough to earn reward.
Catholicism, via Dante’s Divine Comedy, transformed this scheme into:
Tartarus = Hell, inside the Earth.
Hades = Purgatory, a mound on the Earth’s surface, with the Garden of Eden sitting on top of it. The
souls not bad enough for hell could gradually pay their penance, atone for their sins, and reach the
Earthly paradise of Eden – which was much like the ancient earthly paradises mentioned above.
(Hades might also be said to resemble Hell’s vestibule in Dante’s scheme, where the Ignavi – those
who committed themselves to no cause in life – reside.)
However, Catholicism then added an astonishing new ingredient. From the Garden of Eden, a
purified, righteous, virtuous soul could be transported all the way to proper heaven, located in the
Empyrean, the highest heaven where God himself lived. This was beyond the physical Sphere of
Creation (the universe of Crystal Spheres).
There was a degree of ambiguity about the Empyrean. It was either an immaterial location or,
more logically, a place of the highest aether, the most rarefied material substance of all. The
ambiguity flows from the tale of Jesus Christ and his alleged resurrection, which is so incredibly
muddled. On the one hand, Jesus’ soul, after his death on the cross, descends into Sheol (under the
Earth) and three days later gets his body back (by resurrection). This is the standard Jewish view of
resurrection taking place strictly on Earth. But, next, Jesus Christ ascends to heaven (“the
Ascension”) and that means that he must lose the Earthly physical body he has just acquired. It is,
instead, turned into a “spirit body” – an aetherial body – that can be miraculously transported through
the crystal spheres to the Empyrean (in the general manner Dante describes in the Paradiso).
In other words, Jesus Christ accommodates two different views of resurrection: the Jewish picture
of a reanimated physical body on Earth, and then the Christian view of an aetherial spirit body that
goes to the Empyrean. The only problem is that’s it’s silly to have a two-stage resurrection. What’s
the point of getting a physical body if it’s then going to be converted into a spirit body? Why not go
straight to the spirit body? And by what scientific processes do all of these miraculous transitions
take place? Is it all thanks to divine magic?!
Moreover, is Jesus’ aetherial spirit body material or immaterial? It’s not at all clear, so the
ambiguity carries over to the Empyrean itself. Is it a very rarefied physical location, or not physical at
all? As scientific materialism has gained ground, religious materialism has correspondingly retreated
and become ever more immaterial. After all, if the soul is materialistic, it becomes a legitimate entity
to be studied by science, and that’s a complete No No!
Strange though it may seem, no religion has ever actually comprehensively clarified whether the
soul is material or immaterial. It has become immaterial by default – to escape the reach of science.
There’s not a single word in the Torah, Bible or Koran that explains exactly what the soul is! Isn’t
that astounding? How can a religion not provide a precise definition of the soul and expect to be taken
seriously?
Throughout history, the soul was defined in both materialistic and immaterial terms – to remain as
flexible as possible, to accommodate as many people and views as possible, and to generate as much
Mythos as possible. At no point, did reason and truth come into the equation.
You would think that the definition of the soul would be the central preoccupation of religion. In
fact, it has been much more interested in rules, regulations and commandments – all of the levers of

control over people!
*****
The ancient religious view was grounded in definite locations and sensory happenings that people
could realistically imagine. Consider how wondrous it would have seemed to acquire an aetherial
body that, because it was so light, would rise all the way through the crystal spheres to the Empyrean.
(No oxygen was required for a spirit body, of course!)
Aristotle’s view of “gravity” – which Dante used – was that the element of Earth was the heaviest
substance, hence at the centre of creation. Next heaviest was water, which covered the Earth. Next
was air, next was fire, and the lightest substance was aether, from which the heavens were made. So,
if the spirit body were pure aether, Aristotle’s law of gravity asserted that it would inevitably rise to
the heavens.
It all made perfect religious, philosophical and scientific sense. It was a wondrous grand unified
theory of everything that captivated the minds of more or less everyone. No one could seriously doubt
such a well-worked out, intellectually triumphant scheme. Sadly, it was all bullshit!!!
Modern science ought to have killed off Christianity given that it refuted every aspect of the
Christian model of reality. But when did people of faith ever abandon their beliefs because of
reason?
The people of faith simply ignored the fact that their worldview had been demolished.
Protestantism abandoned science and Greek philosophy and became purely concerned with scripture
and “justification by faith”. Martin Luther branded reason as the “Devil’s whore”. So, Protestantism
declared all out war on intellectualism. Protestantism is spectacularly anti-intellectual. Only the most
stupid people subscribe to it. It’s as offensively unintelligent as Islam.
Catholicism also retreated from science and philosophy, instead emphasizing faith and the
authority of the Church and Pope (rather than the authority of scripture).
Judaism, Catholicism, Protestantism and Islam (which is derived from Judaeo-Christianity) have
been scientifically and philosophically disproved. That’s an established fact. These are formally
refuted systems and should therefore have ceased to exist. That they haven’t is attributable to the fact
that they reject reason, truth, facts and evidence in favour of faith. It’s impossible to disprove faith
since faith has nothing to do with proof.
The Abrahamic religions once had a rational, scientific and philosophical basis. They weren’t
intellectually absurd. That’s no longer the case. It’s fascinating that, with one notable exception, not a
single serious attempt has been made to make Abrahamism compatible with modern science and
philosophy. The Abrahamists have simply abandoned the battlefield, abandoned reason and wrapped
themselves in their deluded comfort blanket of Mythos and faith.
The one exception was Jesuit Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s evolutionary Christianity based on the
Noosphere and the Omega Point. Heavily influenced by Hegelian and Bergsonian philosophy, this
was a truly magnificent attempt to salvage Christianity. If Catholicism had any sense, it would now
make Pierre Teilhard de Chardin its defining philosopher rather than St. Thomas Aquinas or St.
Augustine. Instead, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s writings were suppressed and he was regarded as a
potential heretic. That’s the way it goes. These decrepit, irrational religions cannot evolve, cannot
find a way back to reason.
The Abrahamic religions are literally insane. There are people in the world who say that scripture
is truer than scientific facts and evidence. That’s the position of lunatics. Yet there are billions of
such people. Our world is a Madhouse and the inmates are surely running the asylum. We live in a

world that has chosen to disregard reason and believe in any old mad bullshit. The Mythos masses
have declared war on Logos. They will never accept Logos.
Here’s an example of Christian “logic”:
DFF: “You know, this is the second debate with an athesist (sic) today, and I’m about at the point of
dusting off my feet and walking away from them. End result. If you are correct, you get an open mind
and death into nothingness. If I’m right, you get Heaven or Hell. I’ll take Heaven please. You either
get Hell or Nothing. Either way you lose.”
Note that there is no attempt here to appeal to reason. No defence of Christianity is mounted. This
“Christian” is interested in only one thing – getting to heaven. If Satan promised him heaven then,
logically, he would be a Satanist. And, of course, Christianity IS Satanism. It says that if you throw in
your lot with the Christian God and do everything he demands as his uttermost slave then he will
reward you with paradise. If you oppose him, he will subject you to everlasting punishment and pain.
What does Satan offer his followers? EXACTLY THE SAME! He rewards you if you do want he
wants, and otherwise he punishes you. This is basic operant condition and, tragically, it defines the
Abrahamic mentality.
Modern Abrahamism should never be viewed as anything to do with reason, science and
philosophy. It’s purely about psychology and, in fact, psychiatry. There’s no rational basis for it
whatsoever, so it must be considered in terms of mental pathology.
The Evolution of the Concept of the Soul
The first peoples were animists, believing that spirits were in everything. The sun was guided by a
spirit, so was the moon, the sky, the winds, the trees, mountains, lakes … everything.
The physical things associated with spirits could perish, but the spirits themselves were immortal.
If they no longer had a body, they either hung around their old home or went to a place where they
lingered rather pathetically, shorn of their previous power and purpose. They were a kind of fading
echo of life rather than life itself. With every passing year, they faded just a little more, but never
vanished entirely.
This “spirit” idea – the soul as a “shade” – is the foundation of the popular belief in “ghosts”. It’s
also the basis of theosophical and anthroposophical “astral bodies”, and so on. It’s a highly
materialistic concept. “Spiritual” people are materialists, in a technical sense, while “soulful”
people are idealists. “Resurrection” is about putting a material spirit back in its old physical body;
“reincarnation” is about an inherently bodiless soul being placed in a succession of bodies. A spirit
is taken to have a clear resemblance to its old body; a soul has no resemblance to any body since it
not physical in any way.
So, the ancients believed in material souls that we will call “spirits” (in order to distinguish them
from immaterial souls).
Buddha attacked the concept of the immortal soul-self and posited a single cosmic life-force that
manifests itself as a multitude of apparent individuals. You become enlightened when you realize that
you are not an individual at all but part of this cosmic Oneness. Your “suffering” ends when your
notion of your individuality ends. Your individuality is the supreme illusion that must be overcome.
In more sophisticated philosophical terms, the unitary life force of Buddhism is a dimensionless
noumenon outside space and time that expresses itself in space and time as individuated phenomenal
“selves”.
In Buddhism, it’s not actually reincarnation that takes place since there’s no individual soul-self

that can attach to a body. The thing that comes back in a new body is a new, phenomenal presentation
of a particular aspect of the noumenal Oneness, but which has retained a mysterious link to its
previous phenomenal representation. A useful metaphor is that of one candle lighting another. The
new candle and flame is initiated by the previous candle and flame but then exists independently of it.
So, the whole of Buddhism is reliant on the notion that something representative of human continuity
is present in the passing on of the flame.
Analogies and metaphors, especially religious ones, are often deceptive. Why should some
essential feature of a candle be transferred to another candle by lighting the other candle? What
scientific process would be involved? Imagine lighting a hundred candles with the first candle.
Would some quintessence of the first candle be transmitted to all of these others? In which case, how
could it be the quintessence? The quintessence is unique and stays put!
To Aristotle, the lighting of the candle is merely the “efficient cause” of its ignition. The Form of
one candle is unaffected by the Form of the other candle.
As ever, Schopenhauer clarifies Buddhism. When someone dies, their individual expression of
will returns to the Collective Will outside space and time. A completely new phenomenal expression
of the Collective Will is then manifested, but it has no link AT ALL to any previous particular
expression of will. Buddhism is intellectually untenable – as rationally untenable as Christianity.
While Schopenhauer certainly relies on an immaterial, noumenal Will, outside space and time,
Buddhism is much less clear and could easily be interpreted in materialistic terms, somewhat similar
to ancient Greek Stoicism, which is based on a single cosmic soul made of a fiery, creative
materialist energy called pneuma. (Pneuma is often described as the spirit, and psyche as the soul,
with the former being material and the latter immaterial.) This sheds seeds and sparks of itself
everywhere. When a body dies, the divine spark it contained returns to the oneness whence it came.
Pythagoras, at much the same time as Buddha, introduced the most radical concept of all: the soul
(psyche) as completely immaterial. It was initially defined as the number one (the monad) – a single,
indestructible point. Here we see the first true, unambiguous, precise definition of the soul and it is,
of course, a mathematical definition.
Later, the number zero rather than one was identified as the true definition of the point. Zero was
dimensionless and one was dimensional.
The soul was not linked to any particular body, hence was associated with reincarnation.
1) Reincarnation means that a soul has a mathematical one-to-many relationship with various bodies
(mortal lives).
2) Resurrection means that a soul has a mathematical one-to-one relationship with a specific body
(belonging to a single mortal life).
If you think about it, these are the only two possible choices. No one in future times will ever
introduce anything that does not belong to either of these categories. The West (Abrahamism) has
selected the resurrection option while the East (enlightenment religion) has gone for the reincarnation
option.
The reincarnation option is associated with a process of perfecting yourself over many lifetimes.
Resurrection, on the other hand, is associated with a one-time deal in which your eternal fate is
wholly determined by what you do in your one mortal life. There are no second chances.
Resurrection is associated with a Creator who passes judgment on what you did with your one
mortal life (and all he cares about is how obedient you were to him).

Reincarnation rejects any Creator, and there is no “Last Judgment”. Souls, if anything, pass
judgment on themselves.
You couldn’t get two more diametrically opposed approaches to life. Resurrection is all about the
master-slave model of existence, where your only duty in life is to do what your master (“God”) tells
you. If you disobey your Creator, he will punish you forever. This breeds hateful, intolerant fanatics,
terrified of offending their all-powerful deity.
Reincarnation rejects masters and slaves. Life is a teleological process to be understood.
Tragically, the doctrine of karma makes Eastern religion just as judgmental and fanatical as Western
religion. Now it’s not your Creator judging you, but your own karma. A person suffering misfortune is
being repaid for being “bad” in a previous life. Since he’s bad, it’s OK to despise and mistreat him.
Reincarnation tied to karma is as monstrous as resurrection tied to the Last Judgment.
Reincarnation must be liberated from all notions of karma. Your present life and present choices are
what matter. Your past lives are irrelevant. You are not being haunted by the sins of your past. Sure,
your past experiences influence your unconscious, but it’s up to you to make the most of your gift of
consciousness and choose the right path for yourself – towards enlightenment. Your past lives aren’t
obstructing or hindering your path. If anything, they’re desperate for you to succeed. After all, they’re
YOU! Your past lives are your allies, not your enemies. And you are never being punished for what
they did. To think you are is to abdicate responsibility for your own life, and to seek to find someone
else to blame for your present misfortunes.
Karma is an inherently immoral concept. It punishes not the wrong-doer when he committed his
offence, but the wrong-doer in a new life, in which he might have been living blamelessly (hence
does not deserve any punishment). It’s tantamount to saying that if you stole a bag of candy as a kid,
you ought to receive some dreadful punishment as an adult. Why should your adult self be punished
for something your immature younger self did when you didn’t know any better? Why should the
whole human race be punished for what our ancestors Adam and Eve allegedly did? A moral
punishment should be meted out to the person who performed the “sin”, not someone who didn’t. If
your previous self did something wrong, it should be punished there and then. Why doesn’t karma
mete out instant justice? Why is it so insidious? Imagine a version of karma that offered a short, sharp
shock to everyone who did anything wrong. Well, people would learn their lesson fast, and justly,
wouldn’t they? The crime and punishment would go together and provide instant lessons in life,
morality and justice. Humanity would improve by leaps and bounds in an extremely short period. We
would be aware of karma everywhere, in every aspect of our lives and those of everyone else. But
karma doesn’t operate like that. In fact, it’s hard to see that it operates at all given that people are so
consistently vile and cruel towards each other.
If we can imagine a better, more moral version of karma then why isn’t “real” karma like that?
For karma to be anything less than morally perfect is as absurd as a perfect “God” creating an
imperfect world. It’s impossible. Why should the world be subject to a clunky, clumsy, inefficient,
immoral, unjust version of karma when it could just as easily be subject to a flawless version? The
only conceivable answer is that it doesn’t exist at all, just as the perfect God of Abrahamism doesn’t
exist. It’s a silly fantasy for irrational people.
*****
Thinking sensers and feeling sensers are highly sensually attached to one body, hence are supportive
of resurrection.
People who accept reincarnation are usually thinking and feeling intuitives. However, the

irrational doctrine of karma has clearly been added into the reincarnationist mix by thinking sensers
and feeling sensers. These people want simplistic explanations for their misfortunes, and would
rather blame past lives than their own failings.
In India, the Untouchables are grotesquely badly treated, but it’s also grotesque that they are not in
a state of permanent revolution until the Hindu caste system is completely destroyed, and the evil
doctrine of karma obliterated. Only then will they have decent lives.
*****
According to Plato, God (the Demiurge) was the original Soul. He then made sub-Gods and to these
subordinate Gods he entrusted the task of producing mortal beings. This process of cascading levels
of creation was made much more explicit in the “emanations” of Neoplatonism and Gnosticism.
The Gnostics strongly emphasized the body as prison for the soul (soma sema) and a terrible
corrupting influence on it. To a Gnostic, nothing could have been more grotesque than resurrection –
being linked forever to a monstrous, degenerate, material thing.
It’s interesting that Gnosticism is often linked with Christianity even though Gnostics rejected the
Immaculate Conception, the Virgin birth, the Incarnation (the idea of God in a material body was
nauseating and impossible to Gnostics), Christ’s death on the cross, Christ’s resurrection, the
Christian Mass and transubstantiation. Therefore, there is nothing of mainstream Christianity left in
Gnosticism. “Christian” Gnostics in fact said that Jesus Christ was a teacher angel sent by the True
God to educate humanity in how to escape from the Devil (Jehovah). Obviously, Gnostics rejected the
notion that Jesus Christ was the “Son of God” and maintained that much of the official gospels were
doctored by Satanists (Jews and Roman Christians) to pretend that Christ had worshipped Jehovah
and called himself his Son. So, the only sense in which Christian Gnostics are “Christian” is that they
are willing to attribute a special status to Jesus Christ, but their idea of Christ is completely rejected
by Christianity, so, in truth, Gnosticism can’t be linked to Christianity in any way. It’s a completely
different religion from Christianity, but just happens to have the name Jesus Christ in common.
The important early Christian theologian Origen accepted that the secret truth of Christianity was
that it was about reincarnation and not resurrection! Origen was in due course declared a heretic.
Isn’t it fascinating that if Christianity had accepted the views of Origen and the Christian Gnostics,
it would be a wholly different religion with no connection to Judaism and, instead, a great similarity
to Eastern enlightenment religion, with Christ as a Western Buddha? World history would have been
entirely different. The curse of Islam would never have fallen on the world, the Jews would have
faded into oblivion and no one would now have heard of monotheistic Judaism.
Such are the fine margins involved in the evolution of history.
*****
Plato asserted that the rational soul was immortal, but the soul of sensing, feeling and spirit was
mortal and died with the body. Only the rational soul could go to “heaven” (the domain of Eternal
Forms). The less rational a person was, the further he was from heaven. Animals couldn’t go to
heaven because they didn’t have rational souls. Humans with barely rational souls would take eons to
get to heaven.
Plato was no friend to irrational, superstitious, ignorant people of faith – Abrahamists. It’s quite
disgusting that his brilliant rationalism was hijacked by Catholicism and pressed into the service of
deranged Abrahamic concepts. Not until Marx inverted Hegel and the Nazis misappropriated
Nietzsche’s ideas were great philosophers similarly abused.

Plato asserted that every human had a rational soul that would keep being reincarnated unto it had
attained Enlightenment – full knowledge of the Forms.
Aristotle accepted that humans had a mortal soul and a divine rational spark. Like Plato, Aristotle
believed that the mortal soul would inevitably perish. Unlike Plato, he didn’t believe that each human
had a rational immortal soul. Rather, the rational, immortal part of each human in fact belonged to
God. Only God – matterless Form – was immortal. That is, there was only one soul – God’s – but his
soul could in some sense be fragmented and find a place in various beings – which would thus be
rendered rational (which meant being imbued with Godliness: God being Reason). Our divine spark
of reason would literally draw us towards God (so rational people would be enormously more
virtuous and moral, and of much higher quality, than everyone else).
The Stoics took this idea and made it into a much more religious system: a kind of religious
physics where rational laws ruled all and everything happened according to Divine Reason. (Much
later, Spinoza promoted a very similar set of ideas, a worldview which in turn attracted Einstein.
Spinoza and Einstein were both Jews, but of a highly heretical kind).
So, Plato believed in individual rational souls and Aristotle in only one rational soul – God’s.
This issue of many souls (life forces) versus one soul (a single cosmic life force) has been a recurring
theme throughout philosophy and religion. Buddhism, as we have seen, denies individual souls and
accepts only a single universal life force. Leibniz went to the opposite extreme and made existence
dependent on infinite individual souls.
If you want to understand living reality (reality based inherently on life), you must decide whether
there is a single cosmic life force or infinite cosmic life forces. You must decide whether life is
created or uncreated. Can one life force (God) create new immortal life, or is life necessarily
uncreated and eternal? Next, is life unextended, immaterial and dimensionless, or extended, material
and dimensional?
Christianity asserts that there is one eternal life force (God) that then creates new immortal lives
(souls). However, it’s completely unable to decide whether souls are material or immaterial and in
fact it maintains both positions – most particularly in the case of Jesus Christ himself who was
resurrected with a physical body, which then became less physical or unphysical when he “ascended”
into an immaterial heaven. If an immortal soul is immaterial and resides in an immaterial heaven, it
has no possible need of bodily resurrection!
Consider the absurdity of the “Last Judgment” versus the “Particular Judgment”. According to the
former doctrine, all souls will be bodily resurrected at a particular point and subjected to God’s
definitive and final judgement. The good will go to heaven and the wicked to hell. But what happens
to a soul between death and the Last Judgment? Where does it go? Is it “asleep”? What does it do?
What does it think? What happens to evil souls while they are waiting to be judged? If the soul is
material, where is it? If it’s immaterial, where is it?
Catholicism rashly introduced the suspiciously convenient concept of the “Particular Judgment”.
According to this doctrine, an immaterial soul, upon the death of its body, is immediately given its
own particular judgment (rather than as part of a general judgment of all souls), and is sentenced to
immaterial heaven or hell.
Well, it certainly has no need of a physical body in those circumstances, does it? Yet, at the Last
Judgment, it is pulled out of heaven or hell, bodily resurrected on Earth and then sentenced to heaven
or hell once more. However, the judgment must be exactly the same as before because God doesn’t
change his mind or make errors. So, what’s the point? This second judgment is literally farcical. Its
sole purpose is to comply with scripture. There’s certainly no rational reason for it.

The Last Judgment is a Zoroastrian concept that was eagerly adopted by the Jews (then the
Christians and then the Muslims). It belongs to the tradition of material spirits in Sheol/Hades
regaining their old bodies via resurrection and then being allowed to live on Earth (now transformed
into Paradise because it’s under God’s direct control) or sent to Gehenna/Tartarus underground, or
annihilated and removed from existence entirely.
Today, Christianity, intellectually, has a Platonic model of the soul, i.e. the soul is immaterial. But
Platonism is logically associated with reincarnation, not resurrection! The Last Judgment makes no
sense Platonically. Nevertheless, Christianity has a great love of the Mythos of the Last Judgement.
Rather than apply strict Logos, Christianity always prefers Mythos.
Christians, Jews and Muslims were never able to arrive at a single clear definition of the soul.
They never unambiguously declared whether it was a Platonic immaterial soul with no necessary
connection with a particular body, or whether it was some sort of material spirit body permanently
linked to a particular physical body. So, they simply kept both versions even though they’re
incompatible. The best possible example, as we’ve already mentioned, is Jesus Christ himself. His
physical spirit body descended into Sheol (under the Earth). He hadn’t gone anywhere immaterial.
Then he returned to the Earth and got back his old physical body. This is standard, anti-Platonic
Jewish resurrection theory. Then, however, he left this world using an aether body (which is still
physical) but ended up in the immaterial Platonic Empyrean (equivalent to the domain of Forms)
where nothing physical exists.
None of this makes the slightest bit of sense. Three different types of soul are involved: an earthbound physical soul, an aether physical soul and a Platonic immaterial soul. Of course, no Christian
cares about the ineradicable irrationality of their religion and their Messiah. For Christians, the
important thing is the MYTHOS. The more absurd a story, the more ingredients it has and the more
you can generate more stories.
If Jesus Christ wasn’t physically restored to life on earth, as testified by his companions, there
would be no mainstream Christian religion. However, the extraordinary thing is that when Jesus
Christ returned to life, his own wife (Mary Magdalene) didn’t recognize him and thought he was the
gardener!
Jesus Christ in fact assumed complete mental control of another person’s body (one of his
followers who had been keeping vigil at his tomb). The greatest secret of the gospel isn’t actually
secret at all. The gospel explicitly denies resurrection theory and supports reincarnation! It’s all in
the text. But who cares about the truth? Who ever said it would set you free? Oops, it was Jesus!
What the Christians Stole from Plato
1) The concept of an immaterial heaven (the domain of Forms).
2) The concept of an immaterial soul that could exist in the immaterial heaven.
3) The concept of a Creator God (the Demiurge) who made the physical world and made souls.
What the Christians Rejected of Plato’s Theory
1) Reincarnation.
2) A God who was perfect only insofar as he understood the perfect Forms. (The Forms, not God, are
the true source of perfection.)

3) The primacy of reason. Rationality is the only route to heaven.
What the Christians Stole from Aristotle
1) The concept of an immaterial perfect God (matterless Form).
2) The concept of God as the first and last cause, the Prime Mover, the Unmoved Mover, towards
which everything gravitates through love.
3) The Aristotelian cosmos: crystal spheres with Earth at their centre, and the Empyrean (heaven)
outside them.
4) A finite creation (a cosmic sphere), enveloped by God. (Imagine God absolutely everywhere
except in this one sphere from which he has vacated himself in order to conjure his Creation.)
5) A Great Chain of Being stretching from the lowliest things all the way up to God.
6) A world that had a place for everything and everything in its place. A perfectly designed world.
What the Christians Rejected of Aristotle’s Theory
1) A mortal soul that died with the body.
2) The fact that the divine spark in humans was the presence of God’s reason.
3) Aristotle’s insistence on reason as the primary good.
4) The fact that Aristotle’s apparently designed world had a pre-history based on something like
Darwinian evolution.
5) The fact that the world was eternal and not created by God (i.e. God and the world were
coeternal).
What the Christians Stole from Neoplatonism
1) The Holy Trinity. The “One” = God the Father, Nous/Logos = God the Son (Jesus Christ), the
Cosmic Psyche/Soul = God the Holy Spirit.
2) Prayer and Contemplation.
What the Christians Stole from the Stoics
1) Stoical ethics.
2) Turning the other cheek.
3) Enduring suffering bravely and resolutely.
4) Never blaming God or railing against him.
What the Christians Stole from the Gnostics
1) A loathing for this world and its princes/archons (“Render unto Caesar”).

2) A loathing for matter, the body, for the Devil.
3) A love of the next life, away from this one.
(Of course, the Gnostics thought that it was the Abrahamic God himself who was the Devil who had
ruined the world and made it into hell.)
Christianity is a THIEF. Christianity put rival systems out of business simply by stealing from them
and assimilating their most powerful and seductive ideas. The specific thefts we have mentioned here
come on top of thefts from Mithraism, Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism, Egyptian and Greek mystery
religions and various solar religions.
Christianity is the supreme mongrel religion. Rationally, it’s a total mess. It doesn’t make any
sense at all. However, it’s a supremely powerful, multi-functional and multi-dimensional MYTHOS.
Christianity doesn’t exist in its own right. There’s nothing that can be identified as uniquely
Christian. Every element of Christianity is found elsewhere. Christianity became the world’s most
successful religion because it was the religion best at stealing from other religions and creating one
immense Mythos with a personalized God at its heart, with whom people could form a “relationship”
in their own hearts.
Anyone who knows anything about ancient religion and philosophy can see exactly how
Christianity was manufactured (fabricated). Of course, Christians, especially Protestants, are wholly
ignorant of their religion and its origins. Nor do they have any curiosity about it. In fact, they actively
don’t want to know. Knowledge could only damage their faith, ergo knowledge must be ignored.
That’s the story of Christianity, the worst story ever sold.
*****
Some people didn’t like the fact that Christianity had become such a sprawling religion with so many
incompatible, borrowed elements. The idea of a monotheism based on three Gods in one (the Trinity)
was especially offensive.
Islam was a direct reaction to Christianity and sought to return to a much purer and simpler
monotheism – like Judaism. Muslims are just Arab Jews who rejected the Christian Trinity.
Why do Jews and Christians, Jews and Muslims, Christians and Muslims hate each other so much?
It’s thanks to the narcissism of small differences.
Aristotle, Hegel, Schopenhauer and Hartmann
Aristotle set out a marvellous scheme that revealed a world that had evolved from two ingredients:
matter and mind, which could combine to produce matter-mind (living matter, so to speak: this is a
hylozoistic concept). Pure mind is reason and is immaterial and immortal; pure mind is matterless
form; pure mind is God. Matter-mind is impure mind (Form) that can exist only with matter. It is subrational, more like Will. It’s continually recycled.
The world has evolved to a condition of rational perfection that looks to all intents and purposes
as if it has been rationally designed and rationally optimized: the perfect handiwork or a rational
Designer Creator. The Great Chain of Being from formless matter all the way up to matterless form
(God) is complete and perfect.
In Hegel’s dialectically evolving universe, the cosmos reaches a perfect rational optimization
point: the Absolute. Everything becomes God – the whole universe. All matter vanishes after finally
being revealed as nothing but alienated mind. Aristotle’s rational cosmic mind (God) is replaced by
Hegel’s dialectical rational cosmic mind (that becomes God). This is a stance of supreme optimism.

Schopenhauer dispensed with reason and said that everything was about WILL. Nothing was
evolving towards any perfect conclusion. It was just blindly and ceaselessly striving forever.
Schopenhauer, who despised Hegel, regarded existence as an evil system of perpetual suffering that
ought not to exist at all. This is supreme pessimism.
Eduard von Hartmann created a synthesis of the philosophies of Hegel and Schopenhauer that
reached either an optimistic or pessimistic conclusion, depending on your taste.
Hartmann combined Schopenhauer’s Will with Hegel’s dialectical mind (Intellect) and said that
dialectical evolution was all about separating Will from Intellect so that conscious Intellect could,
finally, consciously will the end of its existence, thus bringing the nightmare of suffering to a
permanent end. This was the Final Annihilation, the Final Extinction, the ultimate NIRVANA.
Leibniz
George MacDonald Ross described Leibniz’s philosophy as “an updating of the Pythagorean and
Platonic traditions, using the concepts of Aristotelian scholasticism.”
“Even mystical Philosophy, such as that of Plato and Pythagoras, has its uses, like Mystical Theology
among us, and it helps to move people’s minds more forcefully. I have the highest opinion of
Pythagoras, and I almost believe that he was superior to all other ancient philosophers, since he
virtually founded not only mathematics, but also the science of incorporeals, having discovered that
famous doctrine, worth a whole hecatomb, that all souls are eternal.” – Leibniz
*****
Leibniz’s “best of all possible worlds” doctrine says that the universe is all about generating the
perfect universe. This was exactly the theme taken up by Hegel.
The Blues
Many mothers experience the “baby blues” where they are overwhelmed by the needs of their baby
and distressed by how much their life has been changed by motherhood.
Some women suffer from post-natal depression, which is a serious and debilitating condition. One
mother said that she felt as if “the life had been sucked out of her”. And that, of course, is almost
literally true. Think of how close a mother and the baby inside her are. In a sense, one soul is inside
another. And think of how close the souls of identical twins must be.
Myers-Briggs Categories
Sensing Versus Intuition
Sensing is concrete, practical, realistic, experiential, observational, experimental, traditional.
Intuition is abstract, conceptual, imaginative, theoretical, inspired, rationalist, creative, original.
Thinking versus Feeling
Thinking is logical, reasonable, critical, questioning, tough, analytic, reductive, programmatic.
Feeling is irrational, accepting, empathetic, sympathetic, open, accommodating, tender, sentimental,
nostalgic.
Judging versus Perceiving

Judging is plan-oriented, scheduled, disciplined, methodical, systematic, goal-oriented, culminating
with the “big picture” and the bold summation and decision.
Perceiving is spontaneous, unplanned, unsystematic, spur-of-the moment, living in the moment,
prompted by the immediate situation or pressure, involved with the details and the avoidance of any
final decision until every detail has been addressed.
Extraversion versus Introversion
Extraversion is gregarious, social, initiating, outward-looking.
Introversion is contained, intimate, reflective, contemplative, introspective.
You will often see extraversion being associated with words such as “active” and “enthusiastic”,
implying that introversion is “passive” and “unenthusiastic”.
Of course, introverts are extremely active and enthusiastic in their own domain. They change when
they enter an extraverted arena. By the same token, extraverts fall apart in introverted environments
and can’t cope.
Extraversion and introversion should also be understood in another, much simpler sense.
Extraverts look OUT to the external world. Their energy flows OUT to that world. Introverts look IN
to the interior world. Their energy flows IN to that world.
So, many scientists might seem to be classic introverts but in fact their basic attitude is extraverted
because they always look to the world outside, not inside, for answers. They are all about performing
experiments and observations on the external world. They take its existence for granted. All of their
energy flows OUT.
True introverts are doubtful about the reality of the external world, and don’t direct their attentions
there. Instead, they look to the interior worlds of the mind, to grand intuitions and theories.
Running the World
Abraxas is the archetype for all thinking intuitives. He is the rational God who transcends reason
(through intuition). He is Hyper Apollo. (Apollo himself, by virtue of being the deity of music, poetry
and art, is as much connected with feelings as with reason.)
Lucifer is the archetype for all feeling intuitives. She is the bearer of the light of love, morality,
altruism and community.
Satan is the archetype for all feeling sensing types. There are two types of Satanists: the masters
and the slaves. The masters are turned on by the feelings and sensations of dominating and controlling
others. The God of Abrahamism is the classic example.
The slaves are turned on by the feelings and sensations of being dominated and controlled by their
Master. They love to be under his “protection”, for him to define the meaning of their lives (so that
they don’t have to), for him to offer clarity, purpose, pleasure and pain (heaven for obeying him and
hell for disobeying him). Abrahamists are the perfect example. (Note that thinking and intuition play
no part in Satanism.)
If we define Satan as the adversary of the True God (Abraxas) then there is a second kind of
Satan. The “first” Satan relishes being master (the Abrahamic God), and denies that Abraxas exists,
regarding himself as the supreme Creator. The “second” Satan also denies the existence of Abraxas,
but does so on the basis of empiricism and materialism, i.e. the second Satan is a SCIENTIST. Satan
the Scientist is the archetypes for all thinking sensing types.

People can be divided into four categories:
1) The Abraxians – the thinking intuitive rationalists.
2) The Luciferians – the feeling intuitive moralists.
3) The religious Satanists – the sensing feeling believers.
4) The atheist Satanists – the thinking sensing materialists (scientists).
The Abraxians and the Atheists both suffer from a lack of feeling, but the Abraxians can compensate
with intuition (they can “tune in” to what someone else is feeling and thinking). Atheists are lacking in
both feeling and intuition – which is why they often seem incredibly bad at dealing with people (the
“mad scientist” image).
The Abraxians and Atheists – the ideas people – should do the world’s thinking. However, the
people who run the world ought to be the feeling intuitives, the Luciferians. Why? Because they are
nicest people, the most altruistic, the most compassionate, the most communitarian, the most moral,
the best at dealing with people rather than with abstractions. The people who actually do run the
world are the dominant religious Satanists, the worst possible group!
The Abraxians and Atheists both have a tendency to depersonalize other human beings, and to
place ideas and principles above people. They don’t have enough sympathy and positive empathy.
As for the religious Satanists – those who worship the powerful, the masters – they need to be
saved from themselves. They are the ones who must be forced to be free. They have to be weaned off
their worship of power. It’s up to the Luciferians to find the psychological, sociological and political
means to cure the Satanists. The Satanists have been suffering from a long, long sickness.

Apollo and Dionysus
Apollo is the god of reason and of controlled feeling (art, music). Because he manifests thinking and
feeling, which are usually opposed to each other, Apollo is quite an awkward and contradictory God.
Dionysus is the god of UNREASON and uncontrolled feeling (hysteria, intoxication, inspiration,
mania, enthusiasm and mayhem).
Dionysus is the opposite of Apollo. He is Apollo who has lost his reason and has no control over
his feelings. He is Apollo gone mad.
Apollo can evolve into Abraxas by gradually replacing feeling with intuition. Apollo can also
evolve into Lucifer by replacing thinking with intuition.
Dionysus, raging against reason and immersed in his own feelings and sensations to the exclusion
of everyone else, can evolve into Satan. (In fact, the Christian depiction of the Devil is largely based
on Dionysus.) The God of Abraham is Dionysus with all the fun removed, leaving only the
psychopathy.
*****
The religion of Orphism was based on Apollonian and Dionysian rites. Orpheus was the son of
Apollo (therefore the Son of God!).
A supreme poet, musician and singer, Orpheus beguiled everyone, even Hades, the Lord of the
Underworld, and the Maenads, the fanatical female devotees of Dionysus (who eventually tore him to
pieces when he proved excessively Apollonian and insufficiently Dionysian).
As someone who descended into the Underworld and returned to tell the tale, Orpheus was held to
have mastered the supreme mysteries of death.
Orphism was the direct predecessor of Pythagorean Illuminism. In essence, Pythagoras turned it
into a rational, mathematical system.
Automatism
Automatism: the performance of actions without conscious thought or intention; the performance of
actions unconsciously, automatically, as if by a robot.
A criminal offence requires two elements: the guilty act itself (actus reus) and the guilty mind (mens
rea) which initiates it. Therefore, a person is innocent if there a guilty mind but no guilty act (i.e. the
person thought it but didn’t do it), or if there is a guilty act but no guilty mind (i.e. the person had no
understanding that what they were doing was wrong, or were unaware of what they were doing
because they were insane, sleepwalking, brainwashed, drugged etc).
In America, a person might carry out a guilty act with a guilty mind but feel justified in doing so.
For instance, a person might think someone is about to kill him (albeit with scant evidence), so kills
that person. Is he a murderer or an innocent performing pre-emptive self-defence? The jury will have
to decide.
In the case of automatism, it is denied that the person carried out the guilty act at all (since he was
not conscious), and therefore there was no guilty mind either. The same defence can be mounted by
the insane!
No Beans

It is often pointed out that Pythagoras insisted that the members of his community should refrain from
beans. The question, of course, is whether such an injunction is to be treated literally or
metaphorically. It has been suggested, for example, that this was a reference to voting (via the casting
of pebbles – metaphorical “beans” – into one pile or another), and was a coded means for Pythagoras
to condemn democracy.
In Costume
“If human beings had genuine courage, they’d wear their Hallowe’en costumes every day.” – Doug
Coupland
And the world would thereby be a much more interesting and freer place. Think of the degree of
conformism involved with all those men who go to work in their suits and ties. If everyone turned up
in costumes, it would subvert the entire hierarchy.
The Blandifier
The mainstream media machine is soporific. Its purpose is to sedate people. All music is turned into
muzak. The energy of everything is drained off, until all that’s left is apathy and lethargy. All sharp
edges are removed. All controversial opinions are banned. Everything is turned into an anodyne
gloop. All interesting things are passed through a media sausage machine and emerge at the end as
dull, banal, bland, soft toilet papers for large, pampered asses.
All people selected to work in the mainstream media are cardboard cut-outs, devoid of any
opinions, willing to say and do anything to advance their careers. The media attracts brown nosers
and ass lickers by the truckload.
“My name is Legion: for we are many.” The media world is Sycophancy Central.
Our books could never be published by any mainstream publisher. Our books are completely
beyond the pale of “polite society”. They are the least politically correct books in the world.
We will never allow ourselves to be censored or passed through the corporate blandifier.
“The people will believe what the media tells them to believe.” – George Orwell
*****
It’s no wonder shock jocks are so popular. At least they have actual opinions and are willing to be
controversial. Unfortunately, they end up saying everything extremely loudly and angrily. There’s no
modulation. Even worse, they start faking anger over things they’re not even angry about. They
become parodies of themselves, absurd, irrational Mr Angries. Alex Jones was on a CNN chat show
with Piers Morgan and did nothing but rant and rave. There was no debate; just one man screaming
hysterically at the other. What’s the point?
Jones plays a part. He’s an actor. The whole thing is fake, phoney and bogus. It’s inauthentic. The
point of it is to make money for Jones, to put on a show. The truth, to these people, is irrelevant.
Do Not Resuscitate
If the sign “Do not resuscitate” had been placed on Jesus Christ’s body, would that have been the end
of Christianity?
Most people in the world act as if they need to be resuscitated. They’re already spiritually dead.
Zero
In one ontological sense, zero does not exist since it corresponds to zero energy. However, think of

the Riemann Sphere where zero is the south pole and the point at infinity the north pole. Imagine this
as an energy sphere. Although the two poles have a peculiar status, they are the essential building
blocks of the whole system. Each is a sine qua non. In mathematical terms, we consider these points
as having a LOGICAL ontology. They must exist in order to hold everything together. They are
PLACEHOLDERS. Just as a Cartesian grid cannot exist without an origin, nor can the whole
universe.
Each point in the Cartesian grid is itself an origin for its own internal universe of infinite extent
(infinite inner space). Ontologically, a Cartesian grid is an array of dimensionless points making up
an infinite objective universe shared by all the points, but each dimensionless point is itself a portal
to a subjective universe of infinite content. The infinite objective universe is composed of infinite
subjective universes! Everything is defined by zero and infinity, and yet these are the strangest and
most mysterious numbers of all, whose ontology is of a different quality and order from those of
everything else.
In the Riemann Sphere, the projection point, the point at infinity gives rise to everything else. Yet
given the inverse relationship between infinity and zero, we could equally well refer to zero as a
projection point and call it “the point at zero”. (Neither point can be privileged over the other.) The
point at infinity and the point at zero are the local origins, or projection points, for everything else.
Even though they don’t exist in some sense, they are essential to everything that does exist, and
nothing can exist without them. Unless you have a placeholder for zero energy and infinite energy, you
can’t, logically, have any of the definable, ontological energy that exists between those two points.
The existence of all this energy is dependent on logical placeholders.
Think of the numbers 10, 100, 1,000,000, and so on. In each case, 0 is acting as a placeholder.
Without zero being there, the decimal system, with all of its power, falls apart.
Think of Roman numerals: I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X. Can you imagine how cumbersome
mathematics must have been using those numbers? There’s no placeholder.
Think of multiplying 10 by 10. 10 is 10 to the power 1. 10 x 10 = 100. 100 is ten to the power 2.
So, to calculate ten to the power 1 times 10 to the power 1, we simply add the powers (1 + 1 = 2).
This provides astonishing ease and power, none of which was available to the Romans because they
didn’t have zero as either a placeholder or number in its own right.
Zero is a placeholder because it is the number of origin; you cannot have “one” as a placeholder,
it must be zero. Materialism is based on one as a false origin; idealism is based on zero as a true
origin.
Inner and Outer Space
Each of us has an infinite inner space and outside us is an infinite outer space. Is that not astounding?
The universe is made of infinite inner spaces, which collectively form an infinite outer space.
Whether you go inside or outside, you are always confronted by infinity.
Empty Space
Atoms are almost wholly empty space. If you punch a wall, both the wall and your fist are effectively
nothing. But nothing sure does hurt!

All Religions Contain the Truth?
To all those people who say that all contemporary religions contain a kernel of truth, we say why
don’t you include the religions of ancient Greece, Rome, Egypt, Babylonia, Assyria, Canaan and
Phoenicia? After all, you include the religion of the ancient Jews. Why don’t you include the religion
of the Vikings? Why don’t you include the religion of Star Wars ? Why don’t you include anarchocapitalist libertarianism, fascism, Randism or even Satanism?
As soon as you say all religions contain some fundamental truth, you are in fact saying that religion
is meaningless. Why should one religion not be truer than the others? Why should some religions not
be utterly false? What criterion is being applied to say that all religions obey the same ultimate truth?
Where is this common truth? What is it? If it exists, why are there so many religious wars and
persecutions?
Some religions accept a Creator God, others reject a Creator God. Some religions reject the soul;
others say the soul is essential; some say the soul is uncreated and some say it is created; some say it
is resurrected by its Creator and judged while others say it is reincarnated and judged only by itself
or by karma. Some religions say heaven and hell exist while others deny this. On the face of it,
religions frequently preach the direct opposite of each other. So what exactly is this common truth that
they all allegedly share?
Let’s say it’s the Golden Rule: Do as you would be done by. Well, by their demonstrable
behaviour, most religions do not accept this rule and certainly don’t practise it. Inquisitions, burnings,
stonings, beheadings, floggings, pogroms and persecutions do not comply with the Golden Rule. Also,
atheists – who have no religious beliefs – would be happy to sign up to the Golden Rule, so it has no
necessary connection with religion.
To say that a religious person is someone who accepts some sort of afterlife is meaningless.
Buddhists don’t believe in an eternal soul while atheists believe that the atoms of their body continue
after their death.
Any attempt to provide a genuine common ground to religion must include dead religions and even
wicked religions. What’s the point of that?
You will often see neat schemes showing all of the world’s religions, focused on a common
centre, the alleged inner truth of all religions. What is interesting is that the religions mentioned are
always living religions. The dead religions are never included. If it’s accepted that religions can die,
why shouldn’t the religions of today be allowed to die, or in fact be killed off? What’s so special
about them?
The “all religions are one” shtick is just another version of the hippie mantras of “unconditional
love”, “universal love” and “love is light”. It’s meaningless, irrational and offensive. It puts Devilworshipping religions such as Judaism, Christianity and Islam on a par with benevolent religions.
That’s equivalent to saying that worshipping the Devil is as valid as pursuing rational enlightenment.
Leibniz, born at the end of the most bitter religious war in history (the Thirty Years War between
Catholics and Protestants in Europe) was someone who for entirely rational reasons wanted to find
common ground between religions and thus end conflict. People who adopt this stance are usually
well-meaning but extremely naive. In Leibniz’s case, he was a diplomat and it was essential for him
to keep on good terms with the Catholic and Protestant European powers.

However, what is now plain to anyone is that no religion would ever concede any ground to any
others. Each religion think it’s right and all the others wrong. You cannot hope to reconcile these
fanatical religions. The only way forward is for one group to break away from the others and produce
such a dazzlingly successful religion and society that the rest of the world will have to follow their
example or perish.
There will finally be only one world religion: Illuminism! That’s dialectically inevitable.
Failed religions, evil religions, stupid religions, religions of superstition, ignorance, faith and
unreason must perish.
Ancestor Worship
Ancestor worship is about calling on your ancestors for help and to act as your spirit guides and
intercessionaries in the “other world”. Keep it in the family, right!? If you’re going to worship
ancestors, why not worship your previous selves? Keep it in yourself!
Purgatory
Catholics believe in Purgatory, which sits between heaven and hell. Souls that went to heaven or hell
are gone forever: no soul can leave either place (they have no exits, only entrances). However,
Purgatory’s a different matter. Souls there are still accessible in some sense.
According to Dante, Purgatory was a specific but very remote location on Earth (a Mount on an
inaccessible island). It was full of shades like those said to inhabit the Underworld (Hades). These
shades could “materialize” all over the world, especially on certain holy days. Catholics, therefore,
were happy to talk of ghosts, spirits and shades: these were simply souls serving out their time in
Purgatory. Since they were still on Earth, it wasn’t so surprising if you encountered them in some
ghostly way.
The Protestant Reformation got rid of Purgatory and that then proved a major difficulty for any
Protestant who wanted to go on believing in ghosts and spirits. According to Protestant doctrine,
souls go to heaven or hell, and nowhere in-between. Therefore, a ghost of a person cannot be
associated with a genuine soul. It has to be a demon impersonating someone for nefarious ends. (In
fact, asking someone whether or not they believed in ghosts was, during the Reformation, equivalent
to asking whether they were Catholic or Protestant, and was therefore an extremely dangerous
question).
You cannot be a Protestant if you believe in a genuine spirit world. In Protestantism, “spirits” are
always demons and devils.
*****
The Protestants got rid of Catholic Purgatory. Now, hell itself is vanishing. Few people in the modern
day believe in hell. The idea today is that you are either with God or apart from him (with separation
from God being considered the true hell – then again, what sane person wouldn’t want to be separated
from Jehovah, Allah or Christ?).
Madness
All Abrahamists are mad but their madness isn’t as apparent as it ought to be because it’s
“normalized” by the fact that there are so many of them. However, if you can imagine just one
Christian, Jew or Muslim amongst a thousand atheist scientists then that person’s madness would be
absolutely evident.
What about Jehovah’s Witnesses, Mormons and Seventh Day Adventists? Their beliefs are mad

and they are not normalized by large numbers. Therefore, they are doubly mad. Why was a doubly
mad American (Mormon Mitt Romney) permitted to run for President? Is that not, well, MAD?!
All people of faith should be regarded as inherently deranged. Nothing they say should be
regarded as sane testimony. They should not be permitted to testify in courts. Would you let someone
from the local lunatic asylum testify? So why are people who believe in virgin births taken seriously?
Connections and Attachments
It’s essential for children to be brought up in a loving, nurturing, safe environment. They must have
trusted people to connect to, and with whom to make loving attachments. Without these, a child is
destined for misery.
If parents aren’t available or suitable for the task, the State must provide the necessary
environment.
Circumcision
Circumcised Jews often say, “What’s the big deal?” They cite YouTube videos promoting the
supposed health benefits of circumcision. Isn’t it odd that religious fanaticism has proved superior to
Darwinian natural selection? Who needs evolution when you have rabbis and imams?
The idea that circumcision is healthy is a disgraceful lie peddled by religious pressure groups. No
research on circumcision can be treated seriously if it has any connection with any religiously-minded
researchers or groups.
If circumcision is so great, why aren’t grown men flocking to get it done?
Circumcised men – circumcised because of the religious beliefs of others – are forced to agree
with circumcision. Imagine how shattering it would be if you faced up to the fact that your parents had
treated you as an object that could be physically branded to satisfy their beliefs. In order not to regard
them as monsters, you have to pretend to yourself that they were right. You will then have to live your
whole life in denial.
Evidence
Abrahamists consult their “holy” texts for evidence and support for their beliefs. Scientists look to
experiments for evidence and support for their beliefs. Rationalists look to airtight mathematical and
logical arguments. Holy texts and experiments can be refuted. 1 + 1 = 2 is an eternal, incontestable
truth. It’s astounding that anyone looks to anything other than mathematics and logic for the
unshakeable, unchallengeable truths of existence.
All holy texts have been intellectually demolished. Only non-intellectuals continue to take them
seriously. As for experiments, consider the saga of the Higgs boson and CERN’s Large Hadron
Collider. Consider all of the provisional announcements that were made over several years regarding
whether or not the particle had been discovered. All that was happening was that increasing
confidence was being expressed in the “existence” of the Higgs boson. But truth isn’t about
confidence. Countless confidently asserted statements have been refuted.
Abrahamists are extremely confident that their books of “revelation” are true, but they are in fact
wholly false. Scientists are extremely confident about their scientific method, yet there are countless
scientific theories generated via the scientific method that are now discredited and disproved.
Moreover, the scientific method “proves” that human beings have no free will. Since no human beings
seriously believe that they do not have free will, science is manifestly absurd. It has a fatal error at its
core. Sadly, scientists have zero interest in free will because it’s not the sort of thing that requires a
Large Hadron Collider!

Multicultural Racism
The UK is one of the world’s most multicultural nations and politically correct commentators are
forever condemning anyone who opposes multiculturalism as racist. The irony is that there is almost
nothing more racist that multiculturalism itself. Muslims come to the UK from Pakistan and expect to
live as if they were still in Pakistan. They make no attempt to integrate with the indigenous
population, they have zero interest in British culture, and they have cultural practices so alien and
distasteful to the indigenous population that they are bound to produce revulsion and create
insurmountable barriers between different groups.
So, isn’t multiculturalism breeding racism rather than combating it? The UK has numerous cultural
“tribes” that share the same streets but completely ignore each other (and secretly despise each other,
but never say so because of the pressures of political correctness). It’s extremely sinister that certain
forces promote multiculturalism as an unalloyed good when it’s patently a grotesque evil turning the
UK into a ghetto nation.
America certainly can’t be considered a non-racist nation, but, to its credit, its many different
cultures all recognise a higher American identity over and above their separate cultural identities. In
the UK, the separate cultural identities are deemed much more important, encapsulating people’s true
identities, and there is no overarching British identity. Such a nation is doomed. Multiculturalism is
killing Britain. Many other European nations are in similar trouble.

Monads versus Henads
“Nevertheless, this leaves unanswered the question of how the whole relates to the parts. Is it more
than the sum of its parts? Can there be something of the whole not allocated to a part? How do the
parts exist in the whole? Proclus distinguishes at least two senses: the essential whole that cannot be
analysed into parts because it contains the cause of its unity; the whole along with its parts. The latter
can be of two sorts: the sum of parts, or a part that itself can be considered as a whole. So there are
three senses of wholeness: whole prior to the parts, whole of the parts, and whole in the parts. ...
“The ‘whole prior to the parts’ is most important in Proclus’ system. Typically he indicates it by
the term ‘monad’, which in Greek means numerical one. He also has the term ‘henad’ (henas), which
means ‘unit’. He takes both from Plato’s Philebus, where Plato used them interchangeably. However,
for Proclus, the monads are undivided wholes, that is, they contain parts, they are not pure unities. ...
On the other hand, the henads are pure unities.” – Lucas Siorvanes, Proclus: Neo-Platonic
Philosophy and Science
Illuminism follows Proclus’s definition of monads as undivided wholes. A monad contains the whole
of ontological mathematics by virtue of being composed of all possible numbers, organized according
to the generalized Euler Formula.
Some of these parts (the low-energy parts) can be shared with other monads, thus creating the
material world.
In this context, a “henad” would be a hypothetical monad (zero) that did not contain any other
numbers (it would be a “unity” rather than a “whole” in Proclus’s terms). It would therefore be nonontological, hence irrelevant.
The Answer
Anyone who claims to have the answer to everything must provide a precise definition of their
proposed answer. The Illuminati alone have provided such an answer, and the answer is the
generalized Euler Formula, which encapsulates the whole of ontological mathematics. Every
conceivable number is accommodated by the Euler Formula, thus vindicating Pythagoras’s statements
that all things are numbers and number rules all.
We challenge everyone else to provide a rational, precise answer to everything. “God” certainly
isn’t an answer since no one has ever provided a definition of what “God” is. People tend to describe
what properties and qualities God has; they never explain what God is, i.e. what he’s made of, how
he came to be, how he’s eternal, how he’s conscious, how he creates things, how his existence is
necessary, and so on.
In Illuminism, numbers are energy waves, and the whole of reality is simply Fourier combinations
of basis energy waves. Energy waves are the basis of information and the universe is all about
information. Monads are the focii of infinite energy/information systems defined by the generalised
Euler Formula, which produces the sine and cosine Fourier basis waves.
There are infinite monads, and the universe is all about how they behave within themselves, and
with regard to other monads. That’s it. That’s all there is.
The generalised Euler Formula, centred on individual monads and giving rise to Fourier
mathematics is the quintessence of existence.

Monads are associated with both subjectivity and objectivity. The lives we experience reflect our
subjective interpretations of objective mathematical functions. Just as we hear and feel music – which
is nothing but mathematical functions – so we are continually experiencing all mathematical
information as non-mathematical. When people hear beautiful music, the last thing they think about
are sinusoidal wave patterns, but that’s all that music actually is.
A soul is simply a mathematical information system based on the generalized Euler Formula and
associated Fourier mathematics, but which experiences mathematical functions subjectively (from the
inside) rather than objectively (relating to the outside).
We are simply receivers, processors and generators of mathematical signals. That’s all that
existence is. It’s VERY, VERY SIMPLE. We defy anyone to provide a superior definition.
Numbers defined by the generalized Euler Formula have the unique property of being
ontologically compulsory, i.e. they can’t not exist. The reason for that is that all Euler “numbers” are
different mathematical arrangements of nothing. Being “nothing”, they require nothing, and nothing
can prevent their existence, hence their existence is inevitable.
The Illuminati are the only group ever to have provided a precise explanation of existence, of
everything. You can’t get any more precise than a single mathematical equation!!!
*****
What is the only plausible competition for Illuminism? – the 1D strings of M-theory. But what on
earth do these have to do with life, mind, consciousness and free will? Nothing at all.
Henads and Neoplatonism
The Neoplatonic One, like Aristotle’s rational God who contemplates only his own perfection, does
not participate directly in existence. The Gods of Neoplatonism who do participate in existence are
akin to the Olympian Gods of ancient Greece and are called Henads.
Star Souls
Scientists are fond of saying that we are made of stars – of atoms that were created by dying stars.
Their fiery death gave us life.
The sun is a star and was worshipped by many ancient cultures, such as the Egyptians. The
Egyptians thought the sun was a personality, a consciousness, a God. Well, why not?
Plato thought that all stars were souls. Stars are light and life givers. That makes them rather
special. Isn’t a star a wonderful and natural place in which a soul should take up residence?
*****
In Illuminism, souls are infinite-energy “stars” the size of a dimensionless point. They are pure,
indestructible, immortal life.
When the Light goes out
Eventually all the stars will die. Light will be extinguished from the universe. At that point, is the
universe equivalent to a black hole?
Illuminism
JH: “The Illuminati would never be willing to accept the views of a Muslim but a Muslim could be
able to accept the views of the Illuminati.”
It’s certainly true that the Illuminati would never accept any doctrines of Islam. They are all

predicated on Mohammed being a prophet of God and if that is rejected then the whole of Islam is
rejected, just as the whole of mainstream Christianity is rejected if Christ is not accepted as God.
It’s impossible to see how a Muslim could ever embrace Illuminism and remain a Muslim given
that Illuminism repudiates Allah, Mohammed the Koran and the whole concept of submission to God
(which is what Islam means).
What’s the point of JH’s observation? On the face of it, the statement is meaningless. Christians,
never mind the Illuminati, would never be willing to accept the views of a Muslim, and no Muslim
could ever accept the teachings of Christianity and remain a Muslim. That’s true by definition. It’s not
something subject to any debate, as JH seems to imply.
JH surely can’t mean that Islam is open-minded and tolerant. If we publicly promoted Illuminism
in Islamic countries we would be arrested and beheaded, or torn to pieces by an Islamic mob.
If JH means that a person currently identifying as a Muslim could be willing to become an Islamic
apostate and turn to Illuminism then that’s self-evidently true. We couldn’t care less what
religions people leave behind on their journey to the light of Illumination.
JH surely can’t be saying that Muslims are allowed by Islam to follow a religion that opposes
Allah. JH obviously isn’t familiar with Islam. Nor is he familiar with our work and is under the
impression that ontological mathematics is compatible with an Allah-created universe. He will find
that there is no hiding place for Allah in a universe of mathematics. Mathematics is the disproof of
Islam and of all Mythos religions. No mathematical “God” would ever produce the antimathematical nonsense of the Koran, and would never use an illiterate, mathematically ignorant
person such as Mohammed to spread the “good news” of mathematics.
Christ = the Female Principle?
The Old Testament involves a savage, brutal, exterminatory God. Jehovah is hypermasculine. There’s
no feminine balance.
The New Testament is promoted as a gospel of love, peace, harmony, non-violence, forgiveness,
compassion, and turning the other cheek. All of these are feminine values. Jesus Christ, as portrayed
in the Christian Mythos, features, in effect, as a woman.
Christianity became the world’s most successful religion because it managed to balance
masculinity and femininity by using Jesus Christ as a proxy woman.
Judaism also tried to smuggle in femininity via the “Shekinah” – God’s divine presence on Earth,
which is usually depicted in feminine terms.
The most sexist religion of all is Islam which makes no attempt to provide feminine balance (with
the rather feeble exception of the wives of Mohammed). No wonder so many Muslim women wear
burqas. They are expected to be neither seen nor heard, and to defer to men at all times.
*****
When the British occupied Afghanistan in the 19th century, they observed that Muslim men were
“extreme religious bigots” (so nothing has changed! – and the Muslims promptly declared Jihad
against the British). However, the British also observed that women in burqas were highly
promiscuous ... because the burqa allowed them to conceal their identity. Since all women in burqas
look identical, how do you know which ones are devout and which ones are having wild sex with
their many lovers behind closed doors? Talk about unintended consequences.
Muslim men routinely call Western women “sluts”. Are their own wives in burqas secretly the
most “slutty” of all?!!

Fiction
Jeremy Bentham said that what lawyers do is create “legal fictions”. That’s exactly why it’s a farce.
“Lawyering” is storytelling, and that invariably helps the prosecution since it’s always easier to
portray the accused in a negative light. As with everything else, there’s a prevailing paradigm – a
controlling narrative – and the side which best matches the “facts” to the paradigm wins.
Imagine that you removed lawyers from courts and replaced them with novelists and playwrights.
Would the accuracy of the conviction rate be in any way altered?
It’s quite possible that tossing a coin provides much the same accuracy as the legal process, with
none of the expense and rigmarole!
The Law
It’s almost unheard of in world literature for lawyers to be presented as anything other than venal
sophists, the greediest, least principled and most despicable people you could imagine. As the old
joke says, “What do you call a thousand lawyers at the bottom of the ocean? – a good start.”
There’s only one nation where there’s a concept of a lawyer as hero – America. Guess which
country has more lawyers per capita than anywhere else? Guess which country has more people in
jail per capita than anywhere else? Americans love guns, lawyers and punishing people.
Kafka’s disturbing novel The Trial sums up the legal process: bizarre and nothing to do with
justice, truth or anything else. It’s all about process.
The figure of Dracula best encapsulates the legal profession – a dirty bloodsucker who ought to be
staked through the heart.
Mammon
“When it comes to money, everyone is of the same religion.” – Voltaire
Mammon is the God of Capitalism. His worshippers imagine him as a mysterious, mystical force that
operates via an “invisible hand”. In reality, there’s nothing invisible about capitalism. It’s all about
very visible hands rigging the market, producing cartels, oligopolies, monopolies and conspiring
against the people in order to maximize profits. The profit principle is all that counts. All other
considerations are negated. Morality is absent. The interests of the people are absent. Only the
interests of the capitalists themselves are served.
“The world wants to be deceived. Therefore, let it be deceived.” – Hitler
Neoteny
Neoteny is defined as the retention, by the adults of a species, of traits associated with the juveniles
of the species. Many dog breeds exhibit neoteny: they resemble “cute”, juvenile wolves.
In human society, women who look young are deemed enormously more attractive. The more a
woman resembles a baby, the better!!! – big eyes, small nose, tight skin, cute smile.
Mentally, most adults are big babies who never grew up. Freud was right about how much
childhood dominates adult behaviour.
How can Abrahamism be understood except as a nauseating, infantile desire for the ultimate,
disciplinarian father figure?
Product Anti-Placement
Big companies love product placement – putting their products in flattering environments, in the

possession of attractive celebrities. So, the antidote is to place these same products in unattractive
environments with unattractive nonentities!
Privilege versus Merit
“Life is not a matter of holding good cards, but sometimes playing a poor hand well.” – Jack London
The children of privilege are dealt the best possible hand; everyone else receives a poor hand.
However, we can still win – by using our superior talents. Our first task is to change the game so that
everyone gets an equal chance of being dealt a good hand in life.
“Business leaders often get credit for the successful decisions that were forced on them.” – Oliver A
Fick
Virtually all success in business is down to luck, being in the right place at the right time, producing a
product that happens to reflect the cultural zeitgeist.
All business success is phoney if it’s ever attributed to skill, talent, and hard work. It’s always
about luck.
The hardest working people on earth are those wrestling with the mysteries of existence twelve
hours a day, seven days a week for no reward and with extremely limited prospects of “success”.
The Placebo Effect
Placebos have no medicinal active ingredient (they’re often sugar pills), but can bring about marked
medical improvements because of the belief their users have in their efficacy. The placebo effect
works, seemingly, through faith. One might say that Abrahamism is the ultimate placebo effect.
In fact, our whole society has traditionally been based on the placebo effect. Ordinary people
have, until recently, had great faith in institutions and authority figures, in “freedom and democracy”,
in capitalism. Respect for bankers, entrepreneurs, celebrities: all of these are a kind of act of faith.
Monarchy is a placebo effect. Some unimpressive individual has an absurdly elevated status
conferred upon them, and then is surrounded by enormous pomp and ceremony. This is enough to
convince the placebo masses that the individual deserves all of this. In other words, if you provide
the trappings of power for a person then that person ipso facto becomes powerful. Hey presto – just
like magic!
It’s a sham. The “queen” of England has a status wholly dependent on the willingness of the
masses to acknowledge that status. If they weren’t and didn’t, she would be the queen of fuck all.
Put someone in the uniform of an authority figure and they miraculously become an authority
figure. But it’s a con.
The world is now reaching a crisis because the placebo effect is wearing off. The masses are
losing their faith in the elites. They are no longer as suggestible to the official voices of authority.
Unfortunately, they are now incredibly receptive to crazy, unofficial voices – to conspiracy theorists,
and such like.
Permission
It is said that the placebo effect gives us “permission” to believe something. In medical terms, we
give ourselves permission to believe that we can cure ourselves! In fact, we can give ourselves
permission to be healthier, smarter, funnier, more confident, more optimistic, more charismatic ...
anything at all.
The placebo effect is closely linked to hypnosis. We can be hypnotized to become much better at

certain tasks. The hypnotist, like the placebo pill, is giving us permission to find the ability from
within ourselves.
It’s as if we all have a God inside us but we are perversely rejecting to do what Gods ought to do.
We have to be given permission by someone or something else (a hypnotist or pill) to unlock the
potential we already possess.
You can give yourself permission not to worry about things any more. You can give yourself
permission to overcome weaknesses. You can give yourself permission to be a better, higher, more
productive person.
You really can shift your attitudes and potentialities just by thinking about it and making it so.
“Wherever God has planted you, you must know how to flower.” – French proverb
The “Real” Placebo Effect
How can the placebo effect be explained in terms other than those of faith? When the doctor explains
the active drug to you, he is providing you with information. Mentally, at an unconscious level, he is
linking you to the information archetype concerning that active drug (rather than the placebo), and
indeed to all of the people who know anything about the drug, including those who invented it. In
other words, a patient is mentally linked to the real information and properties possessed by the
proper drug. Even though he receives only a sugar pill, the patient is able to project onto it the
information associated with the genuine drug, and thus be cured, as if by the real drug. Naturally,
intuitives will be far more likely to be cured in this way than sensing types (who are very poor at
tuning into non-local mental information).
If you think “scientifically” about the placebo effect working by way of “faith”, it doesn’t make
any sense at all. How can faith cure a medical condition? What possible scientific mechanism would
be invoked?
The placebo in fact works via a mental rather than physical channel concerning the real drug. The
real drug acts directly physically (via the inverse Fourier transform), but the placebo acts mentally
(via the Fourier transform). The placebo isn’t the same physically as the actual drug, but it links
mentally to exactly the same mental information associated with the real drug. In a world of highly
intuitive people, the placebo would have exactly the same efficacy as the actual drug! As it is, the
placebo effect can typically apply to up to a quarter of the people who take it – an astonishing result
that can’t have anything to do with “faith”. Interestingly, intuitives comprise a quarter of the
population!
Medicine
Different medicines are appropriate for different personality types. Physical medicines are ideal for
physical, sensing types. However, “mental” medicines might prove more efficacious for intuitives.
Homeopathy won’t do sensing types any good; but it could work for intuitives. A homeopathic
medicine, like a placebo, is mental (informational), not physical. An intuitive can tune into the
information it contains.
Hypnosis should be routinely used medicinally for intuitive patients.
Let’s get smart about medicine.
The Right to Life
The Supreme Court of the UK is debating whether British soldiers have the “right to life”. So, do the
people they’re shooting at also have the right to life? In which case, doesn’t that mean the end of war

and killing?
The case was brought by the mother of a British soldier who was killed in a Snatch Land Rover
when it drove over a mine. The mother claims that the British government has an absolute duty of care
to its soldiers and must provide them with state of the art equipment. Is this not absurd beyond words?
Why didn’t the mother spend more time stopping her son from joining the army – an inherently lethal
profession – rather than complaining about the equipment of the British Army?
We can be sure of one thing: the British army has enormously better equipment than the Taliban.
Do you hear the Taliban moaning or whining, or do they just get on with it, with whatever comes to
hand?
The West is now utterly enfeebled, decadent and degenerate. Soldiers and their families are
objecting to the people they’re trying to kill trying to kill them back. What’s the world coming to? The
British Army has been rendered a joke by this mother. It’s no longer an effective fighting force. Its
operations are now dictated by a mother’s tears rather than the contingencies of war. You fight with
the equipment you have; not the perfect equipment you wish you had.
British Army equipment wasn’t specifically designed for war in Afghanistan, for use against the
tactics used by the Taliban. What do you do with tailor made equipment when you fight the next war
in a completely different country with different terrain, and with an enemy using different tactics?
Junk it all? Think of the expense to the taxpayer. Moreover, you would never be ready for the next
war because you could only manufacture the necessary equipment once you knew whom were you
fighting and what tactics they were using. You would have lost the war before your equipment was
made!
You can’t fight war with ideal equipment for every situation; you must use generalised equipment,
and sometimes it won’t be very suitable. That’s war!
The future is clear. Westerners can no longer fight. They don’t have the guts. The whole military
budget should be given over to drone strikes, so that Westerners never at any time have to risk their
“right to life”.
World Historic Figures
World historic figures never let the world define them. They define the world through their own
magnificent efforts. They never engage in self-pity.
Fear of Heights?
Do people fear heights or are they actually suffering from a fear of falling from heights? In other
words, they actually have a fear of death, and heights bring the possibility of death that bit closer.
Justice
In ancient Greece, justice began with the three Furies, who pursued all killers. “Spilled blood calls
out for vengeance,” they cried. “Justice must be done.” They would travel to the ends of the earth to
ensure it happened.
The Furies were old women with bloodshot eyes and snaky hair, like the Gorgons. Their names
were Alecto, Megaera and Tisiphone.
Isn’t it fascinating that old women were regarded as the most ferocious pursuers of justice, those
who would never give up?
Isn’t it much healthier for old women to be seen as vengeful Furies rather than sweet old things
with one foot in the grave?
The whole concept of “oldness” ought to be abolished. What useful function does it serve? There

are “old” people with a far better attitude and energy than some “young” people.
The Factory
Meritocracy and Illuminism: a God Factory.
Capitalism and Abrahamism: a Mental Illness Factory!
“The human race is the most stupid and unfair kind of race. A lot of the runners don’t even get decent
sneakers or clean drinking water. Some runners are born with a massive head start, every possible
help along the way and still the referees seem to be on their side. It’s not surprising a lot of people
have given up competing altogether and gone to sit in the grandstand, eat junk and shout abuse. What
the human race needs is more streakers.” – Bansky
In her introduction to a talk by Alain de Botton (author of Status Anxiety), Amanda Smith remarked, “
... what other people think of us, and whether we can be judged a success or a failure in the eyes of
the world, are widespread anxieties that generally go unacknowledged and unexamined.”
In Status Anxiety, de Botton defined the malady as “a worry so pernicious as to be capable of
ruining extended stretches of our lives, that we are in danger of failing to conform to the ideals of
success laid down by our society and that we may as a result be stripped of dignity and respect; a
worry that we are constantly occupying too modest a rung or are about to fall to a lower one.”
De Botton believes that an important reason why status anxiety is so prevalent in the world today
is due to our perception that our societies are meritocratic. A meritocratic society is one in which
privilege is earned rather than conferred or inherited. In a meritocracy, it’s assumed that everyone has
an equal chance to succeed if they apply themselves with sufficient vigour and perseverance. But, as
de Botton observes, “The problem with sincerely believing that your society is meritocratic is
explaining failure. If you genuinely believe that those at the top deserve their success, you by
definition have to believe that those at the bottom deserve their failure.”
The amazing thing is that anyone can possibly imagine that there are meritocracies anywhere on
earth. When you look at the “top” people, do you see anything other than grotesquely inept people
who fail, fail, and fail again as far as the public goes? Their only “skill” is legally paying themselves
enormous salaries for appalling results.
Circumcision
In Germany, it has been proposed that no religious circumcisions should take place until boys are 14,
so that they can give informed consent for the procedure. Parents, therefore, would no longer have the
right to mutilate their sons when they are eight days old. What sane person could possibly disagree
with this (although 18 would be a more appropriate age)? It’s time for this to be the law of the whole
world. Babies must be protected from parents (child abusers) who want to mutilate them for religious
reasons. No one has any right to impose their religious beliefs on anyone else.
Baby Mothers
“Baby mothers” are mothers who become pregnant after casual sex. When they have their babies, they
are not regarded as proper mothers, partners or lovers, and are treated with complete disrespect. The
men who impregnated them have no emotional attachment with them or interest in them. These men
will be heard to brag about having several “baby mothers”, and not to be involved in any way with
the raising of their own children!

Metamorphosis
“Only by discovering alchemy have I clearly understood that the Unconscious is a process, and that
the ego’s rapport with the Unconscious and its contents initiate an evolution, more precisely, a real
metamorphosis, of the psyche.” – Jung

Gentlemen versus Gangsters
In Nazi Germany, the Prussian aristocracy (the Junkers) saw themselves as gentlemen and the Nazis
as vulgar, brutal gangsters. In most societies, this same division appears between the “coming power”
and the “going power”, the new and the old.
Of course, the “gentleman”, a few generations earlier, were themselves the gangsters!
There’s nothing as comical and hypocritical as the old order condemning the very tactics that
brought them to power!
Intolerance
“Unlimited tolerance must lead to the disappearance of tolerance. If we extend unlimited tolerance
even to those who are intolerant, if we are not prepared to defend a tolerant society ... then the
tolerant will be destroyed, and tolerance with them ... We should therefore claim, in the name of
tolerance, the right not to tolerate the intolerant.” – Karl Popper
So, why do we tolerate Jews, Christians, Muslims, monarchs and privileged elites?
Free Speech
SC: “People seem not to understand the difference between the communications platform, or medium
(in this case Facebook, but it could be anything, e.g. a telephone company) and those using it for
communication. Does the phone company have the right to decide what you may and may not discuss
over the phone? Of course not. Do you have the right to decide what you will and will not tolerate
being discussed on your phone? Of course you do. Same idea with a Facebook page.”
Freedom of speech is not a right to be heard whenever you want to be heard, to impose your views
where they are not solicited and not wanted. Freedom of speech means being allowed to say what you
want – via your own channel of communication – without being censored, arrested or persecuted. You
don’t have the right to say whatever you like on someone else’s channel. That’s where he gets to say
what he wants, and to freely reject you, if he wants.
If legions of supporters of one cause descend on a site to exercise their “right to free speech”, and
to drown out another cause, then they are not exercising free speech, but seeking to deny others any
realistic free expression of their opinion. They are deliberately shutting down an opposing voice.
They are bullies and oppressors. They are censoring others.
All voices must be heard, and that means that no one has unlimited rights to free speech in all
circumstances. And that also means that someone must have the right of free speech to tell YOU to
“fuck off”.
Someone in defence of their right to freely express their opinions must have the right to ban you
and remove you from their site, just as you must have the right to do the same to them. However, the
platform itself, e.g. Facebook, should maintain strict neutrality, not favouring one party or another.
Too many people think “free speech” means never being censored. In fact, it means having the
right to censor anyone who’s trying to shut you up, provided they have the reciprocal right. In other
words, free speech and censorship go together on a local level, but the platform (the global level) has
no right to censor anyone. Censorship must be on the local, reciprocal level, never on the global,

unilateral level of the platform.
The Genius
It’s very easy to do what other people do. It’s very hard to do what other people can’t do. The genius
is that person who does what no one else can. The genius is always the guy at the front. No one is
ever ahead of the genius. Geniuses are humanity’s fearless pathfinders. All the rest follow along
behind.
Islam and Alcohol
Islam prohibits Muslims from drinking alcohol, yet Islamic paradise is said to contain “rivers of
wine”. Islam says that a man can have four wives (a woman, however, can have only one husband!),
but, in paradise, a martyr is entitled to 72 comely virgins. (What about female martyrs – do they get
72 hunky male virgins?)
Isn’t Islam just an absurd example of wishful thinking?
Is Islamic paradise a physical place where people drink and fuck? If so, we ought to be able to
send a scientific probe into space and find it? No sign of it yet!
Economics
Economics is called the “dismal science”. It’s outrageous that it should be said to have any
connection with science at all. The collective and institutional failure of the economics profession to
detect the 2008 financial crash (bar a very few creditable exceptions) is the equivalent of
astronomers being unable to predict eclipses. That, of course, would make them not astronomers at
all, but rather astrologers. Similarly, economists are the soothsayers of their rich paymasters, and they
never say anything their paymasters don’t want to hear. No one wanted to hear a crash was coming, so
no one heard it. Every key sign was ignored or explained away. Any negative voices were met with
derision.
Science is based on facts and evidence. Economics is based on whom the economists work for,
what their paymasters want to hear and what message their paymasters wish to promote.
Economists are famous for disagreeing with each other (although they were remarkably in
agreement when it came to NOT predicting an economic cataclysm). What a contrast with science,
which is a massively consensual discipline.
The entire profession of economics should now be dismantled, and a new profession initiated –
run by those few brave and smart economists who predicted the 2008 crash. Economists should never
be paid for by banks or big business; it automatically corrupts them and compromises their opinions.
Moneyball
“Your goal shouldn’t be to buy players. Your goal should be to buy wins. In order buy wins, you need
to buy runs.” – Moneyball
In his book (made into a movie with Brad Pitt), Michael Lewis expertly described the transformation
of baseball into “moneyball.”
Oakland Athletics’ general manager Billy Beane used market thinking to produce a winning team
that shocked the sport. Using statistical analysis, he identified underpriced players (with skills not
properly valued by the market because they had some perceived defect such as being too old, too
ugly, too short, too ungainly, too unmarketable, or whatever) and also inefficient practices that were
overvalued by the prevailing paradigm.

Beane established that a hitter’s batting average mattered much less than his on-base percentage,
and that base stealing actually reduced the chance of scoring. With his custom-built, fit-for-statisticalpurpose team, he enjoyed great success. He had created a new baseball paradigm.
Of course, richer teams then adopted his tactics and applied them even more rigorously, so he
quickly lost his advantage. And so it goes. Everything is a dialectical arms race.
The Con
“We live at a time when almost everything can be bought and sold.” – Michael Sandel
Markets are amoral. Advocates of markets want to place these amoral entities at the core of society.
What does that say about them? Doesn’t it tell us that they are either amoral themselves or even
immoral – given that amoral conduct is much more suited to immoral than moral people? The
unrestrained market ideology is unquestionably an open door to the most loathsome behaviour.
All that markets care about are price and profit. What kind of basis is that for a healthy,
cooperative, spiritually strong community? Markets are moral annihilators. Is it any surprise that
Protestants (WASPs) are the great champions of markets?
In a market society, everything is up for sale, even the most sacrosanct values. In fact, they are no
longer values at all – they are commodities. For those extremely rich evangelical preachers, isn’t
Christianity simply the commodity they sell to the gullible masses for a vast profit?
The rich can buy anything for a fee, even religion. They can pay people to stand in a line to get
them a ticket for a high demand free event. They can get to the front of any line. In truth, lines don’t
exist for the rich, only for ordinary people.
*****
Free market capitalism = master-slave economics, corporate raiders, junk bonds, carpetbaggers,
robber barons, asset strippers, vulture funds, moral hazard, cartels, oligopolies, monopolies, media
moguls, lobbying, bribery, corruption, extortion, gangsterism, the privatisation of profits and
socialisation of losses.
Death Bonds
The original purpose of a life insurance policy was to provide for the security of one’s family.
Following the AIDS epidemic where single, gay victims wanted immediate access to money, their
life insurance policies were sold to private investors. A flourishing secondary market in life
insurance thus arose where a third party, a broker, bought someone’s insurance policy (at a big
discount for immediate cash) and became the beneficiary. The broker then carried on paying the
premiums and collected the payout when the person died.
The broker (investor) had an active interest in the person dying sooner rather than later since early
death meant a bigger profit. Early death was the best outcome for the bottom line. If you heard that the
person named on the policy had died, you broke out the champagne! What kind of morality is that?
What kind of society is that?
This is a multi-billion dollar industry. Brokers buy the life insurance policies of complete
strangers, and earnestly hope that they die quickly for a quicker return. Securitized, triple starred
“Death bonds” now exist for astute investors in death.
Rich brokers are HOPING for the deaths of other people in order to make a KILLING!! (almost
literally).
When it comes to markets, even death isn’t sacrosanct. This is where the market mentality has

brought us. God help us.
“All for ourselves, and nothing for other people, seems, in every age of the world, to have been the
vile maxim of the masters of mankind.” – Adam Smith
“This disposition to admire, and almost to worship, the rich and powerful, and to despise, or, at least
neglect persons of poor and mean conditions, though necessary both to establish and to maintain the
distinction of ranks and the order of society, is, at the same time, the great and most universal cause of
the corruption of our moral sentiments.” – Adam Smith
The Cheapest Wine
No one ever buys the cheapest wine on the list at a restaurant, even though that’s the one they actually
want. To buy that one is to be literally be seen to be cheap – an unacceptable outcome – so people
almost automatically buy the second cheapest on the list. Oh dear, we’ve all done it. We’re all so
predictable – like machines. How the waiters must titter. So, take them by surprise, buy the fourth
cheapest on the list! No one saw that coming.
The Dream
Someone said that we were wrong that existence is 100% mathematical because he’d had a dream in
which 1 + 1 didn’t equal 2. That’s the kind of moronic argument with which we have to contend. This
person has literally not understood one word of what we have said. The fact that this person is able to
dream at all is entirely thanks to mathematics – dreams are wholly mathematical – and the fact that he
can have a dream in which 1 + 1 is not equal to 2 simply demonstrates that subjective mathematics
(the arena of free will, error, irrationality, qualia, feelings, desire, will, faith, Mythos) is what makes
us free humans rather than programmed automatons (as science portrays us).
Repent
Every week, an old man stands with a collection of banners saying things like, “God loves you” and
“Repent”. Well, if God loves us, why do we have to repent? Why doesn’t he forgive?
Why does “God” choose to communicate his message via old men carrying banners, or old
bearded prophets clutching dusty, ancient texts? Why doesn’t he simply appear and announce his
requirements to us? What is the sufficient reason for “God” not to communicate directly? (Bar the
obvious one that he doesn’t exist at all.)
Jesus Christ was allegedly God in the flesh, but he wasn’t a remotely Godly figure, and he didn’t
do any Godly things at all. He acted exactly like a prophet or a magician. His gospels aren’t full of
interesting information: they’re childish, sentimental and irrational.
Why didn’t Jesus Christ project his face onto the moon or sun and speak to the whole of humanity
at once?
Why does “God” choose to communicate in such a baffling, silly, enigmatic, unconvincing way
that most humans are left utterly perplexed about his existence?
Is this a sane way for “God” to go about his business? And never forget that anyone who is unable
to decipher God’s cryptic messages is met with a sentence of perpetual suffering in hell. You would
have to conclude that God wants to send souls to hell, and that makes him the Devil, not God!

The Time Illusion
“The distinction between the past, the present and the future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.”
– Einstein
An illusion?! This statement more or less sums up how hopeless physics is. Time is an essential
element of physics and yet it’s called “an illusion”. How can physics be founded on an illusion and
still be taken seriously? If physics cannot explain something as basic as time, how can it explain
anything else? Physics is bogus and fraudulent. You would be insane to think physics can offer any
real truth.
Computation
All essential features of the cosmos, including physical constants, are eternally true. They are
necessary, immutable and analytic. While humans may have to use computational methods to calculate
a number such as π, ontological mathematics itself does not use any approximations. The cosmos, in
terms of its infrastructure, is always worked out using analytic, not computational, methods.
In terms of the dynamic operations that take place within the analytically fixed mathematical
framework, these are dialectical feedback systems. They cannot work out what to do analytically
because they are awaiting a feedback signal from some other system. Therefore, they are using
iterative, computational methods rather than eternal, analytic methods.
When someone playing baseball runs to catch a ball, he doesn’t use analysis to decide where to
position himself, but a continually adjustable computational method. So it is with many of the
processes of the universe.
Knowledge
The highest knowledge is the most expensive thing there is because it can be created only by the
rarest of all things in our world – the human genius.
Esoteric and Exoteric
Leibniz’s published Monadology was designed for a Christian audience to introduce them to the
concept of monads while remaining consistent with Christian theology. It remains a superb document,
despite its Christian associations.
Many of the greatest thinkers in the world have produced exoteric and esoteric versions of their
work. If you want people to spoonfeed you information so that you don’t have to deal with apparent
contradictions, you’ve come to the wrong place. How can people learn if they don’t put in the hard
yards themselves? You advance by overcoming obstacles, not by trying to find an easier path.
Leibniz deliberately didn’t publish his most important ideas.
“He who knows me by my published works alone does not know me at all.” – Leibniz
We have no intention of disobeying the very precise instructions Leibniz left behind about how his
secret works were to be managed.
Jing

“Take for example the practices of Nei Kung, and an aspect of Qi known as Jing – a portion of
mental energy devoted to sustaining and enlivening the body. The books on Nei Kung all say that there
is only a limited amount of Jing in the body, and once it is depleted one dies. You can say that on a
materialist and literal interpretation, Jing is merely an analogy for the biological processes breaking
down over time due to oxidization and wear. On the other hand, there is the Jing that is considered to
be more of a mental nature. That said, there are also techniques for stealing Jing from other people,
or at least collecting it from those who already emit it in some way, and pooling this Jing so as to
extend one’s own life well beyond normal human limits. I would assume that archons and Phosters
are born with more of this vital psychic energy, or, likewise, a typical human can also pool it enough
to extend their life closer to that of these demigods.
“Another technique is normally an unconscious process of mental relation, yet if consciously used
and paired with a wilful visualization, one can perform a form of telepathic suggestion upon another,
and thus influence said person’s impulses. This is a bit of a step up from general charisma.
“For the former, I have not performed it due to my unwillingness to do harm to others. The
consequences of such an act seem to be much more extreme, and since I do not know the
consequences and cannot quite predict them, I wouldn’t be willing to experiment either. However, for
the latter technique, I have performed it and it works, although the unintended consequence is that if
one stops using this suggestion, then the recipient’s psyche returns to its own equilibrium but becomes
rather hostile towards the sender, or just plain nervous. It’s as if there’s an elastic effect, and the
unconscious, perceiving in its own way that it has gone beyond its natures or programming, starts
sending panic signals to the conscious so as to return back onto its own track. Apart from just a
general experiment, I haven’t gone so far as to abuse the latter.”
Mental energy does not deplete. Where would it go? This theory of Jing is pure Mythos. Consider the
first law of motion: something, left to its own devices, will travel in a straight line at a constant speed
forever. A mind, similarly, travels mentally forever.
Phosters and archons are those who have much better access to their infinite energy capacity. All
of us have infinite energy, but the “reducing valve” of our consciousness obstructs our use of this
infinite reservoir. That is the problem, not Jing.
Approaching your King
Instructions to those entering the presence of their King:
Approach on your knees, with your hands clasped, not looking him in the eye; show your total
submission to his royal authority. Withdraw in reverse, walking backwards. Never look at the king
under any circumstances. Never turn your back on him and never cross your arms in his presence.
Thus are men turned into slaves. This is how religion functions too – forcing everyone onto their
knees, into the postures of slaves. Is God a benefactor or a tyrant King? What is he worth if he is not
humanity’s friend and ally?
*****
Kings love hierarchies. You could not have a King reigning over a mass of entirely equal people –
because his own position would then be incongruous and someone would automatically suggest
getting rid of him and making everyone equal. No, the King must always be the apex of a power
pyramid.
Seventeenth century English Kings loathed the fanatical Puritans who wanted to be rid of all

bishops and archbishops from the Anglican Church. The Kings knew that if the Church hierarchy
vanished, the monarchy itself would be next in line for demolition. It’s not at all surprising that Oliver
Cromwell, the man who brought King Charles I to the executioner’s block, was an extremist Puritan.
In their hearts, the Puritans had already beheaded the King when they called for the removal of
bishops.
As King James I said, “No bishop, no King.” He knew that hierarchy was the only thing that saved
him.
All powerful people are obsessed with building hierarchies. Without such hierarchies, they would
be overthrown. That’s why society must be modelled on the Round Table rather than the pyramid.
That very act will change how the world functions.
All power pyramids must be pulled down.
*****
“Kings are in the Word of God itself called gods, as being his lieutenants and vicegerents on earth,
and so adorned and furnished with some sparkles of the divinity.’ – King James I
It’s essential for royalty to wear clothes sequined with Godliness. They must be surrounded by pomp
and ceremony, servants, royal regalia. How else will people fall for the Mythos? All powerful
people are obsessed with status symbols. If they didn’t have them, they wouldn’t be recognised as
Gods.
It’s essential to destroy all status symbols if we want a world free of the rich and powerful.
Puritan Churches
Puritan places of worship were simple, plain, unadorned, drab. They contained no statues, ornaments
or stained glass windows. All traces of Catholic beauty and “idolatry” were expunged. The Puritans
sat on narrow, hard benches. The minister was not permitted to wear any priestly robes. There were
no gold or silver trinkets, or shining chalices. The Bible was all that mattered. There wasn’t a single
thing in a Puritan place of worship that might distract the congregation from focusing on scripture, on
the WORD.
Aesthetics and philosophy were banished by Puritans. All that remained was irrational Protestant
fanaticism, and a slavish adherence to scriptural literalism. To this day, the world remains infected
by this Puritan disease, nowhere more so than America – the nation founded by the seventeenth
century Christian equivalents of the Taliban!
The character of America remains immersed in Protestant extremism and hatred of intellectualism.
It has precious little European refinement, taste and aesthetic sense. The American land is much more
beautiful, grand and imposing than anything built by the American people.
Myers-Briggs %Age Breakdown by Personality Type
M = Male; F = Female; T = Total
ISTJ: M – 16.4%; F – 6.90%; T – 11.6%
ISFJ: M – 8.10%; F – 19.4%; T – 13.8%
INFJ: M – 1.30%; F – 1.60%; T – 1.46%
INTJ: M – 3.30%; F – 0.80%; T – 2.10%

ISTP: M – 8.50%; F – 2.40%; T – 5.40%
ISFP: M – 7.60%; F – 9.90%; T – 8.80%
INFP: M – 4.10%; F – 4.60%; T – 4.40%
INTP: M – 4.80%; F – 1.80%; T – 3.30%
ESTP: M – 5.60%; F – 3.00%; T – 4.30%
ESFP: M – 6.90%; F – 10.1%; T – 8.50%
ENFP: M – 6.40%; F – 9.70%; T – 8.10%
ENTP: M – 4.00%; F – 2.40%; T – 3.20%
ESTJ: M – 11.2%; F – 6.30%; T – 8.70%
ESFJ: M – 7.50%; F – 16.9%; T – 12.3%
ENFJ: M – 1.60%; F – 3.30%; T – 2.50%
ENTJ: M – 2.70%; F – 0.90%; T – 1.80%
ISTJ is the most common type for men, and ISFJ for women. ISFJ is the largest category when both
sexes are taken into account.
INFJ is the least common type for men, and INTJ for women. INFJ is the rarest category when both
sexes are taken into account.
Breakdown by preferences:
Extraversion:
Males: 45.9%; Females: 52.5%; Total: 49.3%
Introversion:
Males: 54.1%; Females: 47.5%; Total: 50.7%
Thus extraversion and introversion, like sex, are split approximately fifty-fifty.
Sensing:
Males: 71.7%; Females: 74.9%; Total: 73.3%
Intuition:
Males: 28.3%; Females: 25.1%; Total: 26.7%
Thus we see that intuitives are outnumbered three to one. If it were the other way around, we would
be living in paradise.
Thinking:

Males: 56.5%; Female: 24.5%; Total: 40.2%
More than twice as many men than women are thinkers!
Feelings:
Males: 43.5%; Females: 75.5%; Total 59.8%
Approaching twice as many women than men are feeling types. Three out of five people are feeling
types and two out of five are thinking types.
Judging:
Males: 52.0%; Females: 56.2%; Total: 54.1%
Perceiving:
Males: 48.0%; Females: 43.8%; Total 45.9%
Thus judging and perceiving are quite evenly divided.
In summary:
The Extraversion-Introversion split is around 50-50.
The Sensing-Intuition split is around 75-25.
The Thinking-Feeling split is around 40-60.
The Judging-Perceiving split is roughly 50-50.
We live mostly in a world of sensing and feeling types, which is why Mythos is so popular. Thinkers
and, especially, intuitives, are outnumbered.
Men are almost equally split in terms of thinking and feelings. Women are overwhelmingly feeling
types rather than thinkers (75-25).
Humanity as a whole is dominated by sensing types.
Women as a whole are dominated by feeling types.
INFJ, the combination of two right brain functions and a right brain attitude (introversion) is the rarest
personality type.
If we were to nominate particular types as being the best to run the world in the interests of all, we
would choose INFJ and INFP. These are amongst the rarest people in the world – surprise, surprise!
Temperaments
David Keirsey created a scheme based on four temperaments:
1) SJ – “The Guardians” (“Security Seeking”; depressive):
ESTJ – “The Supervisors”

ISTJ – “The Inspectors”
ESFJ – “The Providers”
ISFJ – “The Protectors”
2) SP – “The Artisans” (“Sensation Seeking”; excitable):
ESTP – “The Promoters”
ISTP – “The Crafters”
ESFP – “The Performers”
ISFP – “The Composers”
3) NT – “The Rationals” (“Knowledge Seeking”; insensitive)
ENTJ – “The Fieldmarshals”
INTJ – “The Masterminds”
ENTP – “The Inventors”
INTP – “The Architects”
NF – “The Idealists” (“Identity Seeking”; oversensitive)
ENFJ – “The Teachers”
INFJ – “The Counsellors”
ENFP – “The Champions”
INFP – “The Healers”
Breakdown by Temperament
Sensing Judging (Guardians)
Males: 43.1%; Females: 49.5%; Total: 46.4%
Sensing Perceiving (Artisans)
Males: 28.6%; Females: 25.3%; Total: 27.0%
Intuition Feeling (Rationals)
Males: 19.4%; Females: 18.5%; Total: 16.4%
Intuition Thinking (Idealists)
Males: 8.90%; Females: 6.70%; Total: 10.3%
Intuition thinking is the least common temperament. Sensing judging is the most common. Rationalists

and Idealists are heavily outnumbered by Guardians and Artisans – which explains a great deal about
our world!
Breakdown by Function Pairs
Sensing Thinking
Males: 41.7%; Females: 18.5%; Total: 29.9%
Sensing Feeling
Males: 30.0%; Females: 56.3%; Total: 43.4%
Intuition Feeling
Males: 19.4%; Females: 18.5%; Total: 16.4%
Intuition Thinking
Males: 8.90%; Females: 6.70%; Total: 10.3%
Sensing thinking is the most common pairing for men and sensing feeling for women. Intuition thinking
is the least common pairing for men and women.
Language
“Language is a curious phenomenon given that it can be derived from ontological mathematics but
doesn’t itself have to be mathematical or even particularly logical; it only needs to be sufficiently
patterned so as to become communicable. Language can invent words for concepts that don’t even
exist (or can’t exist).”
Language can be likened to music. Music can be composed by someone who knows nothing about
mathematics yet is based on nothing but well-defined mathematical notes. Music is normally highly
melodious, but there’s no reason why notes can’t be put together in completely ugly and discordant
ways. No one would listen, of course, which is why you don’t hear music like that (except in Karaoke
bars and at weddings). When it comes to spoken language, however, most speakers are irrational and
don’t understand the rules of the language, so they produce the equivalent of musical discord. An
excellent writer or speaker of language brings something akin to mathematical precision to bear, and
creates beautiful “music of words”.
Any concept invented by language ipso facto comes into existence (an an informational entity). Of
course, a distinction has to be drawn between mental and physical existence. Everyone understands
what a unicorn is – the concept of the unicorn certainly exists and flourishes. What doesn’t exist is a
specific physicalization of a unicorn. The unicorn has mental but not material existence.
Thinking
“We become, neurologically, what we think.” – Nicholas G. Carr, The Shallows: What the Internet
is Doing to Our Brains
So, think well, think healthily, think rationally.
“If thinking is your fate, revere this fate with divine honour and sacrifice to it the best, the most

beloved” – Friedrich Nietzsche
If you’re smart, don’t waste your brains on trivia. Imagine a nuclear physicist preferring to work in
Wall Street so that he can become rich. He has abused his thinking gift, betrayed it. Ultimately, he has
proved that he’s not a thinker at all, but someone motivated by greed and status.
“The study of thinking machines teaches us more about the brain than we can learn by introspective
methods. Western man is externalizing himself in the form of gadgets.” – William S. Burroughs,
Naked Lunch
Humanity externalizes itself in terms of its culture, society, institutions, architecture and media.
Everything we see around us began as thoughts in minds.
“What I learned on my own I still remember” – Nassim Nicholas Taleb, The Bed of Procrustes:
Philosophical and Practical Aphorisms
Self-learning is the best learning.
“Religion is like drugs, it destroys the thinking mind.” – George Carlin
In which case, there should be a War on Religion. Religious pushers should be hunted down.
Bookshops selling Bibles and Korans should be raided and shut down for good. The religious
“barons” (popes, chief rabbis, imams, and so on) should be given punitive jail terms. There should be
zero-tolerance towards powerful faith-based religious ideas. The dealers spreading “the Word”
should be arrested en masse. Religious gangs must be forbidden from marking their members via
circumcision, and wearing distinctive clothes and symbols (like the Crips and Bloods).
“My God, these Feeling types! ... Sensitive people are just tyrannical people – everybody else has to
adapt to them.” – Marie-Louise von Franz
Quiet, sensitive people are manipulative in their own way. Why should others have to walk on
eggshells because of their sensitivities? What is political correctness if not a means for the
excessively sensitive to be allowed to bully and dominate the insensitive?
“The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We have created a
society that honours the servant and has forgotten the gift. We will not solve the problems of the
world from the same level of thinking we were at when we created them. More than anything else,
this new century demands new thinking: We must change our materially based analyses of the world
around us to include broader, more multidimensional perspectives.” – Albert Einstein
It’s a pity Einstein didn’t follow his own advice. His most cherished theories are empiricist,
materialist and outright assaults on the intuitive world of independent, autonomous mind.
“When people will not weed their own minds, they are apt to be overrun by nettles.” – Horace
Walpole
Our world is being choked by mental nettles and weeds. All rational flowers have been killed.
“It’s a cliché to say that men think with their penises. But it’s a fact. And penises are notoriously
stupid. My penis, for example, probably only has an IQ of 144, or about 12 times its length in inches

when limp.” – Jarod Kintz, Gosh, I probably shouldn’t publish this.
!!!
That type of thinking applies to far more than just the penis.
“The human mind works at low efficiency. Twenty percent is the figure usually given. When,
momentarily, there is a flash of greater power, it is termed a hunch, or insight, or intuition.” – Isaac
Asimov, Foundation and Empire
Let’s have a Foundation for the study of intuition.
“If everyone is thinking alike, then somebody isn’t thinking.” – George S. Patton Jr.
Avoid groupthink. Our world is defined by groupthink. To change the world, groupthink has to be
demolished.
The Cosmic Axiom
The whole of Illuminism relies on a single axiom – Leibniz’s Principle of Sufficient Reason. This
states that no phenomenon can exist or happen without a Sufficient Reason why it is so rather than
otherwise. In other words, this is the Principle of Hyperrationalism. Nothing ever happens for no
reason. Nothing ever happens randomly. Everything always has an explanation. Moreover, that
explanation, if it’s right, must account for why alternative “explanations” are wrong. The supreme
challenge to be answered by the Principle of Sufficient Reason is Leibniz’s famous question of “Why
is there something rather than nothing?”
Scientific materialism is unable to answer this question. It invokes a “random quantum
fluctuation”, which is no explanation at all. It’s more or less an appeal to magic: the universe
magically springs from a magical random event. Intellectually, scientific materialism is as
embarrassing as Abrahamism. Abrahamism asserts that “something” has always existed in the shape
of an all-powerful, all-knowing, all-seeing perfect God. No sufficient reason is provided for why
such a being should necessarily exist, and moreover, no explanation is offered to account for why, if
such a being is necessary, an infinite number of such Gods are not equally necessary. What process
allows one to exist, but not any others? The conditions that are sufficient for one must be sufficient for
any number of Gods. (In Illuminism, there is not one monad: there are infinite monads.)
In Abrahamism, God is perfect but creates an imperfect world (a logical impossibility); God is
infinitely good but creates and sustains a world full of evil (a logical impossibility); God creates a
universe, different in substance from him, out of complete nothingness (a logical impossibility).
The Abrahamic God does not become perfect through an evolutionary process that converts
potential into actualization; rather he is said to be perfect from the outset. No sufficient reason is
provided as to why a being should necessarily be perfect rather than imperfect, perfect actualization
rather than perfect potential. The definition of the Abrahamic God inherently denies that we live in an
evolutionary world (evolution does not apply to an eternally perfect being). All Abrahamists who
claim to support Darwin’s theory of evolution have no right to do so. If God is non-evolutionary then
he is Creationist. It would make no sense at all for a non-evolutionary God to entrust the development
of his special human creations to a process of random mutations, natural selection and the savage law
of the jungle. At what point in evolution did God identify the first human and put an immortal soul in
him? Why were the parents of that first human denied a soul? The problems keep multiplying.
Scientific materialism invokes randomness to “explain” why we exist (it’s no explanation at all;

it’s the avoidance of an explanation). Abrahamism does the opposite and invokes an eternally perfect
being (but fails to explain the sufficient reason for that perfect being’s existence, i.e. it has just kicked
the can along the road).
A true explanation of why there is something rather than nothing must show why it is logically
inevitable (not in any way random and not in any way making assertions that defy logic).
Leibniz’s question should have been the single focus of philosophy, but instead “God” was the
paramount consideration. Then science took over and dethroned God. It looked for any explanation at
all that did not involve God and it settled on randomness as the “explanatory” power furthest
removed from God.
Neither science nor Abrahamism is any answer at all. Eastern religion intuited the right answer to
existence – the nature of the VOID – but could not articulate a logical explanation and instead invoked
mysticism and Mythos.
Illuminism is the rational, logical, mathematical explanation of the properties of “nothing”, and
shows how and why “nothing” is the essence of existence. The mathematical properties of nothing
provide the full, necessary, inevitable, sufficient reason for why there is something. It turns out that
there is not something rather than nothing but rather “something” is part of the logical, mathematical
definition of “nothing”. Instead of something rather than nothing, there is something and nothing, and
existence is their eternal interplay, how they flow in and out of each other mathematically. In the
simplest mathematical terms, zero (“nothing”) is eternally bonded to infinity (“everything”) – they are
two sides of a single mathematical coin (the inverse of each other) – and existence is simply the
exploration of the dynamic relationship between zero, infinity and all the numbers in between.
There’s no randomness and no God, just ontological mathematics. The Principle of Sufficient Reason
goes hand in hand with ontological mathematics and is simply its rational summation. That is, a
universe of ontological mathematics can’t do anything other than obey the Principle of Sufficient
Reason since the laws of mathematics automatically demand it.
The Principle of Sufficient Reason is not in any way separate from ontological mathematics.
Rather, because everything in ontological mathematics happens for a specific mathematical reason
(and never randomly or magically), there is ipso facto a sufficient reason for a mathematical
operation to be thus and not otherwise. The Principle of sufficient reason can ONLY be attached to
mathematics – to an a priori system of necessary, analytic, immutable, eternal truths. Everything in
such a system is true by definition, and the principle of sufficient reason is simply the inevitable
consequence of everything happening by definition. If something didn’t happen by definition then it
happened randomly (without reason), magically (where reason doesn’t apply) or subjectively (where
reasons are internally generated and do not belong to an objective system). The principle of sufficient
reason applies to any objective, precisely defined system. There is only one such ontological system
– mathematics. The principle of sufficient reason is a direct corollary of mathematical existence.
Although scientific causality is consistent with the principle of sufficient reason, scientific
randomness is not. In order to criticize the probabilistic, random elements built into the mainstream
interpretation of quantum mechanics, Einstein famously said, “God does not place dice.” It’s certainly
the case that the principle of sufficient reason does not play dice. Einstein was certain that there must
be another layer below quantum mechanics (“hidden variables”) that would remove its randomness.
Einstein was both right and wrong. Quantum mechanics doesn’t have a layer beneath it. The error
in how quantum mechanics is interpreted lies in the Meta Paradigm of science – empiricism and
materialism. As soon as this Meta Paradigm is replaced by rationalism and idealism then all the
nonsense of quantum mechanical interpretation vanishes (such as cats that are both dead and alive).

Quantum mechanics is not probabilistic at all. It’s completely deterministic but in the context of an
independent domain of mind (a frequency domain of pure Fourier basis waves). If that mental domain
is denied then only a probabilistic interpretation is possible.
Einstein certainly didn’t support an independent domain of mind, but that’s the only place where
his “hidden variables” can reside. They are not hidden, of course. They are built into the Fourier
mathematics that controls quantum mechanics.
In mainstream science, the quantum mechanical wavefunction is unobservable and deemed to be
inherently probabilistic, an expression of potentialities waiting to be actualized, and non-ontological
(therefore somewhat magical!). In Illuminism, the quantum mechanical wavefunction is ontological
but unobservable to the human senses (since it involves rational, mathematical unobservables such as
imaginary numbers and pure frequencies in a mental domain). It is wholly deterministic, though, in
practice, will seem to be probabilistic (because we have no direct means of tracking the rational
unobservables – Einstein’s “hidden variables”).
*****
Remember, if you want absolute, infallible, incontestable truth and knowledge, you have nowhere to
turn other than mathematics and the principle of sufficient reason, the foundations of intelligible
reality.
Otherwise, you are stuck with opinions, belief, faith, magic, Mythos and randomness. You will
never escape the sensible world (the world of the deceptive senses).
So, what will it be?
*****
Plato said that absolute truth and knowledge were to be found only in his domain of immutable,
eternal, perfect Forms. In fact, absolute truth and knowledge are to be found only in ontological
mathematics, which guarantees the principle of sufficient reason, which, in turn, guarantees that we
live in a rational world.
To sum up, reality is based on the principle of sufficient reason. The foundations of existence are
wholly rational (otherwise we would be living in a chaotic randomness where nothing rational could
ever be discerned). So, to attain absolute truth and knowledge, all that is required is to use reason to
ascertain what the foundational rational principles of existence are. This inevitably leads to the
discovery of ontological mathematics: the sole rational system that accounts for reality. Ontological
mathematics is Plato’s intelligible world and also the correct version of his domain of perfect Forms.
Naturally, reason alone gives us access to this domain. This domain has nothing to do with senses,
opinions or beliefs. No person defective in reason will ever understand reality, and will never attain
absolute truth and knowledge. That’s a fact.
The only remaining question is why human minds are capable of exercising reason. The answer of
course is that minds are simply mathematical monads that come with the full laws of ontological
mathematics built into them. Reason is a manifestation of a mathematical mind becoming self-aware,
beginning to realise what it actually is. Reason is how a mathematical mind thinks objectively. It’s
how a mind understands its own mathematical nature. The more rational you are, the more conscious
and self-aware you are. Understanding reality is about understanding yourself: as above, so below.
It’s about fulfilling Apollo’s injunction over his temple at Delphi: Know Thyself. Each monad is
simply a mathematical microcosm of the mathematical monadic macrocosm.
A mind is a single monad. The “world” is infinite monads; just an infinitely scaled up version of

one monad. You possess everything within your own mind that you need to understand reality. All the
laws present within you are the same laws of the whole universe.
Why is it so hard for minds to be rational given that they are inherently mathematical? Shouldn’t
we be living in a kind of programmed universe – a vast cosmic computer? The reason is that
mathematical minds are living minds, and life is driven by what Nietzsche called Will to Power, and
which Illuminism calls Will to Self-Optimization. This internal Will is what drives every monadic
mind to seek the answer to itself – because only then it can it optimize itself.
Will starts off by being driven by basic cravings, desires, lusts, feelings, a desire for pleasure and
to avoid pain. This is all about subjective experience. It has nothing to do with objective
mathematics. Feelings, and pleasure and pain, are a mind’s initial means of gauging increases in its
own power. If pain is going up, the mind feels less powerful. If pleasure goes up, the mind feels more
powerful. However, feelings have nothing to do with the laws of objective reality. Religion is driven
by feelings, but says nothing about the truth of the world. Eventually, religion’s “explanations” fail to
be convincing. The compulsive need for more power means that some minds will now jettison
religion. Such minds are moving away from feelings entirely and trying to attain objective, reliable
knowledge rather than subjective, Mythos “knowledge”. In other words, such minds are beginning to
cultivate rationality.
In any advanced society, science displaces religion but then science makes the mistake of focusing
on the sensible rather than intelligible world.
Finally, at the last stage of the dialectical progress of the Will to power (feelings → sensory
rationalism (science) → intuitive rationalism (mathematics)), mathematics replaces science,
deduction replaces induction, analytic truths replace synthetic truths, truths of reason replace truths of
fact, necessary truths replace contingent truths, immutable truths replace mutable truths, a priori truths
replace a posteriori truths and eternal truths replace temporal truths.
Feelings are much more direct, simple and immediate than reason, which is why minds are
initially dominated by feelings and ignore reason. Next, sensory data is much more direct, simple and
immediate than metaphysical data, which is why sensory thinking (science) is preferred over intuitive
thinking (mathematics). Mathematical reason is last in line because it is much less obvious, direct,
immediate and simple than its rivals. It’s about understanding a concealed, transcendent reality,
beyond feelings and the senses. You can’t observe or interact with it in any way except through
intuition and logical mental processing (reason).
Why do we keep emphasizing intuition? Because intuition is nothing less than going inside
yourself – into your infinite monadic mind – and snatching out patterns and clues to true reality. You
then work on these intuitions with your reason and firm them into a system of infallible laws.
Intuition is our immediate tool of self-awareness, of knowing our true inner nature. Combined with
reason, it allows us to reach a full, conscious self-understanding.
Intuitive, philosophical mathematicians – exactly like Pythagoras and Leibniz – are the highest of
all minds, the closest to gnosis.
The more rational and intuitive you are, the more truly powerful you are and the closer you are to
gnosis and divinity.
The Old World Order seek a crude dominance over people. But these people, with all their wealth
and Earthly power, are ignorant, and powerless, in terms of understanding reality. The geniuses are
those who aren’t interested in overcoming others but in self-overcoming: mastering themselves by
gaining complete knowledge of themselves.
Compared with Leibniz, the wealthiest man who has ever lived has zero power. Leibniz

understood reality itself, while the rich understand only how to make money or, rather, how to bully
and dominate the weak and steal all of their money.
Reason and intuition are the tools of true power. All the riches of the world are irrelevant.
*****
Never forget, faith and the senses tell you nothing about truth. Intuition and, above all, reason
(because it makes proper sense of intuitions) are the keys to truth.
Faith has zero truth content. Abrahamism is 100% false. That’s a rational fact.
Style and Principle
“In matters of style, swim with the current; in matters of principle, stand like a rock.” – Thomas
Jefferson
Be “other-directed” in trivial matters; otherwise be autonomous. Never follow the crowd in anything
that’s important.
The Speed of the Universe
If you want to comprehend the astounding power of the principle of sufficient reason, consider the
question of the speed of the universe. The only way such a question can be answered is via the
principle of sufficient reason. When it comes to fundamental ontological considerations, only two
answers to the speed of the universe are possible: zero and infinity. There can never be a sufficient
reason for any arbitrary, intermediate answer such as 13 or 6729 or 11985.
If the speed of the universe is zero then the whole world should be static; there would be no such
thing as movement. Plainly, that’s not the case. For the speed of the universe to be zero, there would
need to be a sufficient reason for why things cannot move. Given that the fundamental units of the
universe are monads (zeros), and given that these are composed of infinite ontological numbers, each
of which cancels to zero because of the properties of Euler’s unit circle, and given that numbers are
pure eternal energy (by definition) then there is no sufficient reason for a static universe. In fact, the
previous considerations constitute why there is a sufficient reason why the universe can’t be static.
Since there is no sufficient reason why some parts of the universe should be moving and some
stationary then the whole universe is moving. Since there is no sufficient reason why some parts of the
universe should be moving at different speeds from other parts then the whole universe is moving at
the same speed. Since that speed is not zero and nor is it any arbitrary non-zero number then it must in
fact be infinity. But how can it be infinity?
Since a monad is a dimensionless point and since infinite dimensionless points still remain a
dimensionless point (a Singularity) then the fundamental movement of the universe occurs within a
dimensionless point. Since it takes no time to get anywhere since there is nowhere other than a point,
and since there are no distances to travel since a point does not have any distances, then it’s easy to
see why the speed of the universe is infinite: everything is everywhere at once! In fact’s it’s
impossible not to be everywhere at once in a Singularity!
So, bare existence consists of infinite mental motion (thought) at infinite speed in a pure cosmic
Mind made of infinite minds. That sound like how God would think, does it not? He knows everything
at once.
However, the more important question concerns how the properties of the unextended mental
Singularity relate to those of the extended material world born from it.
What is the speed of the physical universe? It plainly isn’t infinity, but why not? And if not infinity

then what?
As soon as the Singularity performs an internal fermionic antisymmetry operation and creates the
equivalent of a perfect Cartesian grid within itself, it has given rise to the world of extension, to the
world of finite distances between things. Consider what happens when a dimensionless (unextended)
Euler unit circle becomes a dimensional (extended) Euler unit circle.
The dimensional Euler unit circle has, of course, a radius everywhere the same (one unit), but
each instance of the radius (at whatever angle of orientation within the circle) can be analysed in
terms of a horizontal (real space) component and a vertical (imaginary space = time) component. If
we regard the radius of a circle as a measure of the speed at which an entity moves away from a
starting point then this speed is exactly the same in all directions and all circumstances (just as the
speed of light is measured to be invariant). However, this “absolute” radial speed has two
components: a speed through space and a speed through time, and these two speeds are continually
changing as the radius of a circle rotates (i.e. every radius has a different space speed component and
time speed component).
Consider, once again, the familiar Euler unit circle:

In this 2D model of the world, light always moves along the x-axis, hence is always measured to have
exactly the same speed in all circumstances (it will always be the x-axis radial speed). Anything not
moving along one of the axes ipso facto has space and time components. The world we inhabit is one
where, normally, we are travelling along the imaginary axis, i.e. we are stationary in space, hence
travelling at light speed through time (we are archetypally temporal beings). When we move through
space (by travelling in a car, train or plane, for example), we convert some of our temporal speed
into spatial speed. However, we invariably travel so slowly compared with the speed of light (which
is 300,000 km per second) that our spatial adventures are always inconsequential.
The crucial point is that as soon as you enter a dimensional environment, you no longer encounter
the infinities of the Singularity. An infinite speed in the Singularity automatically becomes a “tamed”,
well-defined, radial speed in space and time. The Cartesian coordinate grid inherently finitizes
everything by defining all things in terms of finite distances (“extension”).
The circle is ideal for providing a self-contained environment within a dimensional environment.
It’s remarkable for being both finite (taking up a specific area) and infinite (you can keep travelling
round it forever). The circle is also remarkable for linking the circle and the straight line. A straight
line with a point at infinity is a circle, or a circle with an infinite radius is a straight line.
A straight line (a radius) linked to a circle is automatically highly controlled by virtue of its
defined relationship with the circle.
The first law of motion states that a body will move at a uniform speed in a straight line forever
unless acted upon by a force. Why don’t bodies move at random speeds, or randomly change

direction? The principle of sufficient reason comes to the rescue. Imagine a point travelling around
the circumference of a circle. No point in the circumference is privileged over any others. There’s no
reason why any point or group of points should be treated any differently from any others. If all points
are treated equally then uniform motion via them is inevitable. The same goes for a straight line.
There is no sufficient reason why a moving point would speed up or slow down, nor change
direction. The principle of sufficient reason automatically implies the path of least resistance, the
shortest path between two points, since there is never any sufficient reason why any extra,
unnecessary effort should be expended.
Every object in the universe moves uniformly unless caused not to by an external force.
The critical radius in an Euler unit circle is the one where real distance is exactly matched by
imaginary distance, i.e. one point of distance is exactly matched by one point of imaginary distance
(time). This is the 45 degree radial orientation. Once this radius is defined, all the others
automatically follow.
If the radius expands at a constant rate then so, of course, does the surrounding circle associated
with it. The circumference will expand with regard to the radius at a constant rate of 2πr/r = 2π. This
is why 2π features throughout quantum mechanics. The waves that define quantum mechanics are
always associated with underlying circular motion.
The Mystery of the Finite
“Whatever succeeds for the finite, also succeeds for the infinite.” –
Leibniz
SR: “I’m still a bit confused as to when and where, exactly, 0 becomes 1(if there are infinite points
separating the two).”
This is a question of fundamental importance. SR is asking how, by adding dimensionless points
together, we can ever reach a finite, dimensional destination (the number one). If we start from zero
on the number line, how on earth do we ever reach the number one on the number line given that there
are infinite points separating the two numbers?
We like questions such as this because they show that the questioner is a highly intelligent person,
engaging meaningfully with the material and trying to grasp the most difficult of truths. Questions such
as this are amongst the most profound of all.
Historically, it was usually considered impossible for anything dimensionless to give rise to
anything dimensional. How can any number of unextended things ever become extended? Descartes
certainly didn’t believe that the unextended and the extended could ever mix. Indeed, that was the
central definition of his division of existence into separate substances of mind and matter.
Leibniz’s monads weren’t treated too seriously by many people because they couldn’t see how
these points could give rise to the things of the real world. Understanding this paradox is therefore
essential to understanding Illuminism (and reality itself).
The key to the enigma is to grasp the nature of infinity – one of the most difficult tasks of all. There
are two types of infinity: “good” and “bad”. Bad infinity is what most people have in mind when they
think of infinity, but good infinity is the infinity we encounter all of the time in our world.
If we start counting from 0 to 1 to 2 to 3 and keep going, we never reach any end, right? This is
bad infinity. We can always add one more to any number we reach. There is simply no limit, no
conceivable end. It’s the contemplation of bad infinity that drives people insane. No one can get their

head around it. It defies us.
But now think of adding zeros (monads) together, each separated by an infinitesimal distance, just
enough to stop the zeros sitting right on top of each other. If we start from the number zero on the
number line and keep adding zeros in this way, we cannot fail to reach the number one.
Think of making any journey to any destination. No matter how far away it is, you will eventually
reach it given enough time. What you will never reach is an undefined destination, one that is always
beyond your current position and always will be (this is bad infinity). You can never reach a bad
infinity destination because it has no definite location, but you can always reach a good infinity
destination because it does have a definite location.
The number one is a definite location on the number line. We know there are infinite points
between zero and one, but we also know that this infinity is “good” because it is inherently contained,
manageable and measureable. We explicitly define the infinity of points that exists between 0 and 1 to
be alpha-infinity, the basic “good” infinity. The number of points between 0 and 0.5, for example, is
also infinite, but this infinity would be 0.5 alpha infinity. Bad infinity consists of infinite alphainfinities, but each alpha-infinity corresponds to a measurable unit distance (which is why we also
call it “finite infinity”).
Georg Cantor is famous for proving that there are more real numbers than natural numbers; that
infinity comes in different sizes. He more or less went mad contemplating the mysteries of infinity,
especially the concept of the Absolute infinite, which he equated with God. He said, “The actual
infinite arises in three contexts: first when it is realized in the most complete form, in a fully
independent otherworldly being, in Deo, where I call it the Absolute Infinite or simply Absolute;
second when it occurs in the contingent, created world; third when the mind grasps it in abstracto as
a mathematical magnitude, number or order type.”
Illuminism extends Cantor’s work on infinity (and his key observation that there are different sizes
of infinity) by defining a “counting” infinity (alpha-infinity), which is simply the number of successive
points (monads; zeros) which can be linearly fitted between zero and one, each point being separated
from its predecessor and successor by an infinitesimal amount. We know that this system works
because it is in fact the entire basis of the number line. Every single point on the number line
corresponds to a unique number, infinitely close to both its predecessor and successor, with it being
impossible to fit any other number between them (i.e. you can’t place even one point between them).
Take any infinity you choose and ask yourself if you can chop it up into finite pieces. Well, yes
you can, but you will be left with infinite finite pieces, right? Yet what about each finite piece? Won’t
that in fact be infinite too given that an infinite number of points can be fitted between any two points?
Yet how can it be infinite if we’ve just said it’s finite?! This is the whole paradox in a nutshell.
Finite things can and indeed must be composed of infinite points. IN TRUTH, THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS
the finite. The “finite” is simply a certain way of looking at the infinite, a certain perspective on the
infinite, a way of converting bad infinity into a limitless sequence of good infinities. The number line
is infinite (it has no end, i.e. it’s all about bad infinity), yet we can and do divide it up into 1,2,3,4 ...
That is, we uniformly finitize it, yet each finite unit is itself composed of infinite points, hence isn’t
finite at all. Finite units are illusions that we create when we chop up bad infinity into pieces that
make sense to our minds.
Hiding behind of all this is the fact that true reality consists of a single “super point” (the
Singularity), which is itself composed of infinite points (individual singularities). The number line
(or Cartesian grid when considering a multi-dimensional arena) is simply a mathematical way of
arranging all of these points whereby we can imagine assigning each point unique coordinates. To

put it another way, a number is simply a point (monad) that is assigned a unique position on the
number line. No other monad can have that number.
No matter how much it boggles the mind, you do reach finite destinations via infinite sequences of
points because that, in fact, is the basis of how finite numbers are defined.
The number 1 is alpha-infinity. It’s inherently part of the infinite world, not the finite. Yet it’s also
the quintessence of the finite, the basic finite counting number.
The finite world is a mathematical illusion. This illusory finite world is none other than the world
of scientific materialism, which rejects zero and the infinite (just as many mathematicians initially
rejected Cantor’s work and thought him deranged).
Infinity and zero remain the two concepts that most people find it almost impossible to grasp. Yet
these are the two – related – numbers that truly define reality.
*****
What is “1” anyway? Do we mean 1 kilometre, 1 metre, 1 centimetre, one millimetre, one mile, one
yard, one inch, one kilogram, one pound, one second?
In Illuminism, “1” means either the radius (wave amplitude) of the Euler unit circle, or the wave
frequency of that circle. (The phase shift of the circle can also be used to define “1”, though this is a
more obscure definition.) We can continuously vary the amplitude and frequency, infinitesimal
gradation by infinitesimal gradation.
Alpha-infinity is the number of points between an amplitude of zero and one, or between a
frequency of zero and one.
The two key relations are:
1) 0 x alpha-infinity (“good infinity”) = 1 (the basis of finite numbers)
2) alpha-infinity endlessly multiplied = bad infinity.
To put it another way, bad infinity is composed of infinite “finite” numbers, and each finite number is
related to a containable infinity called “good infinity”. The world of our experience, the material
world, is all about good infinity. The true world is the inconceivable universe of bad infinity... the
world without end!
*****
When Leibniz said, “Whatever succeeds for the finite, also succeeds for the infinite”, he was
indicating that the finite is just a special case of the infinite. This is one of the fundamental axioms of
existence.
The Mathematical World
Irrationalists deny that mathematics defines reality, and produce various idiotic, irrational counter
suggestions. Of course, the universe is 100% mathematical whether people like or not. The truth is
nothing to do with opinions, desires, faith, feelings and wishful thinking. The irrationalists are free to
say whatever they like, but whatever they say will always be irrational and nothing to do with the
truth. What they say may be highly popular and widely believed, but that does not make it true.
Everyone on this planet once believed it was flat. Many people still tacitly believe that the Earth is
stationary and at the centre of God’s Creation. Billions deny evolution and believe in Creationism.
Reality is mathematical. Deal with it. The truth couldn’t care less whether you “like” it or not.

Infinitesimals
“Infinitesimals have been used to express the idea of objects so small that there is no way to see them
or to measure them. Students easily relate to the intuitive notion of an infinitesimal difference 1 –
‘0.999...’, where ‘0.999...’ needs to be interpreted differently from its standard meaning as a real
number. ... The word infinitesimal comes from a 17th century Modern Latin coinage infinitesimus,
which originally referred to the ‘infinite-th’ item in a series. It was originally introduced around 1670
by either Nicolaus Mercator or Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. ... In common speech, an infinitesimal
object is an object which is smaller than any feasible measurement, but not zero in size; or, so small
that it cannot be distinguished from zero by any available means. Hence, when used as an adjective,
‘infinitesimal’ in the vernacular means ‘extremely small’. In order to give it a meaning it usually has
to be compared to another infinitesimal object in the same context (as in a derivative). Infinitely many
infinitesimals are summed to produce an integral.” – Wikipedia
Leibniz’s Law of Continuity
“The Law of Continuity is a heuristic principle introduced by Leibniz based on earlier work by
Nicholas of Cusa and Johannes Kepler. It is the principle that “whatever succeeds for the finite, also
succeeds for the infinite”. Kepler used it to calculate the area of the circle by representing the latter
as an infinite-sided polygon with infinitesimal sides, and adding the areas of infinitely many triangles
with infinitesimal bases. Leibniz used the principle to extend concepts such as arithmetic operations,
from ordinary numbers to infinitesimals, laying the groundwork for infinitesimal calculus.” –
Wikipedia
This Law of Continuity should be at the heart of all scientific thinking, It is what binds mind and
matter: they belong to a continuum.
Limits versus Infinitesimals
“In early calculus the use of infinitesimal quantities was unrigorous and was fiercely criticized by a
number of authors, most notably Michel Rolle and Bishop Berkeley. Berkeley mocked infinitesimals
in his book The Analyst in 1734. Kirsti Andersen (2011) showed that Berkeley’s doctrine of the
compensation of errors in The Analyst contains a logical circularity. Namely, Berkeley relies upon
Apollonius’s determination of the tangent of the parabola in Berkeley’s determination of the
derivative of the quadratic function. A recent study argues that the force of Berkeley’s criticisms has
been overestimated; that Leibniz’s defence of infinitesimals is more firmly grounded than Berkeley’s
criticism thereof; and that Leibniz’s system for differential calculus was free of logical
contradictions.” – Wikipedia
“Several mathematicians, including Maclaurin and d’Alembert, attempted to prove the soundness of
using limits, but it would be 150 years later, through the work of Augustin Louis Cauchy and Karl
Weierstrass, where a means was finally found to avoid mere ‘notions’ of infinitely small quantities,
that the foundations of differential and integral calculus were made firm. ... Weierstrass formalized
the concept of limit and eliminated infinitesimals. Following the work of Weierstrass, it eventually
became common to base calculus on limits instead of infinitesimal quantities. This approach
formalized by Weierstrass came to be known as the standard calculus.” – Wikipedia
Here we see a classic intellectual conflict between rationalists and empiricists. Infinitesimals are
“rational unobservables”. They cannot be detected by any experiment or observation, hence are

outside the sensory world, and they imply the reality of dimensionless entities (Leibniz’s monads).
Since mathematical empiricists can’t abide monads and what they imply about the nature of reality
(that mind is the origin of matter rather than the other way around; that mind is the primary, true
reality), they have sought to replace infinitesimals with the finitary concept of “limits”. With this
approach, we can move towards the domain of zero without ever actually reaching it. We can
establish logical, finitary operations that get as close as we like to the limit but, crucially, we never
actually have to reach it, hence we don’t have to consider its ontological reality.
Leibniz said, “In any supposed continuous transition, ending in any terminus, it is permissible to
institute a general reasoning, in which the final terminus may also be included.” Well, if the terminus
is a precise location – a point – then so are all the preceding points and we are locked into the world
of infinitesimals and zero (and that was precisely how Leibniz conceived calculus). The notion of the
limit, on the other hand, makes the “terminus” into something hypothetical, something that need never
actually be reached.
We see this exact debate being played out in physics. M-theory posits 1D strings as the
fundamental particles of reality. These are incredibly small, but NOT zeros (point particles). An Mtheory version of calculus is one that would have a limit of zero, but never actually reach zero
(because a string is as ontologically small as it gets). This is a materialist conception of calculus,
which denies that space is a continuum and instead makes it like a sandy beach, full of grains (but
what lies between the grains?!).
Leibniz’s version of calculus is based on idealism and an absolute spatial continuum. Leibniz’s is
true calculus!
In practice, it’s extremely difficult to differentiate between the two rival versions of calculus
(Leibniz’s idealist monadic continuum infinitesimal version and Weierstrass’s materialistic granular
limits version) since 1D strings are so close to zero. However, ontologically, the difference defines
the entire nature of reality and whether idealism or materialism is correct. No modern mathematician
has ever understood this since, like scientists, they are almost wholly philosophically illiterate.
The Rebirth of Infinitesimals?
“After many years of the infinitesimal approach to calculus having fallen into disuse other than as an
introductory pedagogical tool, use of infinitesimal quantities was finally given a rigorous foundation
by Abraham Robinson in the 1960s. Robinson’s approach, called non-standard analysis, uses
technical machinery from mathematical logic to create a theory of hyperreal numbers that interpret
infinitesimals in a manner that allows a Leibniz-like development of the usual rules of calculus.” –
Wikipedia
Robinson’s approach isn’t a true infinitesimal calculus because it doesn’t assert the existence of
monads. Leibniz, the inventor of calculus, provided the only true version of calculus and everything
that has been done with it since is illegitimate, and based on underlying empiricist and materialist
considerations.
Hyperreal Numbers
“The system of hyperreal numbers represents a rigorous method of treating the infinite and
infinitesimal quantities. The hyperreals, or nonstandard reals, *R, are an extension of the real
numbers R that contains numbers greater than anything of the form

1 + 1 + ... + 1.
Such a number is infinite, and its reciprocal is infinitesimal. The term ‘hyper-real’ was introduced by
Edwin Hewitt in 1948.” – Wikipedia
These numbers are valuable and ingenious but they certainly don’t bring us definitively to Leibniz’s
monads, hence they do not define true calculus, which is inherently monadic.
Leibniz was well aware of the opposition of many people to his monadic calculus and wrote, “But
for him who would discuss these matters, it is not necessary to fall back upon metaphysical
controversies, such as the composition of the continuum, or to
make geometrical matters depend thereon.” In other words, he knew that calculus could still be used
by everyone regardless of their materialistic or idealistic preferences.
Additionally, Leibniz wrote, “If any one wishes to understand these [i.e., the infinitely great or the
infinitely small – ] as the ultimate things, or as truly infinite, it can be done, and that too without
falling back upon a controversy about the reality of extensions, or of infinite continuums in general, or
of the infinitely small, ay, even though he think that such things are utterly impossible; it will be
sufficient simply to make use of them as a tool that has advantages for the purpose of the calculation,
just as the algebraists retain imaginary roots with great profit.”
Leibniz was committed to the ontology of monads, but he knew others would never go this far. For
those who didn’t accept monads, they could nevertheless use them just as most mathematicians use
imaginary numbers without accepting their ontological reality.
Mind the Gap
So, the answer to how extended things can come from unextended things lies in the notion of the
“infinitesimal gap” between points. As soon as you can place two points side by side, each with a
distinct position and with the impossibility of placing an additional point between them, you have
created the FUNDAMENTAL mechanism of building extended things. By simply repeating this
process over and over again, we inevitably arrive at the number “1” and, once we have “1”, we have
the whole normal counting system! Voila!
Without the infinitesimal gap, it’s impossible to build a material world.
We are in a situation that strongly resembles the two classes of particles of physics: bosons and
fermions.
Bosons can sit on top of each other, so to speak. They can share the same state. Fermions, do the
opposite, and avoid each other. No two fermions can share the same state. A Singularity is full of
bosonic monads; a Cartesian grid is full of fermionic monads. The difference between the Singularity
and the Cartesian grid is the infinitesimal gap (which we might call the fermionic gap) between
monads. In the Singularity, it’s as if an immense attractive force is compelling all monads to be
together in a single point. In the Cartesian grid, it’s as if a cosmic repulsive force is being uniformly
applied to all monads. Each monad is compelled to be separate from every other monad. The only
way for this to happen is for each monad to have unique grid coordinates, and the existence of such
coordinates results from the infinitesimal gap that can exist between adjoining points. Imagine two
balls touching. Now keep shrinking those two balls until they are just points. They are still distinct
things; touching and yet separate. That is the mystery of the infinitesimal gap – the key to the whole
material world!
*****

The number line is defined with respect to “bad” infinity. “Good” infinity is what we generate when
we divide bad infinity into countable “finite” units.
The infinitesimal gap that separates points in the number line is also defined with regard to bad
infinity – but how, exactly? It couldn’t be simpler. Imagine ten points between 0 and 1. The gap
between them is 0.1. If there are hundred points, the gap is 0.01. If there are one thousand points, the
gap is 0.001. The more points we add, the smaller the gaps become. What is the ultimate gap between
two points? Well, in fact, it’s nothing at all! Only a zero gap between two points makes it impossible
to fit another point between them.
On the number line, each point is infinitely close to its neighbours on either side, without being
superimposed on them.
How do you create the number line? You take bad infinity and then divide it into a bad infinity
number of unique points. Each unique point is a unique number.
Two unique, adjacent numbers have zero distance between them (because nothing can be fitted
between them), and yet each occupies a separate location (because each has a unique number).
What is the minimum non-zero sized gap between two arbitrary points? Well, it’s none other than
a point-sized gap! If we can fit a point between two points, the original points were not adjacent.
Two points are adjacent only if a point cannot be fitted between them.
We can build an extended world precisely because each point on the number line can be placed
next to its predecessor and occupy a new position. There is no gap between adjacent points, but each
point is infinitesimally further advanced than the one before.
If that sounds too paradoxical, think of two touching balls. There is no gap between them
(precisely because they are touching), and yet each occupies a different position. Shrink down the
balls to points and you have two points touching, while occupying different positions. This is an
extremely bizarre concept – two unextended points “touching” while not overlapping – yet we
wouldn’t be here if this weren’t true.
“Extension” happens precisely because points can touch but not overlap. The number line consists
of a bad infinity of points, all of which touch their neighbours but never overlap with their
neighbours.
The number line is a perfect continuum, as is everything to do with monads in the extended arena.
There is no possibility of any gaps between monads. They form a plenum (a “fullness”). There is no
chance at all of breaks, gaps, or patches of “non-existence”. There’s no such thing as “void” or
“vacuum” if these are taken to mean zones where nothing at all is present.
The monadic continuum and plenum constitute the true aether of the ancient Greeks, the most
rarefied of all substances, the mysterious quintessence – the “fifth element”.
*****
We have stated both that there is a gap between points (the infinitesimal gap), and no gap at all.
Surely that’s a contradiction. In fact, each point itself is the infinitesimal. Adjacent points touch but do
not overlap. That means that the point is “the gap” (the infinitesimal). This is a stunningly difficult
concept, but extension would be impossible without it.
*****
The Songularity – the ultimate cosmic song of perfect notes! The Music of the Spheres.
Calculus
Calculus is a dimensionality ladder. Differentiation subtracts a dimension from a function and

integration does the reverse and adds a dimension. It’s as simple as that.
Consider the function y = x2. Differentiating this produces the answer of 2x.
The differential for y = xn is n ∙ x(n–1). The exponent n, the measure of dimensionality, shrinks by one
dimension after differentiation.
To go back the way and reconstruct the original function, we simply integrate the result we have
obtained from the differentiation. The relevant formula, at its simplest, is: (1/(n+1)) ∙ x(n+1). Here,
the exponent expands by one dimension, allowing us to go back to what we started with.
So, differentiating 3x2 = 6x. Integrating 6x = 6 ∙ (1/2) ∙ x2 = 3x2.
Note that 6 is a multiplicative constant and is unaffected by integration:
∫c ⋅ f(x)dx = c ⋅ ∫f(x)dx
The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus states that integration is an inverse operation to differentiation,
but with one complication involving additive constants. The process is not exact when constants are
involved because, in standard calculus, differentiation eliminates constants, hence integration can’t
reconstruct them because it doesn’t know that they ever existed. That is, information is supposedly
lost through differentiation. For example, differentiating 3x2 + 9 = 6x. (No trace is left of the constant
and therefore we lack the information to reconstruct it via integration.)
It’s extraordinary that mathematicians tolerate this since it’s ontologically impossible for any
information to go missing. It would defy all conservation laws of existence and lead to the collapse of
reality itself. It simply can’t happen.
Mathematicians, unfortunately, are not exercised by this because the vast majority of them are antiPlatonists of various stripes. They see mathematics as a beautiful game, or a humanly constructed
language, or a set of rules, or mere empty tautology. For them, mathematics is an abstraction.
Mathematicians, in general, attempt to serve scientific materialism and many see their task as
providing a consistent framework that scientists can use. That means, inevitably, that mathematics is
as hostile to mind as science is.
All of mathematics’ problems arise from its lack of understanding of the number zero and its
special status. Zero is uniquely dimensionless.
There is a fundamental problem with standard mathematics and it all relates to zero. The problem
can be traced back to Pythagoras and what constitutes a monad. Originally, the number one was
regarded as the point (the monad; the unit). However, it was later realized that the true monad is zero
since zero is dimensionless while one is dimensional. One is the monad (the basic unit) of the
dimensional world, but zero is the monad of the dimensionless world, and the dimensional world is
constructed from the dimensionless world.
We have two different domains (dimensional and dimensionless) and two different monads, one
for each. Zero is the mental monad and one is the matter monad. Once this critical difference is
understood, mathematics becomes radically different. It is no longer abstract; it is fully ontological.
Think of one as the dimensional version of zero, and zero as the dimensionless version of one.
Zero to one is, in fact, the most basic dimensional transition: a zero-dimensional monad to a onedimensional monad. By the same token, one to zero is the final downward subtraction of
dimensionality: zero is the lowest level of dimensionality (the dimensionless level).

It’s useful to think of “one” as “divisible one” and zero as “indivisible one”. Zero is “one prime”
(1′). 1 is the counting unit (monad) for dimensional existence and 1′ does the same job for
dimensionless existence. Just as zero is bonded to infinity, so it is bonded to one. One is the
dimensional, material counterpart of zero.
*****
According to standard mathematics, any number raised to the power of 2 is the number multiplied by
itself, any number raised to the power of 1 is the number itself and any number raised to the power of
zero equals one. (Just to emphasize, any number raised to the power of zero generates the number
one: x0 = 1.)
Here we see another mathematical process that apparently results in the loss of information. That
is, all numbers become the same number when raised to the power of zero. This disappearance of
information suggests that this is an ontologically invalid operation.
Look what happens when the exponent zero is replaced by 1′. When a number is raised to the
power 1, it remains the same; when the number is raised to the power 1′, it also remains the same but
now the number is dimensionless rather than dimensional.
So, 50 = 1, but 51′ = 5 monads. Using the 1′ notation, information no longer goes missing, but is
instead relocated to a different domain, a dimensionless domain (the mental monadic domain).
Zero, as we have said, does not function properly in standard mathematics. Ontologically, this is
because zero is dimensionless and all other numbers are dimensional, and standard mathematics
ignores this; all the oddities of operations involving zero stem from this fact. Zero does not exist as a
dimensional number, so cannot be used in dimensional operations. A new mathematics begins at zero.
Ten in terms of dimensionless monads (zeros) is completely different from ten in terms of
dimensional monads (ones). In the monadic realm, zero functions as one: the basic counting number.
Mainstream mathematics, having never defined a dimensionless domain, simply dissolves at zero, just
as physics dissolves at zero and division by zero. It’s the same problem in each case – materialist
dogmatism that denies independent mental existence.
Leibniz, the inventor of calculus, had a radically different vision of calculus from everyone else.
For him, it was indissolubly linked to his metaphysical theory of monads. Mathematicians are not
Monadists, hence do not use calculus properly (i.e. in the way Leibniz intended). They reject monads
and they therefore reject Leibniz’s treatment of calculus.
Leibniz contended that the Whole can be regenerated from any of its parts (as in holography). Any
function can be differentiated and then precisely reconstructed via integration. This was Leibniz’s
glorious vision, and it can be realised only by treating zero as 1′ (for zero to be a dimensionless
version of one). When any constant (a dimensional number) is differentiated, it drops down to its
monadic, dimensionless equivalent. It is not erased, as in current mathematics. So, the whole function
can be unambiguously recovered when integration takes place.
It is formally forbidden in Leibniz’s system for any information to go missing. The same is not true
in conventional mathematics. Think of how absurd it is that information “vanishes” during standard
differentiation. It’s scandalous that mathematics permits this huge hole to exist at its core.
Ontologically, nothing can go missing. It refutes the inviolable First Law of Thermodynamics that
energy can be neither created nor destroyed. There’s no sufficient reason for any information to fail
to be tracked. Any version of differentiation which loses information is ipso facto false. “Materialist”
mathematics is as irrational and flawed as materialist science.

*****
The process of finding how quickly a function changes is called differentiation. By differentiating a
function, we obtain its rate of change. When a distance function is differentiated with respect to time,
it produces the first derivative: speed. The derivative of the derivative can be taken, producing the
second derivative: acceleration (the rate of change of the speed function).
All that’s happening, of course, is that we are reducing dimensionality with each differentiation. If
we wanted to rebuild dimensionality, we would simply reverse the process and integrate.
Differentiation and Monads
DF: “One thing I believe as a bad idea is the extension of differentiation such that n′ = n monads, and
integral of (n monads) = n. It’s attempting to give ‘zero’ properties belonging solely to extended
objects. Following a composition of differentiation and integration, the ‘free constant’ must be
undetermined (or set such that integral over the entire axis reduces to 0):
If 4′ = 4 monads and 3′ = 3 monads, (3.5)′ = 3.5 monads, contradicting the principle that monads
are indivisible.
6′ = 6 monads . However, 6 = 3*2.
(3*2)′ = 3′ * 2 + 2′ * 3 = 3m * 2 + 2m * 3 = 12 monads (which is a break of the product rule or
Leibniz rule).
That isn’t to say something interesting doesn’t happen when you differentiate a constant:
We know that (xn)′ = n (x (n-1)).
6′ = (6 * (x0))′ = 6 * (x(–1)) * 0 = (6/x) * 0, i.e. stuff possibly happens, but it’s hidden via the veil
of 0.”
Let’s tackle these objections – which are exactly those of the mathematical establishment – one by
one. Firstly, mention is made of the possibility of fractional monads and how this would constitute a
contradiction. In M-theory, the basic units of existence are hypothesised to be 1D strings. You cannot
get fractional strings. In quantum theory, all energy is quantised and comes in discrete packets. You
cannot get fractional quanta. In ancient Greek atomic theory, atoms were indivisible; no fractional
atoms were possible.
Ontologically, it’s arguable that no situations ever arise where you get fractional possibilities,
hence the alleged contradiction could simply never occur in reality. However, even “fractional”
monads are not necessarily a contradiction in terms. Monads are information systems, containing
infinite parts that produce a net effect of zero. Any fractional value could be registered
informationally within a monad without having any effect at all on the integrity and net indivisibility
of a monad.
Remember, the point of true calculus is to guarantee that no information ever goes missing. In
Illuminism, the whole monadic hinterland (all of the energy content of monads) is the significant thing
since it’s that energy that will be flowing through the monadic arena and generating all of the
situations associated with differentiation and integration operations. Since this is not some abstract
mathematical arena but an ontological mathematical arena determining reality itself, then it is subject
to absolute energy conservation laws. Ergo, no information can be lost via calculus operations since
this would constitute the breakdown of reality. The vanishing of information concerning constants
during differentiation would signify, in particular, the loss of information regarding positional energy
(potential energy), and fatally undermine energy conservation.

DF said, “We know that (x n)′ = n (x (n-1)). 6′ = (6 * (x0))′ = 6 * (x(–1)) * 0 = (6/x) * 0, i.e. stuff
possibly happens, but it’s hidden via the veil of 0.”
Regarding this kind of operation, Wikipedia observes: “In mathematics, the power rule is one of the
most important differentiation rules in calculus. Since differentiation is linear, polynomials can be
differentiated using this rule.
d(xn)/dx = nxn-1, n ≠ 0
The power rule holds for all powers except for the constant value x0 which is covered by the constant
rule. The derivative is just 0 rather than 0∙ x-1 which is undefined when x = 0.”
Here we see all the fun and games of mathematics. As we saw earlier, any number raised to the
power 0 is 1 (hence its derivative is 0 in conventional calculus). As for x-1, it equals infinity at x = 0
(or is labelled “undefined”). There is a cataclysmic disjunction in standard mathematics when zero
and infinity come into play, just as there is in scientific materialism, and it has exactly the same
source – a breakdown in dimensional integrity because a dimensionless domain (of mind) is reached.
The power rule mentioned above explicitly prohibits n from being equal to zero (in order to
prevent the possibility of division by zero). The same thing happens in M-theory where, in order to
stop division by zero, 1D strings are introduced rather than point particles. The question facing
conventional scientists and mathematicians is whether such manoeuvres are ontologically valid, or
are simply arbitrary devices to avoid awkward and undesirable results.
Illuminism is all about targeting precisely those areas where arbitrary prohibitions are applied by
the mathematical and scientific establishment. Is there an underlying ontological reality (explicitly
one concerning mind/soul) that is being concealed by these operations? Are these operations
motivated by the empiricist and materialist Meta Paradigm rather than any authentic limitations of
mathematics and science?
In Illuminism, the key assertion is that a dimensional “phase change” occurs at zero and neither
conventional mathematics nor science has ever acknowledged this switch to dimensionless (mental)
existence that occurs at zero. New mathematical ideas must be introduced to cater for this
extraordinary phase change.
Illuminism is particularly concerned with what happens when n = 1 in the power rule of
differential calculus. This is where the rot sets in. In standard calculus, if n = 1 then (n – 1) = 0, x(n –
1) = x0 = 1, and the derivative is always zero. Illuminism marks the dimensionality phase change by
redefining x0 as x1′. So, if x = 13, for example, then 130 = 1 but 131′ ≠ 1. In this new scheme, 131′
equals 13 dimensionless monads, and we are now firmly in the dimensionless, not the dimensional,
domain. The key to grasping what’s going on lies in treating zero not as some bizarre abstraction but
as an ontological unit (monad), which functions in exactly the same way as the “material monad”
(one), except in the dimensionless rather than dimensional domain.
Zero and one are in some sense the same thing, but functioning in different domains. Zero does the
job of one in the dimensionless domain and one does its normal job in the dimensional domain. This
is the key to the whole of ontological mathematics because it necessitates an entirely new and
different understanding of what zero is. Never forget that mathematicians have a track record of
fiercely resisting new thinking, bold innovations and anything that smacks of the unusual. They hated

zero, negative numbers, imaginary numbers and infinity. So, we’re not at all surprised that
mathematicians struggle with ontological mathematics. Ontological mathematics belongs to the
Pythagorean-Platonist-Leibnizian tradition, and this is rejected out of hand by most professional
mathematicians, as Gödel discovered to his extreme dismay.
In terms of dimensionality, x3 = x∙x∙x (three dimensions), x2 = x∙x (two dimensions), x1 = x (one
dimension), and x0 = 1 (one what?). In dimensional terms, x0 ought to be saying something about zero
dimensions, but what, exactly?
If we think of the sequence x3, x2, x1, x0 as meaning three x’s in a row, then two x’s in a row, then
one x on its own, the final term should be no x’s at all, i.e. x0 should equal x∙0 = 0 (which we might
interpret as zero dimensions, in accordance with the previous sequence). What’s going on? It should
be apparent to mathematicians that something is fundamentally amiss. Is x0 actually indicating a
dimensional “phase change”, and suggesting that different mathematical thinking is required here?
The number line is traditionally regarded as a smooth continuum, with zero simply being an
ordinary number placed between positive and negative one. Attempts are made to treat this line in the
same way at all points, including zero. Yet so many anomalies and absurdities arise when zero
appears in otherwise easy-to-understand sequences that you would think mathematicians would have
realised by now that there is something radically different about zero in relation to all other numbers.
In Illuminism, the answer to the problem is simple: zero represents a discontinuity, a phase change,
and it cannot be treated conventionally. At zero, the world of monads is entered. What is zero
ontologically? It’s a zero-dimensional point – a monad! The monad is the “1” of the dimensionless
world, just as ordinary “1” is the “monad” of the dimensional world.
We might think of two orthogonal number lines intersecting at zero, one of which counts
dimensionless monads (zeros) relative to the origin, and one of which counts dimensional monads
(ones) relative to the origin. Operations involving zero therefore have a serious ambiguity: are they
referring to the dimensional or dimensionless number line? Is it any wonder that anomalies are
generated?
If zero times alpha-infinity = one, we see that we are in a minefield. On the one hand, we have “1”
(a finite, dimensional number), on the other hand we have “alpha-infinity” (an infinite number), and
finally we have “zero” (a dimensionless number). Arguably, every fundamental problem of mindmatter existence is tied up in the relation between these three numbers. No one outside the Illuminati
has ever studied this problem, or even guessed its existence. It is the core of ontological
mathematics, rather than mathematics as an abstraction.
There is a fundamental problem of definition in mathematics and it goes back to the great
Pythagorean debate: what is the monad (the “unit”) – zero or one? Materialists treat “one” as the true
basis of mathematics, with zero as a curiosity. They therefore inhabit a finite, dimensional world (of
matter). Idealists treat “zero” as the true basis of mathematics and therefore inhabit an infinite,
dimensionless world.
The two worlds are related by the relation “zero times alpha-infinity equals one”, but mainstream
mathematics rejects dimensionless monads and has never heard of “alpha-infinity”. So, is it any
wonder that “materialist” mathematics encounters logical problems at zero, every bit as serious as
those encountered by physics, and having the same root (an inability to handle zero, infinity and the
concept of a dimensional-dimensionless phase change)?
Think of a black hole singularity. Is it a single point, or a mind-bogglingly large number of points

that all fit into a single point (because they all take up zero space)? When you compress a
dimensional number into a point, do you create just one point, or as many points as were in the
original number, but all superimposed on each other?
To put it another way, does x0 = 1 mean, ontologically, that you can compress any number into a
dimensionless point? Or perhaps it means that you can create x points, which nevertheless occupy
only a single point?
For example, does 50 = 1 dimensionless point, or five dimensionless points (which still, of
course, occupy one dimensionless point)?
The statement that x0 = 1 ontologically means that x now occupies zero dimensions (one point),
not that it is comprises exactly one point. The number x seems to have vanished into one, but it hasn’t
– there are as many points as there were units originally in x. If x was 5 then it generates 5 points, and
if it was 11 then it generates 11 points.
Consider the following sequences:
20, 21, 22, 23 ... = 1, 2, 4, 8...
30, 31, 32, 33 ... = 1, 3, 9, 27...
50, 51, 52, 53 ... = 1, 5, 25, 125 ...
100, 101, 102, 103 ... = 1, 10, 100, 1000 ...
1000, 1001, 1002, 1003 ... = 1, 100, 10000, 1000000 ...
Note that everything emerges from a single point. This is what Pythagoras taught (the whole universe
comes from the divine Monad). It’s also what Taoism teaches. It’s also the basis of the Big Bang.
The Monad – the Monad of all monads – swallows everything (the ultimate black hole) and
disgorges everything (the ultimate Big Bang). The Monad seems to destroy dimensional information.
This is the central problem of the whole of mathematics, and the answer to all the mysteries of zero
and infinity.
To ensure the conservation of dimensional information, it’s necessary to make x 0 and x1
equivalent, but in different dimensions.
In Illuminism, x0 (properly x1′) refers to the domain of dimensionless monads (zeros) and x1 to
the domain of dimensional monads (ones). So 100 = 10 dimensionless monads and 101 = 10
dimensional monads. “Zeros” are unit points, and “ones” are unit lines. Ten zeros means ten points
and ten ones means a straight line of ten units.
The sequence 20, 21, 22, 23 ... = 1, 2, 4, 8... would, in this new system, be replaced by 21′, 21,
22, 23 ... = 2 (monads), 2, 4, 8...
It’s up to you to decide which system most accurately portrays ontological reality.
What is a constant? Well, all constants should actually be written as, for example, 6 1. This refers
to a straight line composed of six dimensional monads. How do you differentiate a constant? As with
variables, you subtract 1 from the exponent, and multiply by the exponent: nxn-1. Therefore, (61)′ =

1∙6(1-1) = 60 = 6 dimensionless points. 60 does not equal 1 anymore.
*****
In terms of standard differentiation, (x3)′ = 3x2, (x2)′ = 2x, (x1)′ = 1 and (x0)′ = 0. So, this looks like
a neat, logical sequence (and is therefore highly seductive to mathematicians), but let’s consider that
last term, x0. All of the other terms are bona fide variables, but x0 isn’t because it’s always defined
to be the constant “1”, i.e. it has been given the form of a variable while actually being a constant.
The question then arises as to whether it truly belongs to this sequence, or is in fact a “pseudo
member”. Does the sequence logically stop at x1 (certainly as far as dimensionality is concerned)?
Does x0 belong to a radically different phase of existence?
Anything with the superscript zero attached points to the dimensionless world, and to monads.
When you differentiate a 1D variable, nx, you get a result of n. When you differentiate a non-variable
1D entity (a constant), you get zero (in standard calculus) but you get the constant’s monadic
dimensionless equivalent in the system we have described.
As in physics, where extremely strange things happen when division by zero happens (which has
destroyed countless hypotheses in physics even before they got off the ground), so in mathematics
whenever zero shows up. You have to ask yourself a very simply question – what is the meaning of
these meltdowns in relation to zero? What do they imply about reality? Scientists conclude that they
can’t have anything to do with reality (and never forget that Einstein originally rejected the possibility
of black hole singularities even though his general theory of relativity was what predicted their
existence!). Mathematicians hum and haw over zero wherever it appears and insert all sorts of
prohibitions to prevent various “undesirable” operations from taking place.
In Illuminism, these problems all stem, ontologically, from the fact that mind and matter are
radically different states of existence. Why should anyone be remotely surprised that catastrophes and
logical conundrums appear when zero rears its head? It’s exactly what you would expect. People
want to be reassured that they have an eternal soul. Well, you can have one only if there’s a place
where conventional atheistic scientific and mathematical thinking falls apart. That’s exactly what
happens in the “zero domain” and that’s exactly where the soul resides.
The mathematical ideas we are expressing do not belong to formalist or logicist mathematics or
scientific empiricist materialism. Instead, they belong to idealism, rationalism, metaphysics and
religion, to the tradition of Pythagoras, Plato, Descartes and, above all, Leibniz. They represent a
wholly different way of thinking because they don’t treat “zero” as the number that lies in the middle
of –1 and 1 but, instead, as an infinite domain of monadic minds/souls.
Many scientists and mathematicians will never be able to grasp what we are saying (after all, they
still haven’t grasped what Leibniz said hundreds of years ago), so we expect resistance, confusion,
counter arguments and accusations that we have committed errors. You can be absolutely certain that
w e are making “errors” in relation to standard mathematics – but, of course, we do not accept
standard mathematics as true mathematics. We are Pythagorean, Platonist, Leibnizian, Gödelian,
ontological mathematicians, and the mathematical establishment has never understood this stance. It
has always allied itself to scientific empiricism and materialism, and zero and infinity are precisely
the two numbers that have never made any sense at all to empiricists and materialists (and nor do they
like imaginary numbers, while negative numbers are barely tolerated.)
You have to ask yourself who is presenting the correct picture of reality – the empiricists or the
rationalists? You have to make your choice. If you’re a rationalist, you should be trying to support our

work. If you’re an empiricist, you will definitely attack our position. That’s the way it goes.
DF wrote, “Stuff possibly happens, but it’s hidden via the veil of 0.” The whole point of monadic
mathematics is to remove this veil that sucks mathematical logic into it, like a black hole.
The black hole itself is, as far as physics goes, an infinitely mysterious and baffling entity, where
“God knows what” (!) happens beyond the black hole’s “veil” (its event horizon).
One of our tasks is to encourage a bold new generation of mathematics to stop thinking of
mathematics as an abstraction full of symbols, but as the defining language of reality itself. The black
hole is NOT an object of physics. It is an object of ontological mathematics, and all the strange things
that happen in mathematics when zero and infinity come into play are precisely about what happens
beyond the dimensional event horizon, where the material world vanishes and only dimensionless
monads exist.
*****
It has to be emphasized that in Illuminism there is no physical world per se. The whole of reality
actually plays out within a Singularity – a single point. All that happens are that endless mathematical
operations are carried out within this Singularity, with the purpose of transforming all of its potential
into actualisation, culminating in a universe of Gods (i.e. where all monads are converted from bare
potential to perfect actualisation). The material world is the mathematical illusion that we take for
reality because our consciousness is tied to it rather than the dimensionless domain where our mind
truly exists.
The material illusion is possible exactly because calculus can build dimensionality. Reality is
defined, above all, by Euler’s Formula, Fourier mathematics and Leibnizian calculus, all of which are
interrelated.
To all student mathematicians, we say join our mathematical revolution to wrest control of
mathematics away from the decrepit, materialist mathematical establishment who have no idea what
mathematics actually is. It’s time for a paradigm shift. Become a mathematical rebel and
revolutionary. Become a hero.
Mathematics is the language and substance of the mind and the soul, of reality itself. Never forget
that.
The Product Rule
In calculus, the “product rule” is used to find the derivative of products of two or more functions, e.g.
(f∙g)′ = f′∙g + f∙g′
The Problem of Definition
A central problem of mathematics lies in defining exactly what a number is. In mathematics, a number
might be defined as a set with the appropriate number of members. The number “3”, for example, is a
set with three members. Yet, isn’t there something circular about this? We can’t place three members
in a set unless we already have a concept of the number three that’s independent of sets. After all,
how else would we know we weren’t placing two or five members in the set?
Mathematics also treats numbers as free-floating abstractions. The number “9”, for example, does
not have to relate to anything specific. We don’t have to pose the question: nine of what? In
Illuminism, numbers, ontologically, are defined by waves and relate to the amplitude, frequency and
phase of a wave. However, the numbers thus defined can then be used as simple counters. We can

talk of “five apples”, without thinking about waves. So, a number is a somewhat protean entity that
means different things in different contexts: and that means it’s easy to use numbers in the wrong
context.
Consider the difference between six apples and plain “six”. Six apples are objects while “six” is
just an abstract number with no context.
The number “1” in multiplication operations is a so-called “identity operator”, i.e. something
preserves its identity when multiplied by one. It’s easy to see that 6 x 1 = 6, but what about in the
context of six apples? The identity operator here clearly isn’t “one apple” (six apples multiplied by
one apple has no formal meaning in terms of apples). The relevant identity operator is “abstract one”.
We always have to be aware of the distinction between counting actual things and using numbers
abstractly.
Abstractly, the number six can be turned into (6 * 1, 1 * 6, 3 * 2 or 2 * 3). But what about six
apples? Can we speak of three apples times two apples, six apples times 1 apple, and so on? No, we
can’t. These statements are ontologically meaningless. So, when it comes to differentiation of six
“somethings”, can we do what DF suggests and split it into three somethings times two somethings?
No, that’s an ontologically invalid operation. What we can do is take six dimensional somethings and
make them six dimensionless somethings (which is what happens when objects are swallowed by a
black hole singularity). We can’t do any arbitrary abstract operation on them.
Ontologically, 6, as a “multiplicative constant”, is very different from 6 as an “additive” constant.
“6x”, for example, is just like 6 apples, with x standing for apples. 6x is not “abstract six” times
“abstract x”. We cannot, by the product rule, detach 6 from x and differentiate them separately (even
though this apparently gives the right answer). If we talked about “3 apples times two apples”, it
would be the equivalent of “3x times 2x”, which is in fact 6x2, not 6x (and in terms of apples we
couldn’t perform the exercise at all since you can’t have an “apple squared”).
Ontology/reality places immense constraints on mathematics and rules out all sorts of operations
that are otherwise taken for granted when mathematics is treated purely abstractly.
We can think of one metre, of one metre squared and one cubic metre. We can think of three metres
times two metres producing six square metres. However, we cannot multiply three square metres and
two square metres if we want to produce six square metres (instead we would get six metres to the
power 4, and that’s not a real thing in our world). All we can do, in reality, is to add three square
metres and two square metres to make five square metres.
Similarly, “6 one-dimensional units” cannot be turned into “3 one-dimensional units times 2 onedimensional units” in accordance with the product rule (even though, abstractly, it seems perfectly
valid), and then differentiated independently. In fact, all that can be done to “6 one-dimensional units”
in terms of differentiation is to convert them into 6 dimensionless units (monads), i.e. to subtract a
dimension from each unit (to turn a straight line into a point or set of points).
The product rule simply does not apply to an additive constant in this context. What DF has done
is, in effect, to multiply three units by two units to get six units squared. When you differentiate this,
you get twelve units (just as 6x2 gives 12x under differentiation). What we are doing is differentiating
six dimensional units to get six dimensionless units.
The product rule is never applied to additive constants in conventional calculus (since the
derivative of an additive constant is always zero), and nor is it in Illuminist calculus where an
additive constant is always converted by differentiation into the same number of monads.
Never forget that the whole point of this exercise is to allow information to be tracked that would

otherwise, in conventional calculus, go missing. Monads do not, of course, have any material effect
on conventional calculus. Illuminist calculus deals with “rational unobservables”, especially in the
dimensionless domain, and guarantees absolute information and energy conservation in the universe,
and the perfect reconstruction by integration of any previously differentiated function.
*****
DF asserted that 6′ = (3∙2)′ = 3′∙2 + 3∙2′
What this equals is 3 dimensionless monads times 2 dimensional monads + three dimensional monads
times 2 dimensionless monads. It doesn’t equal 12 monads (as stated by DF) any more than 3 apples
times 2 oranges + 2 apples times three oranges = 12 apples or 12 oranges. You can’t carry out
operations of this kind given that they violate dimensionality. You can step down from dimensionality
to the dimensionless, and step up from the dimensionless to the dimensional, but you cannot create a
mixed dimensional/dimensionless product of dimensional and dimensionless constants.
When you consider the underlying ontology of mathematical operations, you realise that operations
that seem fine in the abstract aren’t permissible at all. In the above situation, there is no violation as
soon as the mixed operation suggested by DF is understood to be dimensionally prohibited.
Moreover, it should be noted that the situation he highlights is already odd within the context of
standard calculus where it amounts to 0 x 2 + 3 x 0 = 5 x 0 = 0. The right answer of 0 (in conventional
calculus) is produced, but only by way of an extraordinary route. If we had differentiated 6 directly,
we would have gone straight to 0 (via 6 0’s). Why, then, does the other route produce what looks like
5 0’s? These oddities and discrepancies can’t be ignored. They all have to be accounted for by a
sufficient reason. In standard mathematics, such things are simply dumped into “zero” as though it’s
an infinitely expandable garbage can, and no one tallies how many zeros are going missing. Yet the
domain of zero is none other than the Singularity that defines reality itself. Nothing at all goes
missing. That’s for certain.
Consider (6x3)′ = (2x∙3x2)′ = 2x′∙3x2 + 2x∙3x2′ = 2∙3x2 + 2x∙6x = 18x2. That produces exactly the
right result without any “bookkeeping” anomalies.
Zero shouldn’t be seen as an existential graveyard where all the bodies are buried; it shouldn’t be
regarded as a carpet under which all mathematical loose-ends are swept; it shouldn’t be regarded as
a veil concealing the final mysteries.
DF expertly states the position he has been taught in math class, but that’s not the math we are
talking about. We are discussing ontological mathematics. Don’t confuse the two. They are radically
different.
*****
“In calculus, a branch of mathematics, the derivative is a measure of how a function changes as its
input changes. Loosely speaking, a derivative can be thought of as how much one quantity is changing
in response to changes in some other quantity; for example, the derivative of the position of a moving
object with respect to time is the object’s instantaneous velocity.
“The derivative of a function at a chosen input value describes the best linear approximation of the
function near that input value. Informally, the derivative is the ratio of the infinitesimal change of the
output over the infinitesimal change of the input producing that change of output. For a real-valued
function of a single real variable, the derivative at a point equals the slope of the tangent line to the
graph of the function at that point. In higher dimensions, the derivative of a function at a point is a

linear transformation called the linearization. A closely related notion is the differential of a function.
“The process of finding a derivative is called differentiation. The reverse process is called
antidifferentiation. The fundamental theorem of calculus states that antidifferentiation is the same as
integration. Differentiation and integration constitute the two fundamental operations in singlevariable calculus.” – Wikipedia
Differentiating a function is about obtaining its range of change. Since a constant doesn’t change, it
drops out under a differentiation operation: the derivative equals zero. Wikipedia says, “One special
case of the product rule is the constant multiple rule which states: if c is a real number and ƒ(x) is a
differentiable function, then cƒ(x) is also differentiable, and its derivative is (c × ƒ)′(x) = c × ƒ′(x).
This follows from the product rule since the derivative of any constant is zero.”
Wikipedia also notes: “It is a common error, when studying calculus, to suppose that the
derivative of (uv) equals (u′)(v′). Leibniz himself made this error initially; however, there are clear
counterexamples. Consider a differentiable function ƒ(x) whose derivative is ƒ ‘(x). This function can
also be written as ƒ(x) · 1, since 1 is the identity element for multiplication. If the above-mentioned
misconception were true, (u′)(v′) would equal zero. This is true because the derivative of a constant
(such as 1) is zero and the product of ƒ ‘(x) · 0 is also zero.”
However, additive constants play a critical role positionally in an absolute coordinate system. In
mainstream calculus, this positional information is lost during differentiation and cannot be
reconstructed during integration. Therefore, mainstream calculus is a relativistic system; it deals with
processes but not absolute positions. Leibnizian monadic calculus allows additive constants to be
tracked by treating them as dimensional variables (i.e. variables in the dimensional rather than
conventional sense), which can be differentiated into dimensionless constants. This way, calculus is
converted into an absolutist system, which tracks everything that ever happens with absolute
precision. There is never any loss of information. Such a system refutes Einstein’s principle of
relativity and restores absolute, objective reality. It preserves the reality principle.
*****
Leibniz saw and understood these problems (and factored them into his Monadology). None of the
materialists have ever confronted them.
You can move up and down dimensionally, and that’s all you can do in that regard. Dimensionless
and dimensional monads are “immiscible”, in the sense that you cannot perform the kind of operation
suggested by DF where dimensional and dimensionless monads co-exist in the same expression. You
are either in the dimensionless world or you’re in the dimensional world.
As we have seen, a physical analogue concerns black hole singularities. According to the
conventional theory of black holes, a dying star irreversibly collapses into a dimensionless point.
Where has all the mass gone? Well, all of the dimensional functions have been reduced to their
dimensionless “ground states”. The Big Bang performs the reverse operation of ontological
integration – dimensional addition – rather than ontological differentiation involving dimensional
subtraction.
Ontological considerations are at the root of all of this. All manner of mathematical operations are
possible on paper as abstractions. However, all ontological mathematical operations have an energy
tariff associated with them and the sort of “activation energy” that applies in chemistry. Any operation
that is impossible in terms of energy (and of dimensionality) cannot happen in reality.
Ontological mathematics in effect replaces physics and the rest of science; mathematics is no

longer an abstract subject but directly addresses reality.
Plainly, set theory is absurd for such a task. Indeed, to an intuitive, it’s impossible to see any
attraction or value whatsoever in set theory, which could in fact be conducted without any reference
to numbers or mathematics and simply be about pure logic. It could be about dogs, iPhones, human
heights and weights, baked beans. It has no necessary connection with mathematics, which makes it
preposterous that modern mathematics is now grounded in it. Numbers on the other hand are the
quintessence of mathematics. They always have been and they always be. Therefore, how can
mathematics be based on anything other than number theory and analysis?
Mathematics, like scientific materialism, has become a joke, trapped in a bizarre Meta Paradigm
constructed by sensing types. Huge chunks of mathematics involving zero and infinity don’t make
sense within the mainstream paradigm because they fail to address monads and the mind. Like sailors
on a flat Earth, the leaders of the mathematical establishment have sailed their ships right over the
edge the world into oblivion. But the world is of course round. True mathematics is a complete and
consistent system that does not stumble at zero and infinity. True mathematics caters for the
dimensionless domain, something that mainstream mathematics, like mainstream physics,
conspicuously ignores, and indeed the existence of which it denies.
Math
People often ask what the big deal is about mathematics. They simply can’t believe or accept that
mathematics IS reality, that we are all mathematical beings, and all of our experiences are
mathematical. It’s mathematics – not anything else – that guarantees you an afterlife, immortality and
the opportunity to make yourself perfect (to become God). Without mathematics, you wouldn’t be
here. There would be nothing at all. The universe would be pure non-existence. To question the
credentials of mathematics is to make an absolute fool of yourself and to reveal that you haven’t
grasped a single thing about the true nature of reality.
Abrahamism tells silly stories about “reality” (how can anyone imagine that tales of Jews
wandering about in the desert has any relevance to anything?). Eastern religion engages in mystical
mumbo jumbo, interspersed with some valid intuitions. New Age thinking is pick-and-mix Mythos
and mysticism, adding in Eastern and Western ideas at will (and devoid of any coherence).
There are in fact only two plausible approaches to reality: empiricism and rationalism.
Empiricism is about the “sensible world” and involves sensory facts and evidence, and rejects
everything else. Empiricism reaches its highest expression with scientific empiricist materialism,
notwithstanding that mathematics (which underpins science) and empiricism are the most awkward
companions. Scientific materialism denies the soul, the afterlife, immortality and Gods. It even denies
mind (in its own right) and free will.
Rationalism is about the “intelligible world” and involves rational definitions, operations and
proofs. Empiricist “evidence” would never be allowed to contradict the truths of reason.
Rationalism, unlike empiricism, is all about the soul, the mind, the afterlife, immortality, free will and
Gods. In other words, rationalism underpins religion while empiricism rejects religion entirely.
Ontological mathematics is the quintessence of rationalism.
So, what’s it to be? You must make a choice or be one of the clueless, cowardly Ignavi who go
through life without a cause and don’t make a commitment to anything. An uncommitted life is no life
at all.
*****

Never forget that existence has an answer only if it is mathematical and therefore based on a priori,
eternal, immutable, analytic truths. If that’s not the case, then the universe is irrational and opinions,
beliefs and sensory “evidence” are as good, or bad, as anything else. What’s for sure is that, in that
case, there’s no absolute truth, no absolute certainty, and we’re are well and truly cast adrift in a mad
world that’s not based on reason and unchangeable rational principles. All of our “knowledge” is in
vain. It doesn’t tell us anything. We can’t rely on any “facts”. We are in Nietzsche’s factless world of
interpretation, life-enhancing lies and irrefutable errors.

Innate Knowledge
The great debate between empiricists and rationalists concerns whether the mind is a tabula rasa – a
clean slate, a blank paper, an empty canvas – or something that comes equipped with inborn aptitudes
and predispositions and is encoded with eternal and necessary truths reachable by reason.
Plato, a rationalist, believed in the pre-existence of the soul and maintained that it had once had
direct contact with the perfect Forms of absolute knowledge. As we plunged from the heavens into
our mortal life, our memories of this prior existence became vague and shadowy and all but lost.
However, now and again, through intuition and reason, we could glimpse the lost world, we could
remember various scattered fragments. In the context of mathematics, Plato said that we didn’t learn it
so much as remember it. The best mathematicians are those with the clearest memories of the domain
of perfect Forms where all of mathematics was known to their souls.
Clearly, the empiricist position goes hand in hand with scientific materialism, Darwinism and
atheism, hence is the default position for science. The rationalist position points to an elaborate, preexisting mental framework and scaffolding for minds and thence to a domain of mind that exists
independently of matter, and precedes matter.
A newborn baby, in materialist terms, is just a biological, physical “blob”. It has no mental
contents since mental contents are, for empiricists, supplied purely by our senses.
For a rationalist, a newborn baby has an archetypal mind, already pre-configured to interact with
the world. A baby is rather like a brand new computer. All new computers of the same model have
identical hardware and software when they come out of the factory. However, they rapidly diverge as
their users populate their hard drives with completely different content. So it is with human beings.
All babies are similar when they are first born, but develop very differently.
According to empiricists, babies are like computers with the hardware only. They have no
software, no inbuilt programs. At best, they have a very basic instinctual operating system, but no
elaborate Jungian archetypes at their disposal (like mental DNA encoding human history).
According to rationalists, babies have all sorts of inbuilt programs, waiting to be activated and
used. Noam Chomsky, for example, claims that we are born with knowledge of a “universal
grammar”, and this is why we are all able to learn language so easily.
We have a sophisticated operating system that we don’t initially know how to use (just as we
don’t initially know how to use a brand new operating system on a computer), but we get better and
better at it as we grow up.
Empiricism and rationalism are two radically different views of reality. The empiricist view
denies the existence of a mental domain independent of matter and with its own rules and laws. The
rationalist view points exactly to such a domain, hence necessitates the overthrow of the materialist
paradigm. Science utterly rejects the rationalist stance despite the enormous amount of evidence
supporting it.
In Illuminism, the human mind is a monad – an independent, autonomous mental entity – and comes
inbuilt with the entire laws of mathematics. They are literally encoded into it. It also comes inbuilt
with an awareness of perfection – because that’s exactly what’s it’s seeking to accomplish. That’s its
teleology.
Descartes, a rationalist, famously argued that men know they are imperfect yet find in their minds

an idea of supreme perfection. Descartes concluded that the cause of this idea must be external to
humans and must in fact be a perfect being – God. In Illuminism, it’s not God but our own intuition
that we ourselves can become perfect (God) that is the source of this impression. The imago dei – the
image of God – is indelibly stamped inside all of us. It is the image of our own potential perfection –
our complete actualization.
Given that the mental domain is the primary reality, mental structures (mental
archetypes/templates) are present everywhere and accessible to all monadic minds. Our problem is
with accessing and harnessing these archetypes, not with the fact that they don’t exist (as empiricist
materialists insist). We are in an ocean of mental “programs”. Just as we are born into a physical
world that has all sorts of landscapes, structures, vistas, features, and so on, so we are born into a
mental, archetypal world with all sorts of structures and features.
Jung’s concept of the Collective Unconscious speaks directly to this notion. Of course, science
rejects Jung’s vision.
The debate between empiricists and rationalists over innate ideas is all about the ontological
status of mind. Does a mental domain exist independently of matter or not? If it does, scientific
materialism is refuted. Hence science clings to a relentlessly empiricist stance.
So, which is? Does our knowledge originate in experience and our senses, or is it innate in us, and
accessible to our mind via a vast mental world of archetypes, as Jung indicated?
Innate ideas really are there, really are present to the mind although we may not be efficient at
accessing them. Only intuitives are gifted in this regard and even they often need some experience,
instruction or suggestion to properly direct their attention to the innate ideas and archetypes.
Obviously, if you never access innate ideas (and sensing types almost never do beyond their basic
instinctual behaviour), then you can easily convince yourself that they do not exist.
Materialists cannot conceive of an immaterial soul (it is literally meaningless within their
paradigm), and so they conclude that it does not exist. They have no sufficient reason for doing so. All
they have are their own materialist prejudices, biases and preconceptions.
Pre-existence
“Strange if we should not sometimes be tempted to believe the doctrine of Pythagoras, who held that
our souls did not then first begin to be when we were born into this world, but rather that, coming
from some unknown distant region, they then first assumed each a body of its own; nor had they been
so steeped in the waters of Lethe, but that there still lingered in them as it were, some tang and relish
of their former state, by what sense now perceived I know not, but yet somehow at happy moments
really cognized. And thus are the memories of childhood flavoured with their well known exquisite
delight only because of some faint sense yet abiding in them of man’s earlier abode nearer to God.” –
Dr. Keble
Do all children begin as highly intuitive – linked to the magical world of the mind – and then are
pulled away from their intuitive abilities by their increasing sensory awareness? Eventually, only the
drab sensory world seems real, and the mind-boggling (!) mental world is relegated to fantasy and
delusion.
When humanity was bicameral rather than conscious, it was enormously more intuitive and
religious than it is now. Consciousness was born from the rise of left brain localism and sensory
domination, in preference to right brain non-local intuition.
Higher humanity will swing back to intuition, while retaining left brain consciousness. The

conscious and unconscious minds will be equalised in HyperHumanity.
Psychological Types
Empiricists are invariably Jungian sensing types, completely locked into sensory input. They have
little or no intuition, hence that concept means almost nothing to them.
Rationalists are always Jungian intuitive types who are constantly aware of a domain beyond the
sensory, with which they enjoy immediate and direct contact. Rationalists are always more
metaphysical and religious than empiricists. Empiricists always endorse scientific materialism and
the WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) ideology. Sensing types are “one worlders” – they
can’t conceive of another world beyond the one they directly sense. Intuitives are “two worlders” –
they know there’s a mental world beyond the senses. They intuit it all the time. In our world, sensing
types outnumber intuitives three to one. If this situation were reversed then humanity’s version of
science would be rationalist, idealist and based on two worlds (noumenal and phenomenal; mental
and physical) rather than empiricist, materialist and based on one world (the material world).
Empiricists (sensing types) believe only in a sensory world. Intuitives, on the other hand, have
their primary allegiance to the mental, non-sensory world, hence see the sensory world as illusory,
and certainly not reflective of true reality. Science is all about the empiricist materialist world and
denies the existence of any mental domain of intuition and rationalism. Quantum mechanics is so
baffling to empiricists and materialists precisely because it so heavily defined by mental, not
physical, reality.
Isn’t it extraordinary how psychological types affects humanity’s whole outlook and perception of
reality?
Absolute Truth and Knowledge
Illuminism asserts that absolute truth and objective knowledge relate solely to the laws of ontological
mathematics. These are fully encoded inside each and every mind (monad). However, only intuitives
can glimpse them, and only rationalists can fully work them out.
All other “knowledge” is subjective and is based on belief, opinion, faith, superstition, and
amounts to ignorance rather than knowledge. True knowledge, to repeat, is objective mathematical
knowledge. It is comprised of all those things that are analytic – true by definition. These analytic
truths, by virtue of being the essence of ontological mathematics, are themselves ontological truths.
They are the immutable, eternal, a priori principles of existence, without which there could be no
existence.
Leibniz asserted that all innate ideas are universal, necessary and eternal. They are of the
character of perfect Platonic Forms, except they relate entirely to the laws of ontological
mathematics. All innate ideas are present not “aetherially” but inside every soul!
An innate idea is never impressed on us via the senses, or from the external world. It has nothing
to do with experience. It is entirely a priori. In fact, as Kant argued, innate ideas, intuitions and
mental categories are preconditions for our ability to have any experiences at all. Innate ideas
necessarily precede experience. Innate ideas can never be false under any circumstances whatsoever.
They can never be falsified and nor can they ever be experimentally verified (or are in any need of
such verification). Innate ideas relate to deductive logic; empiricism relates to induction. Rationalists
are always deductive and empiricists (scientists) always inductive. Rationalists, Leibniz above all,
consider all truths to be analytic. Empiricist scientists believe all truths to be synthetic (i.e. where the
predicate is not contained in the subject as it is in an analytic truth).

Wittgenstein argued that all analytic truths are empty tautologies, and only natural science makes
meaningful statements. Leibniz, centuries before Wittgenstein, argued the direct opposite and said that
only analytic truths are meaningful. This, of course, is the position of Illuminism. Anything that is not
analytically true – true by mathematical definition – is not true at all. It is mere opinion,
interpretation, belief and conjecture. As Nietzsche said, “There are no facts, only interpretations.”
That is the perfect retort to Wittgenstein.
Scientific “facts” aren’t facts at all – because they are not analytic. They are scientific
interpretations based on ad hoc scientific hypotheses that contain no necessary truth. Scientific
“facts” are verified by experiments but, in history, many false facts and discredited theories have
been experimentally verified. Therefore, experimental verification has nothing to do with “truth”.
Rather, it’s about confidence, which is a radically different thing. You can be very confident about
something and completely wrong – as world history proves all the time. You can, however, never be
wrong about 1 + 1 = 2.
Once again, we must emphasize how critical mathematics is in this whole debate. Mathematics is
the quintessential a priori subject, the subject that is all about innate ideas. Mathematics has nothing
to do with experience. Mathematics is the precondition for everything else and indeed all things are
just mathematical phenomena derived from noumenal mathematical laws.
Mathematics is eternal. It precedes everything else, and everything is just a manifestation of
mathematics.
The Test Act
All Abrahamists should be forced to swear on oath that they agree with the following three
foundational Abrahamic propositions:
1) They will murder their children if a voice in their head identifying itself as “God” orders it. If they
reject this then they are rejecting the example of Abraham, the founder of Abrahamism, hence they
cannot call themselves Abrahamists.
2) They believe that God had the absolute right to exterminate the whole of humanity in the Great
Flood, bar Noah and his family. If they reject this then are condemning God, hence are not
Abrahamists.
3) They believe that God had the absolute right to condemn the whole of humanity to hell following
the “disobedience” of Adam and Eve. If they reject this then they are saying that God acted immorally
and in error, hence they are not Abrahamists.
Any Abrahamist must agree to all three propositions. However, anyone who does so thereby admits
that they are would-be child murderers, supporters of the extermination of humanity and believers in
the right of their God to inflict eternal and infinite pain and torture on humanity forever. Humanity
should therefore condemn Abrahamists as the enemies of the whole human race, and nothing other
than Devil worshippers who stand convicted of psychotic hatred of humanity.
Abrahamism must be declared illegal by any civilized State that believes in human and civil
rights, and basic ethics and morality. It’s time to force the Abrahamists to confess their evil, hideous,
Satanic beliefs on oath – so that everyone can see them for the diabolical monsters and psychopaths
they assuredly are.
The 9/11 Muslim terrorists believed that mass slaughter of innocent Americans was the fastest
path to “paradise” and the company of Allah. If their Allah isn’t Satan then how can Satan be any

worse than Allah?

The Grand Illusion
When we awake each morning, we enter a collective dream with objective rules that we can’t
change. When we go to sleep, we enter a private dream with subjective rules that we can change.
This set-up has a remarkable corollary. When we die, we are actually being “killed” by the collective
dream, by the collective thoughts of all the other minds of existence. We temporarily leave the
collective dream, then re-enter it via reincarnation. Reincarnation, in truth, simply means that we get a
new “dream body”, i.e. a “material” body that can participate in the collective dream.
When someone dies in a terrible accident or a horrific terrorist incident, this too is just “death by
dream”. Although people can feel incredible pain during these horrors, “pain” is simply a mental
experience. A powerful enough mind can easily overcome pain. Similarly, a powerful enough mind
does not need food or water in order to survive (but don’t try this at home!). After all, food and drink
are just dream contents. They have no absolutely reality. They are “information” required by the rules
of the collective dream, but you could supply the same information yourself just by thinking about it!
Food and drink supply you with “energy” – but you are an infinite-energy, indestructible, immortal
soul, so you always have all the energy you need.
Similarly, you don’t need air. As ever, the film that best depicts the situation we are all in is The
Matrix. If you can acquire a mind as powerful as Neo’s, you can change every rule of the collective
dream!
The Four States
1) Your body is asleep and your mind is conscious in its private dream world.
2) Your body is awake and your mind is conscious in the public world (the shared dream).
3) Your body is asleep and your mind is conscious in the public world – this corresponds to an out of
body experience (OBE).
4) Your body is awake in the public world and your mind is conscious in its private dream world –
this corresponds to sleepwalking (the sleepwalker is unconscious relative to the public world).
*****
When you are awake, you perform objective inverse Fourier transforms to generate what you deem to
be the “solid”, material world. When you are asleep, you perform subjective inverse Fourier
transforms to generate simulacra of material things (but they have no objective reality and
persistence).
In an OBE, the body is asleep, but the mind continues to perform objective rather than subjective
inverse Fourier transforms. Your body is immobile, but your mind can now travel anywhere in the
objective universe, though most people choose to stay close to home.
You don’t need any sensory input. Your senses are simply collectors of data which your mind then
processes. But your unshielded mind actually has access to the same data and can process it directly
rather than via the senses. And never forget that everything in the universe is holographically
connected.

What you consider “solid” is never anything other than the subjective mathematical interpretation
and experience of mathematical signals. The signals are the “facts”. Your experience is an
interpretation.
Nietzsche wasn’t quite right when he said that there are no facts, only interpretations. Actually,
there are facts and interpretations of those facts. The interpretations are what we experience, not the
facts themselves. Objective facts are always subjectively mediated, and to that extent Nietzsche is
entirely correct.
The Black Death
The Black Death in the Middle Ages wiped out between a third and a half of the populations of many
European countries. Can you imagine the hysteria that would seize your nation in the present day if
every second person died of a horrific disease?
Europe went mad during that period, and was seized by religious mania. However, the Black
Death was also the event that ushered in the modern world. People eventually began to lose their faith
in the Church since it wasn’t saving anyone, and many nuns, monks, priests and bishops were dying
too – just like everyone else. So, new radical ideas started to be embraced that would lead in due
course to the Reformation, and also to the birth of neo-paganism and science. The Renaissance was,
arguably, the direct consequence of the Black Death, and after the Renaissance came the
Enlightenment.
Moreover, the Black Death undermined Feudalism. Many Feudal lords died and, more to the
point, vast numbers of their serfs perished. By the law of supply and demand, this actually led to the
balance of power switching to the serfs. There was too much work to do, and not enough serfs to do
it. So, serfs were able to demand better pay and conditions, and the whole Feudal edifice began to
topple.
The Black Death proved a great, progressive event. It undermined hierarchies and religion, and
created a vital space for new thinking. What’s not to like? As they say, every cloud has a silver
lining! It might be the case that humanity’s best hope is a lethal influenza epidemic that wipes out half
of us (preferably all the Abrahamists).
The Power of God
Someone who has become God can access the memories of all of their previous lives. Gods can think
in infinite parallel modes at once, rather than using ponderous, sequential techniques.
Perfection
The ancient Greeks were right all along: the circle is the supreme symbol of perfection. Above all,
the Euler unit circle is the most perfect of all “objects”, exquisitely ontologically balanced.
Existence is all about Euler circles: Euler circles of every conceivable type interacting in every
conceivable way. Since circular motion is the origin of sine and cosine waves (which are orthogonal
to each other), a “circular” universe is also a wave universe, and waves are forever reinforcing and
cancelling each other.
When you consider the Euler circle – the fundamental basis of existence – you have to realize that
you are dealing with a self-contained information system. A point moving eternally in a circle is also
a pair of orthogonal waves (sine and cosine). An expanding circle is associated with linear radial
motion. A non-expanding circle is associated with a rotating radius, tracking the movement of a point
around the circle’s circumference. Circles, circumferences, radii, sine and cosine waves are all
acting in concert. Wave-particle duality is only a fraction of what’s really going on. Wave motion is

telling us about hidden circular motion and hidden radial motion. All radial motion is telling us about
hidden wave motion and hidden circular motion.
Physics is giving us a completely false impression of reality. Physics is synthetic while it needs to
be analytic – like mathematics. The centrepiece of mathematical analysis is Euler’s Formula and the
Euler unit circle it generates. The mysteries of the Euler Circle are the mysteries of existence. To
work out every conceivable property and ramification of Euler’s Formula is to work out all absolute
ontological knowledge and objective truth.
The Stand
Will you stand with the great rationalist idealists: Pythagoras, Plato, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz and
Hegel, or with the great empiricist materialists: Aristotle, Francis Bacon, Hobbes, Locke, Hume and
Newton? Are you intuitive or sensory? Are you a God or a Philistine?
Ontology
Modern mathematics is based on sets. Historically, mathematics was based on numbers. Why has
mathematics become entwined with something as bizarre as sets? What do sets have to do with
ontology? In Illuminism, numbers are ontological. Specifically, they exist as eternal energy. Energy
and numbers are one and the same thing. Energy, in its most easily defined analytic form, consists
only of sine and cosine waves of every conceivable type. Reality is simply the interplay of these
energy waves. Energy waves are carriers of information. The information is encoded in the waveform
itself. So, we inhabit an information universe and everything is about information. In another sense,
the world is just a cosmic number code, continually adjusting itself until it finds the ultimate number
of existence (42?!).
So, numbers defined ontologically provide nothing less than a direct explanation of reality itself.
We can literally solve all of the problems of physics via ontological numbers (energy waves).
The same certainly can’t be said of sets. Sets can’t tell you anything at all about energy, about
ontological information, about sine and cosines waves, about physics, about mind and matter.
Therefore, the serious question has to be asked regarding why mathematics abandoned reality in order
to immerse itself in a logicist fantasy world?
Kurt Gödel, one of the greatest thinkers of all time, hero-worshipped Leibniz, the greatest thinker
of them all. Gödel was certain that a conspiracy existed to suppress Leibniz’s earth shattering
discoveries. He was equally certain that he himself, as Leibniz’s spiritual heir, was now being
targeted by the same conspiracy.
There can be no question that Platonist thinkers such as Gödel and Leibniz are continually and
systematically marginalized, excluded and even ridiculed by the establishment. However, there’s no
conspiracy going on. The problem lies with the nature of human beings, and in particular with their
psychological types. Human beings overwhelmingly belong to the “sensing” type. Only a quarter of
people are intuitive. Science has pursued a relentless agenda of empiricism and materialism, these
being indissolubly linked to the worldview of sensing types. Historically, mathematics has been
equally devoted to the sensory worldview. It loathed zero, negative numbers, imaginary numbers and
infinity – because these are all offensive and unacceptable to the sensing ideology. The senses can’t
make any sense of them for the self-evident reason they can’t be detected by the senses.
Mathematics has sought the best means to turn itself into a anti-Platonist, pro-sensing ideology,
and it has settled on set theory as the ideal vehicle for this agenda.
Bertrand Russell was arguably the first to start the rot in a major way. He was driven by his

project to reduce mathematics to logic. Sets are all about objects and collections of objects; objects
as members of sets. In other words, it’s easy for a sensory mind to grasp this kind of system. Even if
the objects relate to abstractions, they can still be treated exactly as if they were solid “things”. We
might say that mathematics is now an expression of the logicist, sensory mentality. It has nothing at all
interesting to say about ontology, life, mind, consciousness and all the important questions of life. In
this respect, it’s as sterile as scientific materialism.
No one forced mathematics to adopt this absurd stance. It did it to itself, and it maintains this
position because it is the one with which most practising mathematicians feel comfortable and
productive. If they didn’t, they would overthrow it and find something else, just as they were happy to
overthrow Leibniz and Gödel’s views because they found them grotesque. Does even one
mathematician alive today champion Gödel’s religious views or Leibniz’s monads? You must be
joking. These are two of the finest minds of all time and yet both are regarded as cranks. Einstein
suffered the same fate amongst the physics community, but that was because he dared to challenge the
establishment’s interpretation of the meaning of quantum mechanics.
In the academic world, if you don’t follow the establishment view, you’re invariably deemed
“mad”, no matter your reputation and achievements. Groupthink crushes all.
What really needs to happen in the academic world is for separate universities to be established
for intuitives so that they can develop exciting new paradigms, free of the deadweight of sensory
attitudes.

Resistance
All bold, revolutionary thinkers are confronted by the resistance of the old world they seek to
overthrow. All new ideas are resisted and rejected. Objections are always raised by the old order.
“The vast majority of human beings dislike and even dread all notions with which they are not
familiar. Hence it comes about that at their first appearance innovators have always been derided as
fools and madmen.” — Aldous Huxley
“Faced with changing one’s mind, or proving that there is no need to do so, most people get busy on
the proof.” — John Kenneth Galbraith
“Old ideas give way slowly; for they are more than abstract logical forms and categories. They are
habits, predispositions, deeply ingrained attitudes of aversion and preference.” — John Dewey
“Great spirits have often encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds.” — Einstein
“Don’t worry about people stealing your ideas. If your ideas are any good, you’ll have to ram them
down people’s throats.” — Howard Aiken
“Innovation—any new idea—by definition will not be accepted at first. It takes repeated attempts,
endless demonstrations, and monotonous rehearsals before innovation can be accepted and
internalized by an organization. This requires ‘courageous patience.’” — Warren Bennis
“There has been opposition to every innovation in the history of man, with the possible exception of
the sword.” — Benjamin Dana
“These days, the problem isn’t how to innovate; it’s how to get society to adopt the good ideas that
already exist.” — Douglas Englebart
“Pythagoras was misunderstood, and Socrates, and Jesus, and Luther, and Copernicus, and Galileo,
and Newton, and every pure and wise spirit that ever took flesh. To be great is to be misunderstood.”
— Ralph Waldo Emerson
“The barriers are not erected which can say to aspiring talents and industry, ‘Thus far and no
farther.’” — Beethoven
“Man’s fear of ideas is probably the greatest dike holding back human knowledge and happiness.” —
Morris Leopold Ernst
“Men are strong only so long as they represent a strong idea. They become powerless when they
oppose it.” — Freud
“When people are least sure, they are often most dogmatic.” — John Kenneth Galbraith
“Illness strikes men when they are exposed to change.” — Herodotus
“Our energy is in proportion to the resistance it meets. We attempt nothing great but from a sense of

the difficulties we have to encounter, we persevere in nothing great but from a pride in overcoming
them.” — William Hazlitt
“The real Antichrist is he who turns the wine of an original idea into the water of mediocrity.” —
Eric Hoffer
“Every great advance in natural knowledge has involved the absolute rejection of authority.” —
Thomas Huxley
“Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must be first overcome.” — Samuel
Johnson
“First a new theory is attacked as absurd; then it is admitted to be true, but obvious and insignificant;
finally it is seen to be so important that its adversaries claim they themselves discovered it.” —
William James
“New ideas are not only the enemies of old ones; they also appear often in an extremely unacceptable
form.” — Jung
“Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable.” — Jack
Kennedy
“Each time a man stands up for an ideal or acts to improve the lot of others or strikes out against
injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope and, crossing each other from a million different centres
of energy and daring, those ripples build a current that can sweep down the mightiest walls of
oppression and resistance.” — Robert Kennedy
“New opinions are always suspected, and usually opposed, without any other reason but because they
are not already common.” — John Locke
“The human race is divided into two sharply differentiated and mutually antagonistic classes: a small
minority that plays with ideas and is capable of taking them in, and a vast majority that finds them
painful, and is thus arrayed against them, and against all who have traffic with them.” — H. L.
Mencken
“An age is called dark, not because the light fails to shine, but because people refuse to see it.” —
James Michener
“The greater the obstacle the more glory in overcoming it.” — Jean Baptiste Molière
“There is no squabbling so violent as that between people who accepted an idea yesterday and those
who will accept the same idea tomorrow.” — Christopher Morley
“It is hard to let old beliefs go. They are familiar. We are comfortable with them and have spent years
building systems and developing habits that depend on them. Like a man who has worn eyeglasses so
long that he forgets he has them on, we forget that the world looks to us the way it does because we
have become used to seeing it that way through a particular set of lenses.” — Kenichi Ohmae
“Ah good taste! What a dreadful thing! Taste is the enemy of creativeness.” — Picasso
“But the fact that some geniuses were laughed at does not imply that all who are laughed at are

geniuses. They laughed at Columbus, they laughed at Fulton, they laughed at the Wright brothers. But
they also laughed at Bozo the Clown.” — Carl Sagan
“If you are only skeptical, then no new ideas make it through to you.” — Carl Sagan
“The discovery of truth is prevented more effectively not by the false appearance of things present
and which mislead into error, not directly by weakness of the reasoning powers, but by preconceived
opinion, by prejudice.” — Schopenhauer
“There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which cannot fail to keep a man in
everlasting ignorance – that principle is contempt prior to investigation.” — Herbert Spencer
“When a true genius appear in this world, you may know him by this sign, that the dunces are all in
confederacy against him.” — Jonathan Swift
“There are none so blind as those who will not see.” — Jonathan Swift
“I know that most men, including those at ease with problems of the greatest complexity, can seldom
accept even the simplest and most obvious truth if it be such as would oblige them to admit the falsity
of conclusions which they have delighted in explaining to colleagues, which they have proudly taught
to others, and which they have woven, thread by thread, into the fabric of their lives.” — Tolstoy
“The mind likes a strange idea as little as the body likes a strange protein and resists it with similar
energy. It would not perhaps be too fanciful to say that a new idea is the most quickly acting antigen
known to science. It we watch ourselves honestly we shall often find that we have begun to argue
against a new idea even before it has been completely stated.” — Wilfred Trotter
“Loyalty to petrified opinion never yet broke a chain or freed a human soul.” — Mark Twain
“The man with a new idea is a crank—until the idea succeeds.” — Mark Twain
“There is a natural opposition among men to anything they have not thought of themselves.” — Barnes
Wallis
“One could not be a successful scientist without realizing that, in contrast to the popular conception
supported by newspapers and mothers of scientists, a goodly number of scientists are not only
narrow-minded and dull, but also just stupid.” — J. D. Watson
“New and stirring ideas are belittled, because if they are not belittled the humiliating question arises,
‘Why, then, are you not taking part in them?’” — H. G. Wells
“He who rejects change is the architect of decay.” — Harold Wilson
Set Theory and Counting
“The birth of Set Theory dates to 1873 when Georg Cantor proved the uncountability of the real line.
(One could even argue that the exact birthdate is December 7, 1873, the date of Cantor’s letter to
Dedekind informing him of his discovery.) Until then, no one envisioned the possibility that infinities
come in different sizes, and moreover, mathematicians had no use for ‘actual infinity.’ The arguments
using infinity, including the Differential Calculus of Newton and Leibniz, do not require the use of
infinite sets, and infinity appears only as ‘a manner of speaking’, to paraphrase Friedrich Gauss. The

fact that the set of all positive integers has a proper subset, like the set of squares {1, 4, 9, 16, 25,...}
of the same cardinality (using modern terminology) was considered somewhat paradoxical (this had
been discussed at length by Galileo among others). Such apparent paradoxes prevented Bernhard
Bolzano in 1840s from developing set theory, even though some of his ideas are precursors of
Cantor’s work. (It should be mentioned that Bolzano, an accomplished mathematician himself, coined
the word Menge (= set) that Cantor used for objects of his theory.)
“Motivation for Cantor’s discovery of Set Theory came from his work on Fourier series (which
led him to introduce ordinal numbers) and on transcendental numbers. Real numbers that are solutions
of polynomial equations with integer coefficients are called algebraic, and the search was on for
numbers that are not algebraic. A handful of these, called transcendental numbers, was discovered
around that time, and a question arose how rare such numbers are. What Cantor did was to settle this
question in an unexpected way, showing in one fell swoop that transcendental numbers are plentiful
indeed. ... A consequence of this is that there exists a multitude of transcendental numbers, even
though the proof, by contradiction, does not produce a single specific example.” –
http://stanford.library.usyd.edu.au/entries/set-theory/
*****
“Of equal significance during this period was Russell’s defence of logicism, the theory that
mathematics is in some important sense reducible to logic. First defended in his 1901 article ‘Recent
Work on the Principles of Mathematics,’ and then later in greater detail in his Principles of
Mathematics and in Principia Mathematica, Russell’s logicism consisted of two main theses. The
first was that all mathematical truths can be translated into logical truths or, in other words, that the
vocabulary of mathematics constitutes a proper subset of the vocabulary of logic. The second was that
all mathematical proofs can be recast as logical proofs or, in other words, that the theorems of
mathematics constitute a proper subset of the theorems of logic.
“Like Gottlob Frege, Russell’s basic idea for defending logicism was that numbers may be
identified with classes of classes and that number-theoretic statements may be explained in terms of
quantifiers and identity. Thus the number 1 would be identified with the class of all unit classes, the
number 2 with the class of all two-membered classes, and so on. Statements such as “There are at
least two books” would be recast as statements such as “There is a book, x, and there is a book, y,
and x is not identical to y.” Statements such as “There are exactly two books” would be recast as
“There is a book, x, and there is a book, y, and x is not identical to y, and if there is a book, z, then z
is identical to either x or y.” It followed that number-theoretic operations could be explained in terms
of set-theoretic operations such as intersection, union, and difference. In Principia Mathematica,
Whitehead and Russell were able to provide many detailed derivations of major theorems in set
theory, finite and transfinite arithmetic, and elementary measure theory. A fourth volume on geometry
was planned but never completed.” –
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/russell/
*****
“In set theory, we have sets, collections of objects. These objects may be real physical objects
(marbles) or not (cartoon characters, thoughts, or numbers). When we deal with a set, we normally
write it down with brackets: {A, B, C}. That set contains three letters, A, B, and C. The set {B,C} is
a subset of {A, B, C}. There is a special set with no elements, the empty set {} or ø, as the set of

humans bigger than the earth, or the set of odd numbers divisible by two. Some sets contain infinitely
many elements, as the set of all even numbers.
“A set can contain sets. The set {{A, B, C}, {x, y}} contains two sets {A, B, C} and {x, y}. It
also contains the empty set, by the way. All sets contain the empty set. We can define the set of all
sets. This set contains {A, B, C} and {{A, B, C}, {x, y}} and every other possible set. Some sets
contain themselves. The set of all red marbles does not contain itself, because it contains no sets at
all, only marbles. Let’s say that S is a set which contains S and {A, B}. Then this is S: {S, {A, B}}.
It contains two sets, itself and {A, B}. The set of all sets obviously contains itself. Well, let’s
construct a very interesting set, the set of all sets which do not contain themselves.
“There is something wrong here. Does ‘the set of all sets which do not contain themselves’ sound
like ‘the barber who shaves all men who do not shave themselves?’ The story of the barber was
inconsistent. The set of all sets which do not contain themselves is inconsistent for the same reason.
Does the set of all sets which do not contain themselves actually contain itself, or not? If it contains
itself, then it cannot contain itself. If it does not contain itself, then it must contain itself. It is
inconsistent.” – Jim Loy
http://www.jimloy.com/logic/russell.htm
*****
The basic “big idea” of sets is that, for any collection of objects you are considering, it should be
possible to define a set containing all those objects as members, and leaving nothing out. So, it’s just
a way of organising things and then applying various logical rules to sets and their relations, which
means that set theory is an expression of the “logicist” agenda to define everything in terms of logic.
That’s all well and good, but it immediately suffers from the catastrophic problem that logic is plainly
not ontology, so as soon as you embark on this path you are leaving behind reality and creating a
logical fantasyland where, you hope, everything makes sense. However, problems such as Russell’s
Paradox and Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem show that everything doesn’t make sense, hence of
what real value is this approach? Why do people persevere with it?
In Russell’s system (which builds on the earlier work of Gottlob Frege, who was the founder of
modern logic, though much of his work was prefigured by the one and only Leibniz), not only are
objects members of sets, but sets are themselves objects.
This introduces abstraction and absurdity into the project. It’s one thing to say that all human
beings are members of the “humanity set”, but once you start carrying out logical operations via this
new object (the humanity set), it plainly has nothing to do with the real human beings who are the
actual members of that set. A human being is a living, breathing, thinking object. The set of all human
beings is a logical abstraction that doesn’t live, breathe or think – hence bears no resemblance to its
members. It belongs to a wholly different category. It’s akin to the situation with Plato’s perfect
Forms. Plato’s Form of Life isn’t alive, the Form of Beauty isn’t beautiful, the Form of Love doesn’t
love anything, and the Form of Justice never itself carries out a single just act. That, in fact, is why
Plato’s Forms are ludicrous. The only valid Platonic Forms are the eternal, immutable laws of
mathematics.
Once you move to complete abstraction, with no connection to reality, absurdity is certain to
follow.
The motivation of Russell’s work was that, being a sensory type, he couldn’t conceive of numbers
as ontologically real. He could, however, conceive of sets as real things (even if they became more

and more abstract in due course). Moreover, he could imagine applying a few simple and logical
rules and laws of sets (nothing like the vast, complex, and overwhelming machinery of mathematics)
and thus, he believed, he could tame the mathematical beast and show that it was simply an extension,
an elaborate expression of, logic.
If you are a defender of logicism and set theory it means that you fundamentally deny the ontology
of mathematics, you deny that mathematics is Platonic, and you believe that all of mathematics can be
reduced to a logical set of rules regarding sets. Mathematics is not “real” but just a construct of logic.
This is absolutely opposed to the Platonist position.
If sets can be turned into a hierarchy (involving higher order sets that contain sets, all the way up
to a “God Set”, an Absolute Set that contains all other sets and all their members, and thus infinity) it
seems that a comprehensive description of the organisation of the world can be carried out via this
method, and that, in particular, it can organize mathematics in an effective, logical way.
Bertrand Russell set out to identify numbers 1, 2, 3 etc. with particular sets. So, consider the
number 3, for example. Russell defined the number 3 to be a set with three members, each of which
could itself be a set, e.g. {A, B, C} or {{A}, {B}, {C}}.
Given that every three membered set is an instance of the number three, we might consider that the
“universal” three is a set with infinitely many members, each of which is a three membered set. The
universal contains every conceivable expression of three.
Concerning the standard modern mathematical set-theory approach to defining numbers, Wikipedia
says, “In standard Zermelo–Fraenkel (ZF) set theory, the natural numbers are defined recursively by 0
= {} (the empty set) and n + 1 = n ∪ {n}. Then n = {0, 1, ..., n − 1} for each natural number n. The
first few numbers defined this way are 0 = {}, 1 = {0} = {{}}, 2 = {0,1} = {{},{{}}}, 3 = {0,1,2} =
{{},{{}},{{},{{}}}}.”
“We now construct the natural numbers. That is, we will represent the natural numbers in our
universe of set theory. We will construct a number system which behaves mathematically exactly like
the natural numbers, with exactly the same arithmetic and order properties. We will not claim that
what we construct are the actual natural numbers –whatever they are made of. But we will take the
liberty of calling our constructs ‘the natural numbers’. We begin by taking 0 as the empty se t ∅ .” –
Professor William A. R. Weiss
Never forget that set theory simply models natural numbers, but makes no claim to know what natural
numbers actually are. Illuminism asserts that it does know: numbers, ontologically, are amplitudes,
frequencies and phases of waves defined by the generalized Euler Formula. So, should mathematics
be based on an abstract, “logical” model of mathematics or on mathematics itself (as an ontological
reality)?
The Empty Set
“While the empty set is a standard and widely accepted mathematical concept, it remains an
ontological curiosity, whose meaning and usefulness are debated by philosophers and logicians.
“The empty set is not the same thing as nothing; rather, it is a set with nothing inside it and a set is
always something. This issue can be overcome by viewing a set as a bag – an empty bag undoubtedly
still exists.” – Wikipedia
The Empty Set was once called the Null Set. The empty set is always a subset of any other set. The
only subset of the empty set is the empty set itself. The cardinality of the empty set is zero. The empty

set is finite. The empty set is not zero but in the standard set-theoretic definition of natural numbers,
zero is modelled by the empty set.
The empty set is foundational to set theory yet could scarcely be more nebulous. We are told it
contains nothing at all (is it therefore non-existence?), yet we are also told that a set is something. So,
the empty set is a “nothing something”, which is a blatant logical contradiction.
In many ways, the situation goes right back to the debate about space between Newton and
Leibniz, which Leibniz won decisively (in retrospect, but not at the time, when Newton appeared to
triumph). Newton was a believer in absolute space. He claimed that it existed regardless of whether
there was anything it. So, this is equivalent to a set with no contents. Yet if absolute space exists then
it is something, so it’s not nothing. What is it then? Newton certainly couldn’t answer, and indeed the
nature of space has never been adequately explained by any empiricist materialist (and never will
be!). Leibniz argued that there was no such thing as absolute space and said that if every object were
removed from existence then there would be nothing left. Specifically, no space would be left behind.
This is the Relationist view, which regards “space” as merely a context in which objects relate to
each other. Without those objects, the context vanishes, leaving nothing.
We are told that the empty set is not zero, and then we are told that the empty set is used to model
zero for the natural numbers! If the set theorists can’t furnish an unambiguous, consistent, logical
definition of the empty set (the keystone of their whole edifice), then set theory is a joke. That’s a fact.
In Illuminism, the monad is precisely defined with regard to the generalised Euler Formula. If it
weren’t, Illuminism would be as preposterous as set theory.
*****
Illuminism is all about analytic mathematics. It’s about precise mathematical units (monads), the
generalized Euler Formula, sine and cosine waves, Fourier transforms, the Riemann Sphere and
calculus. There’s no bullshit in Illuminism, no woolly, vague “definitions” (such as the empty set in
set theory). There are no ad hoc elements (as in scientific materialism).
Illuminism is a priori, analytic, immutable, necessary, deductive, eternal and Platonic. It is the
only conceivable rational truth of existence. It is the only true version of mathematics – ontological
mathematics. Illuminism’s final victory is certain. The dialectic which is moving us all towards the
Omega Point guarantees it. Only the very finest human beings are capable of being the first wave of
Illuminists. We are the outriders of HyperHumanity. We are the Coming Race.

The Foundations of Mathematics
Bertrand Russell was fascinated by the question of the foundations of mathematics. Mathematics
needs to start from somewhere and requires rules in order to function. Where do they originate? How
do they come to be? You cannot use mathematics to prove itself because then your argument is
circular: you are assuming the validity of the system you are trying to prove (much as Abrahamists
assume the existence of their God in order to account for God’s “Creation”).
Russell, an empiricist, wanted to trace everything back to direct experience, and what is more
experiential than an “object”? Numbers, for non-ontological mathematicians, aren’t real things, so
Russell wanted a system that could be built up from actual experiential objects, and then be
extrapolated to abstract objects (as numbers were in his empirical system). Logicism and sets were
Russell’s chosen empiricist way forward.
In Illuminism, Leibniz’s principle of sufficient reason is the basis of the whole of mathematics and
hence of existence itself. The principle of sufficient reason is the cornerstone of hyperrationalism.
Rational existence must be founded on a single, all-encompassing rational principle, and the principle
of sufficient reason is exactly that principle. This principle of course assumes the validity of a
rational world, a world grounded in reason and knowable through reason, and through reason alone.
In Illuminism, numbers are things. Specifically, they are energy waves, and thus we encounter
numbers all the time, everywhere. In fact, numbers are the only things we ever encounter. However,
many numbers are rational unobservables: they will never enter our sensory awareness and, on that
basis, empiricists reject them.
The Illuminist Definition of Three
People such as Russell define “three” in terms of a set of three objects. In Illuminism, the number
three corresponds to the amplitude, frequency or phase of the generalised Euler Formula. The
Russellian definition has nothing to do with ontology; the Illuminist definition is all about ontology.
Three is a precisely definable entity with regard to ontological energy waves.
Logicism and Set Theory
Logicism and set theory constitute a paradigm based on controversial and dubious assumptions. You
ought to be fully aware of these before you seek to defend this paradigm just because it was taught to
you uncritically in math class. Set theory does not become the foundation of mathematics simply
because a certain type of establishment mathematician says it is. If it has any weaknesses at all, any
inconsistencies or incompleteness, then it is automatically invalid – and there can be no question that
set theory has been disproved as a basis for real mathematics.
Never be uncritical towards “official” paradigms. Your basic stance should be that the
establishment are always lying to you, or they have no idea of what they’re talking about! Always
contemplate what motivates a paradigm, what psychology type it reflects, and what is implies about
the nature of reality. Many Muslim students dutifully learn evolutionary theory and statistical theory in
order to pass exams, but fundamentally reject them because they do not accord with the Koranic
paradigm. Well, there’s a certain value in that approach, notwithstanding that the Islamic paradigm is
the last one any sane person would defend. The point is that you ought to regard what you are taught

as a contentious paradigm, not as something that is definitely right and true. No establishment position
whatsoever is right and true.
The Illusory Zero
Zero is not in fact zero, at least not straightforwardly. Ontologically, it is dimensionless, indivisible
one: the unit, the monad. The natural numbers, the counting numbers, begin with dimensional one.
Zero, on the other hand, stands for a domain where we start counting dimensionless things rather than
dimensional things. The “zero domain” comprises infinite monads and, just as we start counting our
fingers from one and not from zero, so we start counting monads from one, not from zero. A monad is
ONE ZERO. That phrase one zero already shows that something paradoxical is going on. Zeros –
monads – are things and can be counted.
That’s what Leibniz’s Monadology is all about – monads as the fundamental entities of existence.
In conventional mathematics, zero means “nothing”. A zero is a signifier that there is nothing there to
be counted: zero times x = zero. In Leibnizian mathematics, the whole of existence is predicated on
monads (zeros, points). Zero is a thing to be counted, all the way to infinity.
In Leibniz’s system, there are two types of counting: the counting of “simple” things (monads:
unextended) and the counting of “compounded” things (extended, material things). The two systems
intersect at (0,0) on the Cartesian coordinate grid. For conventional mathematicians, (0,0) represents
a kind of hole in existence since there’s nothing there, nothing to be counted. In Leibnizian
mathematics, (0,0) is the portal to the domain of monads. In that domain, we count monads, not
material things, but we count using the same numbers as usual. The whole debate concerns the
ontology of zero.
In Leibnizian mathematics, a black hole singularity is not mysterious. It can be conceived as a
place where all compounded things have been compressed into simple things (points) alone, and,
therefore, take up no physical space. In conventional physics and mathematics, a singularity is the
most baffling thing of all – because things that once existed and took up space seem to have vanished
entirely from existence, which is of course impossible.
The singularity is the ultimate mystery and horror for empiricists. For Leibnizians, the Big Bang
Singularity – from which everything came – is nothing other than the Cartesian origin as an
ontological entity. It isn’t “nothing”, it’s the opposite. It’s existence in its barest, simplest form,
composed of nothing but infinite monadic points.
The Singularity doesn’t have an origin – it is the origin. There is no “nothing” in the Singularity in
the sense of “zero things = zero”. Instead, zeros are countable zeros.
Calculus, to be ontologically complete, must be able to account for Singularity behaviour and for
an entire information system based on monads. For Leibniz, calculus and monads were indissolubly
linked. Leibniz was the sole mathematician to take that view. His version of calculus was then turned
by others – Philistines – into the empiricist nonsense it is today.
What took place is all too revealing. Leibniz’s algebraical approach to calculus, his methods and
elegant notation, were all adopted by the mathematics community. However, his metaphysical views
were rejected wholesale. Newton’s geometrical approach to calculus and his clumsy, clunky methods
and notation were rejected, but his empiricist understanding of calculus was eagerly embraced.
Just as the rationalism of Plato versus the empiricism of Aristotle was a key intellectual struggle
in the ancient world (with neither landing a knock-out blow), so the rationalism of Leibniz versus the
empiricism of Newton defined the modern scientific age. In this case, however, Newton was
decisively victorious and empiricist materialism has been unchallenged ever since. Leibniz, however,

is right and Newton wrong! Therefore, the New Enlightenment must reject Newton and embrace
Leibnizian rationalist idealism. In fact, science must be replaced by ontological mathematics.
Any mathematician who doesn’t comprehend that monads are fundamental to calculus hasn’t
understood calculus at all, at least not in the sense it was understood by its inventor, Leibniz.
To be crystal clear on this point, calculus was, for Leibniz, the precise means by which his
dimensionless universe of monads – of mathematical points of energy – became the dimensional
world we observe. Calculus, as we noted earlier, is simply a dimensionality ladder that can add and
subtract dimensions systematically and consistently. Therefore, it was inconceivable to Leibniz that
any information could go “missing” during calculus operations. Missing information in calculus
constitutes a fundamental breach of conservation laws. It is manifestly false and absurd to have a
version of calculus where information vanishes (as it does in mainstream mathematics’ version of
calculus). In physics, the equivalent would be a group of Nobel Prize winning physicists denying the
First Law of Thermodynamics. It’s grotesque. Calculus does not have sure foundations at all and
never will until it is underpinned by Leibniz’s Monadology, exactly as he intended. Calculus must be
grounded in monads to be consistent and complete.
It’s horrifying for any Leibnizian to see Newtonian horrors inflicted on calculus by empiricists.
It’s equally horrifying to see formalists and logicists running amok amongst mathematics; for set
theory rather than numbers to be regarded as the basis of mathematics. Mathematics needs a vast
makeover to restore it to Leibnizian purity and integrity. Gödel was the last man capable of such a
task, but he himself was ridiculed and marginalized by the mathematical establishment.
*****
One way to think of Leibnizian calculus is in terms of the Big Bang and black holes. Leibniz’s
universe begins as a pure Singularity (zero dimensions) and then, via the dimensional ladder of
ontological integral calculus, a multi-dimensional world springs from it – this is the Big Bang that
creates the material world. Now think of a material object – a sun – imploding into a black hole
singularity. Well, this is simply the subtraction of dimensions via ontological differential calculus,
returning the sun to a pure monadic singularity. Calculus isn’t some mathematical abstraction: it’s
describing reality itself. No information can go missing, or reality itself would vanish!
Where, according to Illuminism, does the energy of the world come from? From inside monads.
What takes places in a black hole collapse? The energy of the sun is simply “sucked” back into
monads and becomes dimensionless once again. There’s nothing baffling going on. The Big Bang and
black hole singularities are more or less direct proof of Leibniz’s Monadology!
When energy emerges from monads, it becomes dimensional, and, when it goes back in, it
becomes dimensionless again. And it all happens via integral and differential calculus! Monads are
the quintessence of calculus and science, yet they do not feature at all in mainstream mathematical or
scientific thinking. What a world! Some of the blindest, stupidest people on earth are mathematicians
and scientists. They just don’t get it, and keep trying to steer the debate back to their idiotic empiricist
prejudices and their obsession with their senses.
Singularities
To an empiricist materialist scientist, a singularity is the worst possible nightmare. It’s where the
whole Meta Paradigm of science breaks down. To a Leibnizian, singularities are the quintessence of
Leibniz’s approach. Indeed, every monad is itself a singularity! Singularities are entirely compatible
with Leibniz’s views and wholly incompatible with conventional scientific materialism (and the

mathematics that supports it).
Singularities are the most reassuring objects of all for those who hope and expect to survive
physical death. Singularities are dimensionless objects beyond the reach of the material world. Your
essence is contained in a monad, not in a body. A conscious monad is nothing other than a soul! Your
soul is indestructible and immortal. That’s a rational fact.
“Death” simply means the loss of a body. It never means the extinction of a soul. Souls cannot be
annihilated since they are perfect mathematical singularities with no net energy (but infinite, internal
balanced energy). A soul is linked to a body but it is not in a body. In effect, a body is the equivalent
of a remote controlled android. Your soul controls it from a different dimension, so to speak, but the
mathematical link is so ingenious that you are left with the subjective experience of imagining your
soul, your personality, to be located in your brain. (Of course, your brain is just a blob of mortal
matter.)
When your body fails, the soul-body link is broken. However, it is then re-established via
reincarnation (and a new physical body). It’s not at all complicated. In fact, it’s practically selfevident. What’s for certain is that resurrection is absolutely impossible. You can never return to a
dead body!
Phase Change
Water can exist in three different phases: solid, liquid and gas. All three phases have different
properties, so it would be absurd to say, “Hey, it’s all just water.” The different phases of water are,
in effect, like three different substances.
Mind and matter are linked by a dimensionality phase change. Matter is dimensional and mind
dimensionless. The Big Bang produces a phase change from mind to matter; the formation of a black
hole singularity produces a phase change from matter to mind. Calculus – a dimensionality ladder –
brings about partial phase changes as it adds and subtracts dimensions.
The best visual representation of the mind-matter phase change is the rectangular hyperbola
defined by y = 1/x:

The Soul
If you are someone who is no doubt that you have an immortal soul and that you will survive your
physical death, the position you are espousing is that of “two worlds”. You are asserting that the way
things seem to be is not the way they are at all. You are acknowledging that the human senses are not
good instruments for revealing true reality.
Materialists and empiricists are people who look out on the world and think that what they see is
all that’s there. There’s no “hidden” reality. When people die, that’s it. They’re self-evidently gone.
People who think otherwise, they say, are utterly deluded and in denial, refusing to accept the obvious
facts. Materialists and empiricists are people of “common sense”. They have an almost childish
belief that human senses are infallible, even though the mirages, hallucinations, optical illusions,
magicians’ tricks, and so on, prove that the senses are unreliable. Our senses fall apart when we take
alcohol and drugs – why should they have any effect at all if our senses are simply showing us
unchanging objective reality? Drugs change our internal processes, but why does that then change our
perceptions of the external world if the external world is not in fact a product – a fabrication! – of
our internal processes? If that’s the case, then we can’t be sure the external world is there at all.
Perhaps we’re stuck in pods and we’re attached to the Matrix – a simulation of reality, or even just a
fantasy, a dream.
Even worse than that, the senses are products of evolution, and evolution is all about what is
effective, not what is true. There is no reason at all to conclude that the senses accurately display the
world. We know that every animal species “sees” the world with senses vastly different from ours. If
we could observe the world through the senses of a snake, or an octopus, or a fly, or an eagle, or a
polar bear, or a spider or a cheetah, we wouldn’t recognise it at all.
Next, it’s well known that our senses do not neutrally gather objective data about the world, like
camera lenses, and present it to us, unprocessed, unmediated. No, the senses selectively collect
certain data (our eyes, for example, collect visible light signals, but ignore the rest of the
electromagnetic spectrum – hence are already creating a false representation of reality), and then that
data is extremely heavily processed and refined by specific regions of the brain before being
presented to us. This means that we can have no idea whatsoever about the true nature of the original
signals. Imagine that we had an internal processor that executed a very simply rule: to show all
colours as shades of blue. If that were the case then we would have no idea at all about the real nature
of colour “out there”.
So, if you think about it, the senses don’t tell us a single objectively true fact! Everything about the
senses is determined by secondary mental processes – about whose connection with the original
sensory data we know nothing at all. We have no idea what our minds do when they are processing
data. In Illuminism, we know that our brains are heavily concerned with producing Fourier transforms
and inverse Fourier transforms, but that’s only to state the general concept. We don’t know how it all
happens on a genetic level, and how it is all fitted together to create the precise representation of the
world that we all actually experience.
Science is all about experiments. Scientists are always insisting on “evidence”. And yet this is all
predicated on the senses accurately presenting reality to us. However, we know for a FACT that this
is false. We know that the senses do not reflect reality but represent it. Representation is wholly

different from reflection and we can have absolutely no idea if the representation is anything like
“true” reality. What science is actually telling us about is the consistency of the representation, and
the rules it obeys. In other words, it’s all about appearances, phenomena – it has nothing at all to do
with noumena (“things in themselves”).
Kant asserted that science was all about phenomena, and said this was the only sure “knowledge”
we could have. He denied that anything could be known about noumena. Kant was absolutely right
that science is an inherently phenomenal subject, but science does not see itself in those terms at all.
It sees itself as being about reality itself, not about the appearance of reality. In other words, it says it
is telling us real things about the real world, not “facts” about a particular model of reality. This is a
crucial point because if science acknowledged that it was just a model of reality then it would ipso
facto be acknowledging that it was not about reality per se, and that reality had elements that science
could never capture. It would, therefore, be agreeing with Kant that there’s an unseen and unknowable
noumenal world – which is exactly where Kant chose to locate the soul, God and free will. If science
admitted that it was all about models (simulations and simulacra) rather than reality then it would be
tacitly confessing that all of the claims of religion might be true. Science can deny the existence of the
soul only by asserting that science accurately depicts reality itself, and the soul, in that depiction, is
an absurdity. The soul is neither material nor empirical so is formally impossible within a materialist
empiricist science. In Leibniz’s idealist rationalist science, the soul is not only possible, but is the
basis of everything!
Science does not have to be anti-soul and anti-religious. It chooses to be so because of the
particular Meta Paradigm it endorses. This Meta Paradigm is one that asserts that the senses show us
reality – yet, as we have already explained, this is already known to be false. Science is therefore an
irrational, perverse faith that maintains, against all the irrefutable facts to the contrary, that it
accurately reflects reality rather than producing a workable, effective simulacrum of it (but one that
glaringly fails to account for mind, life, consciousness and free will, i.e. all the things that actually
matter – the “big” issues of existence and the human condition).
Why is science never challenged in these terms? Why is it allowed to pretend to be about ultimate
truth and reality when it manifestly isn’t?
Kant claimed that science was as good as it gets as far as reliable knowledge goes. Of course, in
Kant’s view, our minds create “reality” (he was an idealist not a materialist) and science, for him,
was telling us about the simulation of reality produced by our minds; about its consistent rules and
laws, necessary to generate a comprehensible world. We completely agree with Kant on that point.
Science ought to be taught in that light rather than as something pertaining to true reality.
However, we disagree with Kant on the unknowability of the noumenal (“real”) world. In
Illuminism, the noumenal world is all about rational unobservables (they will never be present to
sensory awareness), but they are wholly knowable because they are 100% mathematical and, indeed,
they are the basis of the phenomenal world we observe (which is also 100% mathematical).
Illuminism is all about idealism, rationalism and mathematics – and constitutes what we call
hyperrationalism.
You have a very simple choice to make. What is more likely to reveal the ultimate truths to you –
your senses or your reason? How can any sane, rational person put the senses above reason? That’s
deranged. You might as well say that faith is superior to reason!
Scientists and Abrahamists are both fanatically irrationalist. The only rationalists are those who
defend reason over the senses and over faith.
Mathematics, not physics, is the basis of idealist rationalist science. The next paradigm shift in

human thinking will involve the replacement of physics by ontological mathematics, and ontological
mathematics, unlike physics, is wholly compatible with religion. In fact, it’s grounded in the monadic
soul!
Kant and Leibniz
It’s remarkable that Kant is held is such high estimation in philosophy while Leibniz is a somewhat
peripheral figure given that Kant, who was born a few years after Leibniz’s death, didn’t really say
much that hadn’t already been said by Leibniz.
Kant believed he had ushered in a new Copernican Revolution in thought and our understanding of
reality when he said, “Up to now it has been assumed that all our cognition must conform to the
objects; but ... let us once try whether we do not get farther with the problems of metaphysics by
assuming that the objects must conform to our cognition.”
Kant was thereby inverting Copernicus. Copernicus looked out to the solar system and saw true
reality there. Kant was suggesting that what Copernicus saw “out there” was entirely caused by the
configuration of his own mind, and if his mind were differently configured, the solar system would
automatically be radically different too. In other words, the solar system is not an objective fact but a
mental construction.
However, Leibniz, whose philosophy was well-known to Kant, had already stated that the whole
of “physical” reality, including space and time, were mental constructs. Bishop Berkeley had also
stated that there was no physical world and everything was the product of ideas in minds – so it’s
hard to see how Kant imagined that he was taking a revolutionary step. If anything, it was
evolutionary.
Kant’s unknowable “noumena” are simply an obscurantist version of Leibniz’s rationally
knowable monads so, if anything, Kant was taking a regressive step and creating mystery and
ignorance where Leibniz had put mathematical certainty.
Quite simply, Leibniz’s monads were never understood, and Kant’s noumena were. Kant
explained phenomena and noumena in a neat package that philosophers could grasp. No one ever
really understood how Leibniz’s monads could create the world we observe, so his ideas vanished
almost entirely once Kant’s philosophy came to the fore. Kant’s philosophy quickly replaced
Leibniz’s as the basis of German philosophy.
Leibniz’s central problem was that he was really a mathematician rather than a philosopher, and
his philosophy is entirely mathematical. Kant presented many of Leibniz’s ideas in a new, nonmathematical form that made sense to mathematically illiterate philosophers, so Kant, and not
Leibniz, became the great hero of philosophy.
Leibniz’s day will come, but it will be a mathematical and not a philosophical triumph.
*****
It’s bizarre that anyone should imagine that existence is based on sensory or faith-based principles.
Plainly, existence is grounded in rational principles or it would be unintelligible and utterly chaotic.
Therefore, reason alone can reveal the true nature of existence. Why isn’t that self-evident to
everyone? Well, faith-based people aren’t smart enough. They are driven by feelings and not by
reason. They don’t want a rational answer to existence but an emotionally satisfying one. “Faith” is
exactly that – an emotional “answer” to the big questions of existence (based on emotive Mythos).
As for the senses, well, they provide us with an astonishingly vivid representation of reality. Due
to the power and immediacy of our senses, we keep forgetting that “representation” is the crucial

word. As soon as you truly grasp that our senses provide a construction, a simulation, a fabrication, a
simulacrum of reality, then, no matter how convincing and persuasive it is, you are aware that an
unobserved reality stands behind it. This, of course, is the religious domain of mind and soul.
Scientists are so transfixed by the sensory illusion (and so lacking in intuition) that they have
mistaken it for reality. In truth, intuition alone is what transports us into the heart of the unseen world.
Three out of every four human beings are sensing types rather than intuitives, and that’s why we live
in a world of the senses (and faith/emotionalism) rather than intuition and reason.
For humanity to become HyperHuman, we actually need a new human race where intuitives
outnumber sensing types three to one!
Representation
This is one of the most important concepts of all. When you open your eyes and stare at the world,
you are subject to an exceptionally powerful illusion that you are gazing at a real, external, objective
world. You are not! You are gazing at a representation of whatever’s actually there. You have a
mediated relation with “reality”, not a direct one. You are always interpreting; never getting things
“in the raw”. Plato never ceased to point out that the sensory world is an inferior copy, a flawed
representation, a simulacrum of the true, intelligible world of perfect Forms. Parmenides said the
sensory world was entirely illusory. In the modern day, Baudrillard argued that we live in a world
entirely mediated by images, air-brushed and digitally enhanced, technologically rendered into
perfection. They form the hyperreal, the “more real than real”. Since we live in an entirely mediated
world then these new perfect images (fantasy images) stand alongside reality and, for Baudrillard, we
can no longer tell fact from fiction. In fact, fantasy images influence us more than factual images so, in
the end, all facts will be rejected in favour of fantasy and we will live in a Global Disneyland. Las
Vegas was the first hyperreal city, and it certainly won’t be the last.
To escape from the spell of mediation and representation, from its false reality, you must turn to
reason. Reason is mediated only by language and logic, not by any fantasy sensory elements. Least
mediated of all is INTUITION – and that, assisted by reason, is our best path to the unadorned truth.
Gödel was the great modern champion of intuition, and yet his impeccable message was ignored or
distorted by the sensory representationists.
One point we hope we are making loud and clear is that reality, for everyone, is based on how
their brains and minds are wired. No one is getting raw reality. However, some people – the
intuitives – have brains and minds better wired for reaching the hidden truth. We do not all have an
equal relationship with the truth. Some of us are more equal than others! Some of us are the children
of the truth; most of us are the children of representation and illusion. Science, worshipped by so
many of the “intelligentsia”, is nothing but representation.
*****
“Life is a process. It’s the interaction between matter and energy described by the laws of physics
and chemistry, the same laws that describe the falling of the rain or the shining of the stars.” –
Professor Brian Cox
Consider all of the problems with this statement. It’s implying that life is inherently materialistic and
is governed by dead laws associated with a machine universe. No explanation is given of what laws
are: how are they, where are they; how they make sense in terms of the materialist paradigm since
they themselves are not made of matter. How do they operate simultaneously and instantaneously
everywhere, contrary to Einstein’s materialist cosmic speed limit? Why are the laws of materialism

eternal and not subject to decay? Why do they never change (unlike material things!)? What is energy
– what is it really? What is matter? How does it differ from energy?
More or less everything Professor Cox said is false, highly philosophically contentious or
extremely dubious, yet this is the Mythos that science promotes as “proven” reality. Science is a
sensory version of Abrahamism. It’s a sensory faith. It’s complete representation.
*****
There are four basic attitudes to representation. Science says that the way we represent the world is
either identical to, or an extremely good and valid approximation to, true reality. Therefore, the study
of science is the study of reality, and it is the one and only reality.
Eastern religion says that the way we represent reality is wholly false. In fact, it’s an incredible
illusion. True reality is nothing like our representation of it.
Abrahamism says that reality is just as we represent it, but there is another reality beyond it, that
we will access after our death.
In this regard, Illuminism relies on Fourier mathematics and asserts that reality is fundamentally
about waves, frequencies and “vibrations”. However, by the laws of Fourier mathematics and
holography, this frequency information, which is outside space and time, can be equivalently
represented via functions in space and time.
So, Illuminism asserts that we are actually inhabiting two domains at once: one in space and time
(matter) and one outside space and time (mind). The representation of spacetime reality is, by its
nature, mathematically accurate. The trouble is that this representation is only half the story and if we
consider it the full story (as in science) then we have abolished half of reality. In fact, since mental
existence is primary, we have lost the most important half – the half outside space and time that’s
completely unaffected by our physical death.
Given the dual nature of reality (connected mind and matter) then anything that does not take this
dual representation into account is an false depiction of reality. Science is radically false because it
ignores the mental, frequency domain.
True reality is nothing like how science characterizes it. There is an entire mental domain about
which science has zero to say. If you aren’t attuned to this mental domain then reality and truth are
passing you by. Your senses provide you with a low energy spacetime depiction of frequency
functions, but they fail to provide any representation at all of the infinite mental hinterland. In truth,
the split between sensory and non-sensory reality isn’t fifty-fifty, but close to 100% non-sensory and
zero sensory (thus suggesting that Eastern religion is on the right track). The extraordinary thing is that
our consciousness is directly tied to our sensory perceptions, hence we assign those perceptions
close to 100% significance – the complete reverse of what we should be doing. Our Higher Self is
exclusively in the non-sensory domain and that’s where the truth of our eternal lives resides! All
enlightened religion is essentially about trying to overcome our “reducing valve” consciousness and
make a link to our Godlike Higher Self, our daimon.
Zeno’s Paradox
Zeno famously showed how Achilles could never beat a tortoise in a race. Zeno is right – in the
mental domain. In the mental domain, everything moves at a uniform speed, from monad to monad.
So, whatever has a head start will always remain ahead. However, when a phase change takes place
to the material world and dimensionality appears, then space and time come into being, and therefore
variable speeds. In this context, Achilles easily defeats the tortoise simply by travelling through space

faster!
Zeno’s Paradox is all about indivisible, dimensionless units (mental monads) versus divisible,
dimensional units (material monads). What Zeno did, in effect, was to locate his paradox in the
dimensionless domain. In that domain, his paradox works. It does not work in the dimensional domain
where objects can differentially speed up in space (and slow down in time).
Criticism
If you want to attack Illuminism then you must show how we have committed an error in terms of our
system, not of your system (or the establishment view which you are seeking to promote). We
completely reject the establishment position, and The God Series provides the hyperrational grounds
on which we do so. No one can accuse us of not setting out our position in immense detail, involving
a full critique of the belief systems to which we are opposed. If you put a lot of effort into refuting us
but you don’t put an equal effort into refuting what you have been taught by the establishment, it’s
plain where your sympathies lie.
Q&A
DF: “Assume I have the entire powers of Reason at my disposal. From them, I might deduce that the
number of spatial dimensions of the universe must be sufficient to allow a Hopf Bundle, that is, 1, 3 ,
7 or 15. If no solution is inherently better than any other, I have reached an impasse. It is necessary
only that 1 of 4 possibilities be true. To figure out how existence is, I have to make an observation,
look at the corner of the room for example, and see that existence has three spatial dimensions. This
would be the unavoidable ‘empirical kernel’ for existence. Illuminism seems to assert that the
‘empirical kernel’ is empty.”
The position of Illuminism is that if DF had the entire powers of Reason at his disposal, he would
rationally see the sufficient reason for one solution to be necessarily correct and the others to be
false. One solution is always inevitable. There are no doubts, vagaries, inconsistencies, stand-offs, or
anything else. If there were any such things, the universe would be unstable and would collapse.
A house cannot stand without foundations. Nor can a universe stand without perfect rational
foundations. There can’t be a single error. As for empiricism, no rationalist would ever accept
sensory evidence as any guarantee of reality. Even empiricists don’t accept it. M-theory is predicated
on 11 dimensions, with seven “rolled up” so small that they are effectively invisible. If an empiricist
theory is willing to magic seven dimensions out of thin air and make them effectively unobservable,
what’s the point of empiricism? M-theory demonstrates that no empirical evidence can be taken at
face value, yet the whole strength of empiricism is allegedly that what you see is what you get. As
soon as that’s no longer true, empiricism is refuted. It’s making an appeal to hidden variables, to
unobservables, to metaphysical considerations. There is quite simply no such thing as an unavoidable
‘empirical kernel’. In a rational system, there is always a sufficient reason for everything, and the task
is to track down what it is, not to make empirical observations that play no role at all in an analytic
system.
DF: “It is precisely because set theory allowed us to ‘count’ our bad infinities (all the way to ‘the
worst infinity’, the totality of sets in itself), that it attracted so many Platonist mathematicians. Not
every statement in Peano Arithmetic is decidable, yet every arithmetic statement is Platonically true
or false (Platonically decidable).”
The latter statement is certainly true. However, the first part of the statement is asserting that set

theory rather than number theory is the natural tool of the Platonist mathematician – which would
certainly come as news to Plato himself and his Pythagorean predecessors. Pythagoras said, “All
things are numbers” not “All things are sets.”
It is being asserted that sets are a more natural basis of counting than numbers themselves and that
a number is in some sense only properly definable in terms of sets and set logic. This is simply
Bertrand Russell’s logicist stance, and is one that has never been accepted by proper Platonists, and
nor could it ever be given “Russell’s paradox”.
DF: “To show set theory is flawed would be to show that one of its statements (the continuum
hypothesis, for example) is Platonically undecidable.”
As far as Cantor’s continuum hypothesis goes, Gödel himself said, “For if the meanings of the
primitive terms of set theory … are accepted as sound, it follows that the set-theoretical concepts and
theorems describe some well-determined reality, in which Cantor’s conjecture must be either true or
false. Hence its undecidability from the axioms being assumed today can only mean that these axioms
do not contain a complete description of that reality.”
The question then becomes one of whether any version of set theory is compatible with Platonic
ontology. The onus is on set theorists to demonstrate in what way their sets relate in any authentic way
to ontology. There is zero evidence that sets are connected with ontological numbers or the
fundamental principles of existence.
The fact that there is no universally agreed set theory for mathematics automatically shows how
dubious it is. If set theory were ontologically valid, there would be only one Platonic set theory and it
would be complete and consistent – as ontological mathematics based on number theory is. No such
set theory exists. Set theory is riddled with inconsistencies. Just consider the following statements
from Wikipedia:
Axiomatic set theory
“Elementary set theory can be studied informally and intuitively, and so can be taught in primary
schools using Venn diagrams. The intuitive approach tacitly assumes that a set may be formed from
the class of all objects satisfying any particular defining condition. This assumption gives rise to
paradoxes, the simplest and best known of which are Russell’s paradox and the Burali-Forti paradox.
Axiomatic set theory was originally devised to rid set theory of such paradoxes.
“The most widely studied systems of axiomatic set theory imply that all sets form a cumulative
hierarchy. Such systems come in two flavours, those whose ontology consists of:
“Sets alone. This includes the most common axiomatic set theory, Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory
(ZFC), which includes the axiom of choice. Fragments of ZFC include:
“Zermelo set theory, which replaces the axiom schema of replacement with that of separation;
“General set theory, a small fragment of Zermelo set theory sufficient for the Peano axioms and
finite sets;
“Kripke-Platek set theory, which omits the axioms of infinity, powerset, and choice, and weakens
the axiom schemata of separation and replacement.
“Sets and proper classes. This includes Von Neumann-Bernays-Gödel set theory, which has the
same strength as ZFC for theorems about sets alone, and Morse-Kelley set theory, which is stronger
than ZFC.
“The above systems can be modified to allow urelements, objects that can be members of sets but

that are not themselves sets and do not have any members.
“The systems of New Foundations NFU (allowing urelements) and NF (lacking them) are not
based on a cumulative hierarchy. NF and NFU include a ‘set of everything,’ relative to which every
set has a complement. In these systems urelements matter, because NF, but not NFU, produces sets for
which the axiom of choice does not hold.
“Systems of constructive set theory, such as CST, CZF, and IZF, embed their set axioms in
intuitionistic logic instead of first order logic. Yet other systems accept standard first order logic but
feature a nonstandard membership relation. These include rough set theory and fuzzy set theory, in
which the value of an atomic formula embodying the membership relation is not simply True or False.
The Boolean-valued models of ZFC are a related subject.
“An enrichment of ZFC called Internal Set Theory was proposed by Edward Nelson in 1977.”
It’s difficult to see how anyone could call this a coherent system or approach. It’s not even clear what
set theory actually is. After all, which particular version of the many set theories is to be preferred
over the others? And if none is superior to all the others, the subject is just an intellectual mess,
devoid of any sufficient reason for anything. It’s on a par with quantum theory and relativity theory.
These are two highly successful theories and yet they are mutually incompatible and no one has come
close to reconciling them. M-theory, the most complex theory in history, is the latest attempt to bring
them together, and it will unquestionably fail since M-theory, like everything else in science, is
contingent, synthetic and ad hoc.
DF: “This is harder than just showing a statement is formally undecidable. It would be to show a
problem in conceiving the actual Platonic form of set theory, rather than just a limitation of the
formalism.”
In Illuminism, Platonic Forms are restricted to the laws of ontological mathematics and are otherwise
rejected as meaningless. There are no such things, for example, as the perfect Forms of Love, Justice,
Beauty, Morality, and so on. These belong to the domain of subjective opinions, not to the domain of
objective, immutable, eternal, analytic facts. Set theory is not related to compulsory ontology.
Monads have compulsory existence. Without these compulsory building blocks of existence, nothing
else can exist. Sets have no compulsory existence whatsoever.
It’s a category error to link sets to numbers. The project of logicism was to establish arithmetic
and mathematics as products of logic, with logic being deemed a rigorous application of human
language and thinking. The absolute opposite is the case: human language and thinking are constructed
from mathematics.
Logicism is misconceived in every way. It inverts reality. Arithmetic and mathematics generate
logic, not the other way around. Set theory is a false formalism, a false ontology and utterly false
representation of reality. The set of unicorns is perfectly acceptable in terms of logic, but there are no
unicorns in the material world! There is no necessary link between form and content in Aristotelian
logic, which was one of Hegel’s main criticisms of it when he introduced dialectical logic, which
people such as Russell completely rejected. Russell was no genius. He was a pedestrian, limited
thinker.
Russell’s paradox asked whether the set of all sets that are not members of themselves is a
member of itself. If it is a member of itself, then it is not a member of itself; if it is not a member of
itself, then it is a member of itself. This paradox is fatal to set theory as an intellectual enterprise. It
has never been addressed except through arbitrary prohibitions, akin to the arbitrary prohibitions

science wields against such thing as imaginary numbers and division by zero. As soon as an arbitrary
prohibition appears, a theory is false.
DF: “Set theory thrives in what you would call ‘the bad infinite’. It can be used to construct geometric
objects that would make Plato cry. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banach%E2%80%93Tarski_paradox
“Yet, for all its excesses and possible flaws, it remains a supremely metaphysical subject.”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejnMdfFbj7k&list=PLC25C694A288E5A03
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2DY8WvSOLU&list=PLC25C694A288E5A03
The fact that set theory is associated with bad infinity does not make it true, and metaphysics is
littered with absurdities, so it’s hardly relevant. In Illuminism, metaphysics is as heavily restricted as
Plato’s Forms, and in exactly the same way. A valid metaphysical statement is one that refers to
“rational unobservables” guaranteed by the immutable a priori laws of ontological mathematics and
the principle of sufficient reason.
DF: “Mathematical systems can be split into four types:
1) Finite systems describing finite worlds, e.g. {0 = 0; 1 = 1; 0\ = 1}.
2) Finite systems describing infinite worlds, e.g. Peano arithmetic.
3) Infinite systems describing infinite worlds, e.g. Platonic arithmetic.
4) Infinite systems describing finite worlds (this is redundant and reduces in all essentials to 1).”
These statements are unclear. For one thing, they are not ontological statements but metaphysical
“Multiverse” statements. If there is only one infinite universe then it is invalid to refer to, for
example, “infinite worlds”, except in a hypothetical sense. Nor, ontologically, is there such a thing as
a “finite world” since there is no sufficient reason ontologically for an infinite world to be prevented.
(An arbitrary criterion would have to be applied to limit infinite extrapolation, but since it is
arbitrary it ipso facto has no sufficient reason.) Ontological Platonic arithmetic is, strictly, an infinite
system describing a single infinite universe. There aren’t multiple Platonic arithmetics and multiple
infinite universes. There aren’t valid infinite alternatives to Platonic arithmetic. The whole point of
Illuminism is to establish the sufficient reasons of existence, those reasons that make certain things
compulsory and conclusively forbid others.
DF: “Inconsistency is a possibility of all systems. A single inconsistency suffices to ‘wreck all
meaning’ in a system (if one sentence and its negation are both provable, then any sentence and its
negation are both provable). Contrast this to people, who have no trouble with inconsistency (their
heads don’t explode like those of robots when they encounter or realize paradox): All systems can be
consistent and complete; all systems can be consistent and incomplete.”
Reality cannot be inconsistent or incomplete. It has to be flawless. If there were a single
inconsistency or anything missing in the ontological system that describes reality then reality would
dissolve into permanent, meaningless chaos. Human beings don’t explode when they encounter
paradoxes because they are living subjects full of irrational will and desire, and they are not
algorithmic.

One point we have to stress is that mathematics is both objective and subjective. Crazy things are
allowed to happen in the subjective world that have no place within the objective world. It’s the
objective universe that is rationally flawless; the subjective world on the other hand is primarily
irrational, but is dialectically evolving towards higher rationality and objectivity (it’s a Hegelian
dialectical universe). It’s precisely because mathematics can accommodate subjectivity (in the
special domain of zero and infinity that’s separated by a dimensional firewall from the objective
world) that free will and irrational human behaviour can happen at all.
DF: “Systems of type 1 and 2 are finite, thus mechanizable. Systems of type 1 describe mathematics
as Wittgenstein saw it (only finite tautology). Systems of type 2 can describe a ‘Wittgensteinian
mathematics’ (decidable or not, but still just formalist), or they can be shadows of type 3 systems
(e.g. Peano arithmetic is a shadow of Platonic arithmetic). Systems of type 2 and 3 can be Gödelian
(consistent and incomplete, with an ‘Is provable’ predicate and matching Gödel numbering). This is
because they are shadows of ‘Platonic’ systems. Even consistent and complete systems have one
limitation: Gödelian numbering is impossible in those systems. They cannot have an ‘Is provable’
predicate formulated within the theory. In a consistent, complete theory, ‘Is provable’ == ‘Is true’ ==
‘Exists’, and existence is not a predicate.”
It was Kant who famously said that existence is not a predicate. However, existence certainly is a
predicate as far as the basic constituents of existence are concerned – or there wouldn’t be any
existence at all! Existence is compulsory for the fundamental ontological units. “God” has no
necessary existence, but monads certainly do. By the same token, “Is provable” == “Is true” ==
“Exists” is valid for the ultimate ontological principles (but not for derived principles).
*****
We thank DF for his astute questions and observations. That said, it’s the duty of DF and the new
generation of mathematicians to start thinking philosophically, metaphysically and ontologically about
mathematics, and to start creating a new mathematical paradigm, or bringing about a rebirth of
Pythagorean-Platonic-Cartesian-Leibnizian-Gödelian mathematics.
Which Side are You On?
You have two choices. You can go on supporting the status quo (the establishment view), or you can
champion new thinking, even if you have some reservations about it. Would you rather have
something new, or stick with the old, the familiar and the failed?
You will never understand Illuminism if you endorse scientific materialism, logicism, logical
positivism, empiricism, formalism or set theory. In fact, you will never understand Illuminism unless
you are an intuitive Platonist. Gödel was: the rest of his profession wasn’t. They took their lead from
sensing types such as David Hilbert and Bertrand Russell.
The First Rank
The leading nations of the world are the European powers, America, Canada, Japan and Australia.
Coming up fast are China, Russia, India and Brazil. There is not a single Islamic nation in the first
rank of nations even though they account for a fifth of the world’s population. The vast majority of
Islamic nations are backward (in fact, only Turkey, thanks to its European heritage, is in any way
“modern”). They are anachronistic and belong to an earlier age of history, that of at least a thousand
years ago. They have never evolved. They have never had a Renaissance, Reformation or

Enlightenment.
The stupidity of Islam is one of the key concerns of today’s world since it affects so many people.
This question is central to contemporary politics. Islam is now identified as the religion of Terrorism,
of global Jihad. Islam is seen as a “problem” by all non-Islamic countries. Numerous Islamic
countries are “failed States”, or are convulsed by civil war between different Islamic factions, or are
in various stages of Revolution, or are being propped up by Western aid.
In many ways, the fate of Islam is central to the future development of the world. If Islamic
attitudes prevail, humanity will be dragged back to the caves. If the rest of humanity leaps forward,
Islam will collapse.
Islam is the quintessential religion of identity control. A Muslim is expected to pray five times a
day, every day. The five prayer times are: Fajr (dawn to sunrise), Zohar (noon), Asar (afternoon),
Magrib (after sunset until dusk) and Isha (dusk until dawn). In other words, the whole 24-hour-day is
covered, and you be dragged out of your bed to pray in the middle of the night (as in the classic
brainwashing technique of sleep deprivation). If that’s not enough, Muslims must pray communally on
Friday (the Islamic “Sabbath” day).
A Muslim is expected to exhaustively plan to go on the Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca. During
Ramadan, Muslims must fast for a month. Muslims must at all times be preoccupied with whether
things are halal (permitted) or haraam (forbidden). Muslim men are expected to grow beards and to
wear distinctive Islamic clothing. Women are expected to wear hijabs (head scarves), niqabs (face
veils) and burqas (full body cover, with a mesh screen to look through). Muslim boys must be
circumcised and many girls are also subject to genital mutilation. All Muslims are expected to
comply with Sharia Law. Muslims are expected to keep their distance from kuffar (infidels). All
Muslims are expected to engage in jihad (holy struggle with themselves, or with enemies of Islam).
Martyrdom is relentlessly promoted by Islam. All Muslims are expected to memorize the Koran.
Islamic universities are not permitted to teach anything that contradicts the Koran.
Islam is a system of absolute control. Islam means “submission” and all Muslims must be
submissive to Allah at all times. No one other than weak submissives could ever be attracted to
Islam. Muslims must kneel and bow to their God, and beg him for mercy and compassion. Women are
expected to be neither seen nor heard and must defer to man at all times. Women are considered
inferior to men and their testimony in a court of law is weighed only half of that of a man.
In every way, Islam is offensive to human reason and dignity. It is a brainwashing system that
infects people’s consciousness with the Islamic virus and ensures that they have Islam on their minds
all day every day. Muslims can’t think about anything other than Islam. They are never more than a
few hours away from the next prayer. No one ever escapes.
Judaism is as appalling as Islam and prescribes 620 commandments for Jews to obey. Virtually
everything we said about Islam is equally true of Judaism (and, in fact, Mohammed simply stole the
Jewish religious modus operandi, especially its brainwashing techniques which ensure that Judaism
is always on the minds of Jews, always dictating their identity).
Christianity became the world’s most successful religion (and almost all of the first rank of
nations have a Christian heritage), precisely because Christianity did not control people’s identity to
nearly the same extent as Muslims and Jews. These days, most “Christians” barely do anything
religious at all. Going to church on Sunday is pretty much it for most practising Christians. Therefore,
Christian nations have been able to devote themselves to capitalism, science, technology, and so on.
The Koran is the deadliest and most dangerous book in history because it has made more people
stupid than any other. If any book should be cast to the flames, it’s the Koran. Not a single word of it

would be missed by future humanity.
If Muslims memorised Euclid’s Elements, his classic book on geometry, rather than Mohammed’s
Koran, they would now be running the world. (Note that Elements was written nine hundred years
before the Koran!) The future of the world is all about intelligence. The country that devotes all of its
energies to optimising the intelligence of its people will become the world’s superpower, and the
glory of the cosmos. Any country that made The God Series its “holiest” text would dominate the
world within a single generation.
In the West, the primary obstacle to progress is not religion but the privileged elite. They have
absolutely no interest in maximising the intelligence of the people – because that would result in their
own overthrow! They would be replaced by a meritocracy.
*****
According to Oxfam, the net income last year of the word’s 100 richest people was $240 billion,
while billions of people live in extreme poverty on less than $1.25 dollars per day. The wealth of
these 100 super rich people could end extreme poverty four times over, Oxfam said.
Shouldn’t these 100 people therefore be named and shamed as the most evil people in human
history? They are the world’s greatest mass murderers since tens of millions of people die each year
because of the resources they have been denied by the greedy, arrogant rich.
The top 100 richest people should be pariahs, shunned and denounced by all decent human beings.
*****
In “Communist” China, the top 10% now take home nearly 60% of the income. The financial crisis
has actually widened the gap in favour of the rich, not reduced it. If financial crises make the rich
richer, you can be sure they’re already planning the next one!
Getting rid of the capitalist elite and Islam (and Abrahamism in general) must be the primary
objectives of New Humanity.
*****
No one has ever fought for the cause of capitalism, i.e. to allow a greedy, rich elite to lord it over
countless workers. When capitalist powers go to war, they always appeal to faith, family, flag,
freedom, or democracy. They never invoke capitalism. No one on earth would go to war to defend
Wall Street.
No one has any sympathy for the super rich. When revolutions come, the rich are slaughtered. No
one likes them, no one cares about them, no one wants to defend them. Without their money and
power, the rich are the most despicable and despised of all human beings, without a friend or
sympathiser in the world.
The rich will surely reap what they have sown. They have had utter contempt for others, and, when
the Reckoning comes, everyone will have contempt for them. No one will shed a tear for their grim
fate. They brought it upon themselves.
It Won’t Work
We often hear people saying things such as, “Meritocracy won’t work ... except in some place like
Iceland.” Well, never forget that plenty of people in history said that get that democracy would never
work, and, indeed, it was abandoned following the downfall of Athens and didn’t resurface until
millennia later. There’s no democracy on earth today that has as good democratic institutions as
Athens had. They are all ersatz democracies. Look at the UK – it’s actually a constitutional monarchy,

not a democracy. The people of the UK aren’t citizens but subjects of their Queen. America was
founded as a Republic of Laws based on the Constitution. You can have such a system without
democracy.
So, learn your history and stop whining that meritocracy is impossible. Everything is deemed
impossible by those who moan, until the non-moaners make it possible. The only truly impossible
task is to get the negative, whining moaners to stop being negative, and to stop whining and moaning.
Multiculturalism
Multiculturalism is the doctrine that separate cultures should be allowed to develop within one
society. Immigrants to a nation are not assimilated or integrated with the existing population. Rather,
they are absorbed by their specific multicultural grouping. Britain is the classic multicultural nation.
Pakistanis, for example, come to Britain unable to speak English. They wear Pakistani clothes, speak
Pakistani, eat Pakistani food, follow Pakistani cultural practices, adhere to Pakistani Islam, support
the Pakistani cricket team against England, marry Pakistanis and live in exclusively Pakistani ghettos.
These people are in no sense British. They are Pakistanis living in Britain.
The politically correct British elite regard this as healthy and wonderful. Britain, you see, no
longer has any identity. It is a patchwork of separate cultures, evolving separately according to
wholly different cultural standards.
Harmful cultural practices, especially religious ones, are readily accepted and it is deemed
“racist” to speak out against them.
So, grotesquely intolerant practices imported from Pakistan become completely tolerated by the
British establishment. The British toffs live, of course, in exclusive parts of the country where no
immigrants are ever to be found. It’s not their beautiful rural homes that are in multicultural Britain.
Multicultural Britain is a phenomenon of big, poor urban areas.
Circumcision II
If a 21-yr-old adult man were ordered by his father to have a circumcision to gratify the father’s
religious beliefs, the son would resist in every way. Which is why circumcision is carried out on
innocent eight-day-old babies who can’t defend themselves. Circumcision is sick and evil. It must be
completely banned in any civilized society that respects the rights of children. If it’s not acceptable
for adults, it’s certainly not acceptable for defenceless babies.
Matter and Mental Atoms
A philosopher said it was “obvious” that we are made only of material atoms. This shows how
foolish many philosophers are. Such a person gives no consideration at all to the possibility of
unobservable mental atoms (monads). In other words, he’s just another WYSIWYG empiricist
philosopher who dismisses rationalism without any conceivable sufficient reason. He is someone
completely locked into his sensory biases and preconceptions, hence is not a real philosopher at all.
That’s the trouble with most philosophers – they’re hopeless at it!

Teddy Bears
Children go to bed cuddling a teddy bear. If they ever met a real bear, it would eat them! A BBC
wildlife documentary tracked a female polar bear and her cub through an Arctic season. The most
extraordinary aspect of the film was that it showed that really the only thing that mattered to the polar
bears was feeding. This was literally a matter of life or death for them. If carnivores don’t keep
eating meat, they die. But what does “eating meat” mean? It means hunting and killing other creatures.
In other words, all carnivores are really only concerned with one thing – killing other life. A huge
amount of the mental energy of our world is dedicated to how to kill other things in this world of ours.
This is a KILLER PLANET.
Star Wars features a “death star”, but Earth is the ultimate death planet.
We humans are ourselves mostly carnivores and unquestionably have the ancestry of brutal
carnivores. We are the most expert killers on the planet. If, unprepared, we encounter a polar bear, it
will certainly kill us. If we can prepare, we will certainly kill it. We are the great planners of death.
That’s our supreme advantage over wild animals.
War and violence are human specialities. We engage in them even when there’s no need! What
does that say about humanity? We are experts at planning how to kill. We are the calculators of death,
the death schemers. Should we be surprised that the shitty world we live in is the way it is?
*****
In the West, most people eat cows, pigs, sheep, chickens and dear. Why don’t we eat horses and,
above all, DOGS?! Let’s get chomping on our neighbours’ pets next time they bark at us!
The Gravy Train
If you and your close friends and allies could set up remuneration committees whereby you could all
decide what each other should be paid, what do you think would happen? Would your pay go up or
down? Remuneration committees in the corporate world operate on precisely this basis. They are
composed of people who will all personally benefit from generous remuneration packages. If I’m on
the remuneration committee of one company, and I have a member of that company as a member of the
remuneration committee of my company, there’s only going to be one outcome. We will both say that
each company must pay top dollar to its executives. That, astoundingly, is how corporate
“governance” works. It’s a gangster racket. It ought to be illegal. Remuneration should be established
according to published metrics set by a Meritocratic Supreme Court.
Psychological Characteristics
Preference
Extraverts
Introverts
Sensing
Intuitive
Thinking
Feeling

Males
45.9%
54.1%
71.1%
28.3%
56.5%
43.5%

Females
52.5%
47.5%
74.9%
25.1%
24.5%
75.5%

Total
49.3%
50.7%
73.3%
26.7%
40.2%
59.8%

Judging
52.0%
Perceiving 48.0%

56.2%
43.8%

54.1%
45.9%

The most significant results are that sensing types outnumber intuitives three to one and feeling types
outnumber thinking types three to two. The world is mostly geared up for feeling sensing types.
Men are slightly less extraverted than women. Thinking men outnumber feeling men by three to
two, but feeling women outnumber thinking women by three to one (hence the content of women’s
magazines).
A Daughter’s Story to her Mother
“The other day my 6-year-old daughter said she remembered being in my tummy and that before that
she was in this place where it was all light and all she had to do was think of something and it would
happen. She said she didn’t have a body. She said the last thing she thought is, ‘I want a mom’. She
said she picked me as her mom but had to wait for me. Then suddenly she said she popped into my
tummy and she thought to herself, ‘Where am I?’ She said half of her stayed in the light place where
she came from and the other half went into the body in my tummy. She said she heard this sound that
went ‘boom boom...boom boom...boom boom.’ That must have been my heartbeat. She said she could
hear my muffled voice and that everything was pink and purple and she heard a swishing noise (blood
pumping?). Then she said the day she was born when she came out of my tummy she got out and said,
‘Oh my God, what is this horrible place?’ (Welcome to Hell!) And she said she wasn’t ready to come
out. Oops, I induced labor! She said, ‘Mom, I know everything. We are the universe. We have the
world in us and I came from God’s belly button.’ She said she tried to warn me when I was around
evil people by kicking but I wouldn’t listen. And she was a very active fetus and is now an advanced
6-year-old gymnast in a class with 12 year olds! She also said she could see everything I saw.
(Probably psychically because she literally reads my mind all the time) She came up with this all on
her own!!! Isn’t she amazing?”
Anti-Privilege
Imagine that you showed a classroom of five-year-olds a short film about a boy and a girl living in a
luxury mansion and receiving a mountain of luxury Christmas gifts, and then showed them another
short film of a boy and a girl living in a shack and getting nothing for Christmas. All you need to do is
ask the children, “Is that fair?” You emphasize that the boy and girl in each film had done nothing at
all to deserve luxury or poverty, but that it was all to do with the wealth of their parents. Then you ask
the children if their fate in life should be completely controlled not by themselves and their own
efforts but by those of their parents. Even at five, children will know that they want to be their own
masters. If you repeated these films and this message to children week after week, privilege would be
overthrown. Which group would do everything in their power to resist this message? THE
PRIVILEGED!
Mammon
Money is society’s religion, so bankers, economists and the super rich are its priest, popes, prophets
and preachers. Their sparkling glass and steel towers are their cathedrals, and their religion is
relayed via stock markets, interest rates, and credit ratings. Their propaganda dominates the media.
The whole world bows and kneels to the rich. They have what everyone else wants.
“Money mediates transactions; ritual mediates experience, including social experience. Money

provides a standard for evaluating worth; ritual standardises situations, and so helps to evaluate them.
Money makes a link between the present and the future, so does ritual. The more we reflect on the
richness of the metaphor, the more it becomes clear that this is no metaphor. Money is only an
extreme and specialised type of ritual.” – Anthropologist Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger
The exchange of money is the ultimate ritual. The annual bonus, the annual performance review, the
annual setting of performance related pay – all wondrous rituals, where human beings are at their
most unctuous and deceptive.
Reverence for money = the worship of false gods. Hasn’t that always been the true religious
equation? Yet, everywhere, Mammon is triumphant. If he is false, then people crave his lies. They
wallow in his fraud, in his phoniness, in his fake world.
Money is the supreme false idol, the graven image we are always warned against and yet, like the
Hebrews fashioning their golden calf, we can’t get enough of it. As soon as God’s back is turned, the
people always revert to their true God. Protestant capitalism became so successful – and the guiding
ideology of America – because it combined God and Mammon into one. Once wealth was established
as the surest sign of God’s favour, the rich became the ELECT, the Chosen People – and no one dared
oppose them. To say that the world is ruled by the super rich is to make a religious statement about
the sanctity of money. Money is now HOLY.
Right and Wrong
Dr Pangloss – absurdly optimistic and wrong.
Cassandra – absurdly pessimistic and right.
So, are you a Panglossian or a Cassandrian?
Selective Blindness
“Nobody could see it coming” – the mantra of all those in high positions who failed to see the
financial crash coming, despite it being their job to see it coming.
The truth was that none of them wanted to see it coming, so they didn’t, just as the masses didn’t
want to see the Emperor in his “new clothes” naked, and so they didn’t. No one wants a little punk
shouting out the truth, and, if he does, he’s simply ignored.
Governments employ thousands of economists, and almost no psychologists, sociologists or
philosophers. What does that say about our society? Even worse, this economic priesthood are no
more effective than ancient soothsayers examining animal entrails for the patterns of the future. Why
isn’t economics taught alongside theology, or even astrology, rather as something related to
mathematics and science?
The Disappearance
If all Abrahamists vanished from Earth tomorrow, if they were all “raptured”, the world would
instantly be an enormously better place, and the rest of us could then build Heaven on Earth. The
Abrahamists are those who are preventing Paradise.

Hell on Earth
“The world is so full of lies that even the truth is a lie.” – MH
Hollywood and Wall Street – what a combination! Is that the true axis of Evil? All the sins of
humanity are right there. Add in lawyers, politicians and advertisers and you have the supreme unholy
alliance.
If you were to ask what professions were most corrupt, who would come out on top? Politicians,
bankers and traders, economists, lawyers, journalists, police, the media, preachers. Isn’t it
remarkable that the “leaders” of society are seen as utterly venal and vile?
Hollywood Hell
“There is such a high concentration of narcissism there that it should be called Los Assholes instead
of Los Angeles. 9 out of 10 people are psychopaths. They are allergic to the Truth. They start melting
if you tell the truth. That is after they stop staring at you like you are some kind of alien. It’s truly an
asylum within the asylum that we live all live in.
“I’m told I am known for ‘doing quality, consistent events and for my kindness’. Kindness is in
such short supply there that you can actually be known for it. If kindness was the norm I might be
known for a skill. It’s not a bad thing to be known for kindness it’s just the exception in Hollywood so
I guess I stand out. But my kindness came with naiveté so I had to make some changes. ... When I was
a child I wouldn’t even touch the Bible in church. Both it and the guy in the robe gave me the creeps.
And all the jerks I knew were dressed up pretending to be nice so they could go back and be evil for
six days until they got to get dressed up again and pretend to be nice again. The whole thing is
absolutely astonishing that I as a five year old child could see things more clearly that billions of
grown adults. It’s so OBVIOUS!”
Thinking
Descartes showed that the very fact that someone was thinking proved that he existed. To put it
another way, thinking – mental activity – is the surest proof of existence. Surely the same line of
argument can be applied to the cosmos itself. It exists because it thinks, because of its mental activity.
Without that, it would not exist. We are all here, and the universe itself is here, because existence is
mental – because it thinks! The universe thinks therefore it is.
Dual Representation
Given that mathematics is at the core of science, science’s most extraordinary flaw is its abject
failure to understand Fourier mathematics. Fourier mathematics is all about frequency functions,
outside space and time, being mapped to functions in space and time. The same information can be
represented in two different ways. The rational thing to do is to assume the existence of both
domains, but what science does is to accept the existence of the spacetime domain, while completely
denying the existence of a frequency domain outside space and time. This frequency domain is treated
as a mathematical abstraction rather than an ontological reality, and all the weird and wonderful (and
rather ludicrous) conundrums and paradoxes of quantum mechanics (which is based on Fourier
mathematics) flow from the impossible task of trying to conjure a depiction of a single-domain reality

from a mathematical tool that is inherently about a dual-domain reality.
Imagine trying to explain the Cold War on the basis that the West was real and the Eastern bloc an
unreal abstraction. It wouldn’t make any sense at all, and nor do conventional interpretations of
quantum mechanics. As soon as people say, with straight faces, that a cat can be simultaneously both
dead and alive, you know that the reality principle has disintegrated and pure nonsense is being
spouted. The tragedy is that scientists would rather talk garbage than abandon empiricism and
materialism and embrace rationalism and idealism.
You simply cannot have a spacetime representation of reality without first having an eternal
domain of mind, outside space and time. That is the central fact of existence. The frequency domain is
primary, and the spacetime domain is an alternative way of representing it (or part of it, to be more
precise, since the mental domain is almost infinitely vaster than the spacetime representation of lowenergy mental frequencies).
When you take these considerations to their logical conclusion, the only valid way of
understanding the reality we encounter is via the concept of the quintessential Fourier object – the
hologram. The hologram is the proper way to understand quantum mechanics and it beggars belief
that no mainstream scientist has ever provided a holographic interpretation of quantum mechanics to
replace the absurd empiricist positivist Copenhagen Interpretation. The holographic treatment of
quantum mechanics would lead to an instant paradigm shift in science.
The key to the holographic paradigm is an independent domain (Singularity) of mind based on
infinite energy waves outside space and time (which Illuminism precisely defines via the generalised
Euler Formula), which ipso facto refutes empiricism and materialism. This is the domain of the
afterlife, the soul, of God, of the Collective Unconscious, of noumenal reality. The spacetime Fourier
projection that we encounter via our senses (the so-called material world), only represents a tiny
sliver of all this energy, because most energy is of too high frequency to be represented within the
highly constrained spacetime domain (high energy waves can exist only within singularities).
Science has catastrophically attempted to understand reality on the basis of one relatively
unimportant aspect of it: the limited spacetime representation that we encounter with our senses.
Everything else is dismissed as “unreal”. Absence of evidence is taken as evidence of absence.
Anything that cannot in principle be brought into sensory awareness is dismissed as non-existent and
the product of fantasy. Thus science ridicules the concept of the soul, of the mind as an independent
entity, of free will, of a frequency domain outside space and time.
Science is almost offensively unimaginative, unintuitive, irrational and anti-intellectual. It is based
on a preposterous, quasi-religious devotion to the fallible human senses.
Chance Encounters?
Science was once wholly deterministic. The universe was envisaged as a clockwork mechanism
which would unfold in a 100% predictable way. This view was undermined by the advent of
probabilistic, indeterministic quantum mechanics.
Science is now based on what might be called “statistical determinism”. This means that, across
countless trillions of particles, all of the potential oddities implied by quantum mechanics are
smoothed out, leaving a highly regulated, predictable world that operates, at the macro level, entirely
deterministically. So, science continues to deny that there is any such thing as free will, where minds
freely choose to carry out actions without any reference to deterministic compulsion.
According to science, there are no such things as “chance encounters”. Jungian synchronicity is
viewed as absurd woo woo.

The central experience any human being has, even more immediate than anything relating to the
senses, is his awareness that he is free and can make choices. Science eagerly embraces the senses,
but rejects freedom. Science is astonishingly perverse in its detestation of freedom. All scientists are
effectively mentally ill if they genuinely consider themselves unfree automatons!

Hyperreality
Jean Baudrillard argued that objective reality has vanished and been replaced by a simulacrum based
on the endless reproduction of images, soundbites, memes, and so on. While Baudrillard is certainly
right that the role of the media and images is fundamental to the nature of our world, he’s wrong that
reality has disappeared. Reality never existed in the first place! How can anyone say that the Jews
worshipping Jehovah, the Muslims slaughtering infidels in the name of Mohammed, the Christians
burning witches, and so on, ever inhabited reality? Humanity lived in a fantasy world from the get go.
The only things that change as the years pass are the nature of the fantasy and the technology that
supports and spreads it. Reality has never been part of this equation.
In our world, the control of the image is paramount, and corporations, governments, religions,
advertisers, media moguls and the super rich have an absolute lock over it.
“Trahison des Clercs”
This phrase, translated as the ”Treason of the Intellectuals [or scholars]” denounces thinkers who
compromise their intellectual honesty for economic or political reasons – to advance their careers
and status. An intellectual without his integrity is no longer an intellectual. He abandons philosophy
for sophistry. He’s on the make and on the take, and cares nothing for truth and principle.
The financial meltdown of 2008 exposed the fact that as many as 99% of practising economists
were guilty of “Trahison des Clercs”. They were entirely in the service and pay of banks and
financial institutions, doing everything they could to promote the interests of the banks and financial
institutions, and receiving hefty consultancy fees and places on boards in exchange. Economics should
no longer be considered as an academic subject. It’s prostitution, pure and simple, with financially
motivated economists selling themselves to the highest bidder and espousing economic positions that
will directly benefit their paymasters and themselves.
Any poll of economists would reveal that they are overwhelmingly right wing, and free-market
dogmatists. Economics is not a “neutral” subject: it’s the “academic” propaganda wing of the super
rich.
Four Lives
“All human beings have three lives: public, private, and secret.” – Gabriel García Márquez
We also have a fourth life – the “liminal life” – the interface between private and public, and
between private and secret.
Rorschach Test
The Rorschach inkblot test elicits different responses from left-brained and right-brained people.
Those with a dominant right hemisphere show an imaginative, emotional, creative response. Leftbrain dominants show standard, stereotypical responses. The left brain provides an ordinary response
and the right brain an extraordinary one.

Psychoid
“For just as a man has a body which is no different in principle from that of an animal, so also his
psychology has whole series of lower storeys in which the spectres from humanity’s past epochs still
dwell, then the animal souls from the age of Pithecanthropus and the hominids, then the ‘psyche’ of the
cold-blooded saurian, and, deepest down of all, the transcendental mystery and paradox of the
sympathetic and parasympathetic psychoid processes.” – Jung
Jung and Freud famously studied the human psyche, which is located, of course, in the mental domain.
Clearly, the psyche is related to the physical (or it wouldn’t be able to cause bodies to move, or to
react to physical events). If we talk about the physical and psychical worlds, we must also talk about
some kind of interface or link that allows them to interact with each other. Jung believed that the
“psychoid archetype” (or set of such archetypes) performed this role. Psychoid means “psyche-like;
quasi-psychic”. It is neither strictly part of the psychic domain, not is it physical. It inhabits the
twilight zone in between where things are neither physical nor mental (quantum particles inhabit this
same domain since they are non-local, hence mental, but capable of localizing at a specific place with
a certain probability, hence physical).
The psychoid archetype belongs to the unobservable, deepest layer of the collective unconscious.
It was the first psycho-physical archetype since it’s the sine qua non for all the rest. That is, mind
cannot start to be associated with matter unless the “translator” that allows mind and matter to
communicate is first in place. The psychoid archetype establishes all of the protocols that allow
matter to affect mind and mind to affect matter.
Not surprisingly, it was Jung’s work on the psychoid archetype that attracted the attention of Nobel
laureate physicist Wolfgang Pauli. He was seeking an answer to the calamitous “measurement
problem” of quantum mechanics, according to which (in influential interpretations of quantum
mechanics) the quantum world “collapses” and becomes real only when someone performs an
observation. Pauli thought the psychoid archetype might provide the necessary link between physical
events under observation and the mind of the scientist studying them.
Jung and Pauli had an idea of an objective order transcending both the human mind and the
external world, and ordering both.
So, “psychoid” relates to the bridge between the psychic and non-psychic realms. If psychic
elements are either explicitly conscious or capable of intruding into conscious, psychoid elements
have no such possibilities. They can never become conscious. They are like the operating system of a
computer, while software applications correspond to the conscious elements.
Jung suggested that there might be “psychoid processes at both ends of the psychic scale.” If we
imagine the conventional psyche as the visible spectrum of electromagnetic radiation then there is
“stuff” above (corresponding to ultra violet and beyond) and stuff below (the “psychic infra-red”, as
Jung named it). The primitive stuff below the psyche cannot be made into consciousness, but nor, in
this view, can the stuff above the psyche. This belongs to “God consciousness”, so to speak, and
cannot be brought into the consciousness of any ordinary mind. However, an enlightened person – on
the verge of gnosis – can incorporate these higher elements, and indeed it’s when these elements are
embraced that gnosis becomes possible.
Jung considered that the “psychic infra-red” was the “biological instinctual psyche” that

“gradually passes over into the physiology of the organism and thus merges with its chemical and
physical conditions.” These archetypes belong to the vegetative nervous system, with the reflexes and
instincts, with physiology, and go all the way down to basic matter.
So, Jung has three classes of archetypes:
1) “infra-red” archetypes = the psychoid (quasi-psychic) archetypes.
2) “visible” archetypes = the normal psychic archetypes that feed consciousness.
3) “ultraviolet” archetypes = the spiritual (super psychic) archetypes.
These archetypes all belong to the Collective Unconscious.
A Second Consciousness?
“If the unconscious can contain everything that is known to be a function of consciousness, then we
are faced with the possibility that it too, like consciousness, possesses a subject, a sort of ego. This
conclusion finds expression in the common and ever-recurring use of the term ‘subconsciousness’.
The latter term is certainly open to misunderstanding, as either it means what is ‘below
consciousness,’ or it postulates a ‘lower’ and secondary consciousness. At the same time this
hypothetical ‘subconsciousness,’ which is immediately associated with a ‘superconsciousness,’
brings out the real point of my argument: the fact, namely, that a second psychic system coexisting
with consciousness – no matter what qualities we suspect it of possessing – is of absolutely
revolutionary significance in that it could radically alter our view of the world. Even if no more than
the perceptions taking place in such a second psychic system were carried over into egoconsciousness, we should have the possibility of enormously extending the bounds of our mental
horizon.” – Jung
In fact, Jung, like Freud, should have created a tripartite psyche. Freud had the id, the ego and the
superego. Jung should have posited a “Lower Self”, “Self” (= Ego) and “Higher Self”. Each is the
organising centre of numerous other psychic components at each level.
1) Lower Self = subconsciousness.
2) Self = consciousness.
3) Higher Self = superconsciousness.
Our Lower Self is like the id, seeking to drag us down to animalism. Our Higher Self is seeking to
raise us up towards divinity. Our empirical Self is the go-between. Like the Freudian ego it has to
mediate between conflicting pressures – it has to choose whether we should go higher or lower. In
Gnosticism, the Lower Self is the entity that dragged us into the hell of the material world. The Higher
Self is the entity that seeks to return us to heaven. The Self stands in the middle – confused and
uncertain. Feelings and sensations tend to drag us further into the sensory, material domain. Reason
and intuition direct our attention to higher things. We are always in a battle between these conflicting
elements. We’re trapped between matter and spirit, sensuality and reason.
What was “the Fall”? It was when humanity succumbed to the spell of lust and the delights of the
senses. What of “the Rise”? It’s when we become rational and raise our eyes and ambitions to the
heavens.

Lumen Naturae (the Light of Nature)
“There are, therefore, two kinds of knowledge in this world: an eternal and a temporal. The eternal
springs directly from the light of the Holy Spirit, but the other directly from the Light of Nature.” –
Paracelsus
Lumen Dei (the light of God): the light proceeding from the unmanifest Godhead.
Lumen Naturae (the light of Nature): the light hidden in matter and the forces of nature.
The knowledge of the Divine Light may be glimpsed through intuition. The knowledge of the Light of
Nature needs to be unlocked by reason. For the alchemists, only the Great Work could make our
minds fully receptive to both kinds of knowledge and light.
Paracelsus said that the divine and natural light were trapped in matter by a Demiurge called
Hylaster (from hyle, “matter,” and astrum, “star”). We might say that starlight is light mediated by
this Demiurge, hence does not carry the truth, but deception. Only when we transcend matter do we
see the true light.
“[The alchemists] discovered that in the very darkness of nature a light is hidden, a little spark
[scintilla] without which the darkness would not be darkness…the lumen naturae is the light of the
darkness itself, which illuminates its own darkness, and this light the darkness comprehends” – Jung
“This light is the lumen naturae which illuminates consciousness.” – Jung
“No light, but rather darkness visible.” – Milton
Just as mind is hidden in matter, so is light hidden in darkness. Mind and light must be set free!
“Since consciousness has always been described in terms derived from the behaviour of light, it is in
my view not too much to assume that these multiple luminosities correspond to tiny conscious
phenomena.” – Jung
There is indeed an extremely close relationship between pure energy waves (of which light waves
are one kind), mind and consciousness.
The lumen naturae illuminate consciousness. In ancient times, it was said that the World Soul
spewed out divine sparks: particles of wisdom (Sophia) or of Logos (Reason) or the spirit of God.
By collecting and reassembling these fiery sparks, we release the light and soul from their prison in
“dark matter”.
Numen
Numen (Latin; plural numina): in ancient Roman religion, a deity or spirit presiding over a thing or
place; a guiding principle, force, or spirit; the spirit believed by animists to inhabit certain natural
objects; creative energy regarded as a guiding genius or demon dwelling within a person; a way to
refer to the divine power of a living emperor; a way to refer to a living emperor without literally
calling him “God”. Numen is to be strictly distinguished from deus (god). How much trouble would
the world have been spared if Jesus Christ had been referred to as numen rather than deus?

Wikipedia: “The word numen is also used by sociologists to refer to the idea of magical power
residing in an object, particularly when writing about ideas in the western tradition. When used in this
sense, numen is nearly synonymous with mana. However, some authors reserve use of mana for ideas
about magic from Polynesia and southeast Asia.”
Numinous: denoting, being, or relating to a numen; divine; supernatural; mysterious; awe-inspiring;
arousing spiritual or religious emotions; spiritually elevating or elevated; filled with or characterized
by a sense of a supernatural presence, e.g. a numinous place; sublime.
*****
Numen lumen: the light of the numen; spiritual light; intellectual light.
Your Mind or the Mind of the “Other”?
KNN: “Wikipedia says about ‘Chapel Perilous’:
‘Chapel Perilous is also an occult term referring to a psychological state in which an individual
cannot be certain if they have been aided or hindered by some force outside the realm of the natural
world, or if what appeared to be supernatural interference was a product of their own imagination. It
was first used as an occult term by the late writer and philosopher Robert Anton Wilson (1932–2007)
in his book Cosmic Trigger. According to Wilson, being in this state leads the subject to become
either stone paranoid or an agnostic. In his opinion there is no third way.’
“To be frank, I absolutely dislike Robert Anton Wilson because he’s a pedestrian thinker, and is the
New-Agey libertarian’s Bertrand Russell, but this is something that he has a point about and that I’ve
been racking my brain over, going in circles unsuccessfully trying to answer.
“From the looks of it, Chapel Perilous can also be re-framed as a rational attempt to deduce
whether or not a subjective experience has objective a priori value to it or not. If framed in this
perspective, then this is a problem that every philosopher since Berkeley has been racking their
brains over, and each one has broken their teeth on it at every attempt. Berkeley, Hume, Kant all tried
and flopped on the first few hurdles. The postmodernists and poststructuralists decided to accept that
they couldn’t answer the question within their frame of reference and so resorted to the type of
pseudo-solipsism as seen in the ‘free play of signifiers’. Hegel avoided such a rationalist proof
altogether and decided to produce an entire system to explain everything, but didn’t deal with said
rational attempt (as far as I know). Leibniz obviously worked on it but never published it. The
empiricists and scientists ignore it and deny subjectivity altogether by embracing positivism, thus
never having to face this question of subjectivity.
“As far as I can see, this question of determining subjectivity has been the bane of just about
everyone who ever stepped too far beyond ordinary questioning and asked the big questions, but
publicly nobody has ever grappled it down. For me, it’s a personal mission to be able to answer this
question. I must be able to develop a rational, a priori means to deduce the difference between a
subjective imaginary experience and objective experience.
“Some of the problems involved:
• If you bring up a past life memory that is vivid and accurate, how can you tell whether or not you are
just tuning into the collective unconscious of someone else, or just into the general collective
unconscious and creating something out of thin air? Vividness, for example, will convince most
people but vividness in itself does not mean that it’s true – just that it’s vivid. Empirical tests would

involve being able to draw on memories to reproduce a language and to describe the culture of that
past life, but then even that test falls prey to the subjectivity problem.
• How can you know the difference between telepathic influence of a stronger mind over a weaker
mind in a normal setting, and how can it be different than general synchronicity? [Perhaps this
question is a bit too vague, but you talked about discerning the difference between just telepathic
suggestion for the psychic reading the seat of the person in the auditorium versus an actual
prediction.]
• If you are in trance or in an OBE and conversing with beings you meet in those altered states, how
do you know that they are not your unconscious?
• These are all just restatements of Descartes’ dream argument, and all of these are just variations of
being able to deduce a rational, a priori means to tell whether or not your subjective experience is
entirely subjective or has some objective truth value to it.
“To me, the only way to answer this question is to refer back to the fundamental principles (causality,
the arche and the eternal, immutable laws), to narrow down the nature of answering the question by
imposing restrictions (such as laws of thought) and to embrace a systems approach, such as that of
complex systems. Perhaps one would have to start from the fundamental principles and construct a
model of the psyche and of a subjective experience such as this, and try to explain it from that
standpoint.
“This question, to me, is much like The Wasteland or The Zone, and if one can seriously answer it
then there’s an instant place among history for that answer, and it’s a hard answer since some of the
finest minds broke down here. It reminds me a lot of Gödel’s problems of self-reference and whether
or not the consistency of a system can be proved within a system – it can’t. Does the same issue apply
then to subjectivity? Are we doomed forever just to take a stance? I’m of the persuasion that there is a
means, but that one just has to be imaginative enough to devise it. I’ll never accept the functionalist
stance of the cognitive psychologists with respect to memories and the dream argument. There
absolutely has to be an answer.
“The reason I’m asking you is whether or not this has already been answered and whether or not
I’m wasting my time or have not understood something in your works. Perhaps I’m going at it from too
rationalist of a point of view and not looking at the forms of intuitive apprehension, but the latter only
seems to sidestep the issue.”
*****
A. For a human mind, it’s impossible to be certain. Think of it like this. You have your own mind.
Let’s call this your “small” mind. However, you are also linked to every other mind. Let’s call this
interconnected mind your “large” (expanded) mind. How can you distinguish between what has come
from your small mind and what has come from your large mind? After all, both are still your mind;
you are still using exactly the same subjective means to deal with all mental content, no matter its
origin.
In a 100% mathematical, absolute universe, every mental content comes with a “barcode” (i.e. a
unique identifier to show from which mind it originated). However, no ordinary mind has any
awareness of this mental barcode.
The more powerful your mind becomes, the more Godlike it becomes, the more you become
equated with your Higher Self, then the more discerning you become. In the end, your mind is

powerful enough to read the barcode. Until then, you simply have to use your judgment, just as you
have to do at the moment when you are listening to all sorts of conflicting information about what is
true. Some people will have far better judgment than others. It has always been thus.
*****
For Jung, an experience’s numinous quality was critical. No one can generate their own numinous
experience. An experience is numinous precisely because it is so alien, other, mystifying, terrifying,
overwhelming, overpowering.
Intriguingly, Jung considered someone’s Higher Self to be numinous. In other words, if you
psychically encounter your own immortal soul, it will seem utterly alien to you! (It’s so alien to
scientists that they deny its existence.)
In Hegelian terms, it would be like the primordial first encounter between consciousnesses when
they entered into an eternal life or death struggle, from which the master and the slave duly emerged.
No matter how vivid your own mental constructs, deep down, you know they are yours because they
have none of that existential otherness that fills you with anxiety and wonder. A numinous experience
is one that you know comes from outside, or from a very deep part of yourself so different from you
that it seems like a stranger. Becoming God involves becoming one with the divine stranger (daimon)
within you.
A Cartesian subject thinks his own thoughts; it would soon become obvious if he were spending
time thinking someone else’s thoughts, or if he were encountering alien thoughts that clearly didn’t
originate in his own mind. It would be like multiple personality disorder!

Unus Mundus (One World)
“If a union is to take place between opposites like spirit and matter, conscious and unconscious,
bright and dark, and so on, it will happen in a third thing, which represents not a compromise but
something new.” – Jung
“The unexpected parallelisms of ideas in psychology and physics suggest, as Jung pointed out, a
possible ultimate oneness of both fields of reality that physics and psychology study. . . . The concept
of a unitarian idea of reality (which has been followed up by Pauli and Erich Neumann) was called
by Jung the unus mundus (the one world, within which matter and psyche and are not yet
discriminated or separately actualized).” – Marie-Louise von Franz, Science and the Unconscious
Unus mundus: the world before the appearance of mind and matter (before psychophysical reality),
and which continues to underpin both of these domains as the fundamental tertium quid (third thing).
It was a key idea in medieval alchemy.
Unus mundus was Jung’s chosen term to describe the transcendental unitary reality underlying all
phenomena.
The unus mundus operates through the deepest level of the collective unconscious, and the
archetypes it contains. These archetypes are “psychoid” or “psychophysical”, i.e. the foundational
level for both mind and matter. Psychoid archetypes order the physical and psychical worlds, and can
control such mysterious phenomena as synchronicity.
In other words, Jung believed that the existence of synchronicity demonstrated the existence of the
unus mundus deep level of reality that existed prior to any distinction between mind and matter. Jung
wrote, “Psyche and matter exist in one and the same world, and each partakes of the other, otherwise
any reciprocal action would be impossible. If research could only advance far enough, therefore, we
would arrive at an ultimate agreement between physical and psychological concepts.”
The unus mundus is the deepest region of the unconscious and comprises “psychoid” structures
that transcend both psyche and matter. We might say that mind and matter emerge in their respective
ways from the psychoid unus mundus.
In Illuminism, mathematics is the unus mundus and all psychoid structures are mathematical. The
tertium quid is mathematics, and from it come matter and mind.
Monads, in their deepest nature, are simply unconscious mathematical systems driven to optimise
themselves. This inner drive corresponds to what is called will, and is more or less the Nietzschean
Will to Power.
Matter and mind – and their interaction – are the means by which the unconscious can be brought
to consciousness. We – monadic minds – are literally the means by which the universe experiences
itself and becomes self-aware. As above, so below. The Will to Power of all minds is collectively
reflected in that of the whole universe. It, and all of us, are proceeding inexorably towards an omega
point, an apex of power – the Absolute. This is the condition of cosmic divinity.
The Moment
“Women come into our shop for that ultimate moment in their life. They’re buying a dream. They’re
buying a moment for themselves. That’s what I call sell-moments.” – Philip Treacy (Luxury hat

maker)
Capitalism is all about “sell-moments”. It’s all about selling dreams, selling people a momentary
fantasy that they are rich and successful. Of course, you can’t expect these consumers of dreams ever
to put in any hard work to create new dreams for the human race. The buyers of dreams are never
those making dreams and having dream lives. You’re already a loser and failure if all you do is buy
“moments”.
Beauty
“We hold this truth to be self-evident – that mathematics is at the root of everything.” – MH
What is the most beautiful subject of all? Mathematics. Listen to your favourite music. What’s that?
Aural mathematics. Look at all the beautiful patterns of nature: snow drops, leaves, crystals,
raindrops, beehives, sand dunes, glaciers, rainbows, and so on. All of these are mathematical.
Consider the beauty of the circle, of the square, the cube, the tetrahedron, the pentagon, the Seal of
Solomon, and so on. All of these are purely mathematical. Consider perspective and the vanishing
point in art – the application of mathematics. Consider the elegance and grandeur of the Golden
Section. What about the mystery of the hologram, the Big Bang Singularity, black hole singularities?
Nothing but mathematics. All your gadgets – your computer, iPhone, iPad, iPod, LCD TV, video
games console (and all the game simulations on it) ... all of these are rooted in mathematics.
Everything around you is mathematical, and, if you think hard enough about it, you will realise that
you yourself are pure mathematics. You are a mathematical entity that has the peculiar property of
being able to experience mathematics directly – as sensory information, internal thoughts, feelings,
desires and will.
Why has the world been so blind about mathematics? Why have people turned to absurd Mythos
religions and ludicrous scientific materialism in their search for the truth? A cursory glance at the
world reveals mathematics everywhere, and a little thought soon leads to the conclusion that there is
nothing that isn’t mathematical. Mathematics is the only conceivable unus mundus underlying all
things.
It’s not as if humanity hasn’t been told that mathematics is the basis of everything. Pythagoras told
us that two and a half thousand years ago. But when has mad humanity ever listened to the truth?
As for insanity, even that’s ultimately attributable to mathematics! It represents the complete
inability to process mathematical sequences in the right order, from a single unitary, rational
perspective. Insanity results when mathematics isn’t smart enough to solve itself. Gods are produced
when it is!
The Unconscious
According to Freud, the unconscious is a kind of cupboard into which we put all of our skeletons. All
the contents of the unconscious were thus once conscious but were then deliberately repressed
(usually in childhood, and particularly after traumatic episodes), and thus removed from conscious
memory. Of course, they weren’t obliterated from existence, so still found ways to exert subtle and
problematic influence. They produced minor slips of the tongue (Freudian slips) in trivial cases,
neuroses in mild cases, and psychoses in severe cases. In all cases, they vividly influenced dreams,
these being “the royal road to the unconscious”.
The unconscious, for Freud in his original thinking, was defined by consciousness: it would not
exist without consciousness. Viewed in this way, it’s hard to see how Freud interpreted the behaviour

of animals. Given that animals have never been conscious then they could never have an unconscious
(by Freud’s logic), so what on earth directs their behaviour if neither conscious nor unconscious
forces are involved? They become rather like Cartesian automata, operating without any mind at all.
So, for Freud, we have a consciousness and a personal unconscious derived from it, and nothing
else. Jung radically altered this picture when he introduced the concept of the collective unconscious
– a vast hinterland of psychic elements that strongly influence the consciousness of all of us. Instead
of consciousness dictating to the unconscious, the unconscious was, in Jung’s view, easily the
dominant partner, with consciousness shrinking to a relatively minor player. This, therefore, was a
revolutionary switch in the balance of power, and it created a rupture between Freud and Jung since
Freud refused to accept these new ideas.
The collective unconscious did not contain any previously conscious elements. Its contents were
innate and universal. Jung said, “We have to distinguish between a personal unconscious and an
impersonal or transpersonal unconscious. We speak of the latter also as the collective unconscious,
because it is detached from anything personal and is common to all men, since its contents can be
found everywhere, which is naturally not the case with the personal contents.”
So, to emphasize, the collective consciousness is impersonal; it’s transpersonal; it applies to
everyone. It is, in effect, the mental landscape we all inhabit, just as, physically, we all inhabit the
same planet. Earth is our collective physical space, and the collective unconscious is our collective
mental space.
Later, Freud too made the unconscious much more powerful when he introduced the tripartite
psyche of id, ego and superego. However, he still refused to adopt Jung’s collective unconscious.
The collective unconscious is viewed as objective since it’s common to all individuals. Jung
wrote, “The collective unconscious stands for the objective psyche, the personal unconscious for the
subjective psyche.”
The collective unconscious opens a door not to a cupboard or back room, but to the whole mental
universe!
The collective unconscious is highly structured and has multiple levels. In terms of humanity,
there’s a collective unconscious for the whole species, one for each race, one for each tribe, one for
men, one for women, one for children, one for adolescents, one for adults, one for each Myers-Briggs
type, one for each religion, and so on. Jung said, “In as much as there are differentiations as
corresponding to race, tribe, and even family, there is also a collective psyche limited to race, tribe,
and family over and above the ‘universal’ collective psyche.”
The more universal an element of the Collective Unconscious is, the older, the more general and
the more basic it is.
The whole of psychic history is present in the collective unconscious. As Jung said, “The
collective unconscious, being the repository of man’s experience and at the same time the prior
condition of this experience, is an image of the world which has taken eons to form. In this image
certain features, the archetypes or dominants, have crystallized out in the course of time.”
Imagine you could look at the history of the world all at once, with every layer in time
superimposed on each other, so that you could see the earliest life forms, the dinosaurs, the first
mammals and absolutely every species and intermediate form that has become instinct. With this view
of the world, it would be much easier to see how evolution operates. Our DNA contains a complete
genetic history of humanity, if we could read it properly.
The collective unconscious corresponds to a psychic rather than physical view of history, to
mental DNA. The collective unconscious shows us all the different mental elements that have

appeared since the dawn of time, and reveals how they have evolved, and which have fallen by the
wayside and become redundant.
Archetypes dominate and define the collective unconscious, but the collective unconscious also
contains a vast number of isolated, “dead” elements that never became archetypal and faded into a
limbo where they are never used or accessed.
Unlike Plato’s Forms, archetypes are dynamic rather than fixed. They evolve. Above all, they
shape our conscious experience. Jung wrote, “If [the unconscious] were merely reactive to the
conscious mind, we might aptly call it a psychic mirror world. In that case, the real source of all
contents and activities would lie in the conscious mind, and there would be absolutely nothing in the
unconscious except the distorted reflections of conscious contents. The creative process would be
shut up in the conscious mind, and anything new would be nothing but conscious invention or
cleverness. The empirical facts give the lie to this. Every creative man knows that spontaneity is the
very essence of creative thought. Because the unconscious is not just a reactive mirror reflection, but
an independent, productive activity, its realm of experience is a self-contained world, having its own
reality, of which we can only say that it affects us as we affect it – precisely what we say about our
experience of the outer world. And just as material objects are the constituent elements of this world,
so psychic factors constitute the objects of that other world.”
Archetypes might be likened to genes. Just as genes mutate and evolve and, in some sense, are
immortal, so archetypes mutate and evolve and are immortal in the same sense.
Just as we have a DNA code, we have an “archetypal code” and it’s quite possible, and even
likely, that DNA is the physicochemical representation of the archetypal code, or, equally, that the
archetypal code is the psychic expression of DNA. They are two sides of the same coin, one side
being the physical expression of an information pattern, and the other the mental expression.
In this view, gene mutations are caused by mental changes. Now, the key difference between
matter and mind is that the former is passive (non-teleological) and the latter is active (teleological).
Mutations are never passively generated (as Darwinism would contend): they are always
teleologically initiated. In this context, Lamarckian evolution comes into its own. Lamarckian
evolution, unlike Darwinism, is in accord with teleological strivings ... with mental rather than purely
physical processes.
One day, when the false Meta Paradigm of scientific empiricist materialism finally falls, Lamarck
will be triumphantly vindicated and Lamarckian evolution will replace Darwinism since the former,
unlike the latter, can cater for mental, teleological influences. Just as it’s a disgrace that we live in a
world that worships scientific materialism and rejects ontological mathematics, and that worships
Newton rather than Leibniz, so it’s a disgrace that Darwin is revered while Lamarck is regarded as
pathetic. Mathematics, Leibniz and Lamarck will be vindicated in the end. You heard it here first!
Darwinism as an evolutionary model goes hand in hand with the materialist ideology – which is
why it has been so readily embraced. Lamarck’s model goes hand in hand with dynamic idealism,
hence has been rejected and ridiculed by the materialists. So it goes.
Lamarckian evolution is the only one that can be reconciled with Jung’s collective unconscious
(which is itself a concept wholly rejected and ridiculed by scientific materialists).
The world is in desperate need of a paradigm shift if it wants to make any further progress.
Scientific materialism has run its dialectical course and no longer has anything important to say.
It has been said that the collective unconscious is the “objective” psychic world. Just as we live in
an objective physical world, and behave subjectively within it while being affected by its laws, so
we inhabit an objective mental world, and live subjectively within that too, while also being affected

by its laws. The subject is always locked into an objective domain, both physically and mentally.
People are perfectly willing to accept objective physical structures such as mountains, oceans,
deserts and the sky. Why not accept objective mental structures that are as every bit as fixed a part of
our life as the atmosphere? Once you begin to understand that not only are you making your way
through a seen physical world but also through an unseen psychical landscape, your comprehension
of reality radically changes. You begin to glimpse Plato’s domain of perfect Forms, available only
mentally, through which souls can roam at will, seeing all the great, perfect Forms in their pristine
purity, and freely interacting with them.
We are immersed in an ocean of intangible mental things, and we are subject to all of its laws.
Only our consciousness (and the Higher Self linked to it) is genuinely free and able to act
autonomously, to initiate causal chains.
The physical world is stimulating to the scientific mind (the mind of thinking sensing types), but
only intuitives can meaningfully grasp the psychical world and all of its defining archetypal
structures.
Jung was insistent that the unconscious does not simply contain mental baggage that consciousness
seeks to bury to operate more efficiently and free of anxiety, but also the whole scaffolding for our
subjective mental experiences, without which we couldn’t have such experiences at all (this is a
strongly Kantian position, and Jung was indeed a keen student of Kant). This scaffolding isn’t “dead”.
All mental archetypes are in some sense alive and able to act autonomously. In other words, elements
from the collective unconscious can actively seek you out and interact with you (via your dreams, or
through hallucinations, or “voices”). These are coming from OUTSIDE you, not inside. They are
external, objective forces. Jung said that if these contacts had a “numinous” quality – i.e. they seemed
to belong to a different, more divine order of existence – then they were definitely external. If they
had no such transcendent quality, you had probably generated them internally.
A central feature of Jung’s thinking was that our minds, outside consciousness, actively seek
contact with archetypes. We can conclude that our lower and higher selves are the initiating agents,
and that they are often seeking contradictory things. Our “ego-self” is left in the middle, trying to make
sense of all this activity of the “expanded psyche”, the “psyche at large”.
This mental activity taking place outside consciousness is frequently of a compensatory nature, i.e.
it’s homeostatic and self-regulating, trying to keep us healthy and stable. It detects when we go too far
in any direction, and seeks to pull us back. If it fails, that’s when psychosis and madness take over.
These conditions represent a catastrophic failure to maintain psychic balance, and usually have their
origin in some horrific trauma (often childhood abuse) that simply can’t be defused. It’s an
unexploded bomb in the psyche, and one day it goes off, shattering the whole psyche.
For Jung, the unconscious was the source of our highest creativity. It was also completely
teleological, seeking to optimize us – if we allowed it. Jung advocated a process of conscious
“individuation” – the pursuit of wholeness and integration – through understanding our total psyche
and mastering all of it, especially those parts that had previously troubled us. If we are overly
introverted, we should try to become more extravert; if we are overly feeling, we should seek to
develop our thinking side, and so on.
Jung maintained that if we did not embark on such a project consciously, our psyche was
configured to do so unconsciously (but it would be a much slower process). It was inherently
evolutionary and teleological, and it was driven by the pursuit of perfection, for the quest for the
Philosopher’s Stone and Holy Grail.
Of course, Jung’s scheme is rather too optimistic. If the world really operated that way (just as if

the world operated karmically), we would by now be living in paradise. Plainly, we’re not. We’re
trapped in an ugly, brutal, messy dialectical process that can, all too often, be regressive as much as
progressive. Advancement comes slowly and painfully.
Where is the error in Jung’s thinking? It lies in the fact that he concentrated on a numinous Higher
Self, and never gave much thought to an equally potent Lower Self (of the type envisaged by
Gnosticism) always dragging us down. It’s the struggle between the Lower Self (defined by Satan)
and the Higher Self (defined by Lucifer) that drives the dialectic. The Self caught in the middle is the
one that will eventually dialectically transcend both the Lower and Higher Self and, as their
synthesis, reach its allotted omega point. The centre Self is defined by Abraxas and becomes more
and more rational, hence able to understand and see through the defects of both the Lower and Higher
Selves. The Satanic Lower Self is grotesquely selfish and “other-sacrificing” (the Devil) and the
Luciferian Higher Self is overly altruistic and “self-sacrificing” (the Angel). The Abraxian centre is
the rational middle path where we become meaningful individuals within a wholesome collective.
We don’t have contempt for others, and nor are we absorbed into some gloopy, grey Mass Man of
insufferable political correctness.
Our present world is deficient in community, but it would be disastrous if it became overly
communitarian (just as it’s disastrous for it to be overly selfish, as it is currently).
Dreams are the arena where the unconscious (both lower and higher) makes its greatest attempts to
communicate with consciousness. Dreams are a code world where only symbols, not language, are
used for communication between different levels of the psyche. (Complex language ability is strictly
the province of consciousness; the unconscious has only the most rudimentary language abilities, on a
par with the grunts of animals.)
If consciousness becomes skilled at interpreting the symbolic code language of the unconscious, it
can convert more and more unconscious elements into consciousness, and thereby become much more
powerful. If consciousness does not do so, it is always alienated from the unconscious and tends to
project its contents onto others.
Synchronicity is another key link between the unconscious and consciousness. It connects inner
psychological experiences with outer experiences in the physical world. Disastrously and bafflingly,
Jung described synchronicity as “acausal” (in the sense that the inner experience could not be the
efficient cause of the outer experience, or vice versa). Synchronicity was, for Jung, a meaningful,
acausal connection between inner and outer, mental and physical, events. Being neither physical nor
mental, synchronicity was “psychoid”.
However, Jung had already provided the ingredients for a much more powerful, causal
interpretation of synchronicity. If the psychoid layer of the collective unconscious is in touch with
both the psychic and physical domains, and is connected with everything in these worlds (nonlocalism), then it can easily detect a mental idea (a person’s fixation with ravens, for example), and a
nearby physical gathering of ravens. Having established that it can bring about a meaningful
interaction, the psychoid layer causes either the ravens to fly into the presence of the person, or the
person to move to where the ravens are. Either way, it’s a causal event, not acausal.
The idea of meaningful acausality is, frankly, ludicrous. It’s meaningless mumbo jumbo that makes
no sense. There’s no sufficient reason for it. We inhabit a relentlessly causal universe. Nothing
happens purely randomly (i.e. for no reason at all), and meaning cannot be present where causality is
absent. It is causality that provides the meaning.
The psychoid layer of the collective unconscious is arguably Jung’s most brilliant idea, yet he
himself failed to understand it. If you accept this concept in the terms we have suggested, it turns the

universe into a “meaning machine” or, more accurately, a living, teleological organism that is at all
times trying to maximise the meaning of the world. Wherever it can detect a chance to increase
meaning, it will certainly take it. It is constantly scanning the mental and physical domains and trying
to align them more meaningfully. Synchronicity is enormously more common than people think.
People talk themselves out of it (and are encouraged to do so by scientific materialists who
completely reject synchronicity) by dismissing it as “mere coincidence”. It could be the case that
there is no such thing as coincidence. There might not even be any such thing as an “accident” in the
truest sense, although that’s a somewhat controversial statement.
The doctrine of karma denies that there are accidents; everything is karmically designed. Karma,
however, is viewed as a moral force (and therefore exercises some kind of intelligent moral
discernment). Jung’s psychoid layer would be considered amoral and would simply link any mental
ideas (good or bad) with any physical realizations of those ideas.
Jung said, “Since psyche and matter are contained in one and the same world, and moreover are in
continuous contact with one another and ultimately rest on irrepresentable, transcendental factors, it is
not only possible but fairly probable, even, that psyche and matter are two different aspects of one
and the same thing.”
In Illuminism, the physical world is a mathematical “illusion” generated by inverse Fourier
transforms. There is no material world at all. True reality is a Singularity – a single mental point of
infinite complexity and with infinite nodes – and equates to Jung’s transcendent unus mundus (one
world). It’s an infinite, shimmering ocean of vibrations (frequencies) and there are no obstacles
whatsoever to maximising meaning by causally linking patterns in this self-optimizing, self-solving
ocean of mathematical activity.
As we noted earlier, Jung said, “Psyche and matter exist in one and the same world, and each
partakes of the other, otherwise any reciprocal action would be impossible. If research could only
advance far enough, therefore, we would arrive at an ultimate agreement between physical and
psychological concepts.”
This is a key statement and, in fact, Fourier mathematics and holograms provide the way out of the
labyrinth. Non-local Fourier transforms and local inverse Fourier transforms – flowing in and out of
each other in feedback loops – is all there is. There is only mathematics. Mind and matter are simply
different Fourier representations, which is precisely why they are so interconnected. Our dual
hemisphere brains reflect this same duality. The right hemisphere deals with the non-local frequency
domain outside space and time (this is our “intuitive” brain), and our left hemisphere deals with local
spacetime representations (this is our “sensory” brain). The right hemisphere is for Fourier
transforms, and the left for inverse Fourier transforms. The left hemisphere shows us the 3D (or,
rather, 6D) holographic representation of the world, and the right hemisphere connects us to the entire
universe as a single point – a Singularity – composed of an infinite wave interference pattern.
What else could be so simple, so elegant, and so beautiful? Yet we also see exactly how people
might become extremely confused. Some of them might over identify with the left hemisphere, or with
the right, and deny the information being provided by the other. If they don’t know anything about
Fourier mathematics, they won’t comprehend what each hemisphere is doing, and how they’re linked.
Mathematics alone provides the key to this puzzle, and, without it, bullshit floods in to fill the vacuum
– whether it be scientific materialist bullshit, or Abrahamic bullshit, or Eastern bullshit, or New Age
bullshit.
Quite literally, if you don’t understand Fourier mathematics then you cannot understand reality and
how it operates. Jungian synchronicity is the quintessence of communication between our left and

right brain hemispheres. The right brain scans the whole universe but is especially good at discerning
all meaningful patterns in our immediate vicinity, just outside our sensory awareness (which is why,
following a sudden strange feeling, you look up and find someone staring straight at you, even though
you could have had no sensory awareness of that). The right brain can then cause meaningful events to
happen by prompting relevant things to come to us, or for us to go to them. So, you see, there may be
no coincidences at all. People who come into your life might have been brought there by your
subconscious, or theirs! Strange events might be coded messages from your own unconscious mind.
The world is enormously stranger and more complex than it seems. The primary reason for that is that
we suffer from a delusion that we inhabit a strictly local world when, in fact, our unconscious is nonlocally connected to the whole universe. The problem is that our unconscious doesn’t speak English,
or whatever our local language is, so has difficulty passing messages to our consciousness. It has to
use codes, symbols and synchronicity. We then have to consciously interpret those codes, but it’s all
too easy to misinterpret them.
A person who becomes a God is someone who has perfect communication between his
consciousness and unconscious, and, to that extent, his unconscious is no longer unconscious. In fact,
it is conscious of the entire universe – which is exactly what it means to be God!
What else would a mathematical universe do except maximise order, patterns, and organisation?
Would it not connect dots wherever it could to produce a more interesting shape, a more meaningful
pattern? Synchronicity follows automatically from the conception of the universe as a self-optimizing,
self-solving mathematical life force.
Mathematics integrates our understanding of mind and matter. The unus mundus is mathematics
itself, underlying everything. In fact, in Illuminism, the material world itself is summoned into
existence precisely in order to establish more meaning.
Why view the world of synchronicity as something weird? There’s nothing weirder than the
material world itself. It exists purely because of the ability of Fourier mathematics to convert
frequency representations into space and time representations. It has no reality beyond that.
We exist inside a living hologram – the true unus mundus. Everything is mathematically
interconnected. Because the hologram is a self-optimising system, it is at all times seeking to increase
order, meaning, organisation, and pattern. It is the supreme teleological system, striving for maximum
meaning, for perfection.
The unus mundus living hologram is initially unconscious, but its Great Work is to become selfaware, to transmute itself from complete ignorance into complete knowledge.
The living cosmic hologram, based on Fourier mathematics, is an infinite-dimensional “God”, and
each of us constitutes one of its divine dimensions.
In this context, it’s interesting to consider Spinoza’s philosophy:
“[Descartes taught] that the universe is made up of two kinds of substance, mind and body. This
dualism did not satisfy Spinoza. Spinoza taught there is only one substance, one basic ‘stuff’ which
constitutes the entire universe. This he called God. For Spinoza, everything in the universe is God,
and all the individual things are actually one great whole.
“We may think of the substance as, for example, a great metal shield, with different designs on
each side. If we look at it from one side we see a definite design, but if we look at it from the other
side we see a wholly different design. So with substance. If it is seen in one way it body. If seen from
another position it is mind. Spinoza called the one extension and the other mind.
“Thus, every object in the universe – star, tree, man, animal, water, wind, stone – is part of God.

Every object is also both extension and mind. There is no body without mind and no mind without
body.
“Substance, the underlying ‘stuff’ of the universe, is absolutely independent of everything, for it is
everything. It is infinite, self-caused, and self-determined. It has no limits, was made by itself, and is
determined by nothing but itself. This God, or Nature, is the world. This unifying conception is known
as ‘pantheism’....
“This substance, God, expresses itself in an infinite number of attributes, but man can grasp only
two – extension and thought. God, or Nature, is both body and mind. Further, these attributes are
absolutely independent of each other. Body does not affect mind nor does mind affect body. But both
are manifestations of one and the same universal reality, God.
“These attributes appear to man in specific ways or ‘modes’. ... And there are many modes of each
attribute.” – S. E. Frost, Jr, Basic Teachings of the Great Philosophers
“[For Spinoza, the fundamental being is] an absolutely infinite being, whose existence cannot
logically be denied. Spinoza calls this infinite being by the name of ‘God’, but this God is very
different from the God of theism. For Spinoza’s God is not a personal, creative agent, separate from
the Universe he creates. What Spinoza thinks about the nature of God, and the relations between God
and things, is to be found in his doctrine of substance, attribute and finite modes. ... Finite modes are
particular things, where ‘thing’ has a wide sense, so that it covers not only physical things, but also
the minds of individuals ... The ultimate units of physics are really modes of matter, differentiated
simply by motion and rest. ... Similarly, the ultimate entities with which the philosophy of mind deals
– Spinoza calls them ‘ideas’ – are modes; more specifically, they are modes of thought.” – Spinoza,
Pan Dictionary of Philosophy
*****
We experience the unus mundus as the mysterious, all-powerful “Other”, i.e. as GOD. Our “reducing
valve” consciousness – located in the finite, local world – is baffled by the unus mundus. Only our
unconscious – non-local and connected to everything – grasps the infinite power and potential of the
unus mundus.
The unus mundus is the deep, underlying context of all of our experiences. It was the world the
alchemists sought to contact. Via the unus mundus, base metal (our normal world) is converted into
gold (heaven).
It’s extraordinary that, outside the Illuminati, virtually no one has grasped that mathematics alone
can explain the unus mundus and everything that flows from it. Jung did intuit the power of
mathematics: “Number helps more than anything else to bring order into the chaos of appearances. It
is the predestined instrument for creating order, or for apprehending an already existing, but still
unknown, regular arrangement or ‘orderedness.’ It may well be the most primitive element of order in
the human mind.”
Similarly, Jung’s colleague Marie-Louise von Franz, said, “The deepest and most clearly
distinguishable archetypal factor, which forms the basis of psycho-physical equivalence is, the
archetypal patterns of natural numbers. . . . In respect to mathematical structure, the acausal
orderedness in matter is of the same kind as that in the psyche and each is continually reflected in the
other. ... As an archetype, number becomes not only a psychic factor, but more generally, a worldstructuring factor. In other words, numbers point to a background of reality in which psyche and
matter are no longer distinguishable.”

Even more decisively, she stated, “In the last analysis, the mystery of the unus mundus resides in
the nature of number.”
Unfortunately, neither she nor Jung pursued this line of thinking in any significant way, presumably
due to a lack of mathematical expertise. It’s time this became the most active areas of mathematical
research.
Mathematics is often called a phenomenon of mind. In fact, mind is a phenomenon of mathematics.
Mathematics is the master, not the servant. Mathematics describes the physical world so well because
that world is, like the mental world, wholly mathematical. There is therefore no mystery about the
harmony between mind and matter.
Think of the brain with its countless neurons (some 100 billion) and all of its interconnections
(some 100 trillion). What does this really mean? It means that inside our skull is a simply staggering
degree of processing power and concentration of Fourier transform basis frequencies (so to speak).
The brain has been called the most complex object in the universe, and that’s not far from the truth.
The brain is a kind of microcosm of the Super Singularity itself, which contains infinite monadic
“brain cells”, and infinite connections.
The brain might even be considered as a spacetime representation of the soul itself. It is certainly
the organ that links the soul to the physical world.
The unus mundus is all about fundamental physical and mental archetypes which meld together as
psychoid archetypes. All of these psychoid archetypes are dual-aspect. They are all double-headed
coins with a mental aspect on one head and a physical aspect on the other head.
The next revolution in human thinking will take place as soon as all of the world’s
mathematicians, scientists, philosophers and psychologists work together on the problem of how
Fourier mathematics controls a) the holographic universe, b) gravity, c) all of the physical, mental
and psychoid archetypes, and d) how they interact with each other in dialectical feedback loops.
Each cell of a body contains a full set of gene: a complete genotype. What we need now is the
mental equivalent of the genotype: a complete set of mental archetypes that constitute the core mental
functions of animals and humans (and these will of course be directly mapped to the genes).
However, since the mental domain is enormously “deeper” than the physical domain (the mental
domain has an infinite hinterland), the mental “genotype” is enormously bigger than the physical one,
and has incredible and unprecedented potential, power and scope – sufficient to convert us into Gods!
Jung wrote, “Microphysics is feeling its way into the unknown side of matter, just as complex
psychology is pushing forward into the unknown side of the psyche. Both lines of investigation have
yielded findings which can be conceived only by means of antinomies, and both have developed
concepts which display remarkable analogies. If this trend should become more pronounced in the
future, the hypothesis of the unity of their subject-matters would gain in probability. Of course there is
little or no hope that the unitary Being can ever be conceived, since our powers of thought and
language permit only of antinomian statements. But this much we do know beyond all doubt, that
empirical reality has a transcendental background.”
His collaborator Wolfgang Pauli said, “Modern science may have brought us closer to a more
satisfying conception of this relationship [between psyche and physis] by setting up, within the field
of physics, the concept of complementarity. It would be most satisfactory of all if physis and psyche
could be seen as complementary aspects of the same reality.”
Complementarity is the doctrine that mutually exclusive concepts – which in normal logic would
rule out one or the other – can both apply to an entity. The most famous example is wave-particle
duality. An electron can display wave behaviour or particle behaviour depending on context, even

though the definitions of wave and particle are mutually exclusive. Complementarity abandons
Aristotelian logic and embraces Hegelian dialects whereby opposites can flow in and out of each
other.
Niels Bohr considered that the description of the state of an atomic system was formally
undefined prior to measurement. It existed as a potentiality before observation, and was only made
actual by the observation. An observation designed for wave behaviour would reveal wave
behaviour, and one designed for particle behaviour would reveal particle behaviour! If that’s not
“woo woo”, what is? The principle of complementarity commits physics to accepting mutually
exclusive concepts to describe the quantum world. However, as soon as the existence of an
independent mental domain is accepted, there’s nothing mutually exclusive going on. The “waves”
relate to the mental domain, and the “particles” to the spacetime domain.
Marie-Louise von Franz wrote, “Bohr’s idea of complementarity is especially interesting to
Jungian psychologists, for Jung saw that the relationship between the conscious and unconscious mind
also forms a complementary pair of opposites.”
The wave is the unobserved aspect of the quantum world (because it’s mental, not physical), and
the particle is the observed aspect (because it’s physical). In terms of the psyche, the unconscious is
the unobserved aspect and the conscious is the observed aspect. The conscious is all about
localisation (like a material particle) while the unconscious is non-local (like a wave). Jung said,
“The area of the unconscious is enormous and always continuous, while the area of consciousness is
a restricted field of momentary vision.”
The quantum wave function is said to represent probabilities, one of which then becomes
actualized following an observation or measurement. The mind is full of possibilities but only one
possibility can be chosen and actualised within consciousness. The unconscious represents a vast
hinterland of possibility, all subtly influencing consciousness. The contents of consciousness might be
seen as actualisations of unconscious potentialities. In fact, consciousness could be considered to
have the same relationship to the unconscious as an actualized particle does to its probabilistic
wavefunction. This would make consciousness a kind of “collapse” of an unconscious wavefunction!
Just as a particle is everywhere before wavefunction collapse occurs, so is the uncollapsed
unconscious everywhere, connected to the whole universe and all possible minds and mental
archetypes.
Jung said, “The common background for microphysics and depth-psychology is as much physical
as psychic and therefore neither, but rather a third thing, a neutral nature which can at most be grasped
in hints since in essence it is transcendental. The background of our empirical world thus appears to
be in fact an unus mundus. ... The transcendental psychophysical background corresponds to a
‘potential world’ in so far as those conditions which determine the form of empirical phenomena are
inherent in it.”
The collaboration of Jung and Pauli is often seen as strange, but why should this type of
cooperation between a top psychologist and physicist be so freakishly rare? Why isn’t it routine? It’s
because scientific materialists regard everything outside their tiny imaginations as “woo woo” and
mumbo jumbo. To most physicists, Jung was a crank, spouting endless gibberish and mystical
nonsense.
That’s why it’s all the more important that psychology be expressed in term of Fourier
mathematics (just as quantum mechanics and holography are) so that we can have a common
language for physics and psychology. Of course, the scientific empiricist materialist Meta Paradigm
must be utterly abolished if any true progress is to be made.

*****
It’s a key corollary of Descartes’ thinking that mind cannot be reduced to matter, nor matter to mind.
(That’s because mind is unextended and matter extended.) However, in Leibnizian thinking, matter
can be reduced to mind. The key to ontological mathematics is zero, the number of the monad. Zero,
however, necessarily contains all conceivable numbers. It’s from zero and its inherent infinite
constellation of numbers that mind and matter flow.

Golgonooza
“All imaginative and creative acts, being eternal, go to build up a permanent structure, which Blake
calls Golgonooza, above time, and, when this structure is finished, nature, its scaffolding, will be
knocked away and man will live in it. Golgonooza will then be the city of God, the New Jerusalem
which is the total form of all human culture and civilisation. Nothing that the heroes, martyrs, prophets
and poets of the past have done for it has been wasted; no anonymous and unrecognised contribution
to it has been overlooked. In it is conserved all the good man has done, and in it is completed all that
he hoped and intended to do. And the artist who uses the same energy and genius that Homer and
Isaiah had will find that he not only lives in the same palace of art as Homer and Isaiah, but lives in it
at the same time.” – Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry: a study of William Blake
Golgonooza is William Blake’s great mythical city of art and science, a New Jerusalem modelled on
Blake’s native London. Golgonooza is the City of Imagination, of Dreams. It has been described as a
land of ivory and gold, of astral temples, of “Art and Manufacture”. Golgonooza is four dimensional
and has four great gates “each within other”: North, South, East and West. Through three of these
gates, the imagination opens into all phases of existence. The Western Gate, however, is closed until
“the last day” when the final all-conquering, all-revealing explosion of imagination will occur
(cosmic gnosis – the transmutation of the whole universe into God).
Golgonooza is surrounded by “the land of death eternal”. In other words, it is heaven set in the
midst of hell. It’s the home of the Illuminati, in the centre of Satan’s prison world of Earth.
*****
The great work of Golgonooza, the cosmic city, is to give forms to all uncreated things. All the great
things that were scorned and neglected will find their proper, glorious place.
*****
Los, the founder of Golgonooza, had his palace in the South – the domain of intellect. In many ways,
Golgonooza is a prefiguring of Jungian personality types, the Collective Unconscious, Archetypes,
mana personalities, projection, individuation, synchronicity. It might be called a symbol of the cosmic
Self.
*****
Which city is the inverse of Golgonooza – the Anti-Golgonooza? What city has no imagination, no art,
no science? How about “Puritan City”, beloved of Protestants? The whole of the American Bible Belt
would qualify! How about Wall Street? Or how about Jerusalem, Satan’s capital city?
El Dorado
El Dorado (Spanish, “the gilded one”): the legendary kingdom or city of gold. It lies in a valley
surrounded by mountains, approached by a long causeway.
El Dorado represents the culmination of the alchemical dream; the transmuting of the world into
gold.
Imagine a golden earth with golden oceans, sparkling under a sun made of pure gold. Imagine
mountain peaks of gold, valleys of gold, fields of gold. Imagine molten golden rivers, flowing past

golden trees and roses of gold. Imagine golden raindrops falling from a golden sky; imagine golden
snowflakes.
*****
“El Dorado” actually referred to the supposed king of a fabulous Amazonian city called Manoa.
Every day, the king covered himself in gold dust, hence was literally “gilded”. At night, he washed
off the gold in a sacred pool exclusively reserved for him. The pool was therefore full of gold dust
and glinted in the sun like a golden mirror.
Over time, El Dorado came to refer to the king’s magical golden city, rather than the king himself.
Thoughts within Thoughts
In the world of the idealist philosopher Bishop Berkeley, matter does not exist. The objective world
is an idea in the mind of God. It maintains its existence because God never sleeps. If he did, the
world would simply vanish, and we would all be staring into eternal void.
For Berkeley, we are autonomous thinking agents within the supreme thinking agent – God. We are
minds within a Mind.
It’s curious that Jung did not study Berkeley to any great degree. In Berkeley’s philosophy, we
have a perfect model of autonomous mental agents operating within an overarching mental agent. The
collective unconscious could be regarded as infinite mental agents operating within the minds of all
of us ... or, alternatively, our conscious minds operating within the collective unconscious (as a kind
of hidden God).
The Jungian psyche is in a sense composed of separate, autonomous mental agents being
orchestrated consciously by the Ego, and unconsciously by the numinous Self.
Conclusion
We live in a universe of thinking, of ideas, perceptions, willing, desires, feelings, sensations. All of
these ceaseless currents of mental activity are never anything other than composite mathematical
functions, built up from “atomic” basis waves. Information is nothing but mathematical signals. Well,
what else could it possibly be? Mathematics is the quintessence of order, organisation, and pattern.
Chaos – perfect randomness – isn’t information. It’s just noise, cosmic static.
There are two types of thought: subjective and objective. Subjective thoughts are private; their
thinker has complete control over them. Objective thoughts are public (shared between infinite minds)
and no thinker has any control over them. It’s these public thoughts that constitute matter. Matter is
simply “solidified” thought, low energy thought. It’s sluggish, recalcitrant and presents resistance to
any individual mind because it belongs to all minds.
Matter has always seemed to be something external to minds and to belong to a different mode of
existence entirely. Yet what could be simpler than that matter is the manifestation of the difference
between individual thinking and collective thinking? An individual thought is something easy to
change; its thinker can do so instantly. But what of a collective thought? Who has the authority, the
ability, to change it? No one does. Therefore, a collective thought belongs to a different order of
existence; it belongs, in fact, to the quantum world. As more and more collective thoughts clump
together according to mathematico-scientific laws, they form particles, atoms, molecules – things that
just sit around, solid and enduring.
Once you have grasped that matter is made of collective thoughts, you see that there is no true
material world at all. There are only thoughts – private and public, singular and collective.

Everything is about mind, mathematical mind.
In every way, we inhabit the Noosphere, the domain of nous, of mind. This cosmic Noosphere is
evolving. Powerful minds are shaping it, making it perfect. One day, it will be transformed into
Golgonooza, Blake’s wondrous City of the Imagination.
Once enough people are illuminated, its light will shine brighter than all the suns put together. It
will illuminate the whole universe. It will be inhabited by glittering Gods, and they shall call it
heaven.
Cogito Ergo Sum

